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PHENOMENA OF ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF VERY HIGH 
FREQUENCY' 

Electrical journals are getting to be more and more interesting. New facts are 
observed and new problems spring up daily which command the attention of engineers. 
In the last few numbers of the English journals, principally in the Electrician there 
have been several new matters brought up which have attracted more than usual attention. 
The address of Professor Crookes has revived the interest in his beautiful and skilfully 
performed experiments, the effect observed on the Ferranti mains has elicited the 
expressions of opinion of some of the leading English electricians, and Mr. Swinburne has 
brought out some interesting points in connection with condensers and dynamo excitation. 

The writer's own experiences have induced him to venture a few remarks in regard 
to these and other matters, hoping that they will afford some useful information or 
suggestion to the reader. 

.Among his many experiments Professor Crookes shows some performed with tubes 
devoid of internal electrodes, and from his remarks it must be inferred that the results 
obtained with these tubes are rather unusual. If this be so, then the writer must regret 
that Professor Crookes, whose admirable work has been the delight of every investigator, 
should not have availed himself in his experiments of a properly constructed alternate 
current machine - namely, one capable of giving, say 10,000 to 20,000 alternations per 
second. His researches on this difficult but fascinating subject would then have been even 
more complete. It is true that when using such a machine in connection with a n  
induction coil the distinctive character of the electrodes - which is desirable, if not 
essential, in many experiments - is lost, in most cases both the electrodes behaving 
alike; but on the other hand, the advantage is gained that the effects may be exalted 
at will. When using a rotating switch or commutator the rate of change obtainable in the 
primary current is limited. When the commutator is more rapidly revolved the primary 
current diminishes, and if the current be increased, the spir:rking, which cannot be 
completely overcome by the condenser, impairs considerably the virtue of the apparatus. 
N o  such limitations exist when using an alternate current machine as any desired rate 
of change may be produced in the primary current. It is thus, possible to obtain 
excessively high electromotive forces in the secondary circuit with a comparatively small 
primary current; moreovet, the perfect regularity in the working of the apparatus may be 
relied upon. 

The writer will incidentally mention that any one who attempts for the first time 
to construct such a machine will have a tale of woe to tell. He will first start out, as 
a matter of course, by making an armature with the required number of polar projections. 
He will then get the satisfaction of having produced an apparatus which is fit to 
accompany a thoroughly Wagnerian opera. It may besides possess the virtue of converting 
mechanical energy into heat in a nearly perfect manner. If there is a revenal in the polarity 
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of the projections, he will get heat out of the machine; if there is no reversal, the heating 
will be less, but the output will be next to ndthing. He  will then adandon the iron in the 
armature, and he will get from the Scylla to the Charybdis. He will look for one 
difficulty and will find another, but, after a few trials, he may get nearly what he 
wanted. 

Among the many experiments which may be performed with such a machine, of 
not the least interest are t h e  performed w.ith a high-tension induction coil. The 
character of the discharge is co~npletely changed. The arc is established at much greater 
distances, and it is so easily affected by the slightest-current of air that it often wriggles 
ardund in the most singular manner. It usually emits the rhythmical sound peculiar to 
the alternate current arcs, but the curious point is that the sound may be heard with 
a number of alternations far'above ten thousand per second, which by many is considered 
to be about the limit of audition. In many respects the coil behaves like a static machine. 
Points impair considerably the sparking interval, electricity escaping from them freely, 
and from a wire attached to one of the terminals streams of light issue, as though it 
were connected to n pole of a powerful Toepler machine. All these phenomena are, 
of course, mostly due to the enormous differences of potential obtained. As a consequence 
of the self-induction of the coil and the high frequency, the current is minute while 
there is a corresponding rise of pressure. A current impulse of some strength started 
in such a coil should persist to flow no less than four ten-thdusandths of a second. As 
this time is greater than half the period, it occurs that an opposing electromotive force 
begins to act while the current is still flowing. As a consequence, the pressure rises 
as in a tube filled with liquid and vibrated rapidly around its axis. The current is so 
small that, in the opinion-and involuntary experience of the writer, the discharge of even 
a very large coil cannot produce seriously injurious effects, whereas, if the same coil 
were operated with a current of lower frequency, though the electromotive force would 
be much smaller, the discharge would be most certainly injurious. This result, however, 
is due in part to the high frequency. The writer's experiences tend to show that the 
higher the frequency the greater the amount of electrical energy which may be passed 
through the body without serious discomfort; whence it seems certain that human tissues 
act as condensers. 

One is not quite prepared for the behavior of the coil when connected to a Leyden 
jar, One, of course, anticipates that since the frequency is high the capacity of the jat 
should be small. He therefore takes a very small jar, about the size of a small wine 
glass, but he finds that even with this jar the coil is practically short-circuited. He then 
reduces the .capacity until .he comes to about the capacity of two spheres, say, ten 
centimetres in diameter and two to four centimetres apart. The discharge then assumq 
the. form of a serrated band ,exactly like a succession of sparks viewed in a rapidly 
revolving mirror; the serrations, of course, corresponding to the condenser discharges. 
In this case one may observe a queer phenomenon. The discharge starts at the nearest 
points, works gradually up, breaks somewhere .near the top of the spheres, begins 
again at the bottom, and so on. This goes on so fast that several serrated bands are seen 
at once. One may be puzzled for a few minutes, but the explanation is simple enough. The 
discharge begins at the nearest points, the air is heated and carries the arc upward until 
it breaks, when it is re-established at the nearest points, etc. Since the current passes easily 
through a condenser of even small capacity, it will be found quite natural that connecting 
only one terminal to a body of the same size, no matter how well insulated, ippa in  
considerably the striking distance of the arc. 

- Experiments with Geissler tubes are of special interest. An exhausted tube, devoid 
of electrodes of any kind, will light up at some distance from the coil. If a tube from 
a vacuum pump is near the coil the whole of the pump is brilliantly lighted.. An 
incandescent lamp approached to the coil lights up and gets .perceptibly hot. If a.lamp 



have the terminals connected to one of the binding posts of the coil and the hand is 
approached to the bulb, a .very curious and rather unpleasant discharge from the glass 
to the hand takes place, and the filament may become incandescent. The discharge 
resembles to some extent the stream issuing from 'the plates of a powerful Toepler 
machine, but is of incomparably greater quantity. The lamp in this case acts as a 
condenser, the rarefied gas being one coating, the operator's hand the other. By taking 
the globe of a lamp' in the hand, and by bringing the metallic terminals near td or in 
m t a c t  with a conductor- connected to the coil, the carbon is brought to bright 
incandescence and the glass is rapidly heated. With a 100-volt 10 c.p. lamp one may 
without great discomfort stand as much current as will bring the lamp to a considerable 
brilliancy; but it can be held in the hand only for a few minutes, as the glass is heated 
in an incredibly short time. When a tube is lighted by bringing it near to the coil it 
may be made to go out by interposing a metal plate on the hand between the coil and 
tube; but if the metal plate be fastened to a glass rod or otherwise insulated, the tube 
may remain lighted if the plate be interposed, or may even increase in luminosity. 
The effect depends on the position of the plate and tube relatively to the coil, and may 
be always easily foretold by assliming that conduction takes place from one terminal 
of the coil to the other. According to the poution of the plate, it may either divert 
from or direct the current to the tube. 

In another line of work the writer has in frequent experiments maintained 
incandescent lamps of 50 or 100 volts burning at any desired candle power with both 
the terminals of each lamp connected to a stout copper wire of no more than a, few feet 
in length. These experiments seem interesting enough, but they are not more so than 
the queer experiment of Faraday, which has been revived and made much of by recent 
invptigators, and inwhich a discharge is made to jump between two points of a bent 
mpper wire. An experiment may be cited here which'may seem equally interesting. 
If a Geissler tube, the terminals of which are joined by a copper wire, ,be approached 
to the coil, certainly no one would be prepared to see the tube light up. Curiously enough, 
it does light up, and, what is more, the wire does not seem to make much difference 
Now one is apt to think in the first moment that the impedance of the wire might 
have something to do .with the phenomenon. But this is of course immediately rejected, 
a s  for this an enormous frequency would be required. This result, however, seems 
puzzling only at first; for upon reflection it i s  quite clear that the wire can make but 
little difference. It may be explained in more than one way, but it agrees perhaps best 
with observation to assume that condudion takes place from the terminals of the coil 
through the space. On this assumption, if the tube with the wire be held in any position, 
the wire can divert little more than the current which passes through the space occupied 
by the wire and the metallic terminals of the fuk; through -the adjacent space the 
current passes practically undisturbed. .For this reason, if the tube be held in any position 
at right angles to the line joining the binding posts of the coil, the wire makes hardly 
any difference, but in a position more or less parallel with that line it impairs to a certain 
Went the brillianiy of the tube and its facility to light up. Nlimerous other phenomena 
may be explained-on the same assumption. For instance, if the ends of the tube be 
provided with washers of sufficient size and held in the line joining the terminals of 
the coil, it will not light up, and then nearly the whole of the current, which would 
otherwise pass uniformly through the' space between' the washers, is diverted thr&gh 
the wire. But if the tube be inclined sufficiently to that line, it will light u p  in spite 
of the washers. Also, if a metal plate be fastened upon a glass rod and held at right 
angles to the line joining the binding posts, and nearer to one of them, a tube held 
more or less parallel with the line will light up instafitly when one of the terminals 
touches the plate, and will go out when separated from the plate. The greater the 

surface of the plate, up to a certain limit, the easier the tube will light up. When 



a tube is placed at right angles to the straight line joining the binding posts, and then 
rotated, its- luminosity steadily increases until it is parallel with that line. The writer 
must state, however, that he does not favor the idea of a leakage or current through 
the space any more than as a suitable explanation, for he is convinced that all these 
experiments could not be performed with a static machine yielding a constant difference 
of ptentlal, and that condenser actidn is largely concerned in these phenomena. 

It is well to take certain precautions when operating a Ruhmkorff coil with very 
rapidly alternating currents. The primary current should not be turned on too long, 
else the core may get so hot as to melt the guta-percha or pa~affin, or otherwise injulp 
the insulation, and this may occur in a surprisingly short time, considering the current's 
strength. The primary current being turned on, the fine wire terminals may be joined 
without great risk, the impedance being so great that it is difficult to force enough 
current through the fine wire so as to injure it, and in fact the coil may be on the whole 
much safer when the terminals of the fine wire are connected than when they art. 
insulated; but special care should be taken when the terminals are connected to the 
coatings of a Leyden jar, for with anywhere near the critical capacity, which just 
counteracts the self-induction at the existing frequency, the coil might meet the fate 
of St. Polycarpus. If an expensive vacuum pump is lighted up.by being near to the coil 
or touched with a wire connected to one of the terminals, the current should be left on 
no more than a few moments, else the glass will be cracked by the heating of the 
rarefied gas in one of the narrow passages - in the writer's own experience yuod erat 
demonstrandum.1 

There are a good many other points of interest which nlay be observed in 
connection with such a machine. Experiments with the telephone, a conductor in a 
strong field or with a condenser or arc, seem to afford certain proof that sounds far 
above the usual accepted limit of hearing would be perceived. A tclephone will emit 
notes of twelve to thirteen thousand vibrations per second; then the inability of the core 
to follow such rapid altcrnations begins to tell. If, however, the magnet and core be 
replaced by a condenser and the terminals connected to the high-tensicn secondary of a 
transformer, higher notes may still be heard. If the current be sent around* a finely 
laminated core and a small piece of thin sheet iron be held gently against the core, a 
sound may be still heard ;ith thirteen to fourteen thousand alternations per second, 
provided the current is sufficiently strong. A small coil, however, tightly packed between 
the poles of a powerful magnet, will emit a sound with the above number of alternations, ' 

and arcs may be audible with a still higher frequency. The limit of audition is variously 
estimated. In Sir William Thomson's writings it is stated somewhere that ten thousand 
per second, or nearly so, is the limit. Other, but less reliable, sources give it as high 
as twenty-four thousand per second. The above experiments have convinced the writer 
that notes of an incomparably higher number of vibrations per second would be 
perceived provided they could be produced with sufficient power. There is no reason 
why it should not be so. The condensations and rarefactions of the air would 
necessarily set the diaphragm in a corresponding vibration and some sensation wduld 
be produced, whatever - within certain limits - the velocity of transmission to their 
nerve centres, though it is probable that for want of exercise the ear would not be able 
to distinguish any such hikh note. With the eye it is different; if the sense of vision 
is based upon some resonance effect, as many believe, no amount of increase in the 
intensity o'f the ethereal vibration could extend our range of vision on either side of 
the visible spectrum. 

1) It is thought necessary to remark that,although the induction coil may give quite a good result 
when operated with such rapidly alternating currents, yet its construction, quite irrespective of 
the iron core. makes it very unfit for such high frequencies, and to obtain the best results the 
construction should be greatly modified. 



'Fhe limit of.audition of an arc depends on its size. The greater the surface by 
a given heating effect in: the arc, the higher the limit of audition. The highest notes 
are emittedtby the high-tension discharges of an induction coil in which the arc is, so 
to speak, dl surface. If R be the resistance of an arc, and C the current, and the linear 
dimensions be n tim&aincreased, then the resistance is r, and with 'the same current 
density the current would be nzC; hence the heating effect is n3 times greater, while 
the surtace is only n2 tinies as great. Fbr this reason wty large arcs would not emit 
any rhythmical sound even with a very low frequency. It must be observed, however, 
that the aound emitted depends to some extent also on the composition of the carbon. 
If the carbon'contain hlghly refractory material, this, when heated, tends to maintair? 
the temperature of the arc uniform and the sound i:. lessened; for this reason it would 
seem that'an alternating arc requires such carbons, 

With currents of such high frequencies it is possible to obtain noiseless arcs, but 
the regulation of the lamp is rendered extremely difficult on account of the excessively 
small attractions or repulsions between conductors conveying these currents. 

An interesting - feature of the arc produced by these rapidly alternating 
currents is its persistency. There are two causes f& it, one of which is always 
oresent. the other sometimes mlv. One is due to the character of the current 
kd th; other to a property of th; machine. The first cause is the more important one, 
and is due directlv to the ra~iditv of the alternations. When an arc is formed bv a 
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periodically undulat~ng current, there is a correspond~ng undulation in the temperature 
of the gaseous column, and, therefore, a correspond~ng undulation in the resistance of 
the arc. But the resistance of the arc varies qnormously with the temperature of the 
gaseous column, being practically infinite when the gas between the electrodes a 
cold. The persistence of the arc, therefore, depends on the inability of t,he column to 
cwl. It is for this reason impossible to maintain an arc with the current alternating 
only a,few times a second. O n  the other hand, with a prqctjcally continuous current, 
the arc is easily maintained, the column being constantly kept at a high temperaturs 
an4 low resistance. The higher the frqpepcy the smaller the time interval during 
which the arc may cool and increase considerably in resistance. Wlth a frequency of 
10,000 per second or more i n  an ,arc of equal size excessively small variations of 
temperature are superimposed upon a steidy temperature, like ripples on the surface 
of a deep sea. The heat~ng effect is practically continuous and the arc behaves like one 
produced by a continuous current, with the exception, however, that ~t may not be quite 
as easily started, and that the electrodes are equally consumed; though the writer has 
*rved some irregularities in this respect. 

The second cause alluded to, which possibly may not be present, is due to the 
tendency of a mach~ne of such hlgh frequency t o  maintain a practically constant current. 
When the arc is, lengthened, the electromotive force rises in proportion and the arc 
appears to be more persistent. 

Such a machine is eminently adapted to maintain a constant current, but it is very 
unfit for a constant potential. As a matter of fact, in certain types of such machines a 
nearly constant current is an almost unavoidable result. As the number of poles or polar 
projections is greatly increased, the clearance becomes of great importance. One has 
really to d o  tkith a great number of very small machines. Then there is the impedance 
in the armature,' enormously augmented by the high frequency. Then, again, the magnetii 
leakage is facilitated. If there are three or four hundred alternate poles, the leakage 
is so great that it-is virtually the same as Connecting, in a two-pole machine, the poles 
by a piece of iron. This disadvantage, it is true, may be obviated more or less by using 
a field throughout of the same polarity, but then one encounters difficulties of a 
different nature. All these things tend to maintain a constant current In the armature 
cimit .  



In this connection it is interesting to notice that even to-day engineers are astonished 
at the performance of a constant current machine, just as, some years 'ago, they used 
to consider it an extraordinary performan& if a machine was capable of, maintaining a 
constant potential difference between the terminals. Yet one result is just as easily secured 
as the other. If must only be remembered that in an inductive apparatus of any kind, 
if constant potential is- required, the inductive rel+xtion between the primary or exciting 
and secondary or armature circuit must be the closest possible; whereas, ip an  apparatus 
for constant current just the opposite is required. Furthermore, the opposition to the 
'current's flow. in the induced circuit must be as small as poss$le in the former and 
a s  great as possible in the latter case. But opposition to a drrent's flow may be d 
in more than one w+y. I t  may be caused by ohmic resistance of self-induction. One may 
make the induced circuit of a dynamo machine or transformer of such high resistance 
that when operating devices of considerably smaller resistance within very wide limits 
a nearly cdnstant current is maintained. But such high resistance involves a great loss 
in power, hence it is not practicable. Not so self-induction. Self-induction does not 
necessarily mean loss of 'power. The moral is, use self-induction instead of resistance. 
There is, however, a circurnstancc which favors the adoption of this plm, and this is, 
that a very high self-induction may be obtained cheaply by surrounding a comparatively 
small length of wire more or less completely with iron, and, furthermore, the effect 
may be exalted at will by causing a rapid undulation of 'the current. To sum up, the 
requirements for constant current are: Weak magnetic connection between the induced 
and inducing ;ircuits, greatest possible self-induction 'with the least resistance, greatest 
practicable rate of change of the current. Constant potential, on the other hand, requim: 
Closest magnetic connection between the circuits, steady induced current, and, if possible, 
no reaction. If the latter conditions could be fqlly satisfied in a constant potential 
machine, its output would surpass many times that of a machine primarily designed to 
give constant current. Unfortunately, the type of machine in which these conditions may 
be satisfied is of little practical value, owing to the small electromotive force obtainable 
and the difficulties. in taking off the current. 

With their keen inventor's instinct, the now successful arc-light men have early 
recognized the desiderata of a constant current machine. Their arc light machines have 
weak fields, large armatures, with a great length of copper wire and few commutator 
segments to produce great variations in the current's strength and to bring self-induction 
into play. Such. madlines may maintain within considerable limits of variation in the ' 

resistance of the circuit a practically constant current. Thcir output is of coune 
correspondingly diminished, and,.perhaps with the object' in view not to d t  down the 
' output too much, a simple device compensating exceptional variations is employed. Zhe 
undulation of the current is almost essent?al to the commercial success of an arc-light 
system. It introduces in the circuit a steadying element taking the place of a large ohmic 
resistance,' without involving a great loss in power, and, what is more important, it 
allows the use of simple clutch lamps, which with a current of a certain number of 
impulses per second, best suitable for each particular lamp, will, if properly attended 
to, regulate even better than the finest clock-work lamps. This discovery has been made 
by the writer - several years too late. ' 

. It has been asserted by competent ~ n ~ l i s h  electricians that in a con&t-current 
machine or transformer the regulation b effected by varying the phase of the secondary 
current. That this view is erroneous may-be easily proved by using. instead of lamps, 
devices each possessing self-induction and capacity or self-induction and resistance - 
that is, retarding and accelerating componhts - in such proportions as to not affect 
materially the phase of the secondary current. Any number of such. devices may be 
i n s e M  or cut out, still it will be found that the regulation occurs, a constant current 
Lcing maintained, while the electromotive force is varied with the number of the deyices. 



The change of phase of the secondary current is simply a result following from the 
chdnges in tesistance, and, though secondary reaction is always of more or less,importmce, 
yet t h  real cause of the regulation lies in the existence of the conditions above 
enumerated. I t  should be stated, however, that in the case of a machine the above remarks 
are to be rktridted to the cases in which the machine is independently excited. -IB the 
excitation be effected by commutating the armature current, then the fixed position of 
the' brushes makes any shifting of the neutral line of the utmost importance, and it 
may not be thought immodest of the writer to mention that, as far as records go, he 
-s to  haw been the first who has successfully regulated machines by providing a 
bridge connection between a point of the external ctir~uit and the commutator by means 
of a third brush. The armature and field being properly proportioned and the brushes. 
placed in their determined positions, a constant current or constant potential .resulted 
from the shifting of the diameter of commutation by the varying loads. . . 

In conn,ection with machines of such high frequencies, the condenser affords ad' 
especially interesting study. It is easy to raise the electromotive force of such a machine 
to four or five times the value by simply connecting the condenser to the circuit, and 
the writer has continually used the condenser for the purposes of replation, as sdpgested 
byi Blakesley in his book on nliernate iurrents, in which' he has treated the most 
frequently dcurring condenser problcms with expui9ite simplicity and clearness. The  
high frequency allows the use of small capacities and renders investigation easy. But,: 
although in most of the experiments the result may be foretold, some p h e n o m ~ d  
observed seem first curious. One experiment performed three lor four m ~ t h s  &@'with 
such a machine and.a condenser may serve as an illustration. A machine was used gidingi 
a b u t  20,000 alternations per second. Two bare wires about twenty f&-lorig and two' 
millimetres in diameter, in close proximity' to each other, were connected to the terminals 
of the machine at the ont  end, and to a condenser at the other. A small transformti. 
without an iron core, of course, was used to bring the reading within range' of a Card&. 
voltmeter by connecting the voltmeter to the secocdary. On the'termihals d t h t  condensee 
the electromotive-force was about 120 volts, and from there inch by inch it grraduatly MI; 
unfil 'at' the terminals of the machine it was about 65 volts. It was virtually as though 
the condenser were a generator, and the line and armature circuit siknply a resistance 
connected to it. The writer looked for a case of resonance, but he was unable to augment 
the effect by varying the'capacity 'very carefully and gradually or by changing the  speed 
of the machine A case of pure resonance he was unable to obtain. When a ,condenser 
was connected to the terminals of the machine - the self-induction o f ,  the8 m a t u r e  
being first determined in the maximum and minimum position and the mean value 
taken - the capacity -which gave the highest electromotive force corresponded. most 
nearlyto h a t  which just counteracted the self-induction with the existing frequency., If 
the. capacity was ,increased or diminished, the electromotive force fell as expected. 

With frequehcies..as high as 'the above mentioned, the condenser effects.'are of 
enormous importance. The condenser becomes a. highly efficient apparatus capable of 
transferring considerable energy. 

The writer has thought 'machines of high frequencies May find use at leist in 
cases whM'transmission at great distaric'e is not conteniplated. The increase - o f  the 
resistance may be reduced in the conductors and exalted in the devices when heatin& 
effects are wanted, transformers may be made of higher efficiency and greater outputs 
&d.valuable tesults may be secured by means of condensers. In using machines of high 
frepuency the writer has been able to observe condenser effects which would have 
otherwise escaped his notice. He has been very much interested in the phenomenoq 
obse'med. on the Ferranti main which has been.so much spoken of. Opinions have 
been expressed by competent electricians, but up to  the present all still seems to 
be conjecture. ' Undoubtedly in the ' views ' expressed the truth must be containcd, 



h t  as  the opipions differ some must be erroneous. Upon seeing the diagram 
of M. Ferranti in the Electrician of Dec. 19 the writer has formed his opinion of the 
effect. In the absencd of all the necessarv data he must content himself to ex~ress in 
words the process which, in his opinion, kui t  undoubtedly occur. The conden&- brings. 
about two dfects: (1) It changes the phases of the currents in the branches; (2) it 
changes the strength of the currents. As regards the change in phase, the effect of 
the condenser is to accelerate the current in the secondary at Deptford and to retard 
it in the primary at London. The former has the effect diminishing the self-induction. 
in the Deptford primary, and this means lower electromotive force on the dynamo. The 
retardation of the primary at London, as far as merely the phase is concerned, has little 
or no effect since the phase of the current in the secondary in London is not 
arbitrarily kept. 

Now, the second effect of the condenser is to increase the current in botb the 
branches. It is immaterial whether there is equallty between the currents or not; but 
it is necessary to point out, in order to see the importance of the Deptford step-up 
transformer. that an increase of the current in both the branches ~roduces o ~ ~ o s i t e  effects. 

I I I 

At Deptford it means further lowering of the electromotive force at the primary, and 
at London it means increase of the electromotive force at the secondary. Therefore, all 
the things co-act to bring about the phenomenon observed. Such actions, at least, have 
been formed to take  lace under similar conditions. When the dvnamo is connected 
dircctly to the main, one can see that no such action can happen. 

The writer has been particularly interested in the suggestions and views expressed. 
by Mr. Swinburne. Mr. Swinburne has frequently honored hlm by disagreeing with 
his views. Three years ago, when the writer, against the prevailing opinion of engineers, 
advanced an open circuit transformer, Mr. 'Swinburne was the first to condemn it by 
stating in the Electrician: "The (Tesla) transformer must be ineffiaent; it has mametic 
poles-revolving, and has thus anopen magnetic circuit". Two years later Mr. ~winbumc 
becomes the champion- of the open circuit transformer, and offers to convert him. But, 
tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis. 

The writer cannot believe In the armature reaction theory as expressed in Industries, 
though undoubtedly there 1s some truth In it. Mr. Swinburne's interpretation, however, 
is so broad that it may mean anything. 

Mr. Swinburne seems to have been the first who has called attention to the heating 
of the condensers. The astonishment expressed at that by the ablest electrician is a 
striking illustration of the desirability to execute experiments on a large scale. To the 
scientific investigator, who deals with the minutest quantities, who observes the fainkst 
effects, far more credlt is due than to one who experiments with apparatus on an 
industrial scale; and indeed history of science has recorded examples d marvelous 
skill, patience and keenness of observation. But however great the skill, and however 
keen the observer's perception, it can only be of advantage to magnify an effect and 
thus facilitate its study. Had Faraday carried out but one of his experiments on d)narnic 
induction on a large scale it would have resulted in an incalculable benefit. 

In the opinion of the writer, the heating of the condensers is due to three distinct 
causes: first, leakage or conduction; second, imperfect elasticity in the .dielectric, and, 
tbird, surging of the charges in the conductor. 

In many experiments he has been confronted with the problem of transferring the 
greatest possible amount of energy across a'dielectric. For instance, he has made 
incandescent lamps the ends of the filaments being completely sealed in glass, but 
attached to interior condenser coatings so that all the energy required had to be transferred 
across tbe glass with a condenser surface of no more than a few centimetres square. Sudp 
lamps would be a practical success with sufficiently high frequencies. With alternations 
as high as 15,000 per second it was easy to bring the filaments to incandescence. Witb 



lower frequencies this could also be effected, but the potential difference had, of course, 
to be increased. The writer has then found that the glass gets, after a while, perforated 
and the vacuum is impaired. The higher the frequency the longer the 'lamp 
can withstand. Suih a deterioration of the dielectric always takes place when the amount 
of energy transferred across a dielectric of definite dimensions and by a given frequency 
is too great. Glass withstands best, but even glass is deteriorated. In this case the 
potential difference on the plates is of course too great and losses by conduction and 
imperfect elasticity result. If it is desirable to produce condensers capable to stand 
differences of potential, then the only dielectric which will involve no losses is a gas 
under pressure. The writer has worked with air under enormous pressures, but there 
are a great many practical difficulties in that direction. He thinks that in order to make 
the condensers of considerable practical utility, higher frequencies shwld be used: 
though such a plan has besides others the great disadvantage that the qstem would 
become very unfit for the operation of motors. 

If the writer does not err Mr. Swinburne has  suggested a way of exciting an 
alternator bv means of a condenser. For a number of vears Dast the writer has carried - .  
on experiments with the object in view of producing a practical self-exciting alternator.* 
He has in a variety of ways succeeded in producing some excitation of the magnets by 
means of alternating currents, which were not commutated by mechanical devices. 
Nevertheless, his experiments have revealed a fact which stands as solid as the rock 
of Gibraltar. No practical excitation can be obtained with a single periodically varying 
and not commutated current. The reason is that the changes in the strength of the 
exciting current produce corresponding changes in the field strength, with the result 
of inducing currents in the armature; and these currents interfere with these produced 
by the motion of the armature through the field, the former being a quarter phase in 
advance of the latter. If the field be laminated, no excitation can be prduced; if it be 
not laminated, some excitation is produced, but the magnets are heated. By combining 
two exciting currents - displaced by a quarter phase, excitation may be produced in 
both cases, and if the magnet be not laminated the heating effect is comparatively small, 
as a uniformity in the field strength is maintained, and, were it possible to prbduce a 
perfectly uniform field, excitation on this plan would give quite practical results. If such 
results are to be secured by the use of a condenser, as suggested by Mr. Swinburne, it 
is necessary to combine two circuits separated by a quarter phase; that is to say, the 
armature coils must be wound in two sets and connected to one or two independent 
condensers. The writer has done some work in that direction, but must defer the 
description of the devices for some future time 



If a del~cately and pivotcd and well-balanced mctal disc or cylinder be placed in a 
proper plating solution midway between the anode and cathode, one haff of the disc 
becomes eledro positive and the other half electro negative. Owing to this fact metal is 
deposited on one, and taken off from the other half, and the disc is caused to rotate 
under the action of gravity. As the amount of metal deposited and taken off is 
proportkonate to the current strength, the speed of rotation, if it be small, is propottionate 
to the current. 

The first device of this kind was operated by me early in 1888, in the endeavor 
to construct an electric meter. Upon learning, however, that I had been anticipated by 
others, as far as the principle is concerned, I devised the apparatus illustrated in th: 
accompanving engraving. Here F is a rectangular frame of hard rubber which is fastened 

upon a wooden base. This frame is about f inch thick. 6 inches long ,and 5 inches high. 

On .both of its upright sides are fastened thick metal plates which serve as the electrodes. 
These plates are held firmly against the rubber frame by the binding posts T T and 
TI TI. O n  the .lateral sides of the frame are fastened the brass plates B and B1, 
rkpectively, of the same shape as the rubber frame F. ?hese bra& plats.>serve to keep 
in place two plates of polished glass, and the vessel is hermetically seaIed by placing 
a soft rubber washer under and above each cd the glass plates. In this manner the plates 
may be screwed on tight without fear of breaking them. 

The plating solution, which in this case is a concentrated solution of iulphak of 
copper, is poured in through an opening on the top of the rubber frame, which is closed 
by a plug R. 

In  the centre of the vessel is placed a light and delicately balanced copper disc D, 
the axis of which is supported by a capillary glass tube which is fixed to one of the 
glass plates by means of sealing wax, or other material not attacked by the liquid. 
To diminish the friction as much as possible, the capillary tube which serves as a 
bearing contains a drop of oil. ' h e  centre of disc should be equi-distant from both the 
electrodes. To one side of the axis of the disc is fastened a very light indicator or 

pointer consisting preferably of a thin glass thread. The glass plate next to this pointer 
has a circle with the usha1 hour divisions engraved upon it, as on a clock dial. This circle 
may be movable so that it can be put in any position relatively to the painter. If the 
dial is not movable then a thin wire of annealed iron may be used as on a pointer. The 
wire should then be so placed that it is exactly in the centre of the solution. By mtans 

'of a horse-shoe magnet the disc may then be rotated and set in proper position. 
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The copper solution being carefully poured in, and the plug R replaced, the 
terminals of a constant current battery are connected to  the binding-posts TTl, and 

. from time to time the rotation of the disc is observed. A shunt is connected ta the other 
two binding-posts TTl, and by varying the resistance of this shunt, or  other disc, the 
speed of rotation is regulated'until it is made to correspond to the division of the dial; 
that is, until, for instance, one turn is made in 12 hours. 

I f -  . . 
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Obviously this instrument was not devised for a practical purpose. Neither will ~t 
be quite exact in its indications. There nrc certain errors, unavoidable from the principle; 
for instance, the friction, which cannot be completely overcome.. But the device is 
interesting as a means of indicating time in a novel manner. It will, however, be found 
that by a careful construction, constant current, and a temperature ,compensator, it may 
b= made to rotate with almost perfect uniformity. The current' density should, of course, 
be very small to secure the best results, and the disc of about 3 inches diameter should 
turn once in 6 hours. It is probable that with a silver solution and a silver plate better 
results would be obtained. 

i t  is very interesting to note the appearance of the solution and disc in such a 
narrow transparent vessel. The solution appears a clear blue,'one s ide  o f  the disc seems 
to be silver white in a certain position, and the other half is dark like tarnished silver. 
There is no line of demarcation, but the shades melt beautifully together. 



3 

ALTERNATE CURRENT ELECTROSTATIC INDUCTION APPARATUS* 

About a year and a half ago wh~le  engaged in the study of alternate currents 
of short period, it occurred to me that such currents could be obtained by rotating 
charged surfaces in close ,proximrty to conductors. Accordingly I devised various forms 
of experimental apparatus of which two are illustrated io the accompanying engravings. 

Fig. 1 .  

In the apparatus shown in Fig. 1, A is a ring of dry shellacked hard wood provided 
on its inside with two sets of tin-foil coatings, a and 6,  all the a coatings and all the b 
coatings being connected together, respectively, but independent from each other. T h a e  
two sets of coatings are connected to two terminals, T. For the sake of clearness only 
a few coatings are shown. Inside of the ring A, and in close proximity to i t  t h m  is 
arranged to rotate a cylinder B, likewise of dry, shellacked hard wood, and provided 
with two similar sets of coatings, a1 and bl, all the coatings a1 being connected to m e  
ring and all the others, 61, to another marked + and -. These two sets, a1 and 61 
are charged to a high potential by a Holtz or Wimshunt machine, and may be connected 
to a jar of some capacity. The inside of ring A is coated with mica in order to  increase 
the induction and also to allow higher potentials to be used. 
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When the cylinder B with the charged coatings is rotated, a circuit connected to the 
terminals T is traversed by alternating currents. Another form of apparatus is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. In this apparatus the two sets of tin-foil coatings are glued on a plate of 
ebonite, and a similar plate which is rotated, and the coatings of which are charged 
a s  in Fig. 1, is provided. 

Fig. 2. 

The output of such an apparatus is very small, but some of the effects peculiar 
to alternating currents of short periods may be observed. The effects, however, cannot 
be compared with those obtainable with an induction coil which is operated by an 
alternate current machine of high frequency, some of which were described by me a 
short while ago. 
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ELECTRIC DISCHARGE IN VACUUM TUBES' 

In The Elerlrtral E t zg~ l~err  of June 10 I have noted the description of some 
experiments of Prof. J. J. Thomson, on the "Electric Discharge in Vacuum Tubes," 
and in your issue of June 24 Prof. Eliliu Thomson describes an experiment of the same 
kind. The fundamental idea in these experlmcnts is to set up an' electromotive force in a 
vacuum tube - preferably devoid of -any electrodes - by means of electromagnetic 
induction, and to excite the tube in this manner. 

As I view the subject I should think that to any experimenter who had carefGIIy 
studied the problem confronting us and who attempted to find a solution of it, this 
idea must present itself as naturally as, for instance, the idea of replacing the tinfoil 
coating of a Leyden jar by rarefied pas and exciting luminosity in the condenser thus 
obtained by repeatedly charging and discharging it. The idea being obvious, whatever 
merit there is in this line of investigation must depend upon the completeness of the 
study of the subject and the correctness of the observations. The following lines are 
not penned with any deslre on my part to put myself on record as one who has performed 
similar experiments, but with a desire to assist oeher experimenters by pointing out 
certain peculiarities of the phenomena observed, which, to all appearances, have not 
been noted by Prof. J. J. Thomson, who, however, seems to have gone about 
systematically in his investigations, and who has been the first to make his results 
known. These peculiarities noted by mc would seem to be at variance with the views of 
Prof. J. J. Thomson, and present the phenomena in a different light. 

My investigations in this line occupied me principally during the winter and spring 
of the past year. During this time many different experiments were performed, and 
in my exchanges of ideas on this subject with Mr. Alfred S. Brown, of the Weshern 
Union Telegraph Company, various different dispositions were suggested which were 
carried out by me in practice. Fig: 1 inay serve as an mample of one of the many 
forms of apparatus used. This consisted of a large glass tube sealed at one end and 
projecting into an ordinary incandescent lamp bulb. The primary, usually consisting 
of a few turns of thick, well-insulated copper sheet was inserted within the tube, th: 
inside space of the bulb furnishing the secondary. This form of apparatus was arrived 
at after some experimenting, and was used principally with the view of enabling me 
to place a polished reflecting surface on the inside of the tube, and for this purpose 
the last turn of the primary was covered with a thin silver' sheet. In all forms of 
apparatus used there was no spcial  difficulty in exciting a luminous circle or cylinder 
in proximity to the primary. 

As to the number of turns, I cannot quite understand why Prof. J. J. Thomson 
should think that a few turns were "quite sufficient", but lest I should impute to  him 
an opinion he may not have, I will add that I have gained this impression from the 
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reading of the published abstracts of his lecture. Clearly, the number of t u r ~ s  which 
d v s , f i e  ,best r,esult iq any case, is dependent on the dimensions of the apparatus, and, 
were it not- for varimls considerations, one turn would always give the best result. 

- I  have' found that it is preferable to use in these experiments ar: alternate current 
machine,. giving a moderate number of alternations per 
second to excite the. induction , coil for charging the 
Leyden' jar which discharges through the primary - 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2, - as in suth case. 
before the disruptive idischarge takes place, the tube or 
balb is slightly excited and the formation of the 
luminous circle is-decidedly facilitated. But I have also 
u d d  a Wimshurst machine in some experiments. 

Prof. J. J. Thomson's view of the phenomena under 
consideration seems tb be that they are wholly due to 
eleetro-magnetic action. I was, at one time, of the same 
opinion, but upon carefully investigating the subject 
I was l e d t o  the conviction that they are more of ,an 
electrostatic~nature. It mtist be' remembered that in these 
experiments we have.to deal with primary currents of 
an enormous frequency or rate of change and of high 
potential, and that the secondary conductor consists of a 

. rarefied gas, and that under such conditions electrostatic Fig. 1. 
effects must play an important part. 

In support of my view I will describe a few experiments made by me. To  excite 
lumi~osity in the tube it is not absolutely necessary that the conductor should be closed. 
@or instan<e,.if an ordinary exhausted tube (preferably of large diameter) be surrounded 
by a spiral of thick copper wire serving as the primary, a feebly luminotis spiral may 
be induced in the tube, roughly shown in Fig. 3. In one of these experiments a curious 
phenomenon was observed; namely, two intensely luminous circles, each of them close 
to a turn of the primary spiral, were formed inside of the tube, and I attributed this 
phenomenon to the existence of nodes on the primary. The circles were connected by 

a faint luminous spiral parallel to 
the primary and in close proximity fyzw 3 I,um, I* LAW t o  it. To  produce this effect 1 have 

COW found it necessary to strain the jar 
to the utmost. The turns of the 

Fig. 2. spiral tend to close and form 
circles, but this, of course, would 

be expected,' and does not necessarily indicate an electro-magnetic effect; whereas 
the fact that a glow can be produced along the primary in the form of an open 
spiral argues .for an electrostatic effect. 

In using Dr. Lodge's recoil circuit, the electrostatic action is likewise apparent. 
'l%e arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 4. In his experiments two hollow exhausted 
tubes H H were slipped over the wires of the recoil circuit and upon discharging the 
jar. in. the tisual manner luminosity was excited in the tubes. 

Another experiment performed is illustrated in Fig. 5. In this case an ordinary 
Imp-bulb was surrounded by one or two turns of thick copper wire P and the luminous 
circle L excited in the bulb by discharging the jar through the primary. The lampbulb 
was provided with a tinfoil coating on the side opposite to the primary and each time 
the. tinfoil coating was conneced to the ground or to a large object the lk inosi ty  o i  
the.circ1e was considerably increased. This was evidently due to electrostatic action. 



In other cxpcrimcnts I have noted that when the primary touches the glass the 
luminous circle is easier produced and is morc sharply defined; but I have not noted 
that, generally speaking, the circles induced were very sharply defined, as Prof. J. J. 
Thomson has observed; on the contrary, in my experiments they were broad and often 
the whole of the bulb or- tube was illuminatd; and in one case I have observed 

an intenselv ~ u r d i s h  elow. to which , *  * 
Prof. J. J. Thomson kfer;. But the 
circles were always in close proximity 
to the primary and were considerably 
easier produced when the latter was 
very close to the glass, much more so 
than would be expected assuming the 
action to be electromagnetic and con- 
sidering the distance; and these facts 
speak for an eIectrostatic effect. 

Furthermore I have observed that 
tlicrc is a molecular bombardment in 
the plane of the luminous circlc at 
right anglcs to the glass - supposing 
the circle to be in the plane of the 
primary - this bombaidment being 

Fig. 3 .  evident from the rapid heating of thc 
glass near the primary. Were the 

bombardment not at right angles to the glass the heating could not be so rapid. If there 
is a circumferential movement of the molecules constituing the luminous circle, I have 
thought that it might be rendered manifest by placing within the tube or bulb, radially 
to the circle, a thin plate of mica coated with some phosphorescent material and 
another such plate tangentially to the circle. If the molecules would move circumferen- 
tially, the former plate would be rendered more intensely phosphorescent. For want 
of time I havc, however, not been able to perform the experiment. 

Another observation made by me 
was that when the specific inductive 
capacity of the medium between the 

W primary and secondary is increased, thc 
inductive effect is augmented. This is 
roughly illustrated in Fig. 6. In this 
case luminosity was excited . in .an 
exhausted tube or bulb B and a glass 
tube T dipped between the primary 
and the bulb, when the effect pointed Fig. 4. 

out was noted. Were the action wholly electromagnetic no change could possibly have 
been observed. 

I have likewise noted that when a bulb is surrounded by a wire cIosed upon itself 
and in the plane of the primary, the formation of the luminous circle within the bulb 
is not .prevented. But if instead of the wire a broad strip of tinfoil is glued upon the 
bulb, the formation of the luminhs band was prevented, because then the action was 
distributed over a greater surface. The effect of the closed tinfoil was no doubt of an 
electrostatic nature, for it presented a much greater resistance than the closed wire and 
produced therefore a much smaller electromagnetic effect. 

Some of the experiments of Prof. J. J. Thornson also would seem to show 
some electrostatic action. For instance, in the experiment with the bulb m d d  in r 



bell jar, I should think that when the latter is exhausted so tar that the gas enclosed 
reaches the maximunl conductivity, the formation of the circle in the bulb and jar 
is prevented. because of the space surrounding the primary being highly conducting; 
when the jar is further exhausted, the conductivity of the space around the primary 
diminishes and the circles appear necessarily first in the.bell jar, .2s the rarefied gas 
is nearer to the primary. But were the inductive effect very powerful, they would 
probably appear in the bulb also. If, however, the bell jar were exhausted to thc 
highest degree they would very likely show themselves in the bulb only, that is, 
supposing the vacuous space to be non-conducting. On the assumption that in these 
phenomena electrostatic actions are concerned we find it easily explicable why the 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6 

introduction of mercury or the heating of the bulb prcvents the formation of the 
luminous band or shortens the after-glow; and also why in some cases a platinum 
wire may prevent the excitation of the tube. N2vertheless some of the experiments 
of Prof. J. J. Thomson would seem to indicate an electromagnetic effect. I may add 
that in one of my experiments in which a vacuum was produced by the Torricellian 
method, I was unable to produce the luminous band, but this may have been due to 
the weak exciting current employed. 

My principal argument is the fdllowing: I have experimentally proved that if 
the same discharge which is barely sufficient to excite a luminous band in the bulb 
when passed through the primary circuit be so  directed as to exalt the electrostatic 
inductive effect - namely, by converting upwards - an exhausted tube, devoid of 
electrodes, may be excited at a distance of several feet. 

NOTE BY PROF. J. J. THOMSON I N  THE LONDON ELECTRICIAN, 
JULY 24, 1891 

"Mr. Tesla seems to ascribe the effects he observed to electrostatic action, and I have 
no doubt, from the description he gives of his method of conducting his experiments, that in 
them electrostatic action plays a very important part. H e  seems, however, to have misunderstood 
my position with respect to the cause of these discharges, which is not.. as he implies,. that 
luminosity in tubes without electrodes cannot be produced by electrostatic action, but that it 
can also be produced when this action is excluded. As a matter of fact, it is very much easier 
to get the luminosity when these electrostatic effects are operative than when they arc not. 
As an illustration of this I may mention that the first experiment I tried with the discharge of 
a Leyden jar produced luminosity in the tube, but it was not until after six weeks' continuous 



experimenting that I was able to get a discharge in the exhausted tube which I w u  satisfied. 
was due to what is ordinarily called electrodynamic action. It is advisable to have a clear idea 
of what we mean by electrostatic action. If, previous to the discharge of the jar, the primary 
coil is raised to a high potential, it  will induce over the glass of the tube a distribution of 
electricity. When the potential of the primary suddenly falls, this electrification will redistribute 
itself, and may pass through the rarefied gas 2nd produce luminosity in doing so. Whilst the discharge 
of the jar is going on, it is difficult, and, from a theoretical point of view, undesirable, to separate 
the effect into parts, one of which is called electrostatic, the other electromagnetic; what we 
can prove is that in this case the discharge is not such as would be produced by electromotive 
forces derived from a potential function. In my experiments the primary coil was connected to 
earth, and, as a further precaution, the primary was separated from the discharge tube by 6 

screen of blotting paper, moistened with dilste sulphuric acid, and connected to earth. Wet  
blotting paper is a sufficiently good conductor to screen off a stationary electrostatic effect, though 
it is not a good enough one to stop waves of alternating electromotive intensity. When showing 
the experiments to the Physical Society I could not, of course, keep the t u k  covered up, b u t  
vnkss my memory deceives me. r stated the precautions which had been taken against thc 
electrostatic effect. T o  correct misapprehension I may state that I did not read a formal paper 
to the Society, my object being to exhibit a few of the most typical experiments. The account 
of the experiments in the Elecrririaa was from a reporter's note, and was not written, or even 
read, by me. I have now almost finished writing out. and hope very shortly to publish, an 
account of these and a large number of allied experiments, including some inalogous to those 
mentioned by Mr. Tesla on the effect of conductors placed near the'discharge tube, which 1 find, 
in some cases, to produce a diminution, in others an increase, in the brightness of the discharge, 
as well as some on  the effect of the presence of substances of l a g e  specific inductive capacity. 
These seem to me to admit of a satisfactory explanation, for yhich, however, I must refer to 
my paper." 

REPLY T O  J. J. THOMSON'SNOTE IN THE ELECTRICIAN, JULY 24, 1891.1 

In The.  Elecrricnl Engineer of August 12, I find some remarks of Prof. J. J. 
Thomson, which appearcd originally in the London Electricia~t and which have 2 

bcaring upon some expcrimcnts descr~bed by me in your issuc of July 1. 
I did not, as Prof. J. J. Thomson seems to bclievc, misunderstand his position 

in rcgard to the cause of the phenomena considered. but I thought that In his 
experiments, as well as in my own, electrostatic effects were of great importance. It 
did not appear, from the meagre description of his experiments, that all possible 
precautions had been taken to exclude these cffects. I did not doubt that luminosity 
could be excited in a closed tube when electrostatic action is completely excluded 
In fact, at the outset, I myself looked for a purely electrodynamic effect and believed 
that I had obtained it. But many expcriments performed at that time proved to mc 
that the electrostatic effects were generally of far greater importance, and admitted 
of r more satisfactory explanation of most of the phenomena observed. 

In using the term electrostatic I had reference rather to the nature ,of the action 
than to a stationary condition, which is the usual acceptance of the term. To  express 
myself more clearly. I will suppose that near a closed exhausted tube be placed a 
small sphere charged to a very high potential. The sphere would act inductively upon 
the tube, and by distributing electricity ove,r the same would undoubtedly produce 
luminosity (if the potential be sufficiently high), until a permanent condition would 
be reached. Assuming the tube to be perfectly well insulated, there would be only 
one instantaneous flash during the act of distribution. This would be due to  the 
electrostatic action simply. 

But now, suppose the charged sphere to be moved at short intervals with great 
speed along the exhausted tube. The tube would now be permanently excited, as the 
moving sphere would cause a constant redistribution of electricity and collisions of 
the molecules of the rarefied gas. W e  would still have to deal with an electrostatic 
effect, and in addition an electrodynamic effect would be observed. But if it were 
found that, for instance, the effect produced depended more on the specific inductive 
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capacity than on the magnetic permeability of the medium - which would certain11 
be the case for speeds incomparably lower than that of light - then I believe 
I would be justified in saying that the effect produced was more of an electrostatic 
nature. I do not mean to say, however, that any similar condition prevails in the 
case of the discharge of a Leyden jar through the primary, but 1 think that such an 
action would be desirable. 

It is in the spirit of the above example that I used the terms "more of an 
electrostatic nature," and have investigated the influence of bodies of high spccific 
inductive capacity, and observed, for instance, the importance of the quality of glass 
of which the tube is made. I also endeavored to ascertain tllc influencc.of a mcdium 
of high permeability by using oxygen. It appeared from rough estimation that an 
oxygen tube when excited under si~nilar conditions - that is, as far as could be 
determined - gives morc light; but this, of coursc, lnajr be duc to many causes. 

Without doubting in the least that, with the care and precautions taken by Prof. 
J. J. Thomson, the luminosity excited was due solely to electrodynamic action, I would 
say that in many experiments I have observed curious instances of the ineffectivcncss 
of the screening, and I have also found that the electrification through the air is 
often of very great importance, and may, in some cases, determine the excitation of 
the tube. 

In his original communication tb the Electricinlz, Prof. J. .  J. Thomson refers to 
the fad  that the luminosity in a tube near a wire thrcxlgh'which a Leyden jar was 
discharged was noted by H~ttorf .  I think that the feeble luminous effect referred to has 
been noted by many experimenters, but in my experiments the eficcts were much morc 
powerful than those usually noted. 



NOTES ON A UNIPOLAR DYNAMO* 

It is characteristic of fundamental discoveries, of great achievements of intellect. 
that they retain an undiminished powcr upon the imagination of the thinker. Thc 
memorable experiment of Faraday with a disc rotating bctween the two poles of a magnet, 
which has borne such magnificent fruit, has long passed into every-day experience; yet 
there are certain features about this embryo of the present dynamos and motors which 
even to-day appear to us striking, and are worthy of the most careful study. 

Consider, for instancc, the c z c  of a disc of iron or other metal revolving between 
the two opposite poles of a magnet, and tile polar surfaces con~pletely covering both 
sides of the disc, And zsumc the current to bc taken off or conveyed to the same by 
contacts uniformly from all points of tllc periphery of the disc. Talie first the case 01 
a motor. In all ordinary motors the operation is dependent upon some shifting or change 
of the resultant of the magnetic attraction exerted upon the armature, this process 
beink effected either by some mechanical contrivance on the motor or by the action 
of currents of the proper character.. W e  may explain the operation of such a motor 
just as we can that of a water-wheel. But in the above example of the disc surrounded 
completely by the polar surfaces, there is no shifting of the magnetic action, no change 
whatever, aS far as we Icnow, and yet rotation ensues. Hcre, then, ordinary considerations 
d 2  ,not apply; we cannot even give a superficial explanation, as in ordinary motors, 
and the operation will be clear to us only when we shall have recognized the very 
nature of the forces concerned, and fathomed the mystery of the invisible connecting 
mechanism. 

Considered as a dynamo machine, the disc is an equally interesting object of study. 
In addition to its peculi;~rity of giving currents of one direction without the employment 
of commutating devices, such a machine differs from ordinary dynamos in that there is no 
rcaction between armature and field. The armature currcnt tends to set up a magnetization 
at right angles to that of the field current, but since the current is taken off uniformly 
from all points of the periphery, and since, to be cxact, the cxtcrnal circuit may also be 
arranged perfectly symmetrical t:, the field magnet, no reaction can occur. This, however, 
is true only as long as the magnets are weakly energized, for when the magnets are 
more or less saturated, botll magnetizations at right angles seemingly interfere with 
each other. 

For the above ieason alone it would appear that the output of such a machine 
should, for the same weight; be much gyeater than that of any other machine in which the 
armature currcnt tends to demagnetize the field. The extraordinary output of the Forbes 
unipolar dynamo and the experience of the writer confirm this view. 

Again, the facility with which such a machine may be made to excite itself is 
striking, but this may be due - besides to the absence of annature reaction - to the 
perfect smoothness of the c u r r e ~ t  and non-existence of self-induction. 
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If the poles do not cover the disc completely on both sides, then, of course, unless 
the disc be properly subdivided, the machine will be very inefficient. Again, jn this 
case there are points worthy of notice. If the disc be rotated and the field current 
interrupted, the current through the armature will continue to flow and the field magnets 
will lose their strength comparatively slowly. The reason for this will at once appear 
when we consider the direction of the currents set up in the disc. 

Referring to the diagram Fig. 1, d represents the disc with the sliding contacts 
B B' on the shaft .and periphery. N and S renresent the two poles of a magnet. If the 

Fig. 1. 

pole N be above, as indicated in the diagram, the disc being supposed to be in the 
plane of the paper, and rotating in the direction of the arrow D, the current set up in the 
disc will flow from the centre to the periphery, as indicated by the arrow A. Since thc 
magnetic action is more or less confined to the space between the poles N S, the other 
portions of the disc may be considered inactive. The current set up will therefore not ' 

wholly pass through the external circuit F, but will close through the disc itselk, and 
generally, if the disposition be in any way similar to the'one illustrated, by far the 
greater portion of the current generated will not appear externally, as the cirkit F is 
practically short-circuited by the inactive portions of the disc. The direction of the 
resulting currents in the latter may be assumed to be as indicated by the dotted lines and 
arrows m and n; and the direction of ,the energizing field current being indicated by 
the arrows a 6 -  c d, an inspection of the figure shows that one of the two branches 
of the eddy current, that is, A B' m R, will tend to demagnetize the field, while the 
other branch, t h ~ t  is, A B' n B, will have the opposite effect. Therefore, the branch 
A B' m B, that is, the one which is approaching the field, will repel the lines of thc 
same, while branch A B' n B, that is, the one leaving the field, will gather the liner 
of force upon itself. 

In consequence of this there will be a constant tendency to reduce the cuttent 
flow in the path A B' m B, while on the other hand no such opposition will exist 
in path A B' n B, and the effect of the latter branch or path will be more or less 
preponderating over that of the former. The joint effect of both the assumed branch 

might be represented by that of one single current of the same direction as that 
energizing the field. In other words, the eddy currents circulating in the disc will 
caergiie the field magnet. This is a result quite contrvy to what we might be led to 



suppose at f~rst, for we wwdd naturally expect that the resulting effect offthe-armature 
currents would be such as to oppose the field current, as generally qccurs whed a p ~ i m a y  
and secondary ccnductor are placed in inductive relations 'to earh:30+er. .But it must 
be remembered that this result from the peculiar dispmition in this case, ~ l y ,  .tmo 
paths being afforded to the current, and the latter -selecting that path. which ; offus 
the least opposition to its flow. From this we see that the eddy currents flowing.in 
the disc partly energize the field, and for this reason when the field qrrcnt is 
interrupted the currents in the disc will continue to flow, and the field magnet will 
lose its strength w~ th  comparative slowness and may even ietain a certain strength 
as long as the rotation of the disc is continued. 

Fig. 1. Fig.. 3. 

The result will, of course, largely .depend- on the resis'tance 'and geometrical 
dimensions of the path of the resulting eddy current and on the speed of rotation; 
these elements, namely, determine the retardation of this current and its position relative 
to the field. For a certain speed there would be a maximum &ergking action; then 
at higher speeds, it- would gradually fall off to zero and finally reverse, that is, the 
resultant.eddy current effect would be to weaken the field. The reaction wouldbe best 
demonstrated experimentally by arranging the fields N S, N S', freely movableon an 
axis concentricwith the shaft of the di$c. If the latter were.rotated as before in  the 
direction of the arrow D ,  the field would be d r a ~ e d  in the same direction with a 
torque, which, up to a certain 'point, would go on increasing with the speed of rotation, 
then fall off, and, passing through zero, finatly become negative; that .i% the field 
would begin to rotate in opposite direction to the disc. In experiments with alternate 
current motors in which the field was shifted by currents of differing phase, this 
interesting result was observed. -For very low speeds of rotation of the field the 
motor would show a torque of 900 Ibr. or more, measured on a pulley 12 inches in 
diameter. When the speed of rotation of the poles was increased, t h e  toque would 
diminish, would finally g o  down to zero, become negative, and then the m t u r e  
would begin to rotate in opposite direction to the field. 

To return to the principal subject; assume the conditions to be such that the eddy 
currents generated by the rotation of the ,disc strengthen the field, and suppose the 
latter gradually removed 'while the disc is kept rotating at an increased.-rate. The 
current, once started, may then be sufficient to maintain itself and even indease.in 
strength, and then we have the case of Sir William Thomso~'s "current accumulator." 



But 'from the above considerations it would seem that for the success of the experiment 
the employment .of a disc not subdiuided would be essential, for if there-should be a 
'radial subdivision, the eddy currents could not form and the self-exciting action would 
cease. If such a radiallv subdivided disc were used it would be necessarv to connect 
the spokes by a conducting rim or in any proper manner so as to form a symmetrical 
systtm iof closed circuits: 

The action of t h e  eddy .currents may be utilized to excite a machine of any 
;totistrudion: For instanh, in Figs. 2 and 3 an arrangement is shown by which a machine 
with a disc.armature might be 2xcitecl. Here a anumber of magnets, N S, N S, are 
p l a ~ t d  radially on each side'of a metal disc D carrying on its rim a set of insulated coils, 
C'C. .The 'magnets form t~Go separate fields, an internal and an external one,' the solid 
'disc 'roating in the field nearest the axis, and the coils in the field further from it. 
Assume the magnets slightly energized at-the start; they could be strengthened by the 

-action of the eddy currents in the solid disc so as to afford a stronger field for thc 
.peripheral coils. Although there is no doubt that under proper conditions a machine 
might be excited in this or asimilar manner, there being sufficientexperimental cyidence 
.to warrant suchan assertion, such a mode of excitation would be wasteful. 

But a unipdar dynamo or motor, such as shown in Fig. 1 may be excited in an 
efficient manner by simply properly subdividing the disc or cylinder.in which the-currents 
are set up, and it is practicable to do away with the field coils which are usually employed. 
Such a p1a1-1 is illustrated in Fig. 4. The disc or cylinder D is suppd5ed to be arranged 
to, rotate between the two poles N and S of a magnet, whlch completely cover 
it"'& both sides, the contours of the disc 'and poles being represented by t h  

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 

circles d and d' respectively, the upper pole being.gmnted for the sake of clearness. The 
cores of the magnet are supposed to be hollow, the shaft C' of the disc passing through 
them. If the unmarked pole be below; and the disc be rotated screw fashion, the current 
will be, as before, from the centre to the periphery. and may be taken off by suitable 
sliding contacts, B D', on the shaft and periphery respectively. In. this arrangement 
the current flowing through the disc and external circuit will have no appreciable effect 
on the field magnet. 

But let us now suppose the disc to be subdivided, spirally, as indicated by the full 
ur dotted lines, Fig. 4. The difference of potential between a point on the shaft and 
a point on the periphery will remain unchanged,'in sign as well as in amount. The only 
difference will be that the resistance of the disc will be augmented and that there will 
be a greater fall of potential from a point on the shaft to a point on the periphery when 
the same current is traversing the external ,circuit. But since the current is forced to 
follow the lines of subdivision, we see that it will tend either to energize or de-energize 



the field, and this will depend, other things being equal, upon the direction of the 
lines of subdivision. If the subdivision be as indicated by the full lines in Fig, 4, it is 
evident that if the current is of the same direction as before, that is, fmm centre to 
periphery, its effect will be to strengthen the field magnet; whereas, if the subdivision 
be as indicated by the dotted lines, the current generated will tend to weaken the magnet. 
In the former care the machine will be capable of exciting itself when the disc is rotated 
in the direction of arrow D; in the latter case the direction of rotation must be reversed. 
Two such discs may be combined, however, as indicated, the two discs rotating in 
apposite fields, and in the same or opposite direction. 

Similar disposition may, of course, be made in a .type of machine in which, instead 
of a disc, a ql icder  is, rotated. In such unipolar machines, in the manner indicated, 
he usual field coils and poles may be omitted and the machine may be made to consist 

only of a cylinder or of two discs enveloped by a metal casting. 
Instead of subdividing the disc or cylinder spirally, as indicated in Fig. 4, it is more 

convenient to interpose one or more turns between the disc and the contact ring on the 
periphery, as illustrated in Fig. 5.  

A Forbes dynamo may, for instance, be excited in such a manner. In the experience 
of the writer it has been found that instead of taking the current from two such discs 
bv sliding contacts, as usual, a flexible conducting be1.t may be employed to advantage. 
The discs are in such case provided with large flanges, affording a very great contact 
surface. The belt should be made to bear on the flanges with spring pressure to take up 
the expansion. Several machines with belt contact were constructed by the writer two 
years a p ,  and worked satisfactorily; but for want of time the work in that directbn 
has been temporarily suspended. A number of features pointed ouh above have also been 
used by khe writer in connection with some types of alternating current motors. 
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ON ROENTGEN RAYS( I ) ' 

One can not help looking at that little bulb of Crookes with a feeling akin to 
awe, when he considers all that it has done for scientific progress - first, the magnificent 
results obtained by its originator; next, the brilliant work of Lenard, and finally the 
wonderful achievements of Roentgen. Possibly it may still contain a grateful Asmodeus, 
who will be lot out of his narrow prison cell by a lucky student. At tlmes it has seemed 
to me as though I myself heard a whispering voice, and I have searched eagerly among 
my dusty bulbs and bottles. 1 fear my imagination has deceived me, but there they are 
still, my dusty bulbs, and I am still listening hopefully. 

After repeating Professor Roentgen's beautiful experiments, I have devoted my 
energies to the investigation of the nature of the radiations and to the perfecting of the 
means for their produdion. The following is a brief statement which, 1 hope, will bc 
useful, of the methods employed and of the most notable results arrived at in these two 
directions. 

In order to produce the most intense effects we have first to consider h a t ,  whatever 
their nature, they depend necessarily on the intensity of the cathode streams. These 
again being dependent on the magnitude of the potential, it follows that the highest 
attainable electrical pressure is desirable. 

T o  obtain high potentials we may avail ourselves of an ordinary induction coil, 
or of a static machine, or of a disruptive dacharge coil. I have the impression that 
most of the results in Europe have been arrived at through the employment of a static 
machine or Ruhmkorff coil. But since these appliances can produce only a comparatively 
small ptential, we are naturally thrown on the use of the disruptive discharge coil 
as the most effective apparatus. With this there is practically no limit to the spark 
length, and the only requirement is that the experimenter should possess a certain 
knowledge and skill in the adjustments of the circuits, particularly as to resonance, as 
I have pointed out in my earlier writings on this subject. . 

After constructing a disruptive coil suitable for any kind of current supply, direcr 
or  alternating the experimenter comes to the consideration as to what kind of bulb 
to employ. Clearly, if we put two electrodes in a bulb, or use one ~nside and another 
outside electrode, we limit the potential, for the presence not only of the anode but 
of any conducting object has the effect of reducing the practicable potential a1 the 
cathode. Thus, to secure the result aimed at, one is driven to the acceptance of a single 
electrode bulb, the other terminal being as far remote as possible. 

Obviously, an inside electrode should be employed to get the highest velocity of the 
cathode streams, for the bulbs wlthout inside terminals are much less efficient for this 
special object in consequence of the loss through the glass. A popular error seems to 
exist in regard to the concentration of the rays by concave electrodes. This, if anything, 
is a disadvantage. There are certain specific arrangements of the disruptive coil and. 
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clrcults, condensers and static screens for the bulb, on which I have given full particulars 
-- 

on previous occasions. 

Having selected the induction apparatus and type of bulb, the next important 
co~~sideration is the vacuum. On this subject I am able to make known a fact with 
which I have long been acquainted, and of which I have taken advantage in ' the - 

production of vacuum jackets and all sorts of incandescent bulbs, and whidh 

Fig. 1. . 

I subsequently found to be of the utmost importance, not to say essential, for the 
production of intense Roentgen shadows. I refer to a method of rarefaction by electrical 
means to any degree desirable far bcyond that obtainable .by mechanical appliances. 

Though this result can be reached by the use of static machine as well as of 
an ordinary induction coil giving a sufficiently high potential, I have found that by 
far the most suitable apparatus, and one which secures the quickest action, is a disruptive' 
coil. It is best to proceed in this way: The bulb is first exhausted by means of m 
ordinary vacuum pump to a rather high degree, though my experiences have shown 
that this is not absolutely necessiry, as I have also found it possible to rarefy, 'beginning 
from low pressure. After k i n g  takes down from the pump, the bulb is attached to 
the terminal of the disruptive coil, preferably of high frequency of vibration, and bsually 
the following phenomena'are noted. First, there is a milky light spreading through the 
bulb, or possibly for a moment the glass becomes phosphorescent, if the bulb has been 
exhausted to a high degree. At any rate, the phosphorescence generally subsides quickly 
and the white light settles aroulld the electrode, whereupon a dark space forms at 
some distance from the latter. Shortly afterward the light assumes a reddish color and 



the terminal grows very hot. This heating, however, is observed only with powerful 
apparatus. It is well to watch the bulb carefully and regulate the potential at this stage, 
as the electrode might be quickly consumed. 

After some. time the reddish light subsides, the streams becoming again white, 
whereupon they get weaker and weaker, wavering around the electrode until they finally 
disappear. Meanwhile, the phosphorescence of the glass grows more and more intense, 
and the spot where the stream strikes the wall becomes very hot, while thc 
phosphorescence around the electrode ceases and the latter cools down to such an 
extent that the glass near it may be actually icecold to the touch, The gas in the bulb 
has then reached the required degree of rarefaction. The process may be hastened by 
repeated heating and cooling and by the employment of a small electrode. It should 
be added that bulbs with external electrodes may be treated in the same way. It may 
be also of interest to state that under certain conditions, which I am investigating more 
closely, the pressure of the gas in a vessel may be augmented by electrical means. 

I believe that the disintegration of the electrode, which invariably takes place, is 
connected with a notable diminution of the temperature. From the point on, when the 
electrode gets cool, the bulb is in a very good condition for producing the Roentgen 
shadows. Whenever the electrode is equally, if not hotter than the glass, it is a sure 
indicatim that the vacuum is not high enough, or else that the electrode is too small. 
For very effective working, the inside surface of the wall, where the cathode stream 
strikes, should appear as if the glass were in a fluid state. 

As a cooling medium I have found best to employ jets of cold air. By this means 
it is possible to operate successfully a bulb with a very thin wall, while the passage 
of the rays is not materially impeded. 

I may state here that the experimenter need not be deterred from using a glass 
bulb, as I believe the opacity of glass as well as the transparency of aluminum are 
somewhat exaggerated, inasmuch as I have found that a very thin aluminum sheet 
throws a marked shadow, while, on the other hand, I have obtained i~ilpressions through 
a thick glass plate. 

The above method is valuable not only as a means of obtaining the high vacua 
desired, but it is still more important, because the phenomena observed throw a light 
on the results obtained by Lenard and Roentgen. 

Though the phenomenon of rarefaction under ahove conditions admits of different 
interpretat~ons, the chief interest centers on one of them, to which I adhere - that is, 
on the actual expulsion of the particles through the walls of the bulb. I have lately 
observed that the latter commences to act properly upon the sensitive plate only from 
the point when the exhaustion begins to be noticeable, and the effects produced are the 
strongest when the process of exhaustion is most rapid, even though the phosphorescence 
might not appear particularly bright. Evidently, then, the two effects are closely 
connected, and I am getting more and more convinced that we have to deal with a 
stream of material particles, which strike the sensitive plate with great velocities. Taking 
as a basis the estimate of Lord Kelvin on the speed of projected particles in a 
Ctookes' bulb, we arrive easily by the employment of very high potentials to speeds of as 
much as a hundred kilometres a second. Now, again, the oid question arises: Are the 
particles from the electrode or from the charged surface generally, including the case 
of,  an external electrode, projected through the glass- or aluminum walls, or do they 
~ e l y  hit the inner surface and cause particles from the outside of the wall to fly off, 
q i n g  in a purely mechanical way, as when a row of ivory balls is struck? So far, most 
d , . the  phenomena indicate that th,ey are projected through the wall of the bulb, of 
whatever material it may be, and I am seeking for still more conclusive evidence in 
%his direction. 



I t  may not bc known that even an ordinary streamer, breaking out suddenly and 
under great pressure from the terminal of a disruptive coil, passes through a thick glass 
plate as though the latter were not present. Unqucstionably, with such coils pressures 
are practicable which will project the particles in straight lines wen under atmospheric 
pressure. I have obtained .distinct impressions in free air, not by streamers, as some 
experimenters have done, using static machines or induction coils, but by actual 
projection, the formation of streamers being absolutely prevented by careful static 

'screening. . . 

Fig. 2. 

A peculiar thing about the Roentgen rays is that from low frequency to the 
highest obtainable there seems 10 be no difference in the quality of the effects produced, 
except that they are more intense when the frequency is higher, wKich is very likely drc  
to the fact that in such case the maximum pressures on the cathode are likewise hlghw. 
This is only possible on the assumption that the'effects on the sensitive plate are due to 
projected particles, or else to vibrations far beyond any frequency which we are able to 
obtain by means of condenser discharges. A powerfully excited bulb is enveloped in a 
cloud of violet light, extending for more than a foot around it, but outside of this visible 
phenomenon there is no positive evidence of the existence of waves similar to those 
of light. O n  the other hand, the fact that the opacity bears some proportion to t'hc 
density of the substance speaks strongly for material streams, and the same may be 
said of the effect discovered by Prof. J. J. Thomson. It is to be hoped that all dmbts 
will shortly be dispelled. 

' A valuable evidence of the nature of the radiations and progress in the direction 
of obtaining strong impressions on the plate might be arrived at by perfecting plates 
especially sensitive to mechanical shock or impact. There are chemicals suitable for 
this, and the development in this direction may lead to the abandonment of the present 
plate. Furthermore, if we have to deal with streams of material particles, it seems not 
impossible to project upon the plate a suitable substance to insure the best chemical 
action. 



With appuatus as I have desnittd, remarkable impress~ons on the plate arc 
produced. An idea of the intensity of the effects may be gained when I mention that 
it is easy to obtain shadows with comparatively sh6rt exposures at distances of many 
feet, while at small distances and with thin objects, exposures of a few seco~ds are 
practicable. The annexed print is a shadow of a copper wire projected at a distance of 
11 feet through a wooden cover over the sensitive plate. This was the first shadow taken 
with my improved apparatus in my laboratory. A similar impression was obtained 
through the body of the experimenter, a plate of glass, nearly three-sixteenths of an inch 
thick, a thickness of wood of fully two inches and thraugh a distance of about four feet. 
I may remark, however, that when these impressions were taken, my apparatus was 
working under extremely unfavorable conditions, which admitted of so great 
improvements that I am hopeful to magnify the effects many times. 

The bony structure of birds, rabbits and the like is shown within the least detail, 
and cven the hollow of the bones is clearly visible. In a plate of a rabbit under exposure 
of an hour, not only every detail of the skeleton is visible, but likewife a clear outline 
of the abdominal cavity and the location of the lungs, the fur and many other features. 
Prints of even large birds show the feathers quite distinctly. 

Clear shadows of the bones of human limbs are obtained by exposures ranging 
from a quarter of an hour to an hour, and somc plates have shown such an amount 
of detail that it is almost impossible to believe that we have to deal with shadows only. 
For instance, a picture of a foot with a shoc on it was taken, and every fold of the 
leather, trousers, stocking, etc., is visible, wh~le the flesh and bones stand out sharply. 
'Ihrough the body of the experimenter the shadows of small buttons and Ike objects are 
quickly obtained, while with an exposure of from one to one and a half hour the ribs, 
shoulder-bones and the bones of the upper arm appear clearly, as is shown in the annexed. 
print. It is now demonstrated beyond any doubt that small metallic objeck or bony or 
chalky deposits can be infallibly detected in any part of the body. 

An outline of the skull is easily obtained with an exposure of 20 to 40 minutes. 
In one instance an exposure of 40 minutes gave clearly not only the outline, but the 
cavity of the eye, the chin and cheek and nasal bones, the lower jaw and c~n~ect ions 
to the upper one, the vertebral column and connections to the skull, the flesh and even 
the hair. By exposing the head to a powerful radiation strange effects have been noted. 
For instance, I find that there is a tendency to sleep and the time seems to pass away 
quickly. There is a general soothing effect, and I have felt a sensation of warmth in 
the upper part of the head. An assistant independently confirmed the tendency to sleep 
and a quick lapse of time. Should these remarkable effects be verified by men with 
keener sense of observation, I shall still more firmly believe in the existence of material 
streams penetrating the skull. 'Ihus it may be possible by these strange appliances to 
project a suitable chemical into any part of the M y .  

Roentgen advanced modestly his results, warning against too much hope. Fortunately 
his apprehensions were groundless, for, although we have to all appearance to deal 
with mere shadow projections, the possibilities of the application of his discovery are 
vast. I am happy to have contributed to the development of the great art he has created. 



ON ROENTGEN RAYS(2) * 

- latest results - 

To the Editior of Electrical Review 
Permit me to say that I was slightli disappointedto note, in issue of March 

11 the prominence you have deemed to accord to my youth and talent, Gtiile ttie ribs 
and other .particulars of Fig. 1, 'whkh,' drith 'reference to 'the. print 'accapanying my' 
commuqication, I described as .clearly visible, were kept modestly in the background. 
I also regretted to observe an error in one of the captions, the 'more so, a s  I must. 
ascri,be it to my own text. I namely .stated on page 135, third column, seventh line: 
"A similar impression was obtained through the body of the experimenter, etc., -through;- 
a distance of four feet." The impression here referred to was a 'similar'one to that" 
shown in Fig. 2, whereas the shadow in Fig. 1 was. taken through a distance' of '  18 
inches. I state. this metely foi  the sake of correctness of my cohunication,  but, =:far 
as the genera truth of. the fact of. taxing such a shadow at the distance given j4' 
concerned, your caption might as well stand, for I .am producing strong shadows a t  
distances of 40 feet. I repeat, 40 feet and even mote. Nor is this all. Sd stron&..ate, 
the actions on the film that provision must be made to guard the plates in my 
photographic department, located ori#the.,floor above, a dis'tance o f  fully 60 kt, from 
being spoiled by long exposure to the stray rays. Though during my investigations I have. 
performed many experiments which seemed. extraordinary, I am deeply astonished 
observing these unexpected manifestatiohs, and still more so, as even' now I see'befbre me. 
the possibility, not to say certitude, of augmenting the effetts with my 'apparatus a1 
least tenfold! What may 'we thenexpect? W e  have to deal here, evidently, with a. 
radiation of astonishing power, 'and the inquiry into its nature becomes more and more 
interesting and important. Here is an unlooked-for result of an actidn which, though 
wonderful in itself, seemed feeble and entirely incapable of such expansion, and affords 
a good example of the fkitfulness of original discovery. ,These effects ,upon the. 
sensitive plak at so .great a distance I attribute ,to the employment o f ,  a bulb. wi th-a  
single terminal, which permits the <use of practically any desired potential a.pd the 
attainment of extraordinary speeds of . the  projected particles. With suth a bpjb'it' is.. 
also evident that the action upon a fluorescent screen is propoc$onately.-greater than.  
when the usbal kind of tube .is employed, and 'I have already observed. enough to feel 
sure that great .developments are to be Imked for in this direction.:.I consider- - 
Roentgen's-discovery, of enabling us to see, by the use of a fluorescent screen, through 
an opaque substance,.even a more beautiful one than t h e  recording upon the-plate. 

Since my previous communication to you I have made considerable progress, and 
can presently announce one more result af importance. I have lately obtained shadow+. 
by reflected rays 'only, thus demonstrating beyond doubt that the Roentgen rays possess 
this property. One of the experiments may be cited here. A thick copper tube, about a , 
foot long, was taken and one of its ends tightly closed by the plate-holder containing 
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a sensitive plate, protected by a fiber cover as u s d .  Near the open end of the copper 
tube was placed a thick plate of glass at an angle of 45 degrees to the axis of the tube. 
A single-terminal bulb was then suspended above the glass plate at a distance of about 
eight inches, so that the bundle of rays fell upon the latter at an angle of 45 degrees, 
and the supposedly reflected rays passed along the axis of the copper tube. An exposure 
of 45 minutes gave a clear and sharp shadow of a metallic object. This shadow was 
produced by the reflected rays, as the direct action was absolutely excluded, it having 
been demonstrated that even. under the severest tests with much stronger actions no 
impression whatever could be produced upon the film through a thickness of copper 
equal to that of the tube. Concluding from the intensity of the action by comparison 
with an equivalent effect due to the direct rays, I find that approximately two' per 
cent of the latter were reflected from the glass plate in this experiment. I hope to be able 
to report shortly and more fully on this and other subjects. 

In my attempts to contribute my humble share to the knowledge of the Roentgel~ 
phenomena, I am finding more and more evidence in support of the theory of moving 
material particles. It is not my intention, however, to advance at present any view as to 
the bearing of such a fact upon the present theory of light, but I merely seek to establish 
the fact of the existence of such material streams in so far as these isolated effects 
are concerned. I have already a great many indications of a bombardment occurring 
outside of the bulb, and I am arranging some crucial tests which, I hope, will be 
successful. The calculated velocities fully account for actions at distances of asmuch 
as 100 feet from the bulb, and that the projection through the glass takes place seems 
evident from the process of exhaustion, which I have described in my previous 
communication. An experiment which is illustrative in this respect, and which I intended 
to mention, is the following: If we attach a fairly exhausted bulb containing an electrode 
to the terminal of a disruptive coil,. we observe small streamers breaking through the 
sides of the glass. LJsuaily such a streamer will break through the seal and crack the 
bulb, whereupon the vacuum is impaired; but, if the seal is placed above the terminai, 
or if some other provision is made to prevent the sfreamer from passing through the 
glass at that point, it often occurs that the stream breaks out through the side of the 
bulb, producing a fine hole. Now, the extraordinary thing is that, in spite.of the 
connection to the outer atmosphere, the air can not rush into the bulb as long as the 
hole is very small. The glass at the plate where the-rupture has occurred may grow 
very hot - to such a degree as to soften; but it will not collapse, but rather bulge 
out, showing that a pressure from the inside greater than that of the atmosphere exists. 
On frequent occasions I have observed that the glass bulgei out and the hole, through 
which the streamer rushes out, becomes so large as to be'perfectly discernible to the 
eye. As the matter is expelled from the bulb the rarefaction increases and. the streamer 
becomes less and less intense, whereupon the glass closes again, hermetically sealing the. 
opening. The process of rarefaction, nevertheless, continues, streamers being still visible 
on the heated place until the highest degree of exhaustion is reached, whereupon they 
may d i sappq .  Here, then, we have a positive, evidence that matter is tieing expelled 
through the walls of the glass, 

When working with highly strained bulbs I frequently experience a sudden, and 
sometimes even painful, shock in the eye. Such shocks may occur so often that the eye 

' gets inflamed, and one can not be considered overcautious if he abstains from watching 
the bulb too closely. I see in these shocks a further evidence of larger particles being 
thrown off from the bulb. 

44, Nikoln Testa 
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ON REFLECTED ROENTGEN RAYS' 

In previous communications in regard to the effects discovered by 'Roentgen, 
I have confined myself to giving barely a brief outline of the most noteworthy 
rnults arrived at in the course of my investigations. To  state truthfully, I have 
ventured to express myself, the first time, after some hesitation and consequent 
delay, and only when I had gained the conviction that the information I had to convey 
was a needful one; for, in common with others, I was not quite able to free myself 

. of a certain feeling which one must ex-perience when he is trespassing on ground not 
belonging to him. The discoverer would naturally himself arrive at most of the facts 
in due time, and a courteous restraint in the announcement of the results on the part 
of his co-workers would not be amiss. How many have sinned against me by proclaiming 
their achievements just as I was good and ready to do it myself!. But these discoveries 
of Roentgen, exactly of the order of the telescope and microscope, his seeing through 
a great thickness of an opaque substance, his recording on a sensitive plate of objects 
otherwise invisible, were so beautiful and fascinating, so full of promise, that all 
restraint was put aside, and every one aband~ned himself to  the pleasures of speculation 
and experiment. Would but every new and worthy idca find such an echo! One single 
year would then equal a century of progress. A delight it would be to Live in such age, 
but a discoverer I would not wish to be. . 

Amongst the facts, which I have had the honor to bring to notice, is one claiming 
a large share of scientific interest, as well as of practical importance. I refer to  the 
demonstration of the property of reflection, on which I have dwelt briefly. 

Having had opportunities to make many observations during my experience with 
vacuum bulbs and tubes, which could not be accoynted for in any plausible way on any 
theory of vibration as far as I codld judge, I began these investigations - disinclined, 
but expectant to find that the effects produced are due to a stream of material particles. 
I had many evidences of the existence of such streams. One of these I mentioned, 
describing the method of electrically, exhausting a tube. Such exhaustion, I have found, 
takes place much quicker when the glass is very thin than when the walls are 
thick, I presume because of the easier passage of the ions. While a few minutes are 
sufficient when the glass is very thin, it often takes half an hour or more if the glass be 
thick or the electrode very- large. In accordance with this idea I have, with a view 
of obtaining the most efficient action, selected the apparatus, and have found at each 
step my supposition confirmed and my conviction strengthened. . 

A stream of material particles, possessing a great velocity, must needs be reflected, 
and I was therefore quite prepared - assuming my original idea to be true - to 
demonstrate sooner or later this property. Considering that the reflection should be the 
more complete the smaller the angle of incidence, I adopted from the outset of my 
investigations a tubc or bulb G of the form shown in Fig. 1. It was made of very thick 
glass, with a bottom blown as thin as possible, with the two obvious objects 
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of restricting the radiation t o  the sides and facilitating the passage through the 
bottom. A single electrode e, in the form of a round disk of a diameter slightly 
less than that of the tube, was placed about an inch below the narrow neck n on the 
top. The leading-in conductor c was provided 
with a long wrapping w, so as to prevent 
cracking, by the formation of sparks at the 
point where the wire enters the bulb. It was 
found advantageous for a number of reasons 
to extend the wrapping a good distance 
beyond the neck, on the inside and outside 
as well, and to place the seal-off in the 
narrow neck. On other occasions I have dwell- 
on the employment of an electrostatic screen 
in connection with such single-terminal 
bulbs. In the present instance the screen was 
preferably formed by a bronze painting I. 

slightly above the aluminum electrode and 
extending to just a little below the wrapping 
of the wire, so as to allow seeing constantly 
the end of the wrapping. Or  else a small 
aluminum plate .r, Fig. 2, was supported in 
the inside of the bulb above the electrode.. 
This static screen practically doubles the 
effect, as it prevented all action above it. 
Considering, further, that the radiation 
sideways was restricted by the use of a very 
thick glass and most of it was thrown to the 
bottom by reflection, as I then surmised, it 
became evident that such a tube should prove 
much more efficient than one of ordinary 
form. Indeed, I quickly found that its power 
upon the sensitive plate was very nearly four Figs. 1 and 2. 

times as great as that of a spherical bulb with 
an equivalent area of impact. This kind of tube is also very well adapted for use with 
two terminals by placing an external electrode el as indicated by the dotted lines in 
Fig. 1 .  When the .glass is taken thick the stream is sensibly parallel and concentrated. 
Furthermore, by making the tube as long as one desired, it was possible to employ very 
high potentials, otherwise impracticable with short bulbs. 

The use of high potentials is of great importance, as it allows shortening 
considerably the time of exposure, and affecting the plate at much greater distances. 
I am endeavoring to determine more exactly the relation of the potential to the effect 
produced upon the sensitive plate. I deem it necessary to remark that the electrode 
should be of aluminum, as a platinum electrode, which is still persistently employed, 
gives inferior results and thh bulb is disabled in com~arativelv short time.- &me - 
experimenters might find trouble in maintaining a fairly constant vacuum, owing to 
a peculiar process of absorption in the bulb, which has been pointed out early by 
Crookes, in consequence of which, by continued use, the vacuum may increase. 
A convenient wav to Drevent this I have found to be the followine: The screen or " 
aluminum plate I, ~ i i  2, is placed directly upon the wrapping of the leading-in 
conductor c, but some distance back from the end. The right distance can be only 
determined by experience. If it is properly chosen, then, during the action of the bulb, 
the wrapping gets warmer, and a small bright spark jumps from time to time from 
the wire c to the aluminum plate s through the wrapping w. The passage of this 



spark causes gases to be formed, which' slightly impair, the vacuum, and in this manner, 
by a little skillful -manipulation, the proper vacuum may be constantly maintained. 
Another way of getting the same result in a tube shown in Fig. 1 is to extend the 
wrapping so far inside that, when the bulb is normally working, the wrapping is heated 
sufficiently to free gases to the required amount. It is for this purpose convenient 
to let the screen of bronze painting J extend just a little below. the wrapping, so.&& 
the spark may be observed. There are, however, many other ways of overcoming this 
difficulty, which may cause some annoyance to those working with inadequate apparatus. 

In order to insure the best action the experimenter should note the various stages 
which I have pointed out before, and through which the bulb has to pass during the 
process of exhaustion. He will first observe that when the Crookes phenomena she% 
ihemselves most prominently there is a reddish streamer issuing from the  electrode,^. 
which in the beginning covers the latter almost entirely. Up to this. point the bulh 
practically does not affect the sensitive  late, although the glass is very hot at the point. 
of impact. Gradually the reddish streamer disappears, and just before it ceases to be 
visible the bulb begins to show better action, but still the effect upon the plate is very 
weak, Presently a white or even bluish stream is obsened,.and. after some time the 
glass on the bottom of the bulb gets a glossy appearance: The heat is still.more intense 
and the phosphorescence through the entire bulb is extrenlely brilliant..One should think. 
that such a bulb must be effective, but appearances are often deceitful, and the beautifuli 
bulb still does not work. Even when the white or bluish stream ceases, and the glass 
on the bottom is so hot as to be nearly melting, the effect on the plak is very weak.1 
But at this stage thcre appears suddenly at the bottom of the tube a star-shaped changing 
design; as if the electrode would throw off drops of liquid. From this moment on the 
power of the bulb is tenfold, and at this stage it tilust always be kept to give the best 
results: 

I may remark, however, that while it may be generally stated the Crookes vacuum* 
is not high. enough for the production of the Roentgen phenomena, this is not literally 
true. Nor are the Crookes phenomena produced at a particular degree of exhaustion, 
but manifest theqselves ewn with poor vacuq -provided the potential is high enough. 
This is likewise true of the Roentgen effects. Naturally, to verify this, provision must 
be made not to overheat the bulb when the potential is raised. This is easily done by. 
reducing the number of impulses or their duration, when raising the potential. For such 
experiments, it will be found of advantage to use in connection with the ordinary . 
induction coil a rotating commutator, instead of a vibrating brake. By changing the 
speed of the commutator, and also regulating the duration of contact, one is enabled 
to adjust the conditions to suit the degree of vacuum and potential employed. 

' In my experiments on reflection, presently considered, I have used the apparatus 
shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a T-shaped box throughout, of a square cross-section. The 
walls are made pf-lead over one-eighth of an inch thick, which, under the conditions 
of the experiments, was found to be entirely impervious, even by long exposures to the 
rays. On the top end was supported firmly the bulb b, inclosed in a glass tube t of 
thick Bohemian glass, which reached some distance into the-lead box. The lower etid. 
of the box was tightly closed by a plate-holder PI,  containing the sensitive film PI,. 

, protected as usual. Finally the side end was closed by a similar plate-holder P, with 
the sensitive protected film p. To obtain sharp images the objects o and ol, exactly. 
alike, were placed in the center of the fiber cover, protecting the sensitive plaks. In 
the central portion of the box, provision was made for inserting a plate f of material, 
the reflective power of which was to be tested, and the dimensions of the box were 
such that the reflected ray and the direct one had to go through 'the same distance, 
the reflecting plate being at an angle of 45 degrees to the incident as well as reflected 

' 
ray, Care was taken to exclude all. possibility of action upon the plate p, except by 
reflected rays, and the reflecting plate r was made to fit tight all. around in the lead box, 



so that no rays could reach the film p,,  except by passing through the plate to  be 
tested. In my earliest experiments on reflection I observed only the effects of reflected 
rays, but in this instance, on the m e s t i o n  of Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, I provided the 
abwe means for simultanewsly examining the action of the direct rays, which eventually 
passed through the reflecting p la t .  In this manner it was possible to compare the 
amount of the transmitted and reflected radiation.'The glass tube t surrounding the bulb 
b served to render the stream parallel and more intense. By taking impressions at various 
distances I found that through a considerable distance there was but little spreading ob 
the bundle of rays or stream of particles. 

T o  reduce the error which is caused unavoidably by too long  exposures arid very 
small distances, I reduced the exposure to an hour, and the total distance through which 
the rays had to pass before reaching the sensitive plates was 20 inches, the distance 
from the bottom of the bulb to the reflecting plate being 1 3  inches. 

It is needless to remark that all the precautions in regard to the sensitive plates - 
constancy of potential, uniform working of the bulbs, and maintenance .of the same 
conditions in general during these tests have been taken, as far as it was practicable. 
The plates to be tested .were made of uniform size,. so as to fit the ,space provided 
in the lead box. Of the conductors the following were tested: Brass, tools tee l ,~nc ,  
aluminum, copper, lead, silver, tin, and nickel, and of the insulators, lead-glass, e h i t e ,  
and mica. The summary of the observations is given in the following table: 

Reflecting body . 

Brass. 
Toolsteel. 
Zinc. 
Aluminum. 
Copper. 

Lead. 

Silver. 

Tin. 
Nickel. 
Lead-glass. 
Mica.. 
Ebonite. 

Impression by 
transmitted rays. 

Strong. 
Barely perceptible. 
None. 
Very strong. 
None. 

None. 

Strong, a thin plate heing 
used. 
None. 
None. 
Very strong. 
Very stronr. 
Strong 

Impression by 
reflected rays. 

Fairly strong. 
Very feeble. 
Very strong. 
None. 
Fairly strong, but much less 
than zinc. - 
Very strong, but a' little 
weaker than zinc. ' 

Weaker than copper. 

Very strong; about like lead. 
About like copper. 
Feeble. 
Very strong; about like lead. 
4 b u t  like copper. 

By comparing, as in previous experiments, tne intensity of the impression by 
reflected rays with an equivalent impression due to a direct exposure of the same 
bulb' and at t h e  same distance - that is, by calculating from the times of exposure 
under assumption that the action upon the plate was proportionate to the time - 
the following approximate results were obtained: 

Reflecting . body. 

Brass 
Toolsteel 
Zinc 
Aluminum 
Copper 
Lead 
Silver 
Tin 
N&l 
Lead-glass 
Mica 
Ebonite 

Impression by 
direct action. 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

~mpression by 
reflected rays. 

2 .  
0,5 
3 

' 0 '  
2 
2.1 



While these figures can be but rough approximations, there is, nevertheless, a fair 
probability that they are correct, in so far as the relative values of the impressions by 
reflected rays for the various bodies are concerned. Arranging the metals according to 
these values, and leaving for the moment the alloys or impure bodies out of question, 
we arrive at the following order: Zinc, lead, tin, copper, silver. The tin appears) to 
reflect fully as well as lead, but, allowing for an error ia the observation, we map 
assume that it reflects less, and in this case we find that this order is precisely the 
contad series of metals in air. If this proves true we shall be confronted with the 
most extraordinary fact. Why is zinc, for instance, the best reflector among the metals 
tested and why, at the s h e  time, is it one of the foremost in the contact series? I have 
not as yet tried magnesium. The truth is that I was somewhat excited over these results. 
Magnesium should be even a better reflector than zinc, and sodium still better than 
magnesium. How can this singular relationship be explained? The only possible 
explanation seems to me at present that the bulb throws out streams of matter in some 
primary condition, and that the reflection of these streams is dependent upon some 
fundamental and electrical property of the metals. This would seem to lead to the 
inference that these streams must be of uniform electrification; that is, that they must 
be anodic or cathodic in character, but not both. Since the announcement, I believe 
in France for the first time, that the streams are anodic, I have investigated the subject 
and find that I can not agree with this contention On the contrary, I find that anodic 
and cathodic streams both affect the plate, and, furthermore, I have been led to  the 
conviction that the phosphorescence of the glass has nothing whatever to  do with the 
photographic impressions. An obvicrus proof is that such impressions are produced with 
aluminum vessels when therc is no phosphoresccnce. and, as regards the anodic or 
cathodic character, the simple fact that we can produce impressions by a luminous 
discharge excited by induction of a closed vessel, when there is neither anode nor 
cathode, would seem to d ispse  effectually of the assumption that the streams are 
issuing solely from one of the electrodes. It may, perhaps, be useful to point out here 
a simple fact in relation to the induction coils, which may lead an experimenter into 
an error. When a vacuum tube is attached to the term~nals of an induction coil, both 
of the terminals are acted upon alike as long a s  the tube is not very highly exhausted. 
At a high degree of exhaustion both the electrodes act practically independently. and 
since they behave as bodies possessing considerable capacity, the consequence is that the 
coil is unbalanced. If the cathode, for instance, is very large, the pressure on the anode 
may rise considerably, and if the latter is made smaller, as is frequently the case, the 
electric density may be many times that on the cathode. It results from this that the anode 
gets very hot, while the cathode may be cool. Quite the opposite occurs if both of them 
are made exactly alike. But assuming the above conditions to, exist, the hotter anode 
emits a more intense stream than the cool cathode, since the velocity of the par t ick  
is dependent on the electrical density, and likewise on the temperature. 

From the previous tests an interesting observation can also be made in regard ,to the 
opacity. For instance, a brass plate one-sixteenth inch thick proved fairly transparent while 
plates of zinc and copper of the same thickness showed themselves to be entirely opaque. 

Since I have investigated reflection and arrived to results in this direction, I have 
been able to produce stronger effects by employing proper reflectors. By surrounding 
a bulb with a very thick glass tube the effect may be augmented very considerably. 
The employment of a zinc reflector in one instance showed an increase of about 40 per 
cent in the impressior~ produced. I attach great practical value to the employment of 
proper reflectors, because by means of them we can employ any quantity of bulbs, and 
so produce any intensity of radiation required. 

One disappointment in the course of these investigations has been the entire failure 
of my efforts to demonstrate refraction. I have employed lenses of all kinds and tried 
a great many experiments, but could not obtain any positive result. 
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ON ROENTGEN RADIATIONS' 

. Having observed the unexpected behavior of the various metals in regard to the 
reflection of these radiations, (see Electrical Review of April 1, 1896) I have 
endeavored to settle several' still doubtful points. As, for the present, it appeared 
chiefly desirable to establish the exact order of the metals, or conductors, in regard to 
their powers of reflection, leaving for further investigation the determination of the, 
magnitude of the effects, I modified slightly the apparatus and procedure described in 
my communication just referred to. The reflecting plates were not made each of one 
metal, as before, but of two metals, the reflective power of which was to be compared. 
This was done by fastening upon a plate of lead the two metal plates to be investigated, 
so that the reflecting surface was divided in two halves by the joining 'line. Furthermore, 
to prevent any spreading and mingling of the rays reflected from both halves, I divided 
the lead box into two compartments by a thick lead plate through the middle. Care 
was taken that the density of the rays falling upon the reflecting surfaces was as uniform 
as possible, and with this object in view the glass tube surrounding the bulb was lifted 
up so as to just expose the half-spherical bottom o f  the latter. The bulb was placed 
as exactly as it was practicable in the center, so that both halves of the reflecting plate 
were equally exposed to the radiations. 

Having failed to obtain, in former experiments, a record for iron owing to an 
oversight, I tried to ascertain its position in the series by comparing it with copper, 
using a plate made up of iron and copper. The experiments showed that iron reflected. 
about as much as copper, but which metal reflected better was impossible to determine 
with safety by this 'metod. Next I endeavored to find whether tin or lead was a better 
reflector, by the same method. Three experiments were performed, and in each case 
the metals behaved nearly alike, but tin appeared just a trifle better. Finally I investigated 
the properties of magnesium as compared with zinc. In fact, the experiments showed 
that magnesium reflected a little better. 

I am not yet satisfied, in view of the importance of this relation of the metals 
with the means employed, and will try to devise an apparatus which will do  away with 
all the defects of the present. The time of the exposure I have found practicable to 
reduce to a few minutes by the help of a fluorescent paper. 

In my previous communications I have barely hinted at the practical importance 
of the use of suitable refectors. One would be apt to conclude that, since under the 
conditions of the previously described experiments, zinc, for instance, reflected only 
three per cent of the incident rays, the gain secured by the employment of such zinc 
reflector would be small. This, of course, would be an erroneous conclusion. Fint  of 
all it should be remembered that in the instances mentioned before the angle of 
incidence was 45 degrees, and that for larger angles a much greater portion of the'rays 
would be reflected. The exact law of reflecton is still to be determined. Now, let us 
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suppose the shadow of an object is taken at a distance, D. In order to get a sharp shadow 
we must take this distance not less than two feet, and I am finding it more and more 
necessary to adopt a still greater distance. If ,  for the sake of simplicity, we assume a 
spherical bulb and electrode, the radiation will be uniform on all sides, and any element 
of a surface of a sphere of radius D, drawn around the electrode, will receive an 
equal quantity of rays. The total surface of this sphere will be 4 n D2. The object, 
the shadow of which is to be taken, may have a small area a, which gets only an 

insignificant part of the total rays emitted, this part being given by the proportion 
a. n ,- nD2.  In  reality we can not assume less than <,T as effective ratio, but wen then, 

if D is very large and the object, that is, the area a, small, this ratio may be still so 
small that evidently, by the use of a proper reflector, we can easily concentrate upon 
the area a an amount of rays several times exceeding that which would fall upon it 
without the use of a reflector, in spite of the fact that we are able to reflect only a feat 
yer cent of the t o ld  incident rays. 

As an evidence of the effectiveness of such a reflector, the annexed print of the 
shoulder and ribs of a man is shown. A funnel-shaped zinc reflector, two feet high, with 
an opening of five inches on the bottom and 23 inches at the top, was used in the 
experiment. A tube, similar in every respect to those previously described, was suspended 
in the funnel, so that just the static screen of-  the tube was above the former. The 
exact distance from the electrode to  the sensitive plate was four and one-half feet. The 
distance from the end of the tube to the plate was three and one-half feet. The exposure 



lasted 40 minutes. The plate showed very strongly and clearly every bone, and shoulder 
and ribs, but I can not tell how clearly they will appear in the print. I selected the 
same object as in my first report in your columns on this investigation, -.as to give 
,a better idea of the progress made. The advance will be best appreciated by stating 
that the distance in this case was much more than double, whrle the time of exposure 
.was less than one-half. The chief importance of a reflector consists, however, in this, 
that it allows the use of many bulbs without sacrifice of precision and clearness, and 
also the concentration of a great quantity of radiation upon a very small area. 

Since the use of phosphorescent or fluorescent bodies in connection with the sensitive 
film has been suggested by Professors Henry and Salvioni, I have found it an easy matter 
to shorten the time of exposure to a few minutes, or even seconds. So far, it seems that 
the tungstate of calcium, recently introduced by Edison, and manufactured by Messrs. 
A~lsworth & Jackson, is the most sensitive body. I obtained a sample of it and used 
it in a series of tests. It fluoresces decidedly better than barium-platino-cyanide, but, 
owing to the size of the crystals and necessarily uneven distribution on the paper, it 
does not leave a clean impression. For use in connection with the sensitive films, ~t 
should be ground very fine, and some way should be adopted of distributing it 
uniformly. The paper also must adhere firmly to the film all over the plate, so as to 
get fairly sharp outlines. The fluorescence of this body seems to depend on a peculiar 
radiation, because I tested several bulbs, which otherwise worked excellently, without 
producing a very good 'result, and I almost gained a false impression. One or two of 
the bulbs, however, effected it very powerfully. An impression of the hand was taken 
at a distance of about six feet from the bulb with an exposure of less than one minute, 
and even then it was found that the plate was overexposed. I then took an impression of 
the chest of a man at a distance of 12 feet from the end of the tube, exposing five 
minutes. The developed plate showed the ribs clearly, but the outlines were not shatp. 
Next, I employed a tube with a zinc reflector, as before described, taking an impression 
of the chest of an assistant at a distance of four feet from the bulb. The latter was 
strained a little too much in this experiment and exploded, in consequence of the great 
internal pressure against the bombarded spot. This accident will frequently occur wben 
the bulb is strained too high, the preceding outward sign being an increased activity 
and vaporlike appearance of the gas in the bulb and rapid heating of the latter. The 
process causing the abnormal increase in the internal pressure against the glass wall 
seems to be due to some action opposite to that noted by Crookes and Spottiswoode, and 
is very rapid, and for this reason the experimenter should watch carefully for these 
ominous signs and instantly reduce the potential. Owing to the untimely end of the bulb 
in this last described experiment, the exposure lasted only one minute. Nevertheless, 
a very strong impression of the skeleton of the chest, showing the right and left ribs 
and other details, was obtained. The outlines, however, were again much less sharp 
than when the ordinary process without the phosphorescent intensifier was followed, 
dthough care was taken to press the fluorascent paper firmly against the film. From 
the foregoing it is evident that, when using the above means for shortening the time 
of exposure, the thickness of the object is not of very much consequence. 

I obtained a still better idea of the quality of tungstate of calcium by observing 
the effect upon a fluorescent screen made of this chemical. Such a ,screen, together with 
a paper box, has been termed with the fanciful name "fluoroscope." It is really Salvioni's 
Cryptoscope with the lens omitted, which is a great disadvantage. To appreciate the 
performances of such a screen, it is necessary to work at night, when the eye has for 
a long time been wed to the darkness, and made, capable of noting the faint effects 
on the screen. In one instance the performance of this screen was particularly noteworthy. 
It was illuminated at a distance of 20 feet, and even at a distance of 40 feet I could 
still observe a faint shadow passing across the field of vision, when moving the hand 



in front of the instrument. Looking at a distance of about three feet from the bulb 
through the body of an assistant, I could distinguish easily the spinal column in the upper 
part of the body, which was more transparent. In the lower patt of the body the mlwnn 

, and the rest were practically not perceptible. The ribs were only very faintly seen. Tbc 
bones of the neck were plainly noticeable, and I could see through the body of the as- 
sistant very easily a square plate of copper, as it was moved up and down in front of the 
bulb. When looking through the head I could observe only the outline of the skull and 
the chin-bone, yet the field of vision WJS still bright. Everything else appeared indistinct. 
This shows that improving of fluorescence will not aid us very much in the examination 
of the internal parts of the body. The solution rather will come through the production of 
very powerful radiations, capable of producing very strong shadows. I believe I have in- 
dicated the right way to secure this result. Although it must be admitted that the perfor- 
mance of such a screen is remarkable with the appliances I have used, I have, nevertheless, 
convinced myself of its still limited value for the purpose of examination. W e  can 
distinguish the bones in the limbs, but not nearly as clearly as a photographic impression 
shows it. Eventually, however, with the help of strong radiations and good reflectors, 
such fluorescent screens nay become valuable instruments for investigation. A few weeks 
ago, when I observed a small screen of barium-platino-cyanide flare up at a great distance 
from the bulb, I told some friends that it might be possible to observe by the aid of 
Buch a screen objects passing through a street. This possibility seems to me much nearer 
at present than it appeared then. Forty feet is a fair width for a street, and a screen 
lights up faintly at that distance from a single bulb. I mention this odd idea only as 
an illustration of how these scientific developments may even affect our morals and 
customs. Perhaps we shall shortly get so used to this state of things that nobody will feel 
the slightest embarrassment while. he is conscious that his skeleton and other particular3 
are being scrutinized by indelicate observers. 

Fluorescent screens afford some help in getting an idea of the condition of the 
bulb when working. I hoped to find some evidence of refraction by means of such 
a screen, placing a lens between it and the bulb, and varying the focal distance. To 
my disappointment, although the shadow of the lens was observable at a distance of 
20, feet, I could see no trace of refraction. The use of the screen for the purpose of 
noting the effects of reflection and diffraction proved likewise futile. 



ROENTGEN RAY INVESTIGATIONS' 

Further investikations concerning the behavior of the various .metals in regard 
to reflection of these radistions'have gicen additional support to the opinion whidt 
I have before expressed; namely, that Volta's electric contact series in air is identical 
with that which is obtained -when arranging the metals according to their powers of 
reflection, the most electro-ppsitive metal being the best reflector. Confining myself to 
the metals easily experimented upon, this series is magnesium, lead, tin, iron, copper, 
silver, gold and platinum. The lastnamed metal should be found to be the poorest, and 
sodium one of the best, reflectors. This relation is rendered still more interesting and . 
suggestive when we consider that this series is approximately the same which is obtained 
when arranging the metals according to their energies of combination with oxygen, 
as calculated from their chemical equivalents. 

Should the above relation be confirmed by other physicists. we shall be justified 
to draw the following conclusions: First, the highly exhausted bulb emits material 
streams which, impinging on 'a metallic surface, are reflected; second, these stream3 
are formed of matter in some primary or elementary condition; third, these material' 
streams are probably the same agent which is the cause of the electro-motive tension 
between metals in close proximity or actual contact, and they may possibly, to some 
extent, determine the enerby of combination of the metals with oxygen; fourth, every 
metal or conductor is more or less a source of such streams; fifth, these streams 01 

radiations must be produced by some radiations which exist in the medium; and sixth, 
streams resembling the cathodic must be emitted by the sun and probably also by other 
sources of radiant energy, such as an Irc light or Bunsen burner. 

The first of these conclusions, assuming the above-cited fact to be correct, IS ev~dest  
m d  uncontrovertible. No  theory of vibration of any kind would account for this singular 
relation between the powers of reflection and electric properties of the metals. Streams 
of projected matter coming in actual contact with the reflecting metal surface afford the 
only plausible explanation. 

The second conclusion is likewise obvious, since no difference whatever is 
observed by employing various qualities of glass for the bulb, electrodes of different 
metals and any kind of residual gases. Evidently, whatever the matter constituting the 
streams may be, it must undergo a change in the process of expulsion, or, generally 
speaking, projection - since the views in this regard -still differ - in such a way as 
to  lose entirely the characteristics which it possessed when forming the electrode, or wall 
of the bulb, or the gaseous contents of the latter. 

The existence of the above relation between the reflecting and contact series forces 
us likewise to the third conclusion, because a mere coincidence of that kind is, to  say the 
least, extremely improbable. Besides, the fact may be cited that there is always 2 
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difference of potential set up  between two metal plates at some distance and in the 
path of the rays issuing from an exhausted bulb. 

Now, since there exists an electric pressure of difference of potential between 
two metals in close proximity or contact, we must,' when considering all the foregoing, 
come to the fourth conclusion,. namely, that the metals emit similar streams, ' and 
I therefore anticipate that, if a sensitive film be placed between two plates, say, o i  
magnesium and copper, a true Roentgen shadow picture would be obtained after a very 
l ~ n g  exposure in the dark. Or, in general, such picture could be secured whenever the 
plate is placed near a metallic or conducting body, leaving for the present the insulators 
out of consideration. Sodium, one of the first of the electric contact series, but not yet 
experimented upon, should give out more of such streams'than even magnesium. 

Obviously, suth streams could not be forever emitted, unless there is a continuous 
supply of radiation from the medium in some other form; or possibly the streams which 
the bodies themselves ,emit are merely reflected streams coming from other sources. But 
9ince all investigation has strengthened the opinipn advanced by Roentgen that for 
the production of these radiations some impact is required, the former of the two 
possibilities is the more probable one, and we must assume that the radiations existing 
in the medium and giving rise to those here considered partake something of the n a g 2  
of cathodic streams. 

But if such streams exist all around us in the ambient medium, the question arises, 
whence do they come? The only answer is: From the sun. I infer, therefore, that the 
sun and other sources of radiant energy must, in a Jess degree, emit radiations or streams 
of matter similar ro those thrown off by an electrode in a highly exhausted :inclosure. 
This seems to be, at this moment, still a point of controversy. According to my present 
convictions a Roentgen shadow picture should, with very long exposures, be obtained 
from all sources of radiant energy, provided the radiations are permitted first to impinge 
upon a metal or other body. 
- The preceding considerations tend to show that the lumps of matter composing a 
cathodic stream in the bulb are broken up into incomparably smaller particles by impact 
against the wall of the latter, and, owing to this, are enabled to pass into the air. All 
evidence which I have so far obtained points rather to  this than to the throwing off 
of particles of the wall itself pnder the violent impact of the cathodic stream. According 
to my convictions, then, the difference between Lenard and Roentgen rays, if there be 
any, lies solely in this, that the particles composing the latter are incomparably smaller 
and possess a higher velocity. To  these two qualifications I chiefly attribute the non- 
deflectibility by a magnet which I believe will be disproved in the end. Both kinds 
of rays, however, affect the sensitive plate and fluorescent screen, only the rays 
discovered by Roentgen are much more effective. W e  know now that these rays are 
ptoduced under:certain exceptional conditions in a bulb, the vacuum being extremely 
high, and that the range of greatest activity is rather small. 

I have enddvored to find whether the reflected rays possess certain distinctive 
feahmres, and I have taken pictures of various objects with this purpose in view, but 
no marked difference was noted in any case. I therefore conclude that the matter 
composing the Roentgen rays does not suffer further degradation by impact against 
bodies. One of the most important tasks for the experimenter remains still to determine 
what becomes of the energy of these rays. In a number of experiments with rays 
reflected from and transmitted through a conducting of insulating plate, I found that 
only a small part of the rays could be accounted for. For instance, through a zinc plate, 
one-sixteenth of an inch thick, under an incident angle of 45 degrees, about two and 
onehalf per cent were reflected and about three per cent transmitted through the 
plate, hence over 94 per cent of the total radiation remain to  be accounted for. All 
the tests which I have been able to make have confirmed Roentgen's statement that these 



rays are incapable of raising the temperature of a body. To trace this lost energy and 
account for it in a plausible way will be equivalent to making a new dikvery .  

Since it is now demonstrated that all bodies reflect more or less, the diffusion 
through the air is easily accounted for. Observing the tendency to scatter through the 
air, I have been led to increase the efficiency of reflectors by providing not one, but 
separated successive layers, for reflection, by making the reflector of thin sheets of metal, 
mica or other substances. The efficiency of mica as a reflector I attribute chiefly to the 
fact that it is composed of many superimposed layers which reflect individually. These 
many successive reflections are, in my opinion, also the cause of the scattering through 
the air. 

In my communication to you of April 1, I have for the first time stated that 
these rays are composed of matter in a "primary" or elementary condition or state. I have 
chosen this mode of expression in order to avoid the use of the word "ether", which 
is usually understood 'in the sense of the Maxwellian interpretation, which would not 
be in accord with my present convictions in regard to the nature of the radiations. 

An observation which might be of some interest is the following: A few yean ago 
I described on one occasion a phenomenon observed in highly exhausted bulbs. I t  ir 
a brush or stream issuing from a single electrode under certain conditions, which rotate4 
very rapidly in consequence of the action of the earth's magnetism. Now I have recently 
observed this same phenonlenon in several bulbs which were capable of impressing 
the sensitive film and fluorescent screen very strongly. As the brush is rapidly twirling 
around I have conjectured thqt perhaps also the Lenard and Rwntgen streams are 
rotating under the action of the earth's magnetism, and 1 am endeavoring to obtain 
an evidence of such motioh by studying the action of a bulb in various positions with 
respect to the magnetic axis of the earth. 

In so far as the vibrational character of the rays is concerned, I still hold that 
the vibration is merely that which is conditioned by the apparatus employed. With the 
ordinary induction coil we have almost exclusively to deal with a very low vibration 
impressed by the commutating device or brake. With the disruptive coil we usually have 
a very strong superimposed vibration in addition to the fundamental one, and it is easy 
to trace sometimes as much as the fourth octave of the fundamental vibration. But 
I can not reconcile myself, with the idea of vibrations approximating or even exceeding 
those of light, and think that all these effects could be as well produced with a steady 
electrical pressure as from a battery, with the exclusion of all vibration which may 
occur, even in such instance, as has been pointed out by De La Rive. In my experiments 
I have tried to ascertain whether a greater difference between the shadows of the bones 
and flesh could be obtained by employing currents of extremely high frequency, but 
I have been unable to discover any such effect which would be dependent on the 
frequency of the currents, although the latter were varied between as wide limits as was 
possible. But it is a rule that the more intense the action the sharper the shadows 
obtained, provided that the distance is not too small. It is furthermore of the greatest 
importance for the clearness of the shadows that the rays should be passed through some 
tubular reflector, which renders them sensibly parallel. 

In  order then to bring out as much detail as 'possible on a sensitive plate, we 
have to proceed in precisely the same way as if we had to deal with flying bullets 
hitting against a wall composed of parts of different density with the problem before us 
of producing as large as possible a difference in the trajectories of the bullets which 
pass through the various parts of the wall. Manifestly, this difference will be the greater 
the greater the velocity of the bullets; hence, in order to bring out detail, very strong 
radiations are required. Proceeding on this theory I have employed exceptionally thick 
films and developed very slowly, and in this way clearer pictures have been obtain-edi 
The importance of slow development has been first pointed out by Professor Wright, 



of Yale. Of course, if Professor Henry's suggestion of the use of a fluorescent body in 
contact with the sensitive film i s  made use of, the process is reduced to an ordinary 
quick photographic procedure, and the above consideration does not apply. - 

It being desirable to produce as powerful a radiation as possible, I have continued 
to devote my attention to this problem and have been quite successful. F in t  of all, 
there existed limitations' in the vacuum tube which did not permit. the applying of as 
high a potential as I desired; namely, when a certain high degree of exhaustion was 
reached a spark would form behind the electrode, which would prevent straining the 

tube much higher. This inconvenience I havc ovcrcome cntirely by making the wire 
leading to the electrode very long and passing it through a narrow channel, so that 
the heat,from the electrode could not cause the formation of such sparks. Another 
limitation was imposed by streamers which would break out at the end of the tube when 
the potential was ex~nsive.  This lattcr inconvenience I have overcome either by the 
use of a cold blast pf air along the tubc, as I have mentioned before, or else by 
immersion of the tube in oil. The oil, as it is now well known, is a means of rendering 
impossible the formation of streamers by the exclusion of all air. The use of the oil 
in connection with the production of these radiations has been early advocated in this 
country by Professor Trowbridge. Originally I employed a wooden box made thoroughly 
tight with wax ant1 filled with oil or other liquid, in which the tube was immersed. 
Observing certain specific actions, I modified and improved the apparatus, and in my 
later investigations I have employed an arrangement as shown in the annexed cut. 
A bulb 6, of the kind described before, with a leading-in wire and neck much longer 
than here shown, was inserted into a large and thick glass tube t. The tube was closed 
in front by a diaphragm d of pergament, and by a rubber plug P in the back. The 
plug was provided with two holes, into the lower one of which a glass tube tl ,  reaching 
to very nearly the end of the bulb, was inserted. Oil of some kind was made to flow 
through rubber tubes r r from a large reservoir R, placed bn an adjustable support S, 
to the lower reservoir R , ,  the.path of tlie oil being clearly observable from thedrawing. 



By adjusting the difference- of the level between the- two reservoirs it was &y 
to maintain a permanent condition.of working. The outer glass tube t served in part 
as a reflector, while at the same time it permitted the observation of the bulb b d u r i n ~  
the action. The plug P, in which the conductor c was tightly sealed, was so arranged 
that it could be shifted in and out of the tube t, so as to vafy the thickriess of'the oil 
traversed by the rays. 

I have obtained some results with this apparatus which clearly show the advantage, 
- of such disposition; For instance, at a distance of 45 feet from the end of the b u l ~  

my assistants and myself could observe clearly the lingers of the hand through a screen 
of tungstate of calcium, the rays traversing about two and one half inches of oil and ~ 

the diaphragm d. It is practicable with such apparatus to make photographs of small 
objects at a distance of 40 feet, with only a few minutes e x p u r e ,  by the help ot  
Professor Henry's method. But, even without the use of a fluorescent powder, short 
exposures are practicable, ,so that I think the use of the above method is not essential 
for quick procedure. I rather believe that in the. pradical development of - this. principle, 
if it shall be necessary, ,Professor Salvioni's suaestion of a fluorescent emulsion, 
combined with a film, will have to be adopted. This is bound to give better reults  
than an independent fluorescent screen, and will very much simplify the process. I may 
say, however, that, since my last communication, considerable improvement has been 
made in the screens. The manufacturers of Edison's tungstate of calcium are now 
furnishing screens which give fairly clean pictures. The powder is fine ,and it is more 
uniformly distributed. I consider, also, that the employment o f - a  softer and thicker 
paper than before is of advantage. It is just to remark that the tungstate of calcium has 
also proved to be an excellent fluorescent in the bulb. I tested its qualities for such . 
use immediately and find it so far unexcelled. Whether it will be so for a long time 
remains to be seen. News reaches us that several fluorescent bodies, better .than the 
cyanides, have been discovered abroad. 

Another improvement with a view of increasing the sharpness of the shadows 
has been proposed to me by Mr. E. R. Hewitt. He assumed that the absence of sharpness o t  
the outlines in the shadows on the screen was due to the spread of the fluorescence from 
crystal to crystal. He proposed to avoid this by using a thin aluminum .plate'with many 
parallel grooves. Acting on this suggestion, I made some. experiments with wire gauze 
and, furthermore, with screens made of a mixture of a fluorescent with a non-fluorescent 
powder. I found that the general brightness of the screen was dininished, but that with 
a strong radiation the shadows appeared sharper. This idea might be found capable of 
useful application. 

By the use of the above apparatus I have been enabled to examine much better 
than before the body by means of the fluorescent screen. Presently the vertebral column 
can be seen quite clearly, even in the lower part of the body. I have also clearly noted 
the outlines of the hip bones. Looking in the region of the heart I have been able to 
locate in unmistakably. The background appeared much brighter, and this difference 
in the intensity of the shadow and surrounding has surprised me. The ribs I could now 
see on a number of occasions quite distinctly, as well as the shoulder bones. Of course. 
there is no difficulty -whateves in observing the bones of all limbs. I noted certain 
peculiar effects which I attribute to the oil. For instance, the,rays passed through plates 
of metal over one-eighth of an inch thick, and in one instance I could see quite clearly 
the bones of my hand through sheets of copper, iron and brass of a thickness of nearly 
one-quarter of an,inch. Through glass the rays seemed to pass with such freedom that, 
lodting through the screen in a direction at right angles to the axis of the tube, the 
action was most intense, although the rays had to pass through a great thickness of 
glass and oil. A glass slab nearly one-half of an inch thick, held in front of the screen, 
hardly dimmed the fluorescence. When holding the screen in front of the tube at 



a cjbtance of about three feet, the head of an assistant, thrust between the screen and 
the tuk, cast but a feeble shadow. It appeared some times as if the bones and the. 
flab yere equally transparent to the radiations passing through the oil. When very 
dose to  the bulb, the screen was illuminated through the body of an assistant so strongly. 
that, when a hand was moved in front, I could clearly note the motion of the hand. 
through the body. In one instance I could even distinguish the bones of the arm. 

Having observed the extraordinary transparence of the bones in some instances, 
I at firs! surmised that the rays might be vibrations of high pitch, and that the oil 
had in some way absorbed a part of them. This vlew, however, became untenable when 
I found that at a certain distance from the bulb I, obta~ned a sharp shadow of the 
bones.'This latter observation red me to apply usefully the screen in taking impressions. 
on the plate. Namely, in such case it is of advantage to first determine by means. of 
-the sfreen the proper distance at which the object is to be placed. before taking the 
impression. It will be found that often the image is much clearer at a greater distance. 
~n 'order to  avoid, any error when observing with the xreen, I have sur&nded the: box 
with'thick metal plates, so as to prevent the fluorescence, in,consequenm of the radiations,. 
r e d i n g '  the screen from the sides. I believe that such an arrangement is .absolutely. 
necessary if one wishes to make correct observations. , . .  1 

During my study of the behavior of oils and other liquid insulators, which I am still. 
continuing, it has occurred to me to investigate the important effect discovered by Prof. 
J. J. Thornson. He announced some time ago that all bodies traversed by Roentgen radia- 
tions become conductors of electricity. I applied a sensitive resonance test to the investi- 
gation of this phenonienon in a mahner pointed out in my earlier writings on high 
frequency currents. A secondary, preferably not in very close inductive relation to the pn- 
mary circuit, was connected to the latter and to the ground, and the vibration through the 
primary was so adjusted that true resonance took place. As the secondary had a considerable 
number of turns, very small bodies attached to the free terminal produced considerable 
variations of potential on the latter. Placing a tube in a box of wood filled with oil and 
attaching it to the terminal, I adjusted the vibration through the primary so that resonance 
took place without the bulb radiating Roentgen rays to an appreciable extent. I then 
changed the conditions so that the bulb became very active in the production of the 
rays. The oil should have now, according to Prof. J. J. Thornson's statement, become 
n conductor and a very marked change jn the vibration should have occurred..This was 
found not to be the case, so that we must see in the phenomenon discovered by J. J. 
Thomson only a further evidence that we have to deal here with streams of matter 
whidi, traversing the bodies, carry away electrical charges. But the bodies do not become 

.conductors in the common acceptance of the term. The method I have followed is so 
dellcate that a mistake is almost an impossibility. 
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A N  INTERESTING FEATURE O F  X-RAY 'RADIATIONS* 

The following observations, macle with bulbs emitting Roentgen radiations, may 
be of value in throwing additional light upon the nature of these radiations, as well as 
illustrating better properties already known. In the main these observations agree with 
the views which have forced themselves upon my mind from the outset, namely, that 
therays consist of streams of minute material particles projected with great velocity. In 
numerous experiments I have found t h ~ t  the matter which, by impact within the bulb, 
causes the formation of the rays may come from either of the electrodes. Inasmuch as 
the latter are by continued use disintegr~led to a marked degree, it seems more plausible 
to assune that the projected matter conzists of parts of the electrodes themselves rather 
than of the residual gas. However, other observations, upon which I can not dwell at 
present, lead to this conclusion. The lumps of projected matter are by impact further 
disintegrated into particles so minute as to be ablq to pass through the walls of the bulb. 
or else they tear off such particles f r ~ m  the walls, or generally bodies, against which 
they are projected. At any rate, an impact and consequent shattering seems absolutely 
necessary for the production of Roentgen rays. The vibration, if there be any, is osly 
that which is impressed by the apparatus, and the vibrations can only be longitudinal. 

The principal source of the,rays is invariably the place of first impact within the.  
bulb, whether it be the anode, as in some forms of tube, or an inclosed insulated body, 
or the glass wall. When the matter thrnwn off from an electrode, after striking against 
an obstacle, is thrown against another body, as the wall of the bulb, for instance, the 
place of second impact is a very feeble source of the rays. 

These and other facts will be better appreciated by referring to the annexed figure, 
in which a form of tube is shown used in a number of my experiments. The general 
form is that described on previous occasions. A single electrode e, consisting of a massive 
aluminium plate, is mounted on a conductor c, provided with a glass wrapping w as 
usual, and sealed in one of the ends of a straight tube b, about five centimetres in 
diameter and 30 centimetres long. The other end- of the tube is blown out 
into a thin bulb of a slightly larger diameter, and near this end is supported 
on a g lus  stem s a funnel f of thin platinum sheet. In such bulbs I have used 
a number of different metals for impact with a view of increasing the intensity 
of the rays and also for the purpose of reflecting and concentrating them. Since, 
however, in a later contribution, Professor Roentgen has pointed out that platinum 
gives the most intense rays, I have used chiefly this metal, finding a marked increase 
in the effect upon the screen or sensitive plate. The particular object of the presently 
described construction was to ascertain whether the rays generated at the inner surface 
of the platinum funnel f would be brought to a f w s  outside of the bulb, and further, 
whether they would proceed in straight lines from that point. For this purpose the apex 
of the platinum cone was arranged to be about two centimetres outside of the bulb at o. 
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When the bulb was properly exhausted and set in action, the glass wall below 
the funnel f became strongly phosphorescent, but not uniformly, as there was a narrow 
ring r r on the periphery brighter than the rest, this ring being evidently due t o  the 
rays reflected from the platinum sheet. 

Placing a fluorescent screen in contact or quite close to the glass wall below the 
funnel, the portion of the screen in the immediate neighborhood of the phosphorescent 
patch was brightly illuminated, the outlines being entirely indistinct. Receding now 
with the screen from the bulb, the strongly illurmnated spot became smaller and the 
outlines sharper, until, when the point o was reached, the luminous part had dwindled 
down to a small point. Moving the screen a few millimetres beyond o caused a small 
dark spot to appear, which widened into a circle and became larger and larger in the 
same measure as the distance from the bulb was increased (see S), until, at a sufficiently 

Diagram Illustrating The Experiment. 

large distance, the dark circle. covered the entire screen. This experiment illustrated in 
a beautiful way the ~iropagation in straight lines, which Roentgen originally proved 
by pinhole photographs. But, besid6s this, an important point was noted; namely, that 
the fluorescent glass wall emitted practically no rays, whereas, had the platinum not 
been present, it would have been, under similar conditions, an efficient source of the rays, 
for the glass, even by weak excitation of the bulb, was strongly heated. I can only explain 
the absence of the radiation from the glass by assuming that the matter proceedihg 
from the surface of the platinum sheet was already in a finely divided state when it 
reached the glass wall. A remarkable fact is, also, that, at least by a weak excitation 
of the bulb, the edges of the dark circle were very sharp, which speaks strongly 
against diffujion. By exciting the bulb very strongly, the background became brighter 
and the shadow S fainter, though 'it colltinued to be plaiqly visible even then. 

From the preceding it is evident that, by a suitable construction of the bulb, the 
rays emanating from the latter may be concentrated upon any small area at some distance, 
and a practical advantage may be taken of this fact when producing impressions upon a 
plate or  examining bodies by means of a fluorescent screen. 



ii 

ROENTGEN RAYS OR STREAMS* 

In the original report of his epo~hal discoveries, Roentgen expressed his conviction 
that the phenomena he observed were due to certain novel disturbances in the ether. 
This opinion deserves to be considered the more as it was probably formed in the 
first enthusiasm over the revelations, when the m ~ n d  of the discoverer was capable 
of a much deeper insight into the nature of thing.  

It was known since long ago that certain dark radiations, capable of penetrating 
opaque bodies, existed, and when the rectilinear propagation, the action on a fluorescent 
screen and on a sensitive film was noted, an obvious and unakoidatle inference was 
that the new radiations were transverse vibrations, similar to those knoyn as light. On 
the other hand, it was difficult to resist certain arguments in favor of the less popular 
theory of material particles, especially as, since the researches of Lenard, it has become 
very probable that material streams, resembling the cathodic, existed in free air 
Furthermore, I myself have brought to notice the fact that similar material streams - 
which were s&equently, upon Roentgen's announcement, found capablc of producing 
impressions on a sensitive film - were obtainable in free air, even without $e 
employment of a vacuum bulb, simply by the use of very high potentials, suitable for 
imparting to the molecules of the air or other particles a suff~ciently high .velocity. 
In reality, such puffs or jets of particles are formed in the vicinity of every highly 
charged conductor, the potential of which is rapidly varying, and I have shown that, unless 
they are prevented, they are fatal to every condenser or high-potential transformer, no 
matter how thick the insulation. They also render practically valueless any estimate 
of the period of vibration of an electro-magnetic system by the usual mode of calculation 
or measurement in a static condition in all cases in which the potential is very high and 
the frequency excessive. 

I t  is significant that, with these and other facts before him, Roentgen inclined to 
the conviction that the rays he discovered were longitudinal waves of ether. 

After a long and careful investigation, with apparatus excellently suited for the 
purpose, capable of producing impressions at great distances, and after examining the 
results pointed out by other experimenters, I have come to the conclusion which I have 
already intimated in my former contributions to your esteemed journal, and which I now 
find courage to pronounce without hesitation, that the original hypothesis of Roentgen 
will be confirmed in two particulars; flrst, in regard to the longitudinal character of 
the disturbances; second, in regard to the medium concerned in their propagation. The 
present expression of my views is made solely for the purpose of preserving a faithful 
m r d  of what, to my mind, appears to be the true interpretation. of these new and 
important manifestations of energy. 

Recent observations of some dark radiations from novel sources by Becquerel and 
others, and certain deductions of Helmholtz, seemingly applicable to theaexplanation 
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of the peculiarities of the Roentgen rays, have given additional weight to the argumenb 
on behalf of the theory of transverse vibrations, and accordingly this interpretation of 
the phenomena is held in favor. But this view is still of a purely speculative character, 
being, as it is at present, unsupported by any conclusive experiment. Contrarily, there 
is considerable experin~ental evidence-that sonle matter is projected with great velocity 
from the bulbs, this matter being in all probability the only calise of the actions 
ciiscovered by Roentgen. 

There is but little doubt at prcsent that a cathodic strcam within a bulb is composed 
of small particles of matter; thrown off with great velocity from the electrode. The 
velocity probably attained is estimable, and fully accountable for the mechanical and 
llrating effects produced by the impact against the wall or obstacle within the bulb. It is, 
furthermore, an accepted view that the projcctcd lumps of matter act as inelastic bodies, 
similarly to ever so many small Icnd bullets. It can be easily shown'that the velocity of the 
stream may be as much as 100 kilometers a second, or even more, at least in bulbs with 
a single electrode, in which the practicable vacua and potentials are much .higher than 
i n  thc ordinary bulbs with two electrodes. I h t ,  now,' matter moving with such great 
velocity must surely penetrate great thicknesses of the cbstruction in its path, if the laws 
of mechanical impact. arc at all llpplicablc to a cathodic stream. I have presently so much 
familiarized myself with this vicw that, if I had no experimental evidence, 1 would 
nof question the fact that some matter is projccted through the thin wall of a vacuum 
d e .  The exit from the lattcr is, however, the more likely to occur, as the lumps of 
matter must be shattercd into still much s~l~aller  particles by thc impact. From my 
cxperiments on rcflcction of the Roentgen rays, bcforc reported, which, with powerful 
radiations, may be shown to exist under all angles of incidence, it appears that the lumps 
or molrculcs are indeed shattered into frag~l~cnts or ccnstitucqts so small as to  make 
thcm lose entircly somc physical propcrtics posscssed bcforc the impact. Thus, the material 
cxnp~s ing  the el~rtrode, thc wall of thc bulb or obstruction of any kind placed within 
the latter, are of absolutely no consequence, except in so far as the intcnsity of the radia- 
tions is cmcerned. It ~ l s o  appears, as I have pointed out, that no further disintegration 
of the lumps is attendnnt upon a second impact. The matter composing the cathodic 
stream is, to all evidcncc, reduced to matter of some primary form, heretofore not 
knawn, as such velocities and such violent impacts have probably never been studied 
or even attained bcforc these extraordinary manifestations were observed. Is it not 
possible that the very' ether vortexes which, according to Lord Kelvin's ideal theory, 
compose the lumps, are dissolved, and 'that in the Roentgen phenomena we may witness 
a transformation of ordin~ry matter into ether? It is in this sense that, I think; 
Roentgen's first hypothcsisWwill be confirmed. In such case there can be, of course, no 
question of waves other than the longitudinal assumed by him, only, in my opinion, the 
frequency must be veiy small - that of the electro-magnetic vibrating system - gene- 
rally not more than a few millions a second. If such proccss of transformation does take 
place, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to determine the amount of energy represented 
in the radiations, and the statement that this amount is very small should be received 
with some caution. 

As to the rays exhaustively studied by Lenard, which have proved to be the 
nucleus of .these great realizations, 1 hold them to be true cathodic streams, projected 
through the wall of the tube. Their deflectibility by a magnet shows to my mind simply 
that they differ but little from those within the bulb. The lumps of matter are probably 
large and the velocity small as compared with that of the Roentgen rays. They should, 
however be capable in a minor degree bf all the actions of the latter. These actions 
I cohsider to be purcly mechanical and obtainable by other means. So, for instahce, 
I think that if .a gun loaded Lith mercury were fired through a thin board, the projected 
mercury vapor would cast a shadow of an object upon a film made especially sensitive 



to mechanical impact, or  upon a screen of material capable of being rendered fluorescent 
by such impact. 

The following observations made by myself and others speak mote or less for the 
existence of the streams' of matter. 

I - PHENOMENA OF EXHAUSTION 

O n  this subject I have expressed myself on another occasion. It is only necessary 
to  once more point out that the effect observed by me should not be confounded with 
that noted by Spottiswoode and Crookes. I explain the latter phenomenon as follows: 
The first fluorescence appearing when the current is turned on, is due to some organic 
matter almost always introduced in the bulb in the process of manufacture. A minute 
layer of such matter on the wall produces invariably this first fluorescence, and the latter 
never takes place when the bulb has been exhausted under application of a high degree 
of heat or when the organic matter is otherwise destroyed. Upon the disadpearance of 
the first fluorescence the rarefaction increases slowly, this being a necessary result of 
particles being projected from the electrode and fastening themselves upon the wall. 
These particles absorb a large portion of the residual gas. The latter can be again freed 
by the application of heat to the bulb or otherwise. So much of the effects observcd 
by these investigators. In the instance observed by myself, there must be actual expulsion 
of matter, and for this speak following facts: (a) the exhaustion is quicker when the 
glass is thin; (b) when the potential is higher; (c) when the discharges are more suddpn; 
(d) when there is no obstruction within the bulb; (e) the exhaustion takes place quickest 
with an aluminum or platinum electrode, the former metal giving particles moving 
with greatest velocity, the latter particles of greatest weight; ( f )  the glass wall, when 
softened by the heat, does not collapse, but bulges outwardly; (g) the exhaustion takes 
place, in some cases, even if a small perceptible hole is pierced through the glass; (h) all 
causes tending to impart a greater velocity to the particles hasten the process of 
exha-tion. 

I1 - RELATION BETWEEN OPACITY AND DENSITY 

The .important fact pointed out early by Rbentgen and confirmed by subseiuent 
research, namely, that a body is the more opaque to the rays the denser it is, can not 
be explained as .satisfactorily under any other assumption as that of the rays being 
streams of matter, in which case such simple relation between opacity and density would . 

necessarily exist. This relation is the more important in its bearing upon the 
nature of the rays, as it does not at all exist in light-giving vibrations, and should 
consequently not be found to so marked a degree and under all conditions iuilh 
vibrations, presumably similar to and approximating in frequency the light vibrations. - 

111 - DEFINITION O F  SHADOWS O N  SCREEN OR PLATE 

When taking impressions or  observing shadows while varying the intensity of the 
radiations, but maintaining all other conditions as nearly as possible alike, it is found 
that the employment of more intense radiations secures little, if any, advantage, as 
regards the definition of the details. At first it was thought that all there was needed 
was to produce very powerful rays. But the experience was disappointing, for, while 
I succeeded in producing rays capable of impressing a plate at distances of 
certainly not less than 30 metres, I obtained but slightly better results. There was one 
advantage in using such intense rays, and this was that the plate could be further 



removed from the source, and consequently a better shadow was obtained. But otherwise 
nothing to speak of was pained. The screen in the dark box would be at t ima  rendered 
so bright to allow reading at some distance plainly, but the shadow was not mot: 
distinct for all that. In fact, often a very strong radiation gave a poorer impression than 
a weak one. Now, a fact which I have repeatedly observed and to which I a t k h  great 
importance in this connection, is the following: When taking impressions at a small 
distance with a tube giving very intense rays, no shadow, unless a, scarcely perceptible 
one, is obtained. Thus, for instance, the flesh and bones of the hand appear equally 
transparent. Increasing presently gradually the distance, it is found that the bones cast a 
shadow, while the flesh leaves no impression. The distance still increased, the shadow of 
the flesh appears, while that of  the bones grows deeper, and in this neighborhood a place 
can be found at which the definition of the shadow is clearest. If the distance is still 
further continually increased, the detail is lost, and finally only a vague shadow is 
perceptible, showing apparently the outlines of the hand. 

This often-noted fact disagrees entirely with any theory of transverse vibrations, but 
can be easily explained on the assurnptibn of material streams. When the hand is near 
and the velocity of the'stream of particles very great, both bone and flesh are easily 
penetrated, and the effect due to the difference in the retardation of the particles passing 
through the heterogeneous parts can not be observed. The screen can fluoresce only up 
to a certain limited intensity, and the film can be affected only to a certain small 
degree. When the distance is increased, or, what is equivalent, when the intensity of 
the radiation is reduced, the more resisting bones begin to tl~row the shadow first. Upon 
a further increase of the d~stance the flesh begins likewise to stop enough of the 
particles to leave a trace on the screen. But in al l  cases, at a certain distance, manifestly 
that which under the conditions of the experiment gives the greatest difference in the 
trajectories of the particles within the range perceptible o a  the screett or film, the clearest 
shadow is secured. 

IV - THE RAYS ARE ALL O F  ONE KIND 

The preceding explains the apparent existence 6f rays of diffeient kind; that is, 
of differept rates of vibration, as it is asserted. In my opinion, the velocity and possibly 
the size of the particles both are different, and this fully accounts for the discordant 
results obtained-in rcgard to the transparency of various bodies to these rays. I found, 
for example, in many cases* that aluminum was less transparent than glass, and in some 
instances brass appeared to be very transparent as compared with other metallic bodies. 
Such observations showed that it was necessary, in making the comparisbn, to take 
rigorously equal thicknesses of the bodies and place them as closely together as possible. 
They also showed the fallacy of comparing results obtained with different bulbs. 

V - ACTION O N  THE FILMS 

Many experiments with films of different thicknesses show that decidedly morz 
detail is obtainable with a thick film than with a thin one. This appears to me to  be 
a further evidence in support of the above vims,  as the result can be easily explained 
when considering the preceding remarks. 

VI - THE BEHAVIOR O F  VARIOUS BODIES I N  REFLECTING THE RAYS, 

on which I have previously dwelt, will, if verified by other experimenters, leave no 
room for a.doubt that the radiations are streams of some matter, or possibly of ether, 
as before observed. 



VII - THE ENTIRE ABSENCE O F  REFRACTION 

and other features possessed by the light waves has, since Roentgen's announcement, not 
yet been satisfactorily explained. A trace at least of such an effect would be found if the 
rays were transverse vibrations. 

VIII - THE DISCHARGE O F  CONDUCTORS 

by the rays shows, in so far as I have been able to follow the researches of others, that 
the'electrical charge is taken off by the bodily carriers. It is also found that the opacity 
plays an important part, and the obsenrations are mostly in accord with the above views. 

IX - THE SOURCE Ol? THE RAYS 

is, I find, always the place of the first impact of the cathodic stream, a second impact 
producing little or no rays. This fact would be difficult to account for unless streams 
of matter are assumed to exist. 

X - SHADOWS IN SPACE OUTSIDE 01; THE BULB 

An almost crucial test of the existence of material streams is afforded by the 
formation of shadows in space at a distance from the bulb, to which I have called attention 
quite recently. I will presently refer to my preceding communication on this subject, 
and will only point out that such shadows could not be formed under the conditions 
described, except by streams of matter. 

X I  - ALL BODIES ARE TRANSPARENT T O  VERY STRONG RAYS 

Experiments establish this fact beyond any doubt. With very intense radiations, 
I obtain, easily, impressions through what may be considered a great thickness of any 
metal. I t  is impossible to explain this on any theory of transverse vibrations. W e  can 
show how one or other body might allow the rays to pass through, but such explanations 
are not applicable to all bodies without exception. On the contrary, assuming material 
streams, such a result is unavoidable. 

A great many other observations and facts might be added to the above, as further 
evidence in support of the above views. I have noted certain peculiarities of bodies 
obstructing a cathodic stream within the bulb. I have observed that the same rays are 
produced at all degrees of exhaustion and using bodies of vastly different physical 
properties, and have found a number of features in regard to the pressure, the vacuum. 
the residual gas, the material of the electrode, ctc., all of which observations are more 
or less in accord with what I h a w  stated before. I hope, however, that there is enough 
in the present lines to enlist the attention of others. 
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ON THE ROENTGEN STREAMS.' 

The following lines may contain some useful information for physicists and 
physicians. Those who, in the exercise of their professional duties are applying the 
discoveries of Roentgen to the relief of the suffering by determining the position of 
foreign objects or ascertaining the condition of local troubles of malformations in the 
organism, are apt to be disappointed in many instances. While it is perfectly easy to find 
the position of a foreign object in the head, neck and all soft tissues of the body, and 
detect some far gone trouble in the lungs, often the location of even such a large 
and opaque object as a bullet, when imbedded in certain bony parts of the trunk of 
the patient, may be attended with difficulties. Success will be invariably attained if 
the suggestions which are givcn below, and which are the outcome of a number of 
observations of such cases, are strictly followed. 

In order to make the present statements self-contained and more useful, I deem ~t 
of advantage to say a few words in regard to the Roentgen rays. According to all 
evidences so far obtained by me, I entertain the view, which I have expressed on other 
occasions, that these rays are formed by streams of some matter projected with great 
velocity, and generally intermittently, from the walls of the tube. The intermittent 
character is only due to this feature of the apparatus usually employed for the production 
of the rays; but the oscillatory or inte;mittent discharge is not absolutely necessary, as 
I have produced unidirectional currents of high tension which are likewise capable of 
generating strong rays, and as a static machine may be used with a like result. The 
m d e  of formation of these rays or streams is, for the present purposes, of little 
importance. The small particles within the bulb, which are the original cause, may be 
ions, formed by a process of electrolysis, or they may be comparatively larger particles 
of the electrode, or perhaps molecules of the residual gas. At any rate, it is probable that 
the particles are very minute, and that, therefore, the velocities of the cathodic streams 
within the vessel are such and the impacts so violent as to cause a further disintegration 
of the cathodic matter to state probably never before studied by physicists. W e  may 
have to deal, as I have already suggested, with an actual breaking u p  of the ether- 
vortexes, which, according to Lord Kelvin's theory, compose the material particles, or we 
may be confronted with a dissolution of matter into some unknown primary form, the 
Akasa of the old Vedas. Experiments show that this matter is reflected, sometimes very 
well, sometimes poorly; but in all cases the various metals behave in a curious manner, 
which I have studied, and the results obtained, though probably not free of error, because 
of the great difficulties in getting an exact estimate in such an investigation, were, 
nevertheless, sufficiently positive as to lead me to the conviction that the same medium 
or element which is concerned in the setting up  of the electro motive tension between 
metals in contact is present in the streams of Roentgen. It might have been propet 
to say; in the spirit of more modern views on contact electricity, that these st ram^ 
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are torrned by ether, but I have preferred to use the term "primary matter," for, 
although the expression "ether" conveys a perfectly definite idea to the scientific mind, 
there exists, nevertheless, much vagueness as to the structure of this medium. The matter 
projected is not revealed by spectral analysis, and it does not seem to produce any 
appreciable mechanical nor eve1 heating effects, nor is it deflected by a magnet, all 
of which facts tend to show that it can not be composed of molecules of any known 
substance. The streams exercise a powerful action upon a photographic plate or 
fluorescent screen, but I look upon these results as obvious consequences of the 
energetic impact. 

Of the various more or less plausible views in regard to the formation of these 
streams outside of the vessel, the simplest, to my mind, is to assume an actual projection 
through the walls of the bulb of the disintegrated cathodic matter. Granted that there 
are particles sufficiently small within the bulb, then all velwitics, up to many thousands 
of kilometers per second, are not only possible, but alsr, probable; and, even ~f the 
particles would not be further disintegrated by the impact against the wall or other 
comparatively opaque body within the bulb, they surely ulould penetrate through great 
thicknesses of most substances. My experiments in this direction have shown that all 
the disintegration is practically accomplished in the first impact against the more.or 
less impenetrable obstacle within the bulb, the second impact having seemingly little 
effect, as might be inferred from well established mechan~cal principles. I have also 
found that the place of first and most energetic impact. be it the anodc, cathode or 
wall of the vessel, is invariably the principal source of the rays or  streams. Again, 
quite in accordance with mechanical principles, the penetrative power of the streams 
is the greater the more complete the disintegration. Thus, for instance, rays which have 
traversed thick opaque objects, and are presumably further disintegrated, pass more 
freely through dense substances. An observation to this effect has likewise been made 
by Professor Wright, who was the first to publish definite results in the United States. 
I find that bulbs with thick walls give rays of greater penetrating power. It should be. 
of course, understood that I do not mean by this a greater outward effect. It is 
principally the above fact which makes it appear more probable that the matter projected 
is not a homogeneous stream, but consists of particles of varied magnitude moving 
with different velocities, for, were thc former thc case. the penetrative power would 
depmd chiefly on the velocity. In the. practical use of the Roentgen streams it would, 
therefore, seem very important to iind a method of filtering and rendering them 
homoqeneous, for only by such a method can we hope to obtain exact results in their 
investigation. Streams of perfectly uniform velocity and character, if produced, woulcl 
no doubt be more suitable for the purpcszs of research. 

Since the disintegration of the electrodes, especially if they are of aluminum, is 
so slow that no appreciable diminution of the weight results even after long use; it 
follows that the matter conveyed by the Roentgen streams is so minute as to escape 
detection. Some bulbs, which I have uged for a numbcr of months, showed that the 
bombarded spot of the glass was entirely permeated with particles of the aluminum 
electrode, but it would probably require years of constant use to accumulate ahy 
appreciable amount of matter outside. Referring to a tube with an electrode of 

. duminum, it is a noteworthy fact that, if properly managed, it does not impair in 
quality, but, on the contrary, seems to improve; whereas, when a platinum electrode 
is used, the life of the bulb is very short, owing to thc conductor being deposited 
on the walls, which deposit, as I have explained on another occasion, renders difficult 
the passage of the discharge. Namely, as soon as some of the projected particles strike 
the conducting layer, they impart a similar electrification to the latter, and a repulsion is 
exerted upon the particles following. The result is an apparent increase in the resistance 
of the tube. The above defect of the platinum electrode, despite of its effectiveness, must, 
in my opinion, lead to its abandonment. 



It has been suggested that the R ~ n t g e n  rays may be due simply to a propagation 
of electrestatic stress; but, on this assumption, it is difficult t o  conceive how rays could 
be produced in instances when the glass wall- is at a high temperature and consequently 
conducting, or when the impact plate or inclosure is of metal and connected to the 
ground. Stokes has recently considered the possibility that the impact of the cathodic 
stream on one side of a partition might give rise to a molecular motion on the other 
side without necessarily there being a transit through the partition. According to this 
vlew, which I have likewise considered some time ago, it would appear that the 
material streams might start on the outer side of the wall of the tube, in which case 
only the air would be responsible for the effccts, and the futility of a spectral analysis 
test would be in a certain measure accounted for. But is it not more probable to assume 
an actual passage and shattering of matter as all evidences point in this direction? 
Assuming that, as Professor Stokes now thinks it probable, the disturbance is non- 
periodic and still capaMe of producing effects characteristic of transverse vibrations 
of extremely high frequency, it scems to me a serious question whether, the old 
Newtonian views on light should not be reconsidered rather than the conclusion drawn 
that the nwel manifestations observed by Roentgen are due to transverse vibrations, 
when there is no  experimental evidence to this effect, nor even a satisfactory explanation 
found how the cathodic impact might give rise to waves of a higher frequency than 
those of light. 

Being, as I am, firmly convinced of the existence of material streams, I look upon 
the unsuccess of the attcmpts of demonstrating an actual transit of matter as being 
due to either the minuteness of the amount or else to the state of the matter, but 
rather, to the former causc, as all pea~liarities of the streams point in this direction. 
In my opinion, no expcrirncnter nced be deterred from carrying on an investigation of 
the Roentgen rays for fear of poisonous or generally delctcri~ls action, for it seems 
reasonable to conclude that it would take centuries to accumulate enough of such matter 
as to  interfere seriously with the process of life of a person. But I look confidently to 
the demonstration of actions of a purely qualitative nature. For instance, despite of 
the dangcr of such an assertion by encouragement which might be given to quacks 
I would say that I expect with the utmost confidence the demonstration of a germicidal 
action. In addition to the physiological effects, to which I have early drawn attention, 
I have more recently observed with powerful tubes that a sensation of pain is produced 
in the forehead above the eycs just as soon as the current is turned on. This scnsation 
i; very similar to that one frequently experiences when stepping from a dark room 
into the glare of bright sunlight, or when walking for some time over fields of fresh- 
fallen snow. 

As to the hurtful actions on the skin, which have been variously reported, I note 
that they are misinterpretcd. Thcse effects have been known to me for some time, but 
I have been unable, on account of pressing matters, to dwell on the subject. They are 
not due to the Roentgen rays, but mcrely to the ozone generated in contact with the 
skin. Nitrous acid may also be responsible, to a small extent. The ozone, when 
abundantly produced, attacks the skin and many organic substances most energetically, 
the action being no doubt heightened by the heat and moisture of the skin. After 
exposing the hand, for instance, for some time, the skin loses its elasticity, which 
causes a tension and pain, and subsequently an inflammation and blistering. This occurs 
mostly only at short range, but may be produced by a single terminal bulb, or generally 
by a very highly exhausted bulb, in which the terminals act independently, at greater 
distance. Owing to this, I have always taken the precaution, when getting impressions 
with the rays, to  guard the person by a screen made of aluminum wires which is 
connected to the ground, preferably through a condenser. The radical means, however. 
of preventing such actions is to  make impossible the access of the air to the skin 



while exposing, as, for instance, by immersing in oil. As this would be inconvenient 
in most cases, a metallic screen should be resorted to. The action of the ozone on 
some substances, when placed near the bulb in such a way that the gas is generated on 
their surfam, is so powerful that the substances are practically destroyed in a few 
minute. When a wire heavily insulated with rubber is connected to the terminal of 
a high-frequency coil, sometimes an exposure of barely a minute is sufficient to 
completely wreck the nibber insulation. There are certain commercial insulating 
compounds which are even more quickly destroyed, but which I will not enumerate. 
because of a possible disadvantage to the manufacturers. Gutta-percha beeswax and 
paraffine stand the attack very well, and such wires should be used with high-frequency 
coils. This powerful action of the ozone was observed by me first h t  two years 
am, when performing an experiment which was shown twmany persoh in my laboratory. 
The experiment consisted of charging a person, standing on an insulated stand, with a 
potential approximating one and one-half million volts, which was alternated several 
hundred thousand times a second. Under such condit~ons luminous strereams break out 
on all p r t s  of the body, especially abundantly on the feet, hands, hair, nose and ears. 
I subjected myself a number of tlmes to this experiment, which seemed to offer no 
other danger except the possible rupture of a blood vessel, if the skin was very dry 
and non-conducting. I then noted on myself and others after effects resembling much 
those attributed to the Roentgen rays. With currents produced by perfected electrical 
oscillators, such as were described in the Electrical Review, September 30, 1896, the 
production of the ozone is so abundant that it is sufficient to merely turn on the current 
for a few seconds and otonize strongly the atmosphere of a large hall. These currents 
are also capable of bringlng about chemical combinations, of which the chief is that 
of the nitrogen with the oxygen of the atmosphere, and an immense possibility, which 
I have been following up for a long time, is opened up; namely, the combination of the 
nitrogen of the atmosphere on an industrial scale by practically no other means than 
mechanical power. If merely fertilizers of the soil would be manufactured in this 
manner, the benefits to humanity derived therefrom would be incalculable. From the 
above named action of the ozone, it follows that the experimenter should use the 
indicated precaution, for while ozone in small quantities is a most beneficial disinfectant, 
when generated in large quantities it is not free of danger. 

It is an unpleasant duty to say on this occasion a few words on the subject of 
"making the blind see" by means of the Roentgen rays. This sensational topic has been 
given a wide circulation in the journals. Is it not cruel to raise such hopes when there 
is so little ground for i t? For, f i a t  of all, the rays are not demonstrated to be 
transverse vibrations. If they were, we would have to find means for refracting them 
to make possible the projection of a sufficiently small image upon the retina. As it is, 
only a shadow of a very small object can be projected. What possible good can result 
from the application of these rays to such purposes? The shape of the small object might 
eventually be recognized by impressing the retina, but the sense of touch 
is more than sufficient to convey such impressions. Luminous sensations are well known 
to be excit@d in two ways; namely, by mechanical shock and electrical transmission. Both 
of these, I think, are present in the Roentgen streams, and hence such an effect on the 
optic nerve might be expected. I may say, however, that I can not confirm some of the 
experiments reported. For instance, when a hand is put before the closed eyes it is easy 
to distinguish the shadow, much the same as before the light of a candle; but when 
the tube is closed, and all light from the same excluded, I fail to get such an impression. 
The latter is, therefore, chiefly due to erdinary light, or else my tubes act differently 
from those experimented with by others. It may be proper to recall here that in ordinary 
btight sunlight, especially in the southern climates, it is easy to distinguish the shadow ' 

of objects, and even their wgh outlines, with the yes shut. 



Proceeding on the assumption that we have in reality to deal with material streams, 
it is important to inquire which are the best conditions to be maintained when taking 
impressions with the sensitive screen or plate. First, the experimenter will easily observe 
that there are two causes which, with a given bulb and coil, tend to increase the 
intensity of the impressions. One of these may be said to lie in the bulb, the other in 
the coil. The latter, being most generally made of many turns of fine wire, is very 
sensitive to changes in the capacity of bodies attached to its tirminals. The capacity of 
these bodies, therefore, in such a coil largely determines the difference of potential. 
At a certain degree of exhaustion this capacity assumes such a value that the pressure 
rises to a maximum, this tending to give the highest velocity to the cathodic stream, 
and, consequently, to give rise to the most intense rays. But at that degree of exhaustion 
it may happen, and usually does happen, that the cathodic streams are not most 
abundant. To produce the best result it is necessary that both of these causes should 
be made to cooperate by a careful proportioning of thendimensions of the bulb, which, 
in practice, is very difficult, inasmuch as the experimenter has to avail himself 
of commercial bulbs which may or may not be best suitable for his coil. This simple 
consideration shows the great advantage of the use of a coil which contains no fine 
wire and is capable of giving a heavy current through the secondary far in excess of 
what even the largest bulb requires. 

Assunling the physician has learned how to manipulate his apparatus to best 
advantage, he will next notice that, to secure the clearest definition, he will have to 
maintain a certain pressure- on the terminals of the tube, dependent chiefly on the 
distance and degree of opacity of the object investigated. It goes without saying that 
the definition is the better the smaller the spot from which the rays are emanating, 
but this is true only when impressions are taken at very small distances. When the 
distances are large, it is a disadvantage to use a too small radiating surfam, as then the 
density is diminished to such a degree that the action is too weak. Discarding this 
consideration, it is clear that, if the rays are intense, the more opaque portions of the 
body are likewise penetrated and much detail is lost, whereas, when the rays are less 
intense, the impression might be altogether too weak to bring out sufficient detail. 

To illustrate in a popular manner the best way to.proceed, I shall avail myself of 
a simple illustration. Suppose that there would be imkdded between two panels ot 
cloth a foreign object, such as a coin, and it is desired tc locate it. W e  may accomplish 
this by placing behind the cloth a cardboard, for instancr, and then firing fmm a certain 
distance a load of fine shot through the cloth in the region where the coin is supposed 
to be located. The shot will penetrate the cloth on all points except on the place where 
the coin is located, and on the cardboard behind, this place will be plainly indicated 
by the absence of the marks. Exactly in this way we prcxeed in applying the Roentgen 
rays to the location of such a body. Roentgen gave us a p n  to fire - a wonderful gun, 
indeed, projecting missiles of a thouszndfold greater penetrative power than that of 
a cannon ball, and carrying them pmbably to distances of .many miles, with velocities 
not producible in any other way we know of. These missiles are so small that we may 
fire them through our tissues for days, weeks, months and years, apparently, without 
any hurtful consequence. kstead of the cardboard to indicate the path of the missile, 
he gave us what is properly called a Roentgen screen, which becomes luminous on all 
places where it is hit by the missiles. Where the latter are prevented from hitting the 
screen by the intervention of the opaque body, the s c m  does not glow and we observe 
the shadow of the object. It is simple enough to project the shadow of an object in 
this way but when it is required to show the finer detail of the structure of the object, 
the difficulty begins. It will at once appear that, to produce such a result to best 
advantage, two conditions will have to be more or less realized. Firstly, the screen 
should be. composed of such material that it is capable of becoming luminous by the 
fGnkst impact; and, secondly, the missiles should all be of uniform size, and M d  



move with uniform velocity. Neither of these two conditions has so far been realized 
in practice, for all the bodies we know require a violent impact to become luminous, 
and no way has been found as yet to produce a uniformity in velocity and magnitude 
of the supposed projectiles. But a little thought leads immediately to the conclusion 
that there will be a certain velociry of the missiles which will give, under all conditions. 
the best definition. This veloc~ty is easily ascertained by trial. Evidently the definition 
will be best when the bullets which pass through the densest parts of the body strike 
the screen s o  feebly as to not make it light up, whereas, those passing through portions 
of slightly smaller density hit it sufficiently strong as to make it light up feebly. Thc 
more sensitive the screen to impact, that is, the weaker an impact is required to make 
the screen light up, the more detail will be revealed. It therefore follows that, in the 
application of the Roentgen rays, not the body which fluoresces strongest, but the one 
which is most sensitive, is best suited for finer work. 

The above considerations have led mc to adopt the following which, 
in practice, has proved very successful. The Roentgen screen is first applied to the 
body to be investigated, the pressure at the terminals'of the tube being very much 
reduced. The pressure is then slowly and gradually raised. It will be presently observed 
that, at a certain pressure, the shadow of the object examined is clearest. But as the 
vacuum is increas~ng, the pressure generally rises, and the image gets blurred in spite 
of the screen getting much brighter. Just as soon as the clearness is slightly diminished, 
the experimenter should for a few moments.reverse the current, lowering a little the 
vacuum in this manner. The current being again given the direction it had at first, 
namely, that which causes a slow and steady increase of the vacuum, the shadow gets 
again dear, and by such easy manipulation the best result may be secured. An additional 
advantage, however, is gained, because the frequent reversals produce a brighter 
phosphorescence of the screen. When taking a photograph, the bulb should be watched 
through the screen and the switches manipulated in the above manner. 

To  give a practical example of the effectiveness of this procedure, I need only 
mention one of the Instances which have come to my notice. A few months ago 
I investigated the case of Mr Cornelius Mack, 'of Watertown, Mass. Mr. Mack, 
while performing his duties many years ago, was struck by a bullet which lodged 
somewhere in the chest and could not be located. I apply the screen vainly a number 
of times for although the streams penetrated the body with such ease as to make the 
screen behind appear bluish white, and reveal all the bones of the body, I could not 
observe the missile. I then resorted io the above indicated means, and immediately 
and easily the exact location of the projectile, between the shoulder blade and one 
of the ribs, was ascertained and the bullet successfully extracted. 



The rapidly extending use of the Lenard and Roentgen tubes or C d e s  Mb 
as implemenk of the physician, or as instruments sf  research in laboratories, makes it 
desirable, particularly in view of the possibility of certain hurtful actions on the human 
tissues, to investigate the nature of these influences, to ascertain the conditions under 
which they are lizble to occur and - what is most important for the practitioner - 
to render all injury impossible by the observance of certain rules and the employment 
of unfailing remedies. 

As I have stated in a previous communication (see Electrical Review of Deccmbet 
2, 1896) no experimenter need be deterred from using freely the Roentgen rays for fear 
of a poisonous or deleterious action, and it is entirely wrong to giye room to expressions 
of a kind such as may tend to impede the progress and create a prejudice against an 
already highly beneficial and still more promising discovery; but it can not be denied 
that it is equally uncsmmendable to ignore dangers now when we know that, under 
certain circumstances, they actually exist. I consider it the more necessary to be aware 
of these dangers, as I foresee the coming into general use of novel apparatus, capable 
of developing rays of incomparably greater power. In scientific laboratories the 
instruments are usually in the hands of persons skilled in their manipulation 
and capable of approximately estimating the magnitude of the effects, and the 
omission of necessary precautions is, in the present state of out knowledge, not 
so much to be apprehended; but the physicians, who are keenly appreciating the 
immense benefits derived from the proper application of the new principle, and the 
numerous amateurs who are fascinated by the. beauty of the novel manifestations, who 
are all passionately bent upon experimentation in the newly opened up fields, but many 
of whom are naturally not armed with the special knowledge of the electrician - all 
of these are much in need of reliable information from experts, and for these chiefly the 
following lines are written. However, in view of the still incomplete knowledge of these 
rays, I wish the statements which follow to be considered as devoid of authoritativeness, 
other than that which is based on the conscientiousness of my study and the faith in the 
precision of my senses and observations. 

Ever since Professor Roentgen's discovery was made known I have carried on 
investigations in the directions indicated by him, and with perfected apparatus, producing 
rays of much greater intensity than it was possible to obtain with the usual appliances. 
Commonly, my- bulbs were capable of showing the shadow of a hand on a phosphorescent 
screen at distances of 40 or 50 feet, or even more, and to the actions of these bulbs 
myself and several of my assistants were exposed for hours at a time, and although the 
exposures. took place every day, not the faintest hurtful action was noted - as  long 
as certain precautions were taken. On the contrary, be it a coincidence, or an effect 
of the rays, or the result of some secondary cause present in the operation of the bulbs - 
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as, for example, the generation of ozone - my own health, and that of two persons 
who were daily under the influence of the rays, more or less, has materially improved, 
and, whatever be the reason, it is a fact that a troublesome cough with which I; was 
constantly afflicted has entirely disappeared, a similar improvernent being observed on 
another person. 

In getting the photographic impressions or studying the rays with a phosphorescent 
~~.een, I employed a plate of thin aluminum sheet or a gauze of aluminum wires, which 
was interposed between the bulb and the person, and connected to the ground directly 
or through a condenser. I adopted this precaution because it was known to me, a long 
time before, that a certain irritation of the skin is caused by very strong streamers, which, 
mostly at small distance, are formed on the body of a person through the electrostatic 
influence of a terminal of alternating high potential. I found that the occurrence of these 
streamers and their hurtful consequence was completely prevented by the employment 
of a conduding object, as a sheet of wire gauze placed and connected as described. 
It  was observed, however, that the injurious effects inentioned did not seem to diminish 
gradually with the distance from the terminal, but ceased abruptly, and I could give no 
other explanation for the irritation of the skin which would be as plausible as that 
which I have expressed; namely, that the effect was due to ozone, which was abundantly 
produced. The latter peculiarity mentioned was also in agreement with this view, since 
the generation of ozone ceases abruptly at a definite distance from the terminal, making 
it evident that a certain intensity of action is absolutely required, as in a process of 
electrolytic decomposition. 

In carrying further my investigations, I gradually modified the apparatus in several 
ways, and immediately I had opportunities to observe hurtful influences following 
the exposures. Inquiring now what changes I had introduced, I found that I had made 
three departures from the plan originally followed; First, the aluminum screen was not 
used; second, a bulb was employed which, instead of aluminum, contained platinum, 
eitHer as electrde or impact plate; and third, the distances at which the exposures took 
place were smaller than usual. 

It did not require a long time to ascertain that the interposed aluminum sheet was 
a very effective remedy against injury, for a hand could be exposed for a long time 
behind it without the skin being reddened, which otherwise invariably and very quickly 
occurred. This fact impressed me with the conviction that, whatever the nature of the 
hurtful influences, it was in a large measure dependent either on an electrostatic action, 
or electrification, or secondary effects resulting therefrom, such as are attendant to the 
formation of streamers. This view afforded an explanation why an observer could watch 
a bulb for any length of time, as long as he was holding the hand in front of the body, 
as in examining with a fluorescent screen, with perfect immunity to all parts of his body, 
with the exception of the hand. It likewise explained why burns were produced in some 
instances on the opposite side of the body, adjacent to the photographic plate, whereas 
portions oa the directly exposed part of the body, which were much nearer to the 
bulb, and consequently subjected to by far stronger rays, remained unaffected. It  also 
made it easy to understand why the patient experienced a prickling sensation on the 
exposed part of the body whenever an injurious action took place. F~nally, this view agreed 
with the numerous observations that the hurtful actions occurred when air was present, 
dothing, however thick, affording no protection, while they practically ceased when a 
layer of a fluid, quite easily penetrated by the rays, but excluding all contact of the 
air with the skin, was used as a preventive. 

Following, now, the second line of investigation, I compared bulbs containing 
aluminum only with those in which platinum was used besides, ordinarily as impact 
body, and soon there were enough evidences on hand to dispel all doubt as to the 
latter metal being by far the more injurious. In support of this statement, one of the 



experiences may be cited which, at the same time, may illustrate the n&sity - of 
taking proper precautions when operating bulbs of very high power. In order to etl, 
out comparative tests, two tubes were constructed of an improved Lenard pattern,. in 
size and most other respects alike. Both contained a concave cathode or reflector of 
nearly two 'inches in diameter, and both were provided with an aluminum cap or 
window. In one of the tubes the cathodic focus was made to coincide with the -kt 
of the cap, in the other the cathodic stream was concentrated upon a pbtinum aiire 
suppotted &n a glass stem axially with the tube a little in front of the window, and 
in each case the metal of the latter was thinned down in the 'central portion to such 
an extent as to be' barely able to withstand the inward air pressure. In  studying the 
action of tlie tubes, I exposed one hand to that cohtaining aluminum only, and the 
other to the tube with the platinum- wire. On turning on the former tube, I w b  
surprised to observe that the aluminum window emitted a clear note, corresponding 
to the rhythmical impact of the cathodic stream. Placing the hand quite near the window, 
I felt distinctly that something warm was striking it. The. sensation was unmistakable, 
and, quite apart from the warmth felt, differed very much from that prickling feeling , 

produced by streamers or minute sparks. Next I examined the tube with the platinum wire. 
N o  sound was emitted by the aluminum window, all the energy of the impactbeing 
iiemingly spent on the platinum wire, which becane incandescent, or else the matter 
composing the cathodic stream was so far disintegrated that the thin metal sheet offered 
no material obstruction to its passage. If big' lumps are hurled against a wire netting 
with large meshes, there is considerable pressure exerted against the netting; if, on the 
contrary - for illustration - the lumps are very small as compared with the meshes, 
the pressure might not be manifest. But, although the window did not vibrate, I felt, 
nevertheless, again, and distinctly, that something was impinging against the hand, 
and the sensation of warmth was stronger than in the previous case. In the action ol~ 

the screen there was apparently no difference between the two tubes, both rendering it 
very bright, and the definition of the shadows was the same, as far as it was possible 
to judge. I had looked through the screen at the scconci tu.be a few times only when 
something detracted my attention, and it was not until about 20 minutes later, when 
I observed that the hand exposed to it was much reddened and swollen. Thinking that 
it was due to some accidental injury, I turned again to the examination of the platinum 
tube, thrusting the same hand close to the window; and now I felt instantly a 
sensation of pain, which became more pronounced when the hand was placed repeatedly 
near the aluminum window. A peculiar feature was that the pain appeared to be seated, 
not at the surface, but deep in the tissues of tho hand, or rather in the bones. Although 
the aggregate exposure was certainly not more than half a minute, I had to suffer severe 
pain for a few days afterward, and some time later I observed that all the hair was 
destroyed and that the nails on the injured hand had grown anew. 

The bulb containing no platinum was now experimented with, more care being 
taken, but soon its comparative harmlessness was manifest, for, while it reddened the 
skin, the injury was not nearly as severe as'with the other tube. The valuable experiences 
thus gained were: The evidence of something hot striking t h e ' e x p e d  member; the 
pain in~ta~ztly felt; the injury produced itntuediately after the exposure, and the inueased 
violence 'due, in all probability, to the presence of the platinum. 

Some time afterward I observed other remarkable actions at very small distances 
from powerful Lenard tubes. For instance, the hand being held near the window only for 
a few seconds, the skin seems to become tight, or else the muscles are stiffened, for 
some resistance is experienced in closing the fist, but upon opening and dosing it 
repeatedly the sensation disappears, apparently no ill effect remaining. I have, 
furthermore, observed a decided influence on the nasal discharge organs similu to 



the effects of a cold just contracted. But the most interesting observation in this mpect 
is the following: When such a powerful bulb is watched for some time, the head of the 
observer being brought very close, he soon after that experiences a sensation so peculiar 
that no one will fail to notice it when once his attention is called to it, it being almost 
as positive as touch. If one imagines himself looking at something like a cartridge, for 
instance, in close and dangerous proximity, and just about to explode, he will get a good 
idea of the sensation produced, only, in the case of the cartridge, one can not render 
himself an account where the feeling exactly resides, for it seems to extend all over the 
body, this indicating that it comes from a general awareness of danger resulting from 
previous and manifold experiences, and not from the anticipation of an unpleasant 
impression directly upon one of the organs, as the eye or the ear; but, in the case 
of the Lenard bulb, one can at once, and with precision, locate the sensation; it is in 
the head. Now; this observation might not be of any value except, perhaps, in view of 
the peculiarity and acuteness of the feeling, were it not that exactly the same sensation 
is produced when working for some time with a noisy spark gap, or, in general, when 
exposing the ear to sharp noises or explosions. Since it seems impossible to imagine how 
the latter could cause such a sensation in any other way except by directly impressing 
the organs of hearing, I conclude that a Roentgen or Lenard tube, working in perfect 
silence as it may, nevertheless produces violent explosions or reports and concussions, 
which, though they are inaudiblc, take some material effect upon the bony struchire 
of the head. Their inaudibility may be sufficiently explained by the well founded 
assumption that not the air, but some finer medium, is concerned in their propagation. 

But it was in following up the third line of inquiry into thc nature of these hurtful 
actions, namely, in studying the influence of distance, that the most important fact was 
unearthed. To illustrate it popularly, I will say that the Roentgen tube acts exactly like 
a source of intense heat. If one places the hand near to a red-hot stove, he may be 
instantly injured. If he keeps the hand at a certain small distance, he may be able to 
withstand the rays for a few minutes or more, and may still be injured by prolonged 
exposure; but if he recedes only a little farther, where the heat is slightly less, he may 
withstand the heat in comfort and any length of time without receiving any injury, the 
radiations at that distance being too weak to seriously interfere with the life process 
of the skin. This is absolutely the way such a bulb acts. Beyond a certain distance no 
hurtful effect whatever is produced on the skin, no matter hot~g long the exposure. The 
character of the burns is also such as might be expected from a source of high heat. 
I have maintained, in all deference to the opinions of others, that those who have likened 
the effects on the skin and tissues to sunburns have misinternreted them. There is no 
similarity in this respect, except in so far as the reddening aAd peeling of the skin is 
concerned, which may result from innumerable causes. The burns, when slight, rathe~ 
resemble those people often receive when working close to a strong fire. But when thc 
injury is severe, it is in all appearances like that received from contact with fire or 
from a red-hot iron. There may be no period of .incubation at all, as is evident from 
the foregoing remarks, the rays taking effect immediately, not to say instantly. In a 
severe case the skin gets deeply colored and blackened in places, and ugly, ill-foreboding 
blisters form; thick layers come' off, exposing the, raw flesh, which, for a time, 
discharges freely. Burning pain, feverishness and such symptoms are of course but 
natural accompaniments. One single injury of this kind, in the abdominal region, to a dear 
and zealous assistant - the only accident that ever happened to any one but myself in 
all my laboratory experience - I had the misfortune to witness. It occurred before 
all these and other experiences were gained, following directly an exposure of five 
minutes at the fairly safrdistance of 11 inches to a very highly-charged platinum tube, 
the p ro te ing  aluminum screen having been infortunately omitted; and it was such 
as to fill with the gravest apprehensions. Forfunately, frequent warm baths, free 



application of vaseline, cleaning and general bodily care soon repaired the ravages of 
the destructive agent, and I breathed  gain freely. Had I known more than I did of 
these injurious actions, such unfortunate exposure would not have been d e ;  haci 
I known less than I did, it might have been made at a smaller distance, and a serious, 
perhaps irremediable, injury m~ght  have resulted. 

I am using the first opportunity to comply with the bitter duty of recording the 
accident. I hope that others will do likewise, so that the most complete knowledge of 
these dangerous actions may soon be acquired. My apprehensions led me to consider, with 
keener interest than I would have felt otherwise, what the probabilities were in such a 
case of the internal tissues being seriously injured. I came to the very comforting 
conclusion that, no matter what the rays are ultimately recognized to be, practically all 
their destructive energy must spend itself on the surface of the body, the i n t e d  
tissues being, in all probability, safe, unless the bulb would be placed in very close 
proximity to the skin, or else, that rays of far greater intensity than now producible 
were generated. There are many reasons why this should be so, some of which will appear 
clear from my foregoing statements referr~ng to the nature of the hurtful agencies, but 
I may be able to cite new facts in support of this view. A significant feature of the 
case reported may be mentioned. It -was observed that on three places, which were 
covered by thick bone buttons, the skin was entirely unaffected, while it was entirely 
destroyed under each of the small holes in the buttons. Now, it was impossible for the 
rays, as investigation showed, to reach these points of the skin in straight lines drawn 
from the bulb, and this would seem to indicate that not all the injury was due to the 
rays or radiations under consideration, which unmistakably propagate in straight lines, 
but that, at least in part, concomitant causes were responsible. A further experimental 
demonstration of this fact may be obtained in the following manner: The experimenter 
may excite a bulb to a suitable and rather small degree, so as to illuminate the fluorescent 
screen to a certain intensity at a distance of, say, seven inches. He may expose his hand 
at that distance, and the skin will be reddened after a certain duration of exposure. 
He may now force the bulb up to a much higher power, until, at a distance of 14 inches, 
the screen is illuminated even stronger than it was before at half that distance. The 
rays are now evidently stronger at the greater distance, and yet he may expose the hand 
a very long time, and it is safe to assert that he will not be injured. Of course, it is 
possible to bring forth arguments which might deprive the above demonstration of 
force. So, it might be stated, that the actions on the screen or photographic plate do 
not give us an idea as to the density and other y~antitative features of the rays, these 
actions being entirely of a qualitative character. Suppose the rays are formed by streams 
of material particles, as I believe, it is thinkable that it might be of no particular 
consequence, in so far as the visible impression on the screen or film is concerned, 
whether a trillion of particles per square millimetre strike the sensitive layer or only a 
million, for example; but with the actions on the skin it is different; these must surely 
and very materially depend on the quantity of the streams. 

As soon as the before-mentioned fact was recognized, namely, that beyond a certain 
distance even the most powerful tubes are incapable of producing injurious action, no 
matter how long the exposure may last, it became important to ascertain the safe distance. 
Going over all my previous experiences, I found that, very frequently, -I have had 
tubes which at a distance of 12 feet, for illustration, gave a strong impression of the 
h t  of a person with an exposure of a few minutes, and many times persons have 
been subjected to the rays from these tubes at a distance of from la to 24 inches, the 
time of exposure varying from 10 to 45 minutes, and never the faintest t m e  of an 
injurious action was observed.' With such tubes I have even made long exposures at 

distances of 14 inches, always, of course, through a thin sheet or wire gauze of aluminum 
connected to the ground, and, in each case, observing the precaution that thtmetol would 



not give any spark when the person was touching it with the hand, as  it might sometimes 
be when the electrical vibration is of extremely high frequency, in which case a ground 
connection, through a condenser of proper capacity, should be resorted to. In all these 
instances bulbs containing only aluminum were used, and I therefore still lack sufficient 
data to form an exact idea of what distance would have been safe with a platin'um tube. 
From the case previously cited, we see that a grave injury resulted at a distance o i  
11 inches, but I believe that, had the protecthg screen been used, the injury, if any. 
would have been very slight. Taking all my experiences together, I am convinced that 
no serious injury can result if the distance is greater than 16 inches and the impression 
is taken in the manner I have described. 

Having been successful' in a' number of lines of inquiry pertaining to this new 
department of science, I am able at present to form a broader view of the actions of 
the bulbs, which, I hope, will soon assume a quite definite shape. For the present, the 
following brief statement may be sufficient. According to the evidences I am obtaining, 
the bulb, when in action, is emitting a stream of small material particles. There are 
some experinlents which scem to indicate that these particles start from the outer wall 
of the bulb; there are others which seem to prove that there is an actual penetration 
of the wall, and, in the case of a thin aluminum window, I have now not the least 
doubt that som: of the finely disintegrated cathodic matter is actually forced through. 
These streams may simply bc projected to a great distance, the velocity gradually 
diminishing without the formtion of any waves, or they may give rise to concussions 
and longitudinal waves. This, for the present consideration, is entirely immaterial, but, 
assuming the existence of such streams of particles, and disregarding such actions as 
might be due to the properties, chemical or physical, of the projected matter, we have 
to consider the following specific actions: 

First. There is the thermal effect. The temperature of the electrode or impact body 
does not in any way give us an idea of the degree of heat of the particles, but, if 
we consider the probable velocities only, they correspond to temperatures which mny 
be as high as 100,000 degrees centigrade. . I t  may be sufficient that the particles arc 
simply at a high temperature to produce an injurious action, and, in fact, many evidences 
point in this direction. But against this is the experimental fact that we can not 
demonstrate such a transference of heat, and no satisfactory'explanation is found yet. 
although, in carrying my investigations in this direction, I have arrived at some results. 

Second, there is the purely electrical effect. W e  have absolute experimental evidencc 
that the particles or rays, to express myself generally, convey an irnn~ensc amount of 
electricity, and I have even found a way of how to estimate and measure that amount. 
Now it is likewise possible that the mere fact of these particles being highly electrified is 
sufficient to cause the destruction of the tissue. Certainly, on contact with the skin, the 
electrical charges will be given off, and may give rise to strong and destructive local 
currents in minute paths of the tissue. Experimental results are in accord with this view, 
and, in pushing my inquiry in this direction, I have been still more successful than in 
the first. Yet, while as I have suggested before, this view explains best the action on a 
sensitive layer, experiment shows that, when the supposed particles traverse a grounded 
plate, they are not deprived entirely of their electrification, which is not satisfactorily 
explained. 

The third effect to be considered is the electro-chemical. The charged particles give 
rise to an abundant generation of ozone and other gases, and these we know, by 
experiment, destroy even such a thing as  rubber, and are, therefore, the most likely agent 
in the destruction of the skin, and the evidences are strongest in this direction, since 3. 

small layer of a fluid, preventing the contact of gaseous matter with the skin, seems to 
stop all action. 



The lart effect to be considered is .the purely mechanical. It is thinkable that 
k te r ia l  particles, moving with great speed, may, merely by a mechanical impact and 
unavoidable-heating at such speeds, be sufficient to deteriorate the tissues, and in such 
a case deeper layers might also be injured, whereas it is very probable that no such thing 
would occur if any of the former explanations would be found to hold. 

Summing up my experimental experiences and the conclusions derived from them, 
it would seem advisable, first, to abandon the use of bulbs containing platinum; second, 
to substitute for them a properly constructed Lenard tube, containing pure aluminum 
only, a tube of this kind having, besides, the advantage that it can be constructed with 
great mechanical precision, ahd therefore is cipable of producing much sharper 
impressions; third, to use a protecting screen of aluminum sheet, as suggested, or, 
instead of this, a wet cloth or a layer of a fluid; fourth, to make the exposures at 
distances of, at last, 14 inches, and preferably expose longer at a larger distance. 



ON THE SOURCE OF ROENTGEN RAYS AND THE PRACTICAL- 
CONSTRUCTION AND SAFE OPERATION OF LENARD TUBES* 

I have for some time felt that a few indications in regard to the practical construction 
of Lenard tubes of improved designs, a great number of which I have recently exhibited 
before the New York Academy of Sciences (April 6, 1897), would be useful 
and timely, particularly as by their proper construction and use much of the 
danger attending the experimentation with the rays may be avoided. The simple 
prccautions which I have suggested in my previous communications are seemingly 
disregarded, and cases of injury to pat~ents are being almost daily reported, and in 
view of this only, were it for no other reason, the following lines, referring t o  this 
subject, would have bcen writtec before had not again pressing and unavoidable duties 
prevented me from doing so. A shoit and, I may say, most unwelcome interruption of . 

the work which has been claiming my attention makes this now possible. However, as 
these o~~or tun i t i e s  are scarce. I will utilize the  resent to dwell in a few words on some ~ ~~ 

1 1  , I 

other matters in connection with this subject, and particularly on a result of importance 
which I have reached some time ago by the aid of such a Lenard tube, and which, if 
I am correctly informed, I can only in part consider as my own, since it seems that 
practically it has been expressed in other words by Professor Roentgen in a recent 
communication to the Academy of Sciences of Berlin. The result alluded to has reference 
to the much disputed question of the source of the Roentgen rays. As will be remembered, 
in the first announcement of his discovery, Roentgen was of the opinion that the rays which 
affected the sensitive layer emanated from the fiuorescent spot on the glass wall of the 
bulb; other scientific men next made the cathode responsible; still others the anode, while 
some thought that the rays were emitted solely from fluorescent powders of .surfaces. 
and speculations, mostly unfounded, increased to such an extent that, despairingly, one 
would exclaim with the poet: 

"0 glicklicb wer nocb boffen kann, 
Aur diesem Mew rks brturnr aufzutaucben!" 

My own experiments led me to recognize that, regardless of the location, the chief 
source of these rays was the place of the first impact of the projected stream of particles 
within the bulb. This was merely a b r a d  statement, of which that of Professor Roentgen 
was a special case, as in his first experiments the fluoiescent spot on the glass wall was. 
incidentally, .the place of the first impact of the cathdic stream. Investigations carried 
on up to thepresent day have only confirmed the correctness of the above opinion, and 
the place of the first collision of the stream of particles - be it an anode or independent 
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impact body, the glass wall or an alr~minum window - is still found to be the principal 
source of the rays. But, as will be seen presently, it is not the only source. 

Sincc recording the above fact my efforts were directed to finding answers to the 
following questions: First, is it necessary that the impact body should be within the 
tube? Second, is it rquired that the obstacle in thc path of the cathodic stream should 

Fig. I .  - Illustrating an Experiment Revealing the Rcal Source 
of the Roentgen Rays. 

be a solid or liquid? And, third, to what extent is the velocity of the stream necessary 
for the generation of and influence upon the character of the rays emitted? 

In order to ascertain whether a body located outside of the tube and in the path 
or in the direction of the stream of particles was capable of producing the same peculiar 
phenomena as an object located inside, it appeared necessary to first show that there 
is an actual penetration of the particles through the wall, or otherwise that thc actions 

Fig. 2. - Improved Lenard Tube. 

of the supposed streams, of whatever nature they might be, were sufficiently pronounced 
in the outer region close to the wall of the bulb as t o  produce some of the effects 
which are peculiar to a cathodic stream. It was not difficult to obtain with a properly 
prepared Lenard tube, having an exceedingly thin window, many and  at first surprising 
evidences of this character. Some of these have already been pointed out, and it is 
thought sufficient to cite here one more which I have since observed. In the hollow 
aluminum cap A of a tube as shown in diagram Fig. 1, which will be decribed in 
detail, I placed a half-dollar silver piece, supporting it at a small distance from and 
parallel to the window or bottom of the cap by strips of mica in such a manner that 
it was not touching the metal of the tube, an air space being left.all around it. Upon 
exciting the bulb for ahout 30 to 45 seconds by the secondary discharge of a powerful 
coil of a novel typc now well known, it was found that the silver piece was rendered 



so hot as to -ally scorch the hand; yet the aluminum window, which offered a vety 
insignificant obstacle to the cathodic strcam, was only moderately warmed. Thus it was 
shown that the silver alloy, owing to its density and thickness, took up most of the enerRy 
of the impact, being acted upon by the particles almost identically as if it had been 
inside of the bulb, and, what is more, indications were obtained, .by observing the 
shadows, that it behaved like a second source of the rays, inasmuch as the outlines of 
the shadows, instead of being sharp and clear as w h c d h e  half-dollar piece was removed, 
were dimmed. It was immaterial for the 'chief object of the inquity to decide by more 
cxact methods whether the cathodic particles actually penetrated thc window, or whether 
a new and separate stream was projected 
from the outer side of the window. In 
my mind there exists not the least doubt 
that the former was the case, as in this 
rcs~ect  I have been able to obtain numero~!s ! I 

additional proofs, upcn which I may dwcll 
in the near future. 
' I next endeavored to ascertain whether 
it was necessary that the obstacle outside 
was, as in this case, a solid body, or 2 
liquid, or broadly, a body of measurable 
dimensions. and it was in investigating in 
this dircction that I came upon thc 
important result to which I referred in 
the introductory statements of this com- 
munication. I namely observed rathcr 
accidentally, although I was following up 
a systematic inquiry, what is illustrated in 
diagram Fig. 1. The diagram shows a 
Lenard tube of improved design, consisting -s F . 
of a tube T of thick glass tapering towards 
the open end, or neck n, into which ;s 
fitted an aluminum cap A, and a spherical 
cathode e, supported on a glass stem s, and 

il,. ,' // .A 

platinum wire w sealed in the opposite end 
of the tube as usual. The aluminum cap A, Fig. 3 .  - Illustrating Arrangement with 

Improved Double-Focus Tube for Reducing 
as will be observed, is not in actual contact the Injurious Actions. 
with the ground-glass wall, being held 
at a small distance from the latter by a narrow and.continuous ring of tinfoil r. The 
outer space between the glass and the cap A is-filled with cement r, in a manner which 
I shall later describe. F is a Roentgen screen such as is ordinarily used in making 
the observations. 

Now, in looking upon the screen in the direction from F to T, the dark lines 
indicated on the lower part of the diagram were seen on the illuminated background. 
The curved line e and the straight line W were, of course, at once recognized as the 
outlines of the ca thde e and the bottom of the cap A :espxtively, although, in conse- 
quence of a confusing optical illusion, they appeared I!IUC!I closer together than they 
actually were. For instank, if the distance between e and 0 was five inches, these lines 
would appear on the screen about two inches apart, as nearly as I could judge by the 
eye. This illusion may be easily explained -and is quite unimportant, except that it 
might be of some moment to physicians to keep this fact in mind when making 
examinations with the screen as, owing to the above effect, which is sometimes 
exaggerated to a degree hard to believe, a completely erroneous idea of the distance of 



the various parts of the object under examination might be gained, to the detriment 
of the surgical operation. But while the lines e and W were easily accounted for, the 
curved lines 1, g, d were at first puzzling. Soon, however, it was ascertained that 
the faint line a was the shadow of the edge of the aluminum cap, the much darker line g 
that of the rim of the glass tube T, and t the shadow of the tinfoil ring r. These 
shadows on the screen F clearly showed that the agency which affected the fluorescent 
material was proceeding from the space outside of the bulb towards the aluminum 
cap, and chiefly from the region through which the primary disturbances or streams 
emitted from the tube through the window were passing, which observation could 
not be explained in a more plausible manner than by assuming that the air and dust 
particles outside, in the path of the projected streams, afforded an obstacle to their 
passage and gave rise to impacts and collisions spreading through the air in all directions, 
thus producing continuously new sources of the rays. It is this fact which, in his recent 
communication before mentioned, Roentgen has brought out. So, at least, I have 
interpreted his reported statement that the rays emanate from the irradiated air. It now 
remains to be shown whether the air, fro- which carefully all foreign particles are 

Fig. 4. - Illustrating Arrangement with n Lenard Tube 
for Safe Working at Close Range. 

removed, is capable of behavhg as an impact body and source of the rays, in order 
to decide whether the generation of the latter is dependent on the presence in the air 
of impact particles of measurable dimensions. I have reasons to think so. 

With the knowledge of this fact we are now able to form a more general idea of 
the process of generation of the radiations which have been discovered by Lenard and 
Roentgen. It may be comprised in the statement that the streams of minute makrial 
particles projected from an electrode with great velocity in encountering obstacles 
wherever they may be, within the bulb, in the air or other medium or in the sensitive 
layers themselves, give rise to rays or radiations possessing many of the properties of thox 
known as light. If this physical process of generation of .these rays is undoubtedly 
demonstrated as true, it will have most important consequences, as it will induce 
physicists to again critically examine many phenomena which are presently attributed 
to transverse ether waves, which may lead to a radical modification of existing views 
and theories in regard to these phenomena, if not as to their essence so, at least, as 
to the mode of their production. 

My effort to arrive at an answer to the third of the above questions led me to 
the establishment, by actual photographs, of the dose relationship which exisb between 



the Lenard and Roentgen rays. The photographs bearing on this point were exhibited 
at a meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences - before referred to - April 6, 
1897, but, unfortunately, owing to the shortness of my address, and concentration of 
thought on other matters, I omitted what was most important; namely, to describe the 
manner in which these photolr~phs were obtained, an oversight which I was able to 
only partially repair the day following. I did, however, on that occasion illustrate and 
describe experiments in which was shown the deflectibility of the Roentgen rays'by 
a magnet, which establishes a still closer relationship, if not identity, of the rays named 
after these two discoverers. But the description of these experiments in detail, as well, 
as of other investigations and results in harm~~ny with and restricted to the subject 
I brought before that scientific body, will appear in a longer communication which 
I am slowly preparing. 

To  bring out clearly the significance of the photographs in question, I would 
recall that, in some of my previous contributions to scientific societies, I have endeavored 
to dispel a popular opinion before existing that the phenomena known as those of 
Crookes were dependent on and indicative of high vacua. With this object in view, 
I showed that phosphorescence and most of the phenomena in Crookes bulbs werc 
producible at greater pressures of the gases in the bulbs by the use of much higher 
or more sudden electro-motive impulses. Having this well demonstrated fact before mc, 
I prepared a tube in the manner described by Lcnard in his first classical communication 
on this subject. The tube was exhausted to a moderate degree, either by chance or of 
necessity, and it was found that, when operated by an ordinary high-tension coil of a 
low rate of change in the current, no rays of any of the two kinds could be detected, 
even when the tube was so highly strained as to bccome very hot in a few moments. 
Now, I expected that, if the suddenness of the impulses through the bulb were 
sufficiently increased, rays would be emitted. To test this I employed a coil of a type 
which I have repeatedly described, in which the primary is operated by the discharges 
of a condenser. With such an instrument any desired suddenness of the impulses may be 
secured, there being practically no limit in this respect, as the energy accumulated in 
the condenser is the most violently explosive agent we know, and any potential or 
electrical pressure is obtainable. Indeed, I found that in increasing the suddenness of 
the electro-motive impulses through the tube - without, however, increasing. but rather 
diminishing the total energy conveyed to it - phosphorescence was observed and rays 
began to appear, first the feebler Lenard rays and Ister, by pushing the suddenness far 
enough, Roentgen rays of great intensity, which enabled me to obtain photographs 
showing the finest texture of the bones. Still, the same tube, when again operated 
with the ordinary coil of a low rate of change in the primary currcnt, emitted practically 
no rays, even when, as before stated, much more enerby, as judged from the heating, 
was passed through it. This experience, together with the.fact that I have succeeded in 
producing by the use of immense electrical pressures, obtainable with certain apparatus 
designed for this express purpose, some impressions in free air, have led me to the 
conclusion that in lightning discharges Lenard and Roentgen rays must be generated 
at ordinary atmospheric pressure. 

At this juncture I realize, by a perusal of the preceding lines, that my scientifia: 
interest has dominated the practical, and that the following remarks must be devoted 
to the primary object of this communication - that is, to giving some data for the 
construction to those engaged in the manufacture of the tubes and, perhaps, a few 
useful hints to practicing physicians who are dependent on such information. The 
foregoing was, nevertheless, not lost for this object, inasmuch as it has shown how much 
the result obtained depends on the proper construction of the instruments, for, with 
ordinary implements, most of the above observations could not have been made. 

I have already described the form of tube illustrated in Fig. 1, and in Fig. 2 anothet 
s:ill further improved design is shown. In this case the aluminum cap A, instead of 
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coinciding with that of the electrode c, whi& itself, as in Fig. 1, has its foms in bre 
center of the window of cap A, as indicated by the dotted lines. The a l u m i n h  cap 
A has a tinfoil ring r, as that in Fig. 1, or else the metal of the cap is spun out on that 
place so as to afford a bearing of small surface between the'metal and the glass. This 
is an important practical detail as, by making the bearing surface small, the pressure 
per unit of area is increased and a more perfect joint made. The ring r should be first 
spun out and then ground to fit the neck of the bulb. If a tinfoil ring is used instead, 
it may be cut out of one of the ordinary tinfoil caps obtainable in the market, care being 
taken that the ring is very smooth. 

In Fig. 3 I have shown a modified design of tube which, as the two types before 
described, was comprised in the collection I exhibited. This, as will be observed, is a 
double-focus tube, w ~ t h  impact plates of iridium alloy and an aluminum cap A opposite 
the same. The tube is not shown because of any originality in design, but simply to 
illustrate a practical feature. It will be noted that the aluminum caps in the tubes 
described are fitted inside of the necks and not outside, as is frequently done. Long 
experience has demonstrated 'that it is practically impossible to maintain a high vacuum 
in a tube with an outside cap. The only way I have been able to do this in a fair 
measure is by cooling the cap by a jet of air, for instance, and observing the following 
precautions: The air jet is flrst turned on slightly and upon this the tube is excited. 
The current through the latter, and also the air pressure, are then gradually increased 
and brought to the normal working condition. Upon completing the experiment the 
air pressure and current through the tube are both gradually' reduced and both so 
manipulated that no great differences in temperature result between the glass and 
aluminum cap. If those precautions are not observed the vacuum will be immediately 
impaired in consequence 'of the uneven expansion of the glass and metal. 

With tubes, as these presently described, it is quite unnecessary to observe this 
precaution if proper care is taken in their preparation. In inserting the cap the latter 
is cooled d ~ w n  as low as it is deemed advisable without cndangering the glass, and 
it is then gently pushed in the neck of the tube, taking care that it sets straight. 

The two most important operations in the manufacture of such a tube are, however, 
the thinning down of thc aluminum window and the sealing in of the cap. The metal 
of the latter may be one thirty-$econd or even one-sixteenth of an inch thick, and in 
such case the central portion may be thinned down by a countersink tool about one- 
fourth of an inch in diameter as far as it is possible without tearind the sheet. The 
further thinning down may then be done by hand with a scraping tool; and, finally, the 
metal should be gently beaten down so as to surely close the pores which might permit 
a slow leak.pInstead of proceeding in this way I have employed a cap with a hole in the 
center, which I have clcsed with a sheet of pure aluminum a few thousandths of an 
inch thick, riveted to the cap by means of a washer of thick metal, but the results were 
not quite as satisfactory. 

In scaling the cap I have adopted the following procedure: The tube is fastened 
on the pump in the proper position and exhausted until a permadent condition is 
reached. The degree of exhaustion is a measure of perfection of the joint. The leak is 
usually considerable, but this is not so serious a defect as might be thought. Heat is now 
gradually applied to the tube by means of a gas stove until a temperahre up to about the 
boiling point of sealing wax is reachcd. The space between the cap and the glass is then 
filled with sealing wax of .good quality; and, when the latter begins to boil, the 
temperature is reduced to allow its settling in the cavity. The heat is then again 
increased, and this process of heating and cooling is repeated several times until the 
entire cavity, upon reduction of the temperature, is found to be filled uniformly with 
the wax, all bubbles having disappeared. A little more wax is then put on the top and 



the exhaustion carried on fo; an hour or so, according to the capacity o f .  the pump, 
by appljcation of moderate h e a i  much below the melting p i n t  of the wax.. 

A tube prepared in this mannei will maintain the vacuum very well, and.will last 
, 

indefinitely. If not used for a few months; it may gradually' lose the high vacuum, 
but it can be.quickly worke: up. However, if after long use it becomes necessary to 
clean the tube, this js easily done by ~:ently warming it  and taking off the cap. T h e  
cleaning may be done. first with ac-id. then with highly diluted alkali, next with 
distilled water, and finally with pure rectified alcohol. 

These tubes, when properly prcparcd, give inlpressions much sharper and reveal 
much more detail than those of ordinary make. It is important for the clearness o i  the 
impressions that the electrode should be properly shapcd, and that the focus should 
be exactly in the center of the cap or slightly inside. In fitting in the cap, the distance 
from the electrode should be measured as exactlv as ~ossible .  It  should also be remarked 
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that the thinner the window, the sharper arc the impressions, but it is not advisable 
to make it too thin, as it is apt  to  melt in a point o n  turning on the current. , 

T h e  above advantages. are not the only ones which these tubes offer. They are 
also better adapted for  purposes of examination by surgeons, particularly if used in 
the peculiar manner illustrated in diagrams Fig. 3 and F i g  4, which are self-explanatory. 
It  will be seen that in each of these the cap is connected to the ground. This  decidedly 
diminishes the iniurious action and cnables also to take imuressions with verv short 
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exposures of a few scconds only at closc range, inasmuch as, during the operation of 
the bulb, one can easily touch the cap without any inconvenience, owing to the ground- 
connection. The  arranfiemcnt shown ;n Fig. 4 is particularly advantageous with a form 
of single terminal, which coil I have described on  othcr occasions and which is 
diagrammatically illustrated, P being the primary and S the secondary. In  this instance 
thc high-potential terminal is connectcd to the elcctrodc, while the cap i s  grounded. 
T h e  tube may be placed in thc position indicated i n  the drawing, under the. operating 
tablc and quite close o r  even in contact with the body of the patient, if the impression 
requires only a few seconds as, for  instance, in *examining parts of the members. I havc 
taken many impressions with such tubes and havc observcd n o  iniurious action. but . A 

I would advisc not to expose for longer than two or thrcc ~ n ~ n u t c s  at vcry short distances. 
In  this respect the experimenter should hear in mind what I havc stated in previous 
communications. At all events it is certain that, in proceeding-in the manner described, 
additional safety is obtained and the process of taking impressions much quickened. 
To cool the cap, a iet of air may be used, as before stated, or clsc a small quantity of 
water may be poured in the cap each time when an impression is taken. T h e  water 
only slightly impairs the action of the tube, while it maintains the window at' a safe 
temperature. I may add that the tubes are improved by providing back of the electrode 
I metallic coating C, shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
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ON CURRENT INTERRUPTERS' 

T o  stimulate the ardor of the zealous experimenters, who believe In the revolutionary 
chargcter of this discovery, it might be wcll <o suggest one or two such simple devices fo; 
interrupting the current. For instance. a very primitive contrivance of this kind comprises 
a poker - yes, an ordinary poker, connected by means of a flexible cable to one  of the 
mains of the generator, and a bathtub filled with conducting fluid which is connected in 
any suitable manner, through the primlry of an induction coil, to the other pole of the 
generator. When  the cxpcri~ncntcr desires to  take a Roentgen picture, he brings the 
end of the poker to white heat, and, thrusting the same into the bathtub, he will-at 
once witness an astonishi~ig pheno~ncncvl, the seething and boiling liquid making- and 
breaking the current in rapid succession, and the powerful rays generated will at once 
convince him of tlie prent practical value of this discowry. I might further suggest 
that the poker may be convcniently heated by means of a welding machine. 

Another devic-c. entirely automatic, and probably suitable for use in suburban 
districts, conipriscs h x o  insulatecl rnet.11 plates, supported in any convenient manner, in 
close prox~mity to e.lcli other. lhc5e  plates arc connected through the primary of an 
induction coil with t!le dctcr~ninnls of a generator, and are bridged by two movable 
contacts' joined by a ilexible cable. The  two contacts are both attached to the legs of 
a good-sized chicken standing astride on the plates. Heat being applied to the latter, 
muscular contractions .Ire produced ill tlie legs of the chicken, which thus makes and 
breaks the current through tlic induction coil. Any nu~iiber of such chickens may be 
provided and the cont'lcts co~inectcd in series o r  multil,le arc, as may be desired,-thus 
increasing the frcqucnry of tlic impulses. In this ~n;inne-r fierce sparks, witable for most 
purposes, may be obtained, and vacuum tubes may be operated, and these contrivances 
will be found a notable. improvement on certain circuit-breakers of old, with which 
two enterprising editors undcrtool; some yc.lrs a,co to revolutionize the systems of.electric 
lighting. -The enterpis ing editors arc wiser now. They are to be congratulated, and 
their readers, scientific societies and the profession, all ought to be congratulated, 
and - "all is well t h ~ t  ends well." The  observant expcrjmcntcr will not fail t o  note 
that the ficrce sparks frighten the chickens, which are thus put into more violent spasms 
and muscular contractions, this again increasing the fierceness o f  the sparks, which, in 
rehirn, causes a greater fright of the chickens and increased speed of interruptions; it is, 
in fact, as Kipling says: 

"lnrerdependrnre ubsolrrre, foreseen. orduined, decreed, 
T o  worh; ye'li nofe, af any lilt an' erery rule o'~peed." 

But to  return, in all earnestness, to the "electrolytic interrupter" described, this is 
a device with which I a m  perfectly familiar, having carried on extensive experiments 
with the same two or  three years ago. I t  was b n e  of many devices which I invented in 
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mv efforts to ~roduce an economical contrivance of this kind. The name is reallv not , 1 

appropriate, inasmuch as any fluid, either conducting or made so in any manner, as by 
being rendered acid. or alkaline, or by being heated, may be used. I have even 
found it possible, under certain conditions, to operate with mercury. The device is 
extremely simple, but the greAt waste of energy attendant upon its operation and 
certain other defects make it entirely unsuitable for any valuable, practical purpose, and. 
as far as those instances are concerned, in which a .small amount of energy is needed, 
much better results are obtained by a properly designed mechanical circuit-breaker. 
The experimenters are very likely deceived by finding that an induction coil gives longer 
sparks when this device is inserted in place of the ordinary break, but this is due merely 
to the fact that the break is not properly designed. Of the total energy supplied from 
the mains, scarcely one-fourth is obtainablc.of that amount, which a well constructed 
mechanical break furnishes in the seconddry, and although I have designed many 
im~roved forms. I have found it impossible' to increase materiallv the economv. Two 
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improvements, however, which I found at that time necessary to introduce, I may 
mention for the benefit of those who ate using the device.' As will be readily noted, 
the small terminal is .surrounded by a gaseous bubble, in which the makes 
and breaks are formed, generally in an irregulir manncr, by the liquid. being 
driven towards the terminal at some point. Thc force which drives the liquid 
is evidently the pressure of the fluid column. and by incrcnsir~g the fluid pressure 
in any manner the liquitl is forced with greater specd towards the terminal and thw 
the frequency is increased. Another necessary improvement was to make a provision for 
preventing the acid or alkali from being carricd off into the atmosphere, which always 
happens more or less, even if the liqu;d column be of somc heiyht. During my eariy 
experiments with the device I became so interested in it t h ~ t  I neglected this precaution, 
and I noted that the acid had attacked all the apr3aratns in n ~ v  laboratorv. The 
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experimenter will conveniently carry out both of these improvements by taking a long 
glass tube of, say, six to eight feet in length, and arranging thc interrupting device- 
close to the bottom of the tube, with an outlet for eventually replacing the liquid.'The 
high column will prevent the* fumes from vitiating the atmosphere of the room, and 
the increased pressure will add materially to the effectivenc.ss of the performance. I[ 
the liquid column. be, say, nine times as high, the force driving the fluid towards 
the contact is nine times as great, and this for& is capable, undrr the same conditions, 
of driving the fluid three times as fast, hence the frequency is increased in that ratio 
and. in fact, in a somewhat greater ratio, as the gaseous bubble, being con~pressed, IS 

rendered smaller, and therefore the liquid is made to travel throufih a smaller distance. 
The electrode, of course, should be very small to insure the rekularity of operation, 
and it is not necessary to use platinum. The pressure may, however, be increased in 
other ways, and I have obtained some results of interest, in experiments of thie kind. 

As before stated, the device is very wasteful, and, while it may be used in some 
instances, I consider it of little or no practical value. It will please me to be convinced 
of the contrary, but I do not think that I am erring. My chief reasons for this statement ' 
ere that there are many other ways in which by far better results are obtainable with 
rlevlces equally simple, if not more so. I may mention one here, based on a different 
principle, which is incomparably more effective, more efficient and also simpler on - 

the whole. It comprises a fine stream of conducting fluid which is made to issue, 
with any desired speed, from an orifice connected with one pole of a generator, 
through the primary of the induction coil, against the other terminal of the generator 
placed at a small distance. This device gives discharges of a remarkable suddenness, 
and the frequency may be brought within reasonable limits, almost to anything desired. 
I have used this device for a long time in connection with ordinary coils and in a form 
of my own coil with results greatly superior in every respect to those obtainable with 
the form of device discussed. 



E L E C T R I C A L  O S C I L L A T O R S *  

Fcw fields havc hccn opcncd up  the c~plora t ion  of which has proved as fruitful 
as that of high frequcticy currents. Thcir singular and the spectacular character 
of the phenomena they prcscnted immcdiatcly commanded universal attention. Scientific 
mcn bccame intercstc~l in thcir inirestigation, engineers were attracted by their 
commcrcial possibilities, and physicians rccognizcd in thcm a long-sought means for 
cffcctive treatment of bod~ly  111s. Sincc thc ~>ublication of my first rcscarches in 1891, 
hundrcds of volu~ncs ha \c  hccn written on the subjcct and many invaluable result5 
obtained through thc mcdium of this ncw agency. Yct, the art is only in its infancy 
and the future has incomllarably big+ things in storc. 

Frbm the vcry beginning I felt thc nc&ssity' of producing efficient apparatus to 
mcct a rapidly growing dcmand and during the eight years smcecding my original 
announcements I dcvcloped not less than fifty types of these transformers or electrical 
oscillators, each complete in every dctail an? refincd to such a degree that I could no1 
materially improve any one of thcm today. Had I been guided by practical cmsiderations 
I might have built u p  an immense arid profitable business, incidentally rendering 
important services to the, world. But the force of circumstances and the ever enlarging 
vista of greater achievcmcnts turned my efforts in other directions. And so it comes 
that instrLments will shortly be placed on thc  market which, oddly enough, were 
pcrfected twenty years ago! 

These oscillators are expressly intended to operate on direct and alternating 
lighting circuits and to generate damped and undamped oscillations or currents of any 
frequency, volqme and tcnsion within the widest limits. n e y  are compact, self-contained. 
require no care for long periods of time m d  will be found very convenient and 
useful for various purposes as, wireless telegraphy and telephony; conversion of electrical 
energy; formation of chemical compounds through fusion and combination; synthesis of  
gases; manufacture of ozone; lighting; welding; municipal, hospital, and domestic 
sanitation and steriliz.ltion, and numerous other applications in scientific laboratories 
and industrial i.nstitutions. While  thesc transfcrmers have neyer becn described before, 
the general principles underlying thcm were fully set forth in my published articles 
and patents, more particularly those of Septembrr 22, 1896, and it is thought, therefore. 
that the appendcd photogrnphs of a few types, together with a short explanation, will 
convey all the information that may bc desired. 

The  essential par& of such an oscillator are: a condenser, a self-induction coil for 
charging the same to a high .potential, a circuit controller, and a transformer which is 
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energized by the oscillat3ry discharges of the condenser. There are at least three, but 
usually four, five or six, circuits in tune and the regulation is effected in several ways, 
most frequently merely by means of an adjusting screw. Under favorable conditions an 
efficiency as high as 85% is attainable, that is to say, that percentage of the energ!. - 

supplied can be recovered in t,i: secondary of the transformer. While the chief virtue 
of this kind of apparatus is obviously due to the wonderful powers of the condenser, 
special qualities result from concatenation of circuits under observance of accurate 
harmonic relations, and minimization of frictional and other losses which has been 
one of the ptincipal objects of the design. 

Fig. 1. 

Sroadly, the instruments can be divided into two classes: one in which the 
circuit controller comprises solid contacts, and the other in which the make and break is 
effected by mercury. Figures 1 to 8, inciusive, belong to the first, and the remaining 
ones to  the second class. The former are capable of an appreciably higher efficiency 
on account of the fact that the losses involved in the make and break are reduced 
to the minimum and the resistance coinpnent of the damping factor is very small. The 
latter are preferable for purposes requiring larger output and a great number o'f breaks 
per sm>nd. The operation of the motor and circuit controller of course consumes a 
certain amount of energy which, however, is the less significant the larger the capacity 
of the machine. 



In Fig. 1 is shown one of the earliest forms of oscillator constructed for experimental 
purposes. The condenser is contained in a square box of mahogany upon which is 
mounted the self-induction or charging coil wound, as will be noted, in two sections 
connected in multiple or series according to whether the tension of the svpply circu~t 
is 110 or 220 volts. From the box protrude four brass columns carrying a plate with 

Fig. 2. 

the spring contacts and adjusting screws as well as two massive terminals for thc 
reception of the primary of the transformer. Two of the columns serve as condenser con- 
nections while the other pair is employed to join the binding posts of the switch in front 
to the self-inductance and condenser. The primary coil consists of a few turns of copper 
ribbon to the ends of which are soldered short rods fitting into the terminals referred 
to. The secondary is made in two parts, wound in a manner to reduce as much as possible 
the distributed capacity and at the same time enable the coil to withstand a very high 
pressure between its terminals at the center, which are connected to binding posts on two 
rubber columns projecting from the primary. The circuit connections may be slightly 
varied but ordinarily they are as diagrammatically illustrated in the Electrical 



Experimenter for May on page 89, relating to my oscillation Vuls fomr  photog~lph 
of which appeared on page 16 of the same number. The operation is as f o l l o ~ %  
When the switch is thrown on, the current from the supply circuit rushes through the 
self-induction coil, magnetizing the iron core within and separating the contacts of the 
controller. The high tension induced current then charges the condenser and upon 

Fig. 3. 

closure of the contacts the accumulated energy is released through the primary, giving 
rise to a long series of oscillations which excite the tuned secondary circuit. 

This device has proved highly serviceable in carrying on laboratory experimenk 
of all kinds. For instance, in studying phenomena of impedance, the transformer was 
removed and a bent copper bar inserted in the terminals. The latter was often replaced 
by a large circular loop to exhibit inductive effects at a distance or to excite reonant 
circuits used in various investigations and measurements. A transformer suitable for 
any desired performance could be readily improvised and attached to the terminals 
and in this way much time and labor was saved. Contrary to what might be naturally 
expected, little trouble was experienced with the contacts, although the currenk through 
them were heavy, namely, proper conditions of resonance existing, the great flow ocaus 
only when the circuit is closed and no destructive arcs can develop. Originally I employed 
platinum and iridium tips but later replaced them by some of meteorite and finally of 
tungsten. The lait have given the best satisfaction, permitting working for houn and 
days without interruption. 

Fig. 2 illustrates a small oscillator designed for certain specific uses. The underlying 
idea was to attain great activities during minute intervals of time each succeeded by 
a comparatively long period of inaction. With this object a large self-induction and a 



quick-acting break were-employed owing to which irrangement the condeoser wu 
charged to a very high potential. Sudden secondary currents and sparks of great volume 
were thus obtained, eminently suitable for welding thin wires, flashing lamp'filaments, 
igniting explosive mixtures and kindred applications. The instrument was also adapted 
for battery use and in this form was a very effective igniter for gas engines on which a 
patent bearing number 609,250 wis granted to me August 16, 1898. - 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3 represents a large oscillator of the first class intended for wireless experi- 
ments, production of Rontgen rays and scientific research in general. It comprises a box 
containing two condensers of the same capacity on which are supported the charging 
coil and transformei. The automatic circuit controller, hand switch ar,d connecting posts 
are mounted on the front plate of the inductance spool as is also one of the contact 
springs. The condenser box is equipped with three terminals, the tw:, external ones sew- 
ing merely for connection while the middle one carries a contact bar with a screw for 
regulating the interval during which the circuit is closed. The vibrating spring itself, 
the sole function of which is to cause periodic interruptions, can be adjusted in its 



strength as well as distance-from the iron core in the center of tha charging coil by 
four screws visible on the top plate so that any desired conditions of mechanical 
control might be secured. The primary coil of the transformer is of copper sheet and 
taps are made at suitable points for the purpose of varying, at will, the number 
of turns. As in Fig. 1 t.!u inductance coil is . wound in two sections to 

Fig. 5 

adapt the instrument both to 110 and 220 volt circuits and several secondaries were 
provided to suit the various wave lengths of the primary. The output was approximately 
500 watt with damped waves of about 50,000 cycles per second. For short periods of 
time undamped oscillations were produced in screwing the vibrating spring tight against 
the iron core and separating the contacts'by the adjusting screw which also perfowned 
the function of a key; With this oscillator I made a number of important observations 
and it was one of the machines exhibited at a lecture before the New York Academy 
of Sciences in 1897. 

Fig. 4 is a photograph of a type of transformer in every respect similar to the 
one illustrated in @e May, 1919, issue of the Electrical Experimenter to which 
reference has already k e n  made. It contains the identical essential parts,. disposed 
in like manner, but was specially designed for use on supply circuits of higher tension, 
from 220 to 500 volts or more. The usual adjustments are made in setting the contact 
spring and shifting the iron core within the inductance coil up and down by means 
of two screws. In order to prevent injury through a short-circuit, fuses are inserted in the 
lines. The instrument was photographed in action, generating undamped oscillations 
from a 220- volt lighting circuit. 

Fig. 5 shows a later form of transformer principally intended to replace Rhumkorf 
coils. In this instance a primary is employed, having a much greater number of turns 





and the secondary is closely linked 'with the same. The correnb developed in the 
latter, having a tension of from 10,000 to 30,000 volts, are used to charge condensers 
and operate an independent high frequency coil as customary. The controlling mechaoism 
is of somewhat different construction but the core and contact spring are both adjustable 
as before. 

Fig. 6 is a small instrument of this type, particularly intended for ozone production 
or sterilization. It is remarkably efficient for its size and can be connected either to a 110 
or 220 volt circuit, direct or alternating, preferably the former. 

Fig. 8. 

In 'Fig. 7 is shown a photograph of a larger transformer of this kind. The 
construction and disposition of the parts is as before but there are two condensen in 
the box, one of which is connected in the circuit as in the previous cases, while the ather 
is in shunt to the primary coil. In this manner currents of great volume are produced 
in the latter and the secondq effects are accordingly magnified. The introduction of 
an additional tuned circuit secures also other advantages but the adjustments are 
rendered more difficult and for this reason it is desirable to use such an instrument 
in the production of currents of a definite and unchanging frequency. 

' 

Fig. 8 illustrates a transformer with rotary break. There are two condensers of 
the same capaciq in the box which can be connected in series or multiple. 'Ihe charging 
inductances are in the form of two long spools upon which are supported the secondary 
terminals. A small direct current motor, the speed of which can be varied within wide 
limits, is employed to drive a specially constructed make and break. In other features 
the oscillator is like the one illustrated in Fig. 3 and its operation will be readily 
understood from the foregoing. This transformer was used in my wireless apetiments 





and frequently also for lighting the laboratory by my vacuum tubes and was likewise 
exhibited at my lecture before the New York Academy of Sciences above mentioned. 

Coming now to machines of thc second class, .Fig. 9 shows an oscillatory 
transformer comprising a condenser and charging inductance endosed in a box, s 
transformer and a mercury circuit controller, the latter being of a construction described 
for the first time in my patent No. 609,251 of A u p t  16, 1898. It consists of a motor 
driven hollow pulley containing a small quantity of mercury which is thrown outwardly 
against the walls of the vessel by centrifugal force and entrains a contact wheel which 
periodically closes and opens the condenser circuit. By means of adjusting screws 
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Fig. 11. 

above the pulley, the depth of immersion of the vanes and consequently, also, the 
duration of tach contact can be varied at desire and thus the intensity of the effects and 
their character controlled. This form of break has given thorough satisfaction, workinb 
continuously with currents of- from 20 to 25 amperes. The number of interruptions 
is usually from 500 to 1,000 per second but higher frequencies are practicable. The 
space occupied is about lo" X 8" X lo" and the output approximately 4/2 kW. 

In the transformer just described the break is exposed to the atmosphere and a slow 
oxidation of the mercury takes place. This disadvantage is overcome in the instrument 
shown in Fig. 10, which consists of a perforated metal box containing the condenser 
and charging inductance and tarrying on the top a motor driving the break, and a 
transformer. The mercury break is of a kind to be described and operates on the 





principle of a jet which establishes, intermittently, contact with a rotating wheel in thc 
interior of the pulley. The stationary parts are supported in the vessel on a bar passing 
through the long hollow shaft of the motor and a mercury seal is employed to effect 
hermetic closure of the chamber enclosing the circuit controller. The current is led into 
the interior of the pulley through two sliding rings on the top which are in series with 
the condenser and primary. The exclusion of the oxygen is a decided improvement, 
the deterioration of the metal and attendant trouble being eliminated and perfect working 
conditions continuously maintained. 

Fig. 14. 

Fig. 11 is a photograph of a similar oscillator with hermetically inclosed mercury 
bteak. In this machine the stationary parts of the interrupter i h  the interior of the 
pulley were supported on a tube through which was led an insulated wire connecting to 
one terminal of the break while the other was in contact with the vessel. The sliding 
rings were, in this manner, avoided and the construction simplified. The instrument 
was designed for oscillations of lower tension and frequency requiring primary currents 
of unpparatively smaller amperage and was used to excite other resonant circuits. 

Fig. 12 shows an improved form of oscillator of the kind described in Fig. 10, 
in which the supporting bar through the hollow motor shaft was done away with, the 
device pumping the mercury being kept in position by gravity, as will be more fully 



explained with reference to another' figure. Both the capacity of the condenser and 
primary turns were made 'variable with the view of producing oscillations of several 
frequencies. 

Fig. 13 is a photographic view of another form of oscillatory transformer with 
hermetically sealed mercury intermptei, and Fig. 14 diagrams showing the circuit 

Fig. 15. 

connections and arrangement of parts reproduced from- my patent, No. 609,245, ot 
August 16, 1898, describing this particular device. The condenser, inductance, 
transformer and circuit controller are dispdsed as before, but the latter is of different 
construction, which will be clear from an inspection of Fig. 14. The hollow pulley a is 
secured to a shaft r which is mounted in a vertical bearing passing through the stationary 



field magnet d of the motor. In the interior of the vessel is supported, on frictionless 
bearings, a body b of magnetic material which is surrounded by a dome b in the center 
of a laminated iron ring, with pole pieces oo wound with energizing coils P. The ring 
is supported on four columns and, when mapetized, keeps the body b in position 
while the pulley is rotated. The latter is of steel, but the dome is preferably made of 
German silver burnt black by acid or nickeled. The body h carries a short tube & bent, 
as indicated, to catch the fluid as it is whirled around, and project it against the teeth 

Pig. 16. 

'of a wheel fastened to the pulley. The wheel is insulated and contact from it to the 
external circuit is established through a mercury cup. As the pulley is rapidly rotated a 
jet of the fluid is thtown against the wheel, thus nraRing and breahing rodart about 
1,000 times per ~erond .  The instrument works .silently and, owing to the absence of 
d l  deteriorating agents, keeps continually clean and in perfect condition. The number 
of interruptions per second may be much greater, however, so as to make the currents 
suitable for wirelegs telephony and like purposes. 

A modified form of oscillior is represented in Figs. 15 and 16, the former being 
a photographic view and the latter a diagrammatic illustration showing the arrangement 





of the interior parts of the controller. In this instance the shaft b carving the vessel 
a is hollow and supports, in frictionless bearing, a spindle j to which is fastened 
a weight k. Insulated from the latter, but mechanically fixed to it, is a curved 
arm L upon which is supported, freely rotatable, a break-wheel with projections 
QQ. The wheel is in electrical connection with the external circuit through a 
mercury cup and an insulated plug supported from the top of the pulley. Owing to 
the inclined position of the motor the weight k keeps the break-wheel in place by the 
force of gravity and as the pulley is rotated the circdit, including the condenser and 
primary coil of the transformer, is rapidly made and broken. 

Fig. 17 shows a similar instrument in which, however, the make and break device 
is a jet of mercury impinging against an insulated toothed wheel carried on an insulated 
stud in the center of the cover of the pulley as shown. Connection to the condenser 
circuit is made by brushes bearing on this plug. 

Fig. 18 is a photograph of another transformer with a mercury circuit controller of 
the wheel type, modified in some features on which it is unnecessary to dwell. 

These are but a few of the oscillatory transformers I have perfected and constitute 
only asmall  part of my high frequency apparatus of which I hope to give a full 
description, when I shall have freed .myself of pressing duties, at some future date. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN PRACTICE AND ART OF TELEPHOTOGRAPHY' 

The recent successful experiments by Edouard Belin of Paris in the tranrmission 
of photographs between New York City and St. Louis, a distance of 1000 miles. have 
naturallv aroused new interest in this rather old art. Mr. Belin's amatatus has been 
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ekamingd with a knowledge of previous efforts in that direction, and it must be 
admitted that the French inventor has achieved a marked improvement. It is tru: thar 
his apparatus in many of its features is old and well known, but all the details have 
been worked out skilfully and his photographic reproductions are not only good 
likenesses of the originals but are expressive in no small degree. In common with other arts 
the transmission of pictures to a distance has been brought to its present state of perfection 
bv slow and rrradual im~rovements effected in the course of 77 vean. The literature 
on the i u b j G i s  quite vhuminous and difficult to peruse, as the Aicles are published 
in various languages and scattered through numerous periodicals. Only one complete and 
exhaustive work has been published in German by Dr. .Arthur Korn of Munich and 
Dr. Bruno Glatzel. 

FIRST PATENTS TAKEN OUT MANY YEARS AGO 

The original idea is due to Alexander Bain, a Scotch mechanician, who secured a 
British patent disclosing the invention in 1843. His plan contemplated the transn:ission 
of printed letters, drawings and pictures in the following way: At the sending station a 
holder with insulated metal points was arranged to giide in the direction of the lines 
Over a frame resting on the printed page to be reproduced at a distance. Within this 
frame, and at right angles to its plane, a number of short wires were imbedded in 
sealing wax, their lower ends being in contact with the letters which in turn ucre all 
electrically connected. As the holder moved back and forth the insulated metal points 
would be brought in and out of contact with the uppet ends of the short w k .  thus 
controlling the flow of the current through them. Each metal point was joined by a 
special line to the receiving station where there was a similar holder made to slide over 
chemically prepared paper laid on a grounded metal plate. When a battery at the 
transmitting end was connect& with one of its poles to the letters and the other to 
the ground the current impulses traversing the line wires and the chemical paper would 
cause changes of color in the latter, thus reproducing the characters. A great number 
of points and line wires were required to attain satisfactory results and, realizing this 
objection, Bain proposed to avail himself of only one wire, but did not give full 
information in this regard. Subsequently Bonnelli and other inventors made improvements 
in his apparatus, reducing the number of the wires to a few. There is no douht that, 
despite the manifest crudity of this systeni, it was quite capable of being used 
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comniercially in the transmission of type as well as drawings .and pictures and may 
yet be found valuable. 

The first practical success was achieved by an Englishman, Frederick Collier 
Bakewell, who secured a British patent in 1847 on a process, some features of which 
have proved to be indispensabl: in later years. He employed as a transmitter a cylinder 
on which the characters were written with insulating ink. A nietal point bore on the 
cylinder and advanced slightly with each revolution of the same exactly as in the older 
form of phonograph; A similar cylinder covered, with chemical paper and equipped 
with a sliding point was provided at the receiving station. The cylinders being grounded 
and a battery included in the line wire connecting the transmitting and reieidng 
~oints.  the Dassace of the current resulted in a discoloration of the paper and 
;eproductionLof tohe written characters at the receiving ind.  Considering ih; period 
Bakewell's apparatus was surprisingly perfect, particularly in the feature of maintaining 

:L IC as the rotating cylinders in synchronis~n for which purpose he provided an autom t' 
well as a hand correction. A controversy was waged between Bakewell and Bain for 
the honor of priority, but in this respect there- can be no mistake. Bain was the 
originator of the idea while Bake\vell was the first to carry it out successfully. 

USE OF CHEMICAL PAPER CONSIDERED IMPRACTICAL 

The use of chemical paper was considered objectionable, and in 1851 Hipp 
eliminated it, producing the impressions at the receiver with a magnet actuated by the 
transmitted impulses. It is curious, though, to observe that the modern art depends 
entirely on this very device. In 1855 Casselli modified the Bakewell apparatus by 
employing carefully synchronized pendulums at .the transmitting and receiving stations, 
thus replacing the rotary motion by a to-and-fro movement as in the Bain arrangement. 
Casselli seems to have had more enterprise than his predecessors, and the ap2aratu.s 
which he perfected in 1860 was actu::lly used with some success for a short time in 
service between Paris and several other cities in France. Its abandonment was prdably 
due to the slowness of transmission and lack of demand for this kind of facility. It 
is singular that many treatises on physics and other text books mention Casselli while 
ignoring Bain and Bakewell. 

Shortly after this Meyer perfected a system which was used with success in Prance. 
and may be fairly considered as the f i a t  thoroughly practicai application of ideas in 
this field. A curious improvement was made by Gerard who, in 1865, proposed the 
use of flat disks in place of the cylinders of Bakewell. Ever since one wire was 
adopted for the transmission it became an imperative necessity to maintain perfect 
synchronism between the transmitter and receiver, and many inventors devoted their 
energy to this task. D'Arlincourt resorted to tuning forks, and his idea was subsequently 
carried out in a more perfect manner by Lacour. At about this time the invention 
reached America, and in 1870 Sawyer brought his ingenuity to bear on the evslution 
of a process in which he employed zinc clichb. These were very reliable and constituted 
a signal advance. 

In 1880 Edison devised an apparatus on the principle of that used by Sawyer, 
except that the impressions were produced on paper in bas-relief. This idea was carried 
further by Dennison in instruments of the reciprocating type. Through the introduction 
of the Tesla alternating system of power transmission a novel means was afforded 
for operating transmitters and receivers. The use of synchronous motors was praposed 
first in 1893 by Sheehy. 



In all cases without exception it was necessary to provide an actual print, drawing 
or sketch to be transmitted until Lenoir introduced photographic films into the art, 
making possible the transmission of any kind of picture. This was a great step forward, 
but the honor of the first practical success belongs to an American engineer, 
N. Amstutz, who used photographic sending dichb in relief for the first time and with 
complete success. Amstutz was a true pioneer, and his improvement is essential in the 
carrying out of the modem processes. It is true that as early as 1865, a Frenchman, 
Hubert, had suggested the use of letters written with thick ink, but this was of little 
value, and Amstutz was undoubtedly the flrst to produce and use the clichb on which the 
up-to-date art vitally depends. Perfectly satisfactory demonstrations were .made with 
his devices in this country more than 20 years ago, when pictures were transmitted over 
telegraph wires to great distances. Samples of his work have been preserved which 
clearly show. how much be was ahead of his time. 

Following Amstutz, Qunlany, Palmer, Mills and other American inventors took 
up picture transmission with more or less success. By this time the necessity prcsenkd 
itself for 'increasing the rapidity of the process by greater speed of the devices as 
well as multiplex transmission. The Belgian inventor, Carbonelle, made an imprtant 
improvement in this direction w h k  he introduced the telephone diaphragm carrying 
a stylus for making the impressions. 

Of all inventors, however, Dr. Korn was the most successful as well as prolific 
in the suggestion of improvements, his photographic method of recording carried out 
in 1903 being the most significant. The general idea of photographic recordil~g had 
been already advanced by George Little, and a few years later Dillon took out a patent 
involving the use of sensitized paper and a mirror reflecting a beam of light on the 
same. But it is obvious that at that time it would have been hardly practicable to w 
this suggestion, as photography was not sufficiently advanced. In illustration of this it 
may be mentioned that in 1892 the attention of the scientific world was directed to a 
wonderfully sensitive receiver, consisting of an electron stream maintained in a delicately 
balanced condition in a vacuum bulb, by means of which it was proposed to use 
photography in the transmission of telegraphic and telephonic messages through the 

'Atlantic cables, and later also by wireless. This proposal was met by u n s m u n b b l e  
objections to the photographic method. Indeed, the Belin process has been rendered 
possible largely through the great improvements in the sensitive films which have been 
evolved in response to the urgent demands of the motion picture and also undu the 
stimulus of the recent war. 

SELENIUM CELL AND VACUUM TUBE USED TO TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE 

In'the apparatus invented by Dr. Korn a selenium cell is used at the transmitter 
to vary the intensity of the sending current, and at the receiving station he employs 
a vacuum tube of high intensity which throws its light through a fine slot on 
a sensitive plate. The tube is exciked by high-frequency currents supplied f i an  
a Tesla transformer and may be flashed up many thousand times per second. The 
motion of the receiver element is effected either by a wire galvanometer, oscillograph 
or telephone diaphragm. The Korn system has been used for some years p t  with 
success in Germany and other countries. In fad, it has been operated for some time even 
by wireless. Patents on this mode of transmission have been granted in 1898 and 1899 
to Kiister and G. Williams, but the arrangements involved the employment of Hertz 
waves and were impracticable. Later Frederick Braun, Pansa and Knudscn smued 
patents which, however, are equally defective. Success in this direction has been achieved 



so far only by Korn, Berjonneau and T,  Baker. Invariably the inventors employ a wire 
galvanometer which is especially suitable for great speed. Telautographic transnlission 
by similar means through wires as well as wireless is now common and is effected 
by employing a transmitter of two component:;, the original idea of which is due to 
an Englishman, Jones, who made that suggestion as early as 1855. 

PRESENT DEVELOPMENTS INVOLI'E MANY OLD PRINCIPLES 

T o  this short story of picture transmission Belin has contributed the latest chapter. 
The process he has fically adopted after many years of persistent effort involves the 
use of two cylinders rotating in synchronism - one for transmitting and the other for 
reproducing. The former is of copper and is prepared for operation by having its 
surface coated with a thin shellac solution, wrapping a carbon print of the  photograph 
about it with its face to the cylinder and immersing the whole in hot water, this 
causing the gelatine to adhere to the cylinder surface in proportion to the degree of 
blackness so that a likeness of the print in bas-relic,f is obtained. On  this cylinder bears 
the stylusof a microphone diaphragm x~bich is slovrly moved forward by the revolution 
of the cylinder as in a phonograph. In this mannei the pressure of the carbon ccntacts 
is varied in conformity with the changes of the surface, and the microphone c~rrents  
pass over the transmitting wire to the receiving station where they cause correspanding 
deflections of a mirror forming part of a highly sensitive dead-beat oscillograph. 
A strong beam of light reflected from the mirror traverses a screen graduated from 
full transparency to opacity and is led through a microscopic opening to the sensitive 
film wrapped around the receiving cylinder. Special provisions are made to keep the 
cylinders exactly in step as this is indispensable to good performance. The film is, 
of course, protected against the external light, and when the operation is completed 
it is developed as usual so that either a positive or negative print is obtained according 
to the position of the screen. There is nothing in his apparatus which is fundamentally 
novel; in fact, every feature of the same has been disclosed in the prior art. Even the gratu- 
ated screen, which is one of the most essential parts, has been employed before by Dr. 
Korn. But Mr. Belin has displayed considerable ingenuity and skill in all the details, and 
his reproduced photographs are most excellent. There is every reason to  believ? that 
his efforts will be rewarded by an extensive practical application of his devices. 

TELEVISION TO BE NEXT STEP I N  PROGRESS O F  TRANSMISSION 

The transmission of photographs constitutes only the first step towards the 
immeasurably greater achievement of television. By this is meant instantaneous transmis- 
sion of visual impressions to any distance by wire or wireless. It is a subject to which 
I have devoted more than 25 years of close study. Two of the impediments which 
years ago seemed unsurmountable have been successfully overcome, but great diff;culties 
are still i n  the way. These are encountered in the inertia of the sensitive cells and 
the enormous speed required to make possible the vision of persons, obpcts or scenes 
as in life. It is the problem of constmcting a transmitter analogous to the lens and 
retina of the eye; providing a medium of conveyance corresponding to the optic nerve. 
and a receiver organized similarly to the brain. It is a gigantic task, but I i r n  confident 
that the world will witness its actual accomplishment in the near future. 
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ON ELECTRICITY' 

THE ADDRESS O N  THE OCCASION O F  THE COMMEMORATION 
O F  THE INTRODUCTION O F  NIAGARA FALLS POWER I N  BUFFALO AT 

THE ELLICO'IT CLUB, JANUARY 12, lS97 

I have scarcely had courage enough to address an audience on a few unavdidable 
occasions, and the experience of this evening, even as disconnected from the cause of our 
meetin?, is quite novel to me. Although in those few instances, of which I have retained 
agreeable memory, my words have met with a generous reception, I never deceived 
myself, and knew quite well that my success was not due to any excellency in the 
rhetorical or demonstrative art. Nevertheless, my sense of duty to respond to  the request 
with which I was honored a few days ago was strong enough to overcome mjr very 
grave apprehensions in regard to my ability of doing justice to the topic assigned to 
me. It is true, at times - even now, as I speak - my mind feels full of the subject, 
but I know that, as soon as I shall attempt expression, the fugitive conceptions will vanish. 
and 1 shall experience certain well known sensations of abandonment, chill and sllence. 
I can see already your disappointed countenances and can read in them the painful 
regret of the mistake in your choice. 

These remarks, gentlemen, are not made with the selfish desire of winninr: your 
kindness and indulgence on my shortcoming, but with the honest intention of offering 
you an apology for your disappointment. Nor are they made - as you mipht be 
disposed to think - in that playful spirit which, to the enjoyment of the listeners, 
is often displayed by belated speakers. On the contrary, I am deeply earnest in my 
wish that I were capable of having the fire of eloquence kindled in me, that I might 
dwell in adequate terms on this fascinating science of electricity, on the matselous 
development which electrical annals have recorded and which, as one of the s;eakers 
justly remarked, stamp this age as the Electrical Ape, and particularly on the great 
event we are commemorating this day. Unfortunately. this my desire must :emain 
unfulfilled. but I am hopeful that in my formless and incomplete statements, among 
the few ideas and facts I shall mention there may be something of interest and 
usefulness, something befitting this unique occasion. 

Gentlemen, there are a number of features cleatly discernible in, and characteristic 
of, human intellectual progress in mote recent times - features which afford great 
aomfort to the minds of all those who have really at heart the advancement and 
welfare of mankind. 

Fint  of all, the inquiry, by the aid of the microscope and electrical instruments 
of precision, into the nature of our organs and senses, and varticularly of those though 
which we commune directly with the outside world and throuqh which 'knowledge is 
conveyed to our minds, has retrealed their exact construction and mode of action, which 
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is in conformity with simple and well established ~ h ~ s i c a l  principles and laws. Hence 
the observations we make and the facts we ascertain by their help are red facts and 
observations, and our knowledge is true knowledge. To illustrate: Our knowledge of 
form, for instance, is dependent upon the positive fact that light propagates in straight 
lines, and, owing to this, the image formed by a lens is exactly similar to the object seen. 
Indeed, my thoughts in such fields and directions have led me to the conclusian that 
most all human knowledge is based on this simple truth, since practically every idea or 
conceptioll - and therefore all knowledge - presupposes visual impressions. But if 
light would not propagate in accordance with the law mentioned, but in confmnity 
with any other law which we might presently conceive, whereby not only the image 
might not bear any likeness to the object seen, but even the images of thc same 
object at different times or distances might not resemble each other, then our knowledge 
of form would be very defective, .for then we might see, for example, a three-comered 
figure as a six or twelve-cornered one. With the clear understanding of the mechanism 
and mode of action of our organs, we remove all doubts as to the reality and truth of the 
impressions received from the outside, and thus we bar out - forever, we may Ilope - 
that unhealthy speculation and skepticism into which formerly even s t m g  minds were 
apt to fall. 

Let me tell you of another comforting feature. The progress in a measured time is 
nowadays more rapid and greater than it ever was before. This is qiite in 
accordance with the fundamental law of motion, which commands acceleration and 
increase of momentum or accumulation of energy under the action of a continuously 
acting force and tendency, and is the more true as every advance weakens 
the elements tending to produce friction and retardation. For, after all, what 
is progress, or - more correctly -development, or evolution, if not a mavement. 
infinitely complex and often unscrutinizable. it is true, .but nevertheless exactly 
determined in quantity as well as in quality of motion by the physical conditions 
and laws governing? This feature of more recent development is best shown In the 
rapid merging together of the various arts and sciences by the obliteration of the hard and 
fast lines of separation, of borders, some of which only a few years a i o  seemed unsur- 
passable, and which, like veritable Chinese walls, surrounded every department of 
inquiry and barred progress. A sense of connectedness of the various apparently widely 
different forces and phenomena we observe is taking possession of our minds, c sense 
of deeper understanding of nature as a whole, which, though not yet quite clear and 
defined, is keen enough to inspire us with the confidence of vast realizations in the near 
future. 

But these features chiefly interest the scientific man, the. thinker and reasoner. 
There is another feabre which affords us still more satisfaction and enjoymeot. and 
which is of still more universal interest, chiefly because of its bearing upon the welfare 
of mankind. Gentlemen, there is an influence which is getting strong and stronger day 
by day, which shows itself more and more in all departments of .human activiv, an 
influence most fruitful and beneficial - the influence of the artist.. I t  was a happy 
day for,the mass of humanity.when the artist felt the desire of becoming a phpician, 
an electric& .an engineer or mechanician or - whatnot - a mathematician' or a 
financier; for it was he who. wrought all these wonders and grandeur we are witnessing. 
It was he who abolished that small, pedantic, nar1-6~-grooved school teaching whicfr 
made of an aspiring ,student a galley-slave, and he who allowed. freedom in the cfroicc 
of subject of study according to one's pleasure .and inclination, and so farilitatcd 
development. 

Some, who 'delight i n  the.-exercise of the powers of criticism, . d l  . t h ~ s  an 
assyrnetrical development, a degeneration or departure from the normal, or  w e n  a 
degradation of the race. But they are mistaken. This is a welcome state of things, r 



blessing, 3 wise subdivision of labors, the establishment of conditions most favor~ble to 
progress. Let one concentrate all his energies in one single great effort, let him pc.:ceive 
a single truth, even though he be consumed by the sacred fire, then millions .of less 
gifted men can easily follow. Therefore it is not as much quantity as quality of work. 
which determines the magnitude of the progress. 

It was the artist, too, who awakened that broad philanthropic spirit whih,  even 
in old ages, shone in the teachings of noble reformers and philosophers, that spirit 
which makes men in all departments and positions work not as much for any material 
benefit or compensation - though reason may command this also - but chiefly-for 
the sake of success, for the pleasure there is in achieving it and for the good -they 
might be able to do thereby to their fellow-men. Through his influence types of lren are 
now pressing forward, impelled by a deep love for their study, men who are doing 
wonders in their respective branches, whose chief aim and enjoyment-is the acqclisition 
and spread of knowledge, men who look far above earthly things, whose banner is 
Excelsior! Gentlemen, let us honor the artist;let us thank him, let us drink his health! 

Now, in all these enjoyable and elevating features which characterize modern 
intellectual development, electricity, the expansion of the science of electricity, ha5 been 
a most potent factor. Electrical science has revealed to us the true nature of light, has 
provided us, with innumerable apnliances and instruments of precision, and has thereby' 
vastly added to the exactness of our knowledge. Electrical science has disclosed to us 
the more intimate relation existing between widely different forces and phencmena 
and has thus led us to a more complete comprehension of Nature and its many 
manifestations to our senses: Electrical science, too, by its fascination, by its promises 
of immense realizations, of wonderful possibilities chiefly in humanitarian respects, 
has attracted the attention and enlisted the energies of the artist; for where is there a 
field in which his God-given powers would be of greater benefit to his fellow-men thau 
this unexplored, almost virgin, region, where, like in a silent forest, a thousand voices 
respond to every call? 

With these. comforting features, with these cheering prospects, we need not looh 
with any feeling of incertitude or apprehension into the future. There are pessimistic 
men, who, with -anxious faces, continuously whisper in your ear that the nations are 
secretly arming - arming to the teeth; that they are going to pounce upon each other 
at a given signal and destroy themselves; that they are all trying to outdo that victcrious, 
great, wonderful German army, against which there is no resistance, for.every German 
has the discipline in his very blood - every German is a soldier. But these men are 
in error. Look only at our recent experience with the British in that Venezuela difficulty. 
Two other nations might have crashed together, but not the Anglo-Saxons; they are 
too far ahead. The men who tell you this are ignoring forces which are continually at 
work, silently but resistlessly - forces which say Peace! 

There is the genuine artist, who inspires us with higher and nobler sentiments, and 
makes us abhor strife and carnage. There is the engineer, who bridges gulfs and chasms: 
and facilitates contact and equalization of the heterogeneous misses of humanity. There 
is the mechanic, whb comes with his beautiful time - and energy-saving appliances, 
who perfects his flying machine, not to drop a bag of dynamite on a city or vessel, 
but to facilitate transport and travel. There, again, is the chemist, who opens. new 
resources and makes existence more pleasant and secure; and there is the electtician, 
who sends his messages of peace to all parts of the globe. The time will not be long 
in coming when those men who are turning their ingenuity to inventing quick-firing 
p s ,  torpedoes'and other implements of destruction - all the while assuring you that 
it is for the love and @ of humanity - will find no takers for their odious tools, and 
will realize that, had they used their inventive taIent In other directions, they might 
have reaped a far better reward than the sestertia received. And then, and none- too 



soon, the cry will be echoed everywhere. Brethren, stop these hi,gh-handed methods of the 
strong, these remnants of barbarism so inimical to proaress! Give that valiant warrior 
opportunities for displaying a more commendable courage than that he shows when, 
intoxicated with victory, he rushes to the destruction of his fellow-men. Let hrm toil 
day and night with a small chance of achieving and yet be unflinching; let him challenge 
the dangers of exploring the heights of the air and the depths of the sea; Let hinl brave 
the dread of the plague, the heat of the tropic desert and the ice of the polar region. 
Turn your energies to warding off the common enemies and dangers, the perils that 
are all around you, that threaten you in the air you breathe, in the water you drink, 
in the food you consume. Is it not strange, is it not shame, that we, beings in the 
highest state of development in this our world, beings with such immense powers of 
thought and action, we, the masters of the globe, should be absolutely at the mercy 
of dur unseen foes, that we,should not know whether a swallow of food or drink brings 
joy and life or pain and destruction to us! In this most modern andsensible warfare, 
in which the bacteriologist leads, the services electricity will render will prove invaluable. 
The economical production of high-frquency currents, which is now an accomplished 
fact, enables us to generate easily and in large quantities ozone for the disinfection of 
the.water and the air, while certain novel radiations recently discovered give hope of 
finding effective remedies against ills of microbic origin, which have heretofore 
withstood all efforts of the physician. But let me turn to a more pleasant theme. 

I have referred to the merging together of the various sciences or departments 
of research, and to a certain perception of intimate connection between the minifold 
and apparently different force; and'phenomena. Already we know, chiefly through the 
efforts of a bold pioneer, that light, radiant heat, electrical and magnetic actions are 
closely related, not to say identical. The chemist professes that the effects of combination 
and separation of bodies he observes are due to electrical forces, and the physician and 
physiologist will tell you that even life's progress is electrical. Thus el&rical science 
has gained a' universal meaning, and with right this age can claim the name "Age 
of Electricity." 

I wish much to tell you on this occasion - I may say I actually burn for desire 
of telling you - what electricity really ij, but I have very strong reasons, which my co- 
workers will best appreciate, to follow a. precedent established by a great and veoerable 
philosopher, and I shall nct dwell on this purely scientific aspect of electricity. 

There 1s another reason for the claim which I have before stated which is even 
more potent than the former, and that is the immense development in all electrical 
branches in more recent years and its influence upon other departments of ~ i e n c e  
and industry. To illustrate this hfluence I only need to refer t o  the steam or gas engine. 
For more than half a century the steam engine has served the innumerable wants of 
man. The work it was called to perform was of such variety and the conditions in 
each case were so different that, of necessity, a great many types of engines have 
resulted. In the vast majority of cases the problem put before the engineer was no:. as it 
should have been, the broad one of converting the greatest possible amount of heat 
energy into mechanical power, but it was rather the specific problcm of obtaintng the 
mechanical power in such form as to  be best suitable for general use. As the reciprocating 
motion of the piston was not convenient for practical purposes, except in v e v  few 
instances, the piston was connected to a crank, and thus rotating motion was obrained, 
which .was more suitable and preferable, though it involved numerous disadvantages 
incident to the crude and wasteful m a n s  employed. But until quite recently there were 
at the disposal of the engineer, for the transformation and transmission of the motion 
of the piston, no better means than rigid mechanical connections. The past few yean 
have brought forcibly to the attention of the builder the electric motor, with its ideal 
features. Here was a mode of transmitting mechanical motion simpler by far, and 



also much more economical. Had this mode been perfected earlier, there can be no 
doubt th*t, of the many different types of engine, the majority would not ex i~ t ,  for 
just as soon as an engine was coupled with, an electric generator a type was ~rcjduced 
capable of almost universal use. From this moment on there was no necessity to 
endeavor to perfect engines of special designs capable of doing special kinds o i  work. 
The engineer's task became now to concentrate all'his efforts upon one type, t o  perfect 
one kind of engine - the best; the universal, the engine of the immediate future; 
namely, the one which is best suitable for the generation of electricity. The first efforts 
in this direction gave a strong impetus to  the development of the reciprocating high- 
speed engine, .and also to the turbine, which latter was a type of engine of very limited 
practical usefulness, but became, to a certain extent, valuable in connection -with the 
electric generator and motor. Still, even the former engine, though impoved in many 
particulars, is not radically changed, and even now has the same objectionable features 
and limitations. To do away with these as much as possible, a new type of engine is 
being perfected in which more favorable conditions for economy are maintained, which 
expands the working fluid with utmost rapidity and loses little heat on the walls, an 
engine stripped of all usual regulating mechanism - packing, oilers and other 
appendages - and forming part of an electric generator; and in this type, I may say, 
I have implicit faith. 

The gas or explosiye engine has been likewise profoundly affected by the 
commercial introduction of electric light and'  power, particularly in quite recent years. 
The engineer is turning his energies more and more in this direction, being attracted 
by the prospect of obtaining a higher thermodynamic efficiency. Much larger engines 
are now being built, the construction is constantly improved, and a novel type of 
engine, best suitable for the generation of electricity, is being rapidly evolved. 

There are many other lines of manufacture and industry in which the influence of 
electrical development has been even more powerfully felt. So, for instance, the 
manufacture of a great viriety of articles of metal, and especially of chemical products. 
The welding of metals by electricity, though involving a wasteful process, has, never- 
theless, been accepted as a legitimate art, while the manufacture of metal sheet, seamless 
tubes and the 1ike.affords promise of much improvement. W e  are coming gradually, 
but surely, to the fusion of bodies and reduction of all kinds of ores - even of iron 
ores - ,by ,the use of electricity, and in each of these departments great realiiations 
are probable. Again, the economics: conversion of ordinary currents of suppiy into 
high-frequency prrents opens up new possibilities, such a s  the combination of the 
atmospheric nitrogen and the production of its compounds; for instance, ammonia and 
nitric acid, and their salts, by novel processes. 

The high-frequency currents also bring us to the realization of a more economical 
system of lighting; namely by means of phosphorescent bulbs or tubes, and enable us 
to produce with these appliances light of practically any candlelpower. Following other 
developments in purely electrical l ine ,  we have all rejoiced in observing the rapid 
strides made, which, in quite recent years, have been: beyond our most ,sd:~guine 
expectations. To enumerate the many advances recorded is a subject for the re-~lewer, 
but I can not pass with~ut 'mentionin~ the beautiful discoveries of Lenard and Roentgen, 
particularly the latter, which have found such a powerful response throughout the 
scientific world that. they- have made us  forget, for a time, the great adrkvement 
of Linde in Germany, who has effected the liquefaction of air on an industrial scale 
by a process of continuous cooling: the discovery of argon by Lord Raylei&h and 
Professor Ramsay, and the splendid pioneer work of Professor Dewar in the field of 
low temperature research. The fact that the United States have contributed a very liberal 
share t o  this prodigious progress must afford to all of us great satisfaction. While 
honoring the workers in other countries and all those who, by profession or  inclil~ation, 



are devoting themselves to strictly scientific pursuits, we have particular reasons to 
mention with gratitude the name's of those who have so much contributed* to this 
marvelous development of electrical industry in this country. Bell, who, by his admirablc 
invention enabling us to transmit speech to great distances, has profoundly aifected 
our commercial and social relations, and even our very mode of life; Edison, who, 
had he not done anything else beyond his early work in incandescent lighting, would 
have pioved himself one of the greatest benefactors of the age; Westinghouse, the 
founder of the commercial alternating system; Brush, the great pioneer of arc lighting; 
fiomson, who gave us the first practical welding machine, and who, with keen sense, 
contributed very materially to the development of a number of scientific and industrial 
branches; weston, who dnce led the world in dynamo design, and now leads in the 
construction of electric instruments; Sprague, who, with rare energy, mastercd the 
problem and insured the success of practical electrical railroading; Acheson, Hall, 
Willson and others, who are creating new and revolutionizing industries here under 
our vcry eyes at Niagara. Nor is the wotk of these gifted men nearly finished at this 
hour. Much more is still to come, for, fortunately, most of them are still full of 
enthusiasm and vigor. All of these men and many more are untiringly at work 
investigating new regions and opening up unsuspected and promising fields. Weekly, if 
not daily, we learn through the journals of a pew advance into some unexplored region, 
where at every step success beckons friendly, and leads the toiler on to hard and harder 
tasks. 

But among all these many departments of research, these many branches of industry, 
new and old, which are being rapidly expanded, there is one dominating all others in 
importance - onc which is of the greatest significance for the comfort and welfare, not 
to say for the existence, of mankind, and that is the electrical transmission of power. 
And in this most iniportant of all fields, gentlemen, long afterwards, when time will 
have placed the events in their proper perspective, and assigned men to their deserved 
places, the great event we are c&nmemorating to-day will stand out as designating 
a new and glorious epoch in the history of humanity - an epoch grander thm that 
marked by the advent of the steam engine. We have many a monument of past ages; 
we have the palaces and pyramids, the temples of the Greek and the cathedrnls of 
Christendom. In them is exemplified the power of men, the greatness of nations, the 
love of art and religious devotion. But that monument at Niagara has something of 
its own, more in accord with our present thoughts and tendencies. It is a monument 
worthy of our scientific age, a true monument of enlightenment and of peace. It srqnifies 
the subjugation of natural forces to the service of man, the discontinuance of barbatous 
methds, the relieving of millions from want and suffering. No matter what we 
attempt to do, no matter to what fields we turn our efforts, we are dependrrlt on 
power. Our economists may propose more economical systems of administration and 
utilization of resources, our legislators may make wiser laws and treaties, it lnatters 
little; that kind of help can be only temporary. If we want to reduce poverv and 
misery, if we want to give to every deserving individual what is needed for a safe 
existence of an intelligent being, we want to provide more machinery, more power. 
Power is our mainstay, the primary source of our many-sided energies. With sufiicient 
power at our disposal we can satisfy most of our wants and offer a guaranty for safe and 
comfortable existence to all, cxcept perhaps to those who are the greatest criminals 
of all - the voluntarily idle. 

The development and wealth of a city, the success of a nation, the progresa of 
thc whole hwnan race, is regulated by the power available. Think of the victorious 
ma& of the British, the like of which history has never recorded. Apart f roa , the  
qualities of the race, which have been of great moment, they own the ri)nqbest of. the 
world to - coal. For with coal they produce their iron; coal furnish'' them liglt and 



heat; coal drives the wheels of their -immense manufacturing establishments, and coal 
propels their conquering fleets. But the stores are bring more and more e x h ~ ~ u t e 4  
the labor is getting dearer and dearer, and the demand -is continuously increasing. It 
must be clear to every one that soon some new source of power supply must be opened 
up,. or that at least the present methods must be materially improved. A great deal 
is expected from a more economical utilization of the stored energy of the carbon 
in a battery; but while the attainment of such a result would be hailed as a great 
achievement; it would not be as much of an advance towards the ultimate and permanent 
method of obtaining power as some engineers seem to believe. By reasons both of 
economy and convenience we are driven to the general adoption of a system of energy 
supply from central stations, and for such purposes the beauties of the mechanical 
genemtibn of electricity' can not be exaggerated. The ad\.antages of this universally 
accepted. method. are certainly so great that the probability of replacing the engine 
dynamos by batteries is, in my opinion, a remote one, the more so as the high-pressure 
steam engine and gas engine give promise of a considerably more economical ther- 
modynamic conversion. Even if we had this day such an economical coal battery, its 
introduction in central stations would by no means be assured, as its use would entail 
many inconveniences and drawbacks. Very likely the carbon could not be burned in 
its natural form as in a boiler, but would have to be specially prepared to secure 
uniformity in the current generation. There would be a great many cells needed to make 
up the electro-motive force usually required. The process of cleaning and renewal, 
the handling of nasty fluids and gases and the great space necessary for so many 
battecies would make it difficult, if not commercially unprofitable, to operate such 
a plant in a city or densely populated district. Again, if the station be erected in the 
outskirts, the conversion by rotating transformers or otherwise would be a serious 
and unavoidable. drawback. Furthermore, the regulating appliances and other accessories 
which. would have to be provided would probably make the plant fully as much, if 
not morc, complicated than the present. We might, of course, place the batteries at 
or near thecoal mine, and from there transmit the cnerH, to distant points in the 
form of high,-tension alternating currents obtained from rotatlng transformers, but even 
in this most favorable case the process would be a barbarous one, certainly more so 
than the present, as it would still involve the consumption of material, while at the 
same time it would restrict the engineer and mechanic in the exercise of their beautiful 
art. As to the energy supply in small isolated placcs as dwelling, I have placed my 
confidence in the development of a light storage battery, involving the use of chemicals 
manufactured by cheap water,power, such as some carbide or oxygen-hydrogen cell. 

But we shall not satisfy ourselves simply with improving steam and explosive 
engines or inventing new batteries; we have something much better to work for, a 
greater task to fulfill: We have to evolve means for obtaining energy from stores which 
are forever inexhaustible, to perfect methods which do not imply consumption and 
waste of any material whatever. Upon this great possibility, which I have long ago 
recognized, upon this great problem, the practical solution of which means so much 
for humanity, I have myself concentrated my efforts since a number of years, and a 
few happy ideas which came to me have inspired me to attempt the most difficult, 
and given me strength and courage in adversity. Nearly six years ago my confidence 
had become strong enough to prompt me to an expression of hope in the ultimate 
solution of this a11 dominating problem. I have made progress since, and have passed 
the stage of mere conv'iction such as is derived from a deligent study of known facts, 
mnclusions and calculations. I now fccl sure that the realization of that idea is not 
far off. But precisely for this reason I feel impelled to point out here an important 
fact, which I hope will be remembered. Having examined for a long time the 
possibilities of the development I refer to, namely, that of the operation of engines 
on any point of the earth by the energy of the medium, I find that even under the 



theoretically k t  conditions such a method of obtaining powcr can not equal in economy, 
simplicity and many other features the present method, involving a conversion of the 
mechanical energy of running water into electrical energy and the t r~smiss ion of the 
latter in the form of currents of very high tension'to great distances. Provided, therefore, 
that we can avail ourselves of currents of sufficiently high tension, a waterfall afiords 
us the most advantageous means of getting power from the sun sufficient for all our 
wants, and this recognition has impressed me strongly with the future importance 
of the water power, not so much because of its commercial value, though it may be 
very great, but chiefly because of its bearing upon our safety and welfare. I am'glad 
to say 'that also in'this latter direction my efforts have riot been unsuccessful, for I 
have devised means. which will allow us the use in power transmission of electro- 
motive forces much higher than those practicable with ordinary ap aratus.. In fact, 
progress in this field has given me fresh hope that I shall see the fu f fillment of one 
of my fondest dreams; namely, the transmission of power from station to station without 
the employment of any connecting wire. Still, whatever method of transmission be 
ultimately adopted, nearness to the source of power will remain an important advantage. 

Gentlemen, some of the ideas I have expressed may appear to many of you hardly 
realizable; nevertheless, they .are the result of long-continued, thought and work. You 
would judge them more justly if you would have devoted your life t o  them, as I have 
done. With ideas it is like with ditty heights you climb: At first they cause you discomfort 

you are anxious to get dowi, .  distrustful of your own powers; but soon the 
remoteness of the turmoil of life and the inspiring influence of the altitude calm your 
blood; your step gets firm and sure and you begin to look - for dizzier heights. 
I have attempted to  speak to you on "Electricity," its development and influence, but 
I fear that I have done it much like 3. b y  who tries to draw a likeness with a few 
straight lines. But I have endeavored to bring out one.reature, to speak to you in one 
strain which I felt sure would find response. in the hearts of all of you, the only one 
worthy of this occasion - the humanitarian. In the great entcrprise'at Niagara we 
see not only a bold cnfiineering and commercial feat, but far more, a giant stride in 
the right direction as indicated both by exact science and philanthropy. Its success is 
a signal for the utilization of water powers all over the world, and its influence upon 
industrial development is incalculable. W e  must all rejoice in the great achievement 
and congratulate the intrepid pioneers 'who have joined their efforts and means to 
bring it. about. It is a pleasure to learn of the friendly attitude of the citizens of Buffalo 
and of the encouragement given to the enterprise by the Canadian authorities. W e  
shall hope that other cities, like Rochester on this side and Hamilton and Toronto 
in Canada, will soon follow Buffalo's lead. This fortunate city herself is ' to  be 
congratulated. With resources now unequaled, with commercial facilities and advantages 
such,as few cities in the world possess, and with the enthsiasm and progressive spirit of 
its citizens, it is sure to become one of the greatest industrial centers of the globe.. 
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THE PROCLEM OF. INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY* 

THE ONWARD MOVEMENT OF MAN.- THE ENERGY O F  THE 
MOVEMENT - THE THREE WAYS OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY 

Of all the endless variety of phenomena which nature presents to our senses, there 
is none that fills our minds with greater wonder than that inconceivably complex 
movement .which, in its entirety, we designate as human life. Its mysteripus origin is 
veiled in the forever impenetrable mist of the past, its character is rendered incom- 
prehensible by its infinite intricacy, and its destination is hidden in. the unfathomable 
d e ~ t h s  of the future. Whence does it come? What is it? Whither does it tend? are 

A 

the great questions which the sages of all times have endeavored to answer. 
Modern science says: The. sun is the past, the earth is the present, the moon 1s 

the future. From an incandescent mass we have originated, and into a frozen mass 
we shall turn. Merciless is the law of nature, and rapidly and irresistibly we are drawn 
to our doom. Lord Kelvin, in his profound meditations, allows us only a- short span 
of life, something like six million years, after which time the sun's bright light will 
have ceased to shine, and its life-giving heat will have ebbed away, and our own 
earth wiU be a lump of ice, hurrying on through the eternal night. But do not let us 
despair. There will still be left on it a glimmering spark of life, and there will be a 
chance to kindle a new fire on some dlstant stat. This wonderful possibility seems, 
indeed, to exist, judging from Professor Dewar's beautiful experiments with liquid 
air, which show that germs of organic life are not destroyed by cold, no mgtter how 
intense; consequently they may be transmitted through the interstellar space. Meanwhile 
the cheering lights of science and art, ever increasing in intensity, illuminiae our path', 
m d  the marvels they disclose, and the enjoyments they offer, make us measurably 
forgetful of the gloomy future. - 

Though we may never be able to comprehend human life, we knoar certainly 
that it is a movement, of whatever nature it be. The existence of a movement unavoidably 
implies a body which is being moved and a force which is moving it. Hencc, wherever 
there is life, there is a mass moved by a force. All mass possesses inertia, all force 
tends to persist. Owing, to this universal property and condition, a body, be it at rest 
or in motion, tends to remain in fie same state, and a force, manifesting itself anywhere 
and through whatever causc, ptoduces an equivalent opposing force, and as an absolute 
necessity of this it fdlows that every movement in nature must be rhythmical. Long 
ago this simple truth was clearly pointed out by Herbert Spencer, who arrived at it 
through a somewhat different process of reasoning. It is borne out in everything we 
perceive - in the movement of a planet, in the surging and ebbing of the tide, in 
the reverberations of the air, the swinging of a pendulum, the oscillations of an 
electric current. and in the infinitely varied phenomena of organic life. Does not the 
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whole of human life attest i t? Birth, growth, old age, and death of an individual, 
family, race, or nation, what is it all but a rhythm? All life-manifestation, then, even 
in its most intricate form, as exemplified in man, however involved and inscrutable, 
is only a movement, to which the same general laws of movement which govern 
throughout the physical universe must be applicable. 

When we speak of man, we have a conception o i  humanity as a whole, and 
before ap$!ying scientific methods to the investigation of his movement, we must accept 
this as a physical fact. But can any one doubt to-day that all the millions of individuals 
and all innumerable types and characters constitute an entirety, a unit? Though free to 

Note to Fig. 1.  - This result is produced by the discharge of an electrical cncillator giving twelve 
million volts. The electrical pressure, alternating one hundred thousand times per second, excites 
the normally inert nitrogen, causing it to combine with the oxygen. The flame-like discharge 

shown in the photograph measure sixty-five feet across. 

think and act, we are held together, like the stars in the firmament, with ties insepatable. 
These ties we cannot see, but we can feel them. I cut myself in the finger, and it piaim 
me: this finger is a part of me. I see a friend hurt, and it hurts me, too: my'friend 
and I are one. And now I see stricken down an enemy, a lump of matter which, of all 
the lumps of matter in the universe, I care least for, and still it grieves me. Does this 
not prove that each of us is only a part of a whole? 

For ages this idea has been proclaimed in the consummately wise teachings of 
religion, probably not alone as a means of insuring peace and harmony among men, - 

but as a deeply founded truth. The Buddhist expresses it in one way, thk Christian 
in another, but both say the same: W e  are all one. Metaphysical proofs are, however, 



not the only ones which we are able to bring forth in support of this idea. Science, 
too, recognizes this connectedness of separate individuals, though not quite in the 
same s e a e  as it admits that the suns, planets, and moons of a constellation are one 
body, and there can be no doubt that it will be experimentally confirmed in times to 
come, when our means and methods for investigating physical and other states and 
@enomen? shall have been brought to great perfection. Still more: this one human 
being lives on and on. The individual is ephemeral, races and nations come and pass 
away, but man remains. Therein lies the profound difference between the individual 
and the whole. Therein, too, is to be found the partial explanation of many of those 
marvelous phenomena of heredity which are the result of countless centuries of feeble 
but persistent influence. 

Conceive, then, man as a rnass urged on by a force. Though this movement is 
not of a translatory character, implying change of place, yet the general laws of 
mechanical movement are applicable to it, and the energy associated with this mass 
can be measured, in accordance with well-known principles, by half the product of the 
mass with the square of a certain velocity. So, for instance, a cannon-ball which is at rest 
possesses a certain amount of energy in the form of heat, which we measure in a similar 
way. We imagine the ball to consist of innumerable minute particles, called atoms or 
molecules, which vibrate, or whirl around one another. We determ~ne their masses and 
velocities, and from them the energy of each of these minute systems, and adding them all 
together, we get an idea of the total heat-energy contained in the ball, which is only 
seemingly at rest. In this purely theoretical estimate this energy may then be calculated by 
multiplying half of the total mass - that is, half of the sum of all the small masses 
- with the square of a velocity v.hich is determined from the veloc~ties of the separate 
particles. In like manner we may conceive of human energy being measured by half 
the human mass multiplied with the square of a velocity which we are not yet able 
to compute. But our deficiency in this knowledge will not vitiate the truth of the 
deductions I shall draw, which rest on the firm basis that the same laws of mass and 
force govern throughout nature. 

Man, however, is not an ordinary mass, consisting of spinning atoms and molecules, 
and containing merely heat-energy. He is a mass possessed of certain higher qualities 
by reasor! of the creative principle of life with which he is endowed. His mass, as the 
water in an ocean wave, is be~ng continuously exchanged, new taking the place of 
the old. Not only this, but he grows, propagates, and dies, thus altering his mass 
independently, both in bulk and density. What is most wonderful of all, he is capable 
of increasing or diminishing his velocity of movement by the mysterious power he 
possesses of appropriating more or less energy from other substance, and turning it 
into motive energy. But in any given moment we may ignore these slow changes and 
assume that human energy is measured by half the product of man's mass with the 
square of a certain hypothetical velocity. However we may compute this velocity, and 
whatever we may take as the standard of its measure, we must, in harmony with this 
conception, come to the conclusion that the great problem of science is, and always 
will be, to increase the energy thus defined. Many years ago, stimulated by the perusal 
of that deeply interesting work, Drqper's "History of the Intellectual Development 
of Europe," depicting so vividly human movement, I recognized that to solve this 
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eternal problem must ever be the chief task of the man of science. Some results of 
my own efforts to this end I shall endeavor briefly to describe here. 

Let, then, in diagram a, M represent the mass of man. This rnass is impelkd in 
one direction by a force f, which is resisted by another partly frictional and partly 
negative force R, actingl in a direction exactly opposite, and retarding the movement 
of the mass. Such an antagonistic force is present in every movement, and must be 
taken into consideration. The difference between these two forces is the effective 



forcc which imparts a velocity V to the mass M in the direction of the arrow on the 
line representing the fo~ce f .  In accordance with the preceding, the human energy will 
then be given by the product MV2 = GMV X V ,  in which M is the total mass of 
man in the ordinary intcrpretation of the term "n~ass", and V is a certain hypothetical 
velocity, which, in the present state of science, we. are unable exactly to define and 
determine. TQ increase the human energy is, therefore, equivalent to increasing this 
product, and there are, as will readily be seen, only three ways possible to attain this 
result, which are ill~istrated in the diagram below. The first way, shown in the .top 
figure, is to increase the mass (as indicated by the dotted circle), leaving the two 
opposing forces the same. The second way is to reduce the retarding force R to a - - 

smaller value r, leaving the mass and the impelling force the same, a s ' d i a g r ~ a t i ~ a l l ~  

Diagram a. The three ways of increasing human energy. 

shown in the middle figure. The third way, which is illustrated in the last figure, 
is to increase the impelling force f to a highcr value I;; while the mass and the retarding 
force R remain unaltered. Evidently fixed limits exist as regards increase of mass and 
reduction of retarding force, but the impelling force can be increased indefinitely. 
Each of these three possible solutions presents a different aspect of the main problem 
of increasing human energy, which is thus divided into three distinct problems, to 
be successively considered. 

THE FIRST PROBLEM: HOW T O  INCREASE THE HUMAN MASS - THE 
BURNING OF ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN 

Viewed generally, there are obviously two ways of increasing the mass of mankind: 
first, by aiding and maintain~ng those forces and conditions which tend to increase it; 
and, second, by opposing and reducing those which tend to diminish it. The mass will 
be increased by careful attention to health, by substantial food, by moderation, by 
regularity of habits, by the promotion of marriage, by conscientious attention to the 
children; and, generally stated, by the observance of all the many precepts and laws 
of re7igion and hygiene. But in adding new mass to the old, three cases a p n  present 
themselves. Either the mass added is of the same velocity as the old, or  it is of a 
smaller or of a higher velocity. T o  gain an idea of the relative importance of these 
cases, imagine a train composed of, say, one hundred locomotives running ori a triuk, and 



suppose that, to -increase the energy of the moving mass, four more locomotives are 
added to the train.If these four move at the same velocity at-which the train is going, 
the total energy will be increased four per cent.; if they are moving at only one half 
of that velocity, the increase will amount to only one per cent.; if they are moving at 
twice that velocity, the increase of energy will be sixteen per cent. This simple 
illustration shows that it is of the greatest importance to add mass of a higher velocity. 
Stated more to the point, if, for example, the children be of the same degree of 
enlightenment as the parents, - that is, mass of the "same velocity,"--- the energy 
will simply increase proportionately to the number added. If they are less intelligent, 
or advanced, or mass of "smaller velocity," there will be a very slight gain in the 
energy; but if they are further advanced, or mass of "higher velocity," then the new 
generation will add very considerably to the sum total of human energy. Any addition 
of mass of "smaller velocity," beyond that indispensable amount required by the ,law 
expressed in the proverb, "Mens sana in corpore sano," should be strenuously opposed. 
For instance, the mere development of muscle, as aimed at in someof  our colleges, 
I consider equivalent to adding mass of "smaller velocity," and I would not commend 
it, although my views were different when I was a student myself. Moderate exercise, 
insuring the right balance between mind and body, and thc highest efficiency of 
performance, is, of course, a prime requirement. The above example shows that the 
most important result to be attained is the education, or the increase of the "velocity," 
of thc mass newly added. 

Conversely, it scarcely need be stated that 'everything that is against the teachings 
of religion .and the laws of hygiene is tending to  decrease the mass. Whisky, wine, tea, 
coffee, tobacco, and other such stimulants are responsible f o r  the shortening of the 
lives of many, and ought to be used with moderation. But I do not think that rigorous 
measures of suppression of habits followed through many generations are commendable. 
It is wiser to preach moderation than abstinence. We  have bccome accustomed to thcse 
stimulants, and if such reforms are to be effected, they must be slow and gradu~l .  . 
Those who are devoting their energies t o  such ends could ~llake thenlselves far more 
useful by turning their efforts in other directions, as, for instance, toward providing 
pure water. 

For every person who perishes from the effects of a stimulant, at least a thousand 
die from the consequences of drinking impure water. This precious fluid, which daily 
infuses' new life into us, is likewise the chief vehicle through which disease and 
death enter our bodies. The germs of destruction it conveys are enemies all the more 
terrible as they perform their fatal work unperceived. They seal our doom while we 
live and enjoy. The majority of people are so ingnorant or careless in drinking water, 
and the consequences of this are so disastrous, that a philanthropist can scarcely use his 
efforts better than by endeavoring to  enlighten those who are thus injuring themselves. 
By systematic purification and sterilization of the drinking-water the human mass would 
be very considerably increased. It should be made a rigid rule - which might be enforced 
by law - to boil or to sterilize otherwise the drinking-water in every household and 
public place. The mere filtering does not afford sufficient security against infection. 
All ice for internal uses should be artificially prepared from water thoroughly sterilized. 
The ,importance of eliminating germs of disease from 'the city water is generally 
recognized, but little is being done to  improve the existing conditions, as no satisfactory 
method of sterilizing great quantities of water has as yet been brought forward. By 
improved electrical appliances we are now enabled to produce ozone cheaply and in 
large amounts, and this ideal disinfectant seems to offer a happy solution of the 
important question. 

Gambling, business rush, and excitement, particularly on the exchanges, are caFes 
of much mass-reduction, all the more so because the individuals concerned represent units 
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of higher value. Incapacity of observing the first symptoms of an illness, and careless 
neglect of the same, are important factors of mortality. In noting carefully every new 
sign of approaching danger, and making conscientiously every possible effort to avert it, 
we are not only following wise laws of hygiene in the interest of our well-being 
and the success of our labors, but we are also complying with a higher moral duty. Every 
one should consider his body as a priceless gift from one whom he loves @ve all, 
as a marvelous work of art, of undescribable beauty and mastery beyond human 
conception, and so delicate and frail that a word, a breath, a look, nay, a thought, 
niay injure it. Uncleanliness, which breeds disease and death, is not only a self-destructisde 
but a highly immoral habit. In keeping our bodies free from infection, healthfull, and 
pure, we are expressing our reverence for the high principle wlth which they are endowed. 
He who follows the precepts of hygiene in this spirit is proving himself, so far, 
truIy kligious. Lax~ty of morals is a terrible evil, which poisons both mind and body, 
and which is responsible for a great reduction of the human mass in some countries. 
Many of ~Lle present customs and tendencies are productive of similar hurtful results. 
For example, the society life, modern education and pursuits of women, tending to 
draw them away from then household duties and m ~ k e  men out of them, must needs 
detract from the elevating ideal they represent, dlminish the artistic creative power, 
and cause steril~ty and a general weakening of tLle race. A thousand other mils might 
be mentioned, but all put together, in their bearing upon the problem under discussion, 
they would not equal a single one, the want of food, brought on by poveg,  destitution, 
and famine. Millions of individuals die yearly for want of food, thus keeping down 
the mass. Even in our enlightened communities, and notwithstanding the many charitable 
efforts, this is still, in all probability, t!!e chief evil. I do not mean here absolute want 
of food, but want of healthful nutriment. 

How to provide good and plentiful food is, therefore, a most important question 
of the day. On general principles the raising of cattle as a means of providing food 
is objectionable, because, in the sense interpreted above, it must undoubtedly tend to 
the addition of mass of a "smaller velocity." It is certainly preferable to raise vegetables, 
and I think, therefore, that vegetarianism is a commendable departure from the 
established barbarous habit. That we can subsist on plant food and perform our work 
even to advantage is not a theory, but a well-demonstrated fact. Many races living 
almost exclusively on vegetables are of superior physique and strength. There is no 
doubt that some plant food, such as oatmeal, is more economical than meat, and 
superior to it in regard to bob5 mechanical and mental performance. Such food, moreover, 
taxes our digestive organs decidedly less, and, in making us more contented and sociable, 
produces an amount of good difficult to estimate. In view of these facts every effort 
should be made to stop the wanton and cruel slaughter of animals, which must be 
destructive to our morals. To free ourselves from animal instincts and appetites, which 
keep us down, we should begin at the very root from which they spring: we should 
effect a radical reform in the character of the food. 

There seems to be no philosophical necessity for food. W e  can conceive of 
organized beings living without naurishment, and deriving all the energy they need for 
the performance of their life-functions from the ambient medium. In a crystal we have 
the dear evidence of the existence of a formative life-principle, and though we cannot 
understand the life of a crystal, it is none the less a living being. There may be, 
besides crystals, other such individualized, material systems of beings, perhaps of gaseous 
constitution, or composed of substance still more tenuous. In view of this possibility, - 
nay, probability, - we cannot apodictically deny the existence of organized beings on a 
planet merely because the conditions on the same are unsuitable for the existence of life 
as we conceive it. W e  cannot even, with positive assurance, assert that some of them might 
not be present here, in this our world, in the very midst of us, for their constitution 
and life-manifestation may be such that we are unable to perceive them. 



The production of artificial food as a means for causing an increase of the human 
sass  naturally suggests itself, but a direct attempt of this kind to provide nourishment 
does not appear to me rational, at least not for the present. Whether we could thrive 
on such food is very doubtful. W e  are the result of ages of continuous adaptation, and 
we cannot radically change without unforeseen and, in all probability, disastrous 
consequences. So uncertain an experiment should not be tried. By far the best way, 
it seems to me, to meet the ravages of the evil, would be to find ways of increasing 
the productivity of the soil, With this ohject the preservation of forests is of an 
importance which cannot be overestimated, and in this connection, also, the utilization 
of water-power for purposes of electrical transmission, dispensing in many ways with 
the necessity of burning wood, and tending thereby to forest preservation, is to be 
strongly advocated. But there are limits in the improvement to be effected in this and 
similar ways. 

To increase materially the productivity of the soil, it must be more effectively 
fertilized by artificial means. The question of food-production resolves itself, then, into 
the question how best to fertilize the soil. What it is that made the soil is still a 
mystery. To explain its origin is probably equivalent to explaining the origin of life 
itself. The rocks, disintegrated by moisture and heat and wind and weather, were in 
themselves not capable of maintaining life. Some unexplained condition arose, and some 
new principle came into effect, and the first layer capable of sustaining low organisms, 
like mosses, was formed. These, by their life and death, added more of the life- 
sustaining quality to the soil, and higher organisms could then subsist, and 
so on and on, until at last highly developed plant and animal life could 
flourish. But though the theories are, even now, not in agreement as to how 
fertilization is effected, it is a fact, only too well ascertained, that the soil cannot 
indefinitely sustain life, and some way must be found to supply it with the substances 
which have been abstracted from it by the plants. The chief and most valuable among 
these substances are compounds of nitrogen, and the cheap production of these is, 
therefore, the key for the solution of the alI-important food problem. Our atmosphere 
contains an inexhaustible amount of nitrogen, and could we but oxidize it and produce 
these compounds, an incalculable benefit for mankind would follow. 

Long ago this idea took a powerful hold on the imagination of scientific men, 
but an efficient means for accomplishing this result could not be devised. The problem 
was rendered extremely difficult by the extraordinary inertness of the nitrogen, which 
refuses to combine even with oxygen. But here electricity comes to our aid: the dormant 
affinities of the element are awakened by an electric current of the proper quality. As 
a lump of coal which has been in contact with oxygen for centuries without burning will 
combine with it when once ignited, so nitrogen, excited by electricity, will burn. I did 
not succeed, however, in producing electrical discharges exciting very effectively the 
atmospheric nitrogen until a comparatively recent date, although I showed, in May, 
1891, in a scientific lecture, a novel form of discharge or electrical flame named "St. 
Elmo's hotfire," which, besides being capable of generating ozone in abundance, also 
possessed, as I pointed out on that occasion, distinctly the quality of exciting chemical 
affinities. This discharge or flame was then only three or four inches long, its chemical 
action was likewise very feeble, and consequently the process of oxidation of the 
nitrogen was wasteful. How to intensify this action was the question. Evidently 
electric currents of a peculiar kind had to be produced in order to render the process 
of nitrogen combustion more efficient. 

The first advance was made in ascertaining that the chemical activity of the 
discharge was very considerably increased by using currents of extremely high frequency 
or rate of vibration. This was an important improvement, but practical considerations 
soon set a definite limit to the progress in this direction. Next, the effects of the 



electrical pressure of the current impulses, of their wave-form and other characterrstic 
features, were investigated. Then the influence of the atmospheric pressure and 
temperature and of the presence of water and other bodies was studied, and thus the 
best conditions for causing the most Intense chemical action of the discharge and 
securing the highest efficiency of the process were gradually ascertained. Naturally, the 
improvements were not quick in coming; still, little by little, I advanced. The flame 
grew lager  and larger, and its oxidizing action more and more intense. From an 
insignificant brush-discharge a few inches long it developed into a marveloils electrical 
phenomenon, a roaring blaze, devouring the nitrogen of the atmosphere and measuring 
sixty or seventy feet across. Thus slowly. almost imperceptibly, possibility became 
accomplishment. All is not yet done, by any means, but to what a degree my efforts 
have been rewarded an idea may be gained from an inspection of Fig. 1 ,  which. 
with its title, ts self-explanatory. The flame-like discharge visible is produced by 
the intense electrical oscillations which pass through the coil shown, and violently agitate 
the electrified molecules of the air. By this means a strong affinity is created between 
the two normally indifferent constituents of the atmosphere, and they combine readily, 
even if no further provis~on is made for intensifying the chemical action of the discharge. 
In the manufacture of nitrogen compounds by this method, of course, every possible 
means bearing upon the intensity of this action and the efficiency of the process will 
be taken advantage of, and, besides, special arrangements will be provided for the 
fixation of the compounds formed, as they are generally unstable, the nitrogen becoming 
again inert after a ltttle lapse of time. Steam is a simple and effective means for ttxing 
permanently the compounds. The result illustrated makes it practicable to oxidize the 
atmospheric nitrogen in unltmitcd quantities, merely by the use of cheap mechanical 
power and simple electrical apparatus. In this manner many compounds of nitrogen may 
be manufactured all over the world, at a small cost, and in any desired amount, and 
by means of these compounds the soil can be fertilized and its productiveness indefinitely 
increased. An abundance of cheap and healthful food, not artificial, but such as we 
are accustomed to, may thus be obtained. This new and inexhaustible source of food- 
supply will be of incalculable benefit to mankind, for it will enormously contribute 
to the increase of the human mass, and this add immensely to  human energy. Soon, 
I hope, the world will see the beginning of an industry which, in time to come, will. 
I believe, be in importance next to that of iron. 

THE SECOND PROBLEM: H O W  TO REDUCE THE FORCE RETARDING THE 
HUMAN MASS - THE ART O F  TELAUTOMATICS 

As before stated, the force which retards the onward movement of man is partly 
frictional and partly negative. To illustrate this distinction I may name, for example, 
ignorance, stupidity. and imbecility as some of the purely frictional forces, or resistances 
devoid of any directive tendency. On the other hand, visionariness, insanity, self- 
destructive tendency, religious fanaticism, and the like, are all forces of a negative 
character, acting in definite directions. T o  reduce or entirely to overcome these dissimilar 
retarding forces, radically different methods must be employed. One knows, for instance, 
what a fanatic may do, and one can take preventive measures, can enlighten, convince, 
and possibly direct him, turn his vice into virtue; but one does not know, and never 
can know, what a brute or an imbecile may do, and one must deal with him as with 
a mass, inert, without mind, let loose by the mad elements. A negative force always 
implies some quality, not infrequently a high one, though badly directed, which it 
is possible to turn to  good advantage; but a directionless, frictional force involves 



unavoidable loss. Evidently, then, the first and general answer to the above question 
is: turn all negative force in the right direction and reduce all frictional force. - 

There can be no doubt that, of all the frictional resistances, the one that most retards 
human movement is ignorance. Not without reason said that man of wisdom, Buddha: 
"Ignorance is the greatest evil in the world." The friction which results from ignorance, 
and which is greatly increased owing to the numerous languages and nationalities, can 
be reduced only by the spread of knowledge and the unification of the heterogeneous 
elements of humanity. N o  effort could be better spent. But however ignorance may have 
retarded the onward movement of man in times past, it is certain that, nowadays, 
negative forces have become of greater importance. Among these there is one of far 
greater moment than any other. It is called organized warfare. When we consider the 
millions of individuals, often the ablest in mind and body, the flower of humanity, 
who are compelled to a life of inactivity and unproductiveness, the immense sums of 
money daily required for the maintenance of armies and war apparatus, representing 
ever so much of human energy, all the effort uselessly spent in the production of arlnr 
and implements of destruction, the loss of life and the fostering of a barbarous spirit, we 
are appalled at the inestimable loss to mankiqd which the existence of these deplorable 
conditions must involve. What can we do to combat best this great evil? 

Law and order absolutely require the maintenance of organized force. No com- 
munity can exist and prosper without rigid discipline. Every country must be able to 
defend itself, should the necessity arise. The conditions of to-day are not the result 
of yesterday, and a radical change cannot be effected to-morrow. If the nations would 
at once disarm, it is more than likely that a state of things worse than war itself would 
follow. Universal peace is a beautiful dream, but not at once realizable. W e  have seen 
recently that even the noble effort of rhc man invested with the greatest worldly power 
has been virtually without cffect. And no wonder, for thc establishment r>f universa! 
peace is, for the time being, a physical impossibility. War is a negative force, and 
cannot be turned in a pos~tive direction without passing through the intermediate 
phases. I t  is the problem of making a wheel, rotating one way, turn in the opposite 
direction without slowing it down, stopping ~ t ,  and speeding it up again the other way. 

I t  has been argued that the perfection of guns of great destructive power will 
stop warfare. So I myself thought for a long time, but now I believe this to be a 
profound mistake. Such developments will greatly modify, but not arrest it. O n  the 
contrary, I think that every new arm that is invented, every new departure that is 
made in this direction, merely invites new talent and skill, engages new effort, offers 
a new incentive, and so only gives a fresh impetus to further development. Think of 
the discovery of gunpowder. Can we conceive of any more radical departure than was 
effected by this innovation? Let us imagine ourselves living in that period: would we not 
have thought then that warfare was at an end, when the armor of the knight became 
an object of ridicule, when bodily stength and skill, meaning so much before, became 
of comparatively little value? Yet gunpowder did not stop warfare; quite the opposite - 
it acted as a most p e r f u l  incentive. Nor do I believe that warfare can ever be 
arrested by any scientific or ideal development, so long as similar conditions to those 
now prevailing exist, because war has itself become a science, and because war involves 
some of the most sacred sentiments of which man is capable. In fact, it is doubtful 
whether men who would not be ready to fight for a high principle would be good 
for anything at all. I t  is not themind which makes man, nor is it the body; it is mind 
and body. Our virtues and our failings are inseparable, like force and matter. When 
they separate, man is no more. 

Another argument, which carries considerable force, i s  frequently made, namely, 
that war must soon become impossible because the means of defense are outstripping 
the means of attack. This is only in accordance with a fundamental law which may 



be expressed by the statement that it is easier to destroy-than to build. This law defines 
human capacities and human conditions. Were these such that it would be easier to 
build than to destroy, man would go on unresisted, creating and accumulating without 
limit. Such conditions are not .of this earth. A being which could do this would not 
be a man; it might be a- god, Defense will always have the advantage over attack, but 
this alone, it seems to me, can never stop war. By the use of new principles of defense 
we can render harbors impregnable against attack, but we cannot by such means prevent 
two war-ships meeting in battle on the high sea. And then, if we. follow this idea to 
its ultimate development, we are led to the conclusion that it would be better for 
mankind if attack and defense were just oppositely related: for if every country, even the 
smallest, could surround itself with a wall absolutely impenetrable, and could defy 
the rest of the world, a state of things would surely be brought on which would be 
extremely unfavorable to human progress. It is by abolishing all the barriers which 
separate nations and countries that civilization is best furthered. 

, Again, it is contended by some that the advefit of the flying-machine must bring 
on universal peace. This, too, I believe to be an entirely erroneous view. The flying- 
machine is certainly coming, and very soon, but the conditions will remain the same 
as before. In fact, I see no reason why a ruling power, like Great Britain, might not 
govern the air as well as the sea. Without wishing to put myself on record as a prophet, 
I do not hesitate to say that the next years will see the establishment of an "air-power," 
and its center may not be. far from New York. But, for all that, men will fight on - 
merrily. 

The ideal development of the war principle would ultimately lead to the 
transformation of the whole energy of war into purely potential, explosive energy, like 
that of an elcdrical condenser. In this form the war-energy could be maintained without 
effort; it would need to be much smaller in amount, while incomparably more effective. 

As regards the security of a country against foreign invasion, it is interesting to 
note that it depends only on the relative, and not on the absolute, number of the 
individuals or magnitude of the forces, and that, if every country should reduce the 
war-force in the same ratio, the security would remain unaltered. An international 
agreement with the object of reducing .to a minimum the war-force which, in view of the 
present still imperfect education of the masses, is absolutely indispensable, would, 
therefore, seemto be the first rational step to take toward diminishing the force retarding 
human movement. 

Fortunately, the existing conditions cannot continue indefinitely, for a new element 
is beginning to  assert itself. A change for the better is imminent, and I shall now 
endeavor to show what, according to my ideas, will be the first advance toward the 
establishment of peaceful relations between nations, and by what means it will eventually 
be accomplished. 

Let us go back to the early beginning, when the law of the stronger was the only 
law. The light of reason was not yet kindled, and the weak was entirely at the mercy 
of the strong. The weak individual then began to learn how to defend himself. He  
made use of a club, stone, spear. sling, or bow and arrow, and in the course of time, 
instead of physical strength, intelligence became the chief deciding factor in the battle. 
The wild character was gradually softened by the awakening of noble sentiments, and 
so, imperceptibly, after ages of continued progress, we have come from the brutal fight 
of the unreasoning animal to what we call the "civilized warfare" of to-day, in which 
the combatants shake hands, talk in a friendly way, and smoke cigars in the entr-actes, 
ready to engage again in deadly conflict at a signal. Let pessimists say what they like, here 
is an absolute evidence of great and gratifying advance. 

But now, what is the next phase in this evolution? Not peace as yet, by any 
means. The next change which should naturally follow from modern developments 



Fig. 2. THE FIRST PMCTICAL TELAUTOMATON. 

A machine having PI1 its bodily or translatory movements and the operations of the interior 
mechanism controlled from a distance without, wires. The crewles$ boat shown in the photograph 
contains its own motive power, propelling- a id  steering-machinery, and numerous other accessories, 
PI1 of which are controlled by transmitting from a distance, without wires, electrical oscillation; 

to a circuit carried by the boat and adjusted to respond only to these oscillations. 



should be the continuous diminution of the number of individuals engaged in battle. 
The apparatus will be one of specifically great power, but only a few individuals 
will be required to operate it. This evolution will bring more and more into prominence 
a machine or mechanism with the fewest individuals as an element of warfare, and the 
absolutely unavoidable consequence of this will be the abandonment of large, clumsy, 
slowly moving, and unmanageable units. Greatest possible speed and maximum rate of 
energy-delivery by the war apparatus will be the main object. The loss of life will become 
smaller and smaller, and finally, the number of the individuals continuously diminishing, 
merely machines will mcet. in a contest 'without bloodshed, the nations being Simply 
interested, ambitious sjpectators. When this happy condition is realized, peace will be 
assured. But, no matter to what degree of perfection rapid-fire guns, high-power 
cannon,'explosive projcctilcs, torpedeboats, or other implements of war may be brought, 
no matter how destructive they may be made, that condition can never be reached through 
any such developmcnt. All s;ch ;mplements require men for their operation; men &e 
indispensable parts of the machinery. Their object is to kill and to destroy. Their power 
resides in their capacity for doing evil. So long as men meet in battle, there will be 
bloodshed. Bloodshed will ever keep up barbarous passion. To brcak this fierce spirit, 
a radical departure must be made, an entirely new. principle must be introduced, 
something that netcr existed before in warfare - a principle which will forcibly, 
unavoidably, turn the baftle into a mere spectacle, a play, a contest without loss of blood. 
To bring on this result men must be dispensed with: machine must fight machine. 
But how accomplish that which seems impossible? The answer is simple enough: 
produce a machine capable uf acting as though it were part of a human being - no mere 
mechanical contrivance, comprising levers, screws, wheels, clutches, and nothing more, 
but a machine'embcdying a higher principle, which will enable it to perform its duties 
as though it had intelligence, experience. reason, judgment, a mind! This conclusion 
is the result of my thoughts and observations which have extended through virtually 
my whole life. and I shall now briefly describe how I came to accomplish that which 
at first segmed an unrealizable dream. 

I A long time ago, when I was a boy, I was afflicted with a singular trouble, which 
seems to have becn due to an extraoidinaiy excitability of the retina. It was the / appearance of ima~es  which, by their persistence, marred the vision of real objects and 
interfered with thought. When a word was said to. me, 'the imllfie of the object which 
it designated would appear vividly before my eyes, and many times it was impossible 
for me to tell whether the object I saw was real or not. This caused me great discomfort 

i and anxiety, and I tried hard to free myself of the spell. But for a long time I tried in 
vain, and it was not, as I still clearly ~ecollect, until I was about twelve years old that 

' I succeeded for the first time, by an effort of the will, in banishing an image which 
presented itself. My happiness will never be as complete as it was then, but, unfortunately i (as I thought at that time), the old trouble returned, and with it my anxiety. Here I it was that the observations to which I refer began. I noted, namely, that whenever 

i the image of an object appeared before my eyes 1 had seen something which reminded 
me of it. In the first instances I thought this to be purely accidental, but won 
1.convinced myself that it was not so. A visual impression, consciously or unconsciously 
received, invariably preceded the appearance of the image. Gradually the desire arose in 
me to find out, every time, what caked the images to appear, and the satisfaction of 

! this desire soon became a necessity. The next observation I made was that, just as 
these images followed as a result of something I had seen, so also the thoughts which 

, I conceived were suggested in like manner. Again, I experienced the same desire to 
i locate the image which caused the thought, and this search for the original visual 

impression soon grew to be a second nature. My mind became automatic, as it were, and 



Fig. 3. EXPERlMENT TO ILLUSTRATE THE SUPPLYING OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY 
THROUGH A SINGLE WIRE WITHOUT RETURN. 

An ordinary incandescent lamp connected with one or both of its terminals to the wire forming 
the upper free end of the coil shown in the photograph, is lighted by elgtrical vibrations 
conveyed to it through the coil from an electrical oscillator, which is worked only to one fifth of - 

one per cent of its full capacity. 



in the course of years of continued, almost unconscious performance, I acquired the 
ability of locating every time and, as a rule, instantly the visual impression which 
started the thought.. Nor is this all. It was not long before I was aware that also all 
my movements were prompted in the same way, and so, searching, observing, and 
verifying continuously, year after gear, I have, by wery thought and every 
act of mine, demonstrated, and do so daily, to my absolute -satisfaction, that 1 am 
an automaton endowed with power of movement, which merely responds to external 
stimuli beating upon my sense organs, and thinks and acts and moves accordingly. 
I remember only one or two cases in all my life in which I was unable to locate the 
first impression which prompted a movement or a thought, or even a dream. 

With these experiences it was only natural that, long ago, I conceived the idea 
of constructing an automaton which would mechanically represent me, and which would 
respond, as I do myself, but, of course, in a much more primitive manner, to external 
influences. Such an automaton evidently had to have motive power, organs for 
lommotion, directive organs, and one or more sensitive organs so adapted as to be 
excited by external stimuli. This machine would, I reasoned, perform its movements in 
the manner of a living being, for it would have all the chief mechanical characteristin 
or elements of the same. There was still the capacity for growth, propagation, and, 
,above all, the mind which would be wanting to make the model complete. But growth 
was not necessary in this case, since a machine could be manufactured full-grown, so 
to speak. As to the capacity for pr3pagation, it could likeuise be left out of consideratican, 
for in the mechanical model it merely signified a process of manufacture. Whether 
the automaton be of flcsh and bone, or of wood and steel, it mattered little, provided 
it could perform all the duties required of it like an intelligent being. To do so, it had 
to have an element corresponding to the mind, which would effect the control d all its 
movements and operations, and cause it to act, in any unforeseen case that might present 
itself, with knowledge, reason, judgment, and experience. But this element I could easily 
embody in it by conveying to it my own intelligence, my own understanding. So this 
invention was wolved, and so a new art came into existence, for which the name 
"telautomatics" has been suggested, which means the art of controlling the movements 
and operations of distant automatons. 

This principle evidently was applicable to any kind of machine that moves on 
land or in h e  water or in the'air. In applying it practically for the first time, I selected 
a boat (see Fig. 2). A storage battery placed within it furnished the motive power. 
The propeller, driven by a m&or, represented the locomotive organs. The rudder, 
controlled by another motor likewise driven by the battery, took the place of the directive 
organs. As to the sensitive organ, obviously the first thought was to utilize a device 
rkponsive to rays of light, like a selenium cell, to represent the human eye. But upon 
closer inquiry I found that, owing to experimental and other difficulties, no thorou,~hly 
satisfactory control of the automaton could be effected by light, radiant heat, ~ e r h i a b  
radiations, or by rays in general, that is, disturbances which in straight lines throu.qh 
space. One of the reasons was that any obstacle corning bitween the &erator and the 
distant automaton'would place it beyond his control. Another reason was that the sensitive 
device representing the eye would have to be in a definite position with respect to the 
distant .controlling apparatus, and this necessity would impose great limitations in the 
control. Still another and very important reason was that, in using rays, it would be diffi- 
cult, if not impossible, to give to the automaton individual features or characteristics 
distinguishing it from other machines of this kind. Evidently the automaton should 
respondonly to an individual call, as a person responds to a name. Such considerations led 
me to conclude that the sensitive device of the machine should correspond to the ear rather 
than to the eye of a human being, for in this case its .actions could be controlled 



~rrespective of intervening obstacles, regardless of its position relative to the distant 
:ontrolling apparatus, and, last, but not least, it would remain deaf and unresponsive, 
like a faithful servant, to all calls bm 
that of its master. These requirements p - 7 "  

made it imperative to use, in the 
4: control of the automaton. instead of 

light - or other rays, waves or 
disturbances which propagate in all 
directions through space, like sound, 
or which follow a path of least res- 
istance, however curved.. I attained the 
result aimed at by means of an electric 
circuit placed within the boat, and adju- 
sted, or "tuned", exactly to electrical 
vibrations of the proper kind transmitted 
to it from a distant "electrical oscillator." 
This circuit; in responding, however 
feebly, to the transmitted vibrations, 
affected magnets and other contrivances, 
through the medium of which were " 
controlled the movements of the 
propeller and rudder, and also the 
operations of numerous other appliances. 

By the simple means described thc 
knowledge, experience, judgment - 
the mind, so to speak - of the distant 
operator were embodied in that mach- 
ine. which was thus enabled to move ~, 

and to perform all its operations with 
reason and intelligence. It behaved 
just like a blindfolded person obeying 
directions received through the ear. 

The automatons so far constructed 
had "borrowed minds," so to speak, 

as each formed pan Fig. 4. EXPERIMENT T O  ILLUSTRATE THE 
distant operator who conveyed to it TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY 
his intelligent orders: but this art is THROUGH THE EARTH WITHOUT WIRE. " 
only in the beginning. I purpose to The coil shown in the photograph has its loaver 

show that, however impossi~le it may end or terminal connected to the ground, and 
is exactly attuned to the vibrations of a distant 

now seem, an automaton may be co&ri- electrical oscillator. The lamp lighted is in an 
ved which . will have its "own mind," independent wire loop, energized by induction 
and by this I mean that it will be able, from the coil excited by the electrical vibrations 
independent of any operator, left transmitted to it through the ground from the 

oscillator, which is worked only to five per 
entirely to itself, to perform, in res- cent. of its full capacity. 
ponse to external influences affecting 
its sensitive organs, a great. variety of acts and operations as if it 'had intelligence. 
It will be able to follow a m n e  laid out or to obey orders given far in advance; it 
'will be capable of distinguishing between what it ought and what it ought not to do, 
and of making experiences or, otherwise stated, of recording impressions which will 
definitely affect its subsequent. mions. In fact, I have already conceived such a plan. 

Although I evolved this invention many years ago and explained it to my visitors 
very frequently in my laboratory demonstrations, it was not until much later, long 



after I had perfected it, that it became known, when, naturally enough, it gave r i z  to 
much discussion and to sensational reports. But the true significance of this new art 
was not grasped by the majority, nor was the great force of the underlying principle 
recognized. As nearly as I could judge from the numerous comments which then 

Fig. 5 .  PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEW O F  COILS RESPONDING T O  ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS. 
The picture shows a number of coils, differently attuned and responding to the vibrations transmitted 
to them through the earth from an electrical oscillator. The large coil on the right, discharging 
strongly, is tuned to the fundamental vibration, which is fifty thousand per second; the two larger 
vertical coils to twice that number; the smaller white wire coil to four times that number, and 
the remaining small coils to higher tones. The vibrations produced by the oscillator were 

so intense that they affected perceptibly a small coil tuned to the twenty-sixth higher tone. 

appeared, the results I had obtained were considered as entirely impossible. Even the 
few who were disposed to admit the practicability of the invention saw in it merely 
an automobile torpedo, which was to be used for the purpose of blowing up battle- 
ships, with doubtful success. The general impression was that I contemplated simply 
the steering of such a vessel by mans  of Hertzian or other rays. There are torpedoes 
steered electrically by wines, and there are means of communicating without wires, and 
the above was, of course, an obvious inference. Had I accomplished nothing more 
than this, I should have made a small advance indeed. But the art I have evolved does 
not contemplate merely the change of direction of a moving vessel; it affords a means 
of absolutely controlling, ,in every respect, all the innumerable translatory movements 
as well as the operations of all the internal organs, no matter how many, of an 
individualized automaton. Criticisms to the effetit that the control of the outomptw 



could be interfered with were made by people who do not even dream of the wonderful 
results which can be accomplished by the use of electrical vibrations. The world moves 
slowly, and new truths are difficult to see. Certainly, by the use of this principle, an 
arm for attack as well as defense may be provided, of a destructiveness all the greater 
as the principle is applicable to submarine and aerial vessels. There is virtually no 

Fig. 6. PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEW OF THE ESSENTIAL PARTS OF THE ELECTRICAL 
OSCILLATOR USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED. 

restriction as to the amount of explosive it can carry, or as to the distance at which 
it can strike, and failure is almost impossible. But the force of this new principle does 
not wholly reside in its destructiveness. Its advent introduces into warfare an element 
which never existed before -. a fighting-machine without men as a means of atlack 
and defense. The continuous development in this direction must ultimately make war 
a mere contest of machines without men and without loss of life - a condition which 
would have been impossible without this new departure, and which, in my opinion, 
must be reached as preliminary to permanent peace. The future will either bear out 
or disprove these views. My ideas on this subject have been put forth with deep 
mnviction, but in a humble spirit. 

The establishment of permanent peaceful relations between nations would mosk 
effectively reduce the force retarding the human mass, and would be the best solution 
of this great human problem. But will the dream of universal peace ever be realized? 
kt us hope that it will. When all darkness shall be dissipated by the light of science, 



when all nations shall be merged into one, and patriotism shall be identical with 
religion, when there shall be one language, one country, one end, then the dream will 
have become realitv. - - 

. 
THE THIRD PROBLEM: HOW TO INCREASE THE FORCE ACCELERATING 

THE HUMAN MASS - THE HARNESSING OF THE SUN'S ENERGY 

Of the three possible solutions of the main of increasing human energy, 
this is by far the most important to coniider, not only because of its intrinsic significance, 
but also because of. its intimate bearing on all the many elements and conditions which 
determine the movement of humanity. In order to proceed systematically, it would be 
necessary for me to dwell on all those considerations which have guided me from 
the outset in my efforts to arrive at a solution, and which have led me, step by step, 
to the resultc 1 <hall now describe. As 1 preliminary study of the problem an analytical 

Fig. 7. EXPERlME?lT TO lLLUSTRATE AN lNDUCnVE EFFECT OF AN ELECTRICAL 
OSClLLATOR OF GREAT POWER. 

The photoGaph shows three ordinaiy incandescent lamps lighted .to full candle-power by currents 
induced in a local loop consisting of a sinsle wire forming a square of fifty feet each side, which 
includes the lamps, and which is at a distance of one hundred feet from the primary circuit energized 
by the oscillator. The loop likewise includes an electrical condenser, and is exactly attuned to 
the vibrations of the oscillator, which is worked at less than five per cent. of its total capacity. 

investigation, such as I have made, of the chief forces which determine the onward 
movement, would be of advantage, particularly in conveying an idea of that hypothetical 
"velocity" which, as explained in the beginning, is a measure of human enetgy; but 



to deal with this specifically here, as I would desire, would lead me far beyond the 
scope of the present subject. Suffice it to state that the resultant of all these forces 1s 
always in the direction of reason, which, therefore, determines, at any time, the direction 
of human movement. This is to  say that every effort which is scieniifically applied, 
rational, useful, or practical, must be in the direction in which the mass is moving. 
The practical, rational man, the observer, the man of busines, he who reascms, 
calculates, or determines in advance, carefully applies his effort so that when coming 
into effect it will be in the direction of the movement, making it thus most efficient, 
and in this knowledge and ability lies the secret of his success. Every new fact discovered. 
every new experience or new element added to our knowledge and entering into the 

Note to Fig. 8. - The coil, partly shown in the photograph, creates a n  alternative movement 
of electricity from the earth into a large reservoir and back at the rate of one hundred thousand 
alternations per second. The adjustments are such that the reservoir is filled full and bursts at each 
alternation just at the moment when the electrical pressure reaches the maximum. The discharge 
escapes with a deafening noise, striking an unconnected coil twenty-two feet away, and creating 
such a comotion of electricity in the earth that sparks an inch long can be drawn from a water- 

main at a distance of three hundred feet from the laboratory. 

domain of reason, affects the same and, therefore, changes the direction of the movement, 
whlch, however, must always take place along .the resultant of all those efforts which, 
at that time, we designate as reasonable, that is, self-preserving, useful, profitable, or 
practical. These efforts concern our daily life, our necessities and comforts, our work 
and business, and it is these which drive man onward. 



But looking at all this busy world about us, on all this complex mass as it daily 
throbs and moves, what is it but an immense clockwork driven by a spring? In the 
morning, when we rise, we cannot fail to note that all the objects about us are 
manufactured by machinery: the water we use is lifted by steam-power; the trains 
bring our breakfast from distant localities; the elevators in our dwelling and in our 
office building, the cars that carry us tl~eie, are all driven by p w e r ;  in all our daily 
errands, and in our very life-pursuit, we depend upon it; all the objecfs we see 
tell us of it; and when we return to our machine-made dwelling at night, lest we 
should forget it, all the material comforts of our home, our cheering stove and lamp, 
remind us how much we depend on power. And when there is an accidental stoppage 
of the machinery, when the city is snow-bound, or the life-sustaining movement 
otherwise temporarily arrested, we arc affrighted t o  realize hew impossible it would 
be for us to live the life, we live without motive power. Motive power means work. 
To increase the force accelerating human movement means, therefore, to perform 
more work. 

So we find that the three possible solutions of the great problem of increasing 
human energy are answered by the three words: food, peace, work. Many a year I have 
thought and pondered, lost myself 'in speculations and theories, conside~ing man as 
a mass moved by a force, viewing his inexplicable movement in the light of a mechanical 
one, and applying thc simple principles 04 mechanics to the analysis of the same until 
I arrived at these solutions, only to ~ealize that they were taught to me i* my early 
childhood. These three words sound the key-notes of the Christian religion. Their 
scientific meaning and purpose are now clear to me: food to increase the mas$ peace 
to diminish tFe retarding force, and work to increase the force accelerating human 
motement: These are the only three solutions which are possible of that great problem, 
and all of them have one object, one end, namely, to increase human energy. When 
we recognize this, we cannot help wondering how profoundly' wise and scientific and 
how immensely practical the Christian religion is, and in what a marked contrast it 
stands in this respect to other religions. It is unmistakably the result of practical 
experiment and sciendfic observation which have extended through ages, while other 
religions seem to be the outcome of merely abstract reasoning. Work, untiring effort, 
useful and accumulative, with periods of rest and recuperation aiming at higher 
efficiency, is its chief and ever-recurring command. Thus we are inspired both by 
Christianity and. Science to do our utmost toward increasing the performance of 
mankind. This most important of human problems I shall now specifically consider. 

THE SOURCE OF HUMAN ENERGY - THE THREE WAYS OF DRAWING 
ENERGY FROM THE SUN 

First let us ask: Whence comes all the motive power? What is the spring that 
drives all? W e  see the ocean rise and fall, the rivers flow, the wind, rain, hail, and 
s n o w p t  on our windows, ,the trains and steamers come and go; we hear the rattling 
noise of carriages, the voices from the street; we feel, smell, and taste; and we think 
of all this. And all this movement from the surging of the mighty ocean to that subtle 
movement concerned in our thought, has but one common cause. q l l  this energy 
emanates from one single center, one single source - the sun. The sun is the spring 
that drives all: The sun maintains all human life and supplies all human energy. 
Anothei answer we have now found to the above great question: T o  increase the force 
amlerating human movement means to turn to ,the uses of man more of the a n ' s  
energy. We honor and revere those great men of bygone times whose names are linked 
with immortal achievements, who have prwed themselves benefactors of humanity 
- the religious reformer with his wise maxims of life, the philosopher with his deep 



Fig. '9. .MPERIMENT TO ILLUSTRATE THE CAPACITY OF THE OSCILLATOR FOR 
CREATING A ,GREAT ELECTRICAL MOVEMENT. 

The ball shown in the photograph, covered with a polished metallic coating of twenty square 
feet of surface, represents a large reservoir of electricity, and the inverted tin pan underneath, with 
a sharp rim, a bk open* through which the electricity can escape before filling the reservoir. 
The quantity of electricity set in movement is so great that, although most of it escapes through 
the rim of the pan or opening provided, the ball or reservoir is nevertheless alternate1 emptied 
and filled to overflowing (as is evident from the discharge escaping on the top of the t a l l )  one 

huodred .ad fifty thousand times per second. 



truths, the mathematician'with his formulae, the physicist with his laws, the discoverer 
with his principles and secrets wrested from nature, the artist with his f o m  of the 
.beautiful; but who honors him, the greatest of all, - who can .tell the name of him, 
- who first turned to use the sun's energy to save the effort of a weak fellow-creature? 
f i a t  was man's first act of scientific philanthropy, and its consequences have been 
incalculable. 

From the very beginning three ways of drawing energy from the sun were open 
to man. The savage, when he warmed his frozen limbs at a fire kindled in some way, 
availed himself ,of the energy of the sun stored in the burning material. When he 
carried a bundle of branches to his cave and burned them there, he made use of the sun's 
stored enerby transported from one to another locality. When he set sail to his 
canoe, he utilized the energy of the sun supplied to the atmosphere or ambient medium. 
There can be no doubt that the first is the oldest way. A fire, found accidentally, 
taught the savage to apprc~iate its beneficial heat. He  then very likely conceiked the idea 
of the carrying the glowing embers to his abode. Finally he learned to use the force of a 
swift clrrrent of water or air. It is characteristic of modern development that progress has 
been effected in the same order. The utilization of the energy stored in wood or coal, 
or, generally speaking, fuel, led to 'the s t eam-engk  Next a great stride in advance 
was made in energy-transportation by the use of eicctricity, which permitted the transfer 
of energy from one locality to another without transporting the material. But as to the 
utilization of the energy of the ambient medium, no radical step forward has as yet 
been made known. 

The ultimate results of development in these three directions are: first, the burning 
of coal by a cold process in a battery; second, the efficient utilization of .the emrgy 
of the ambient medium; and, third, the transmission without wires of electrical energy 
to any distance. In whatever way these results rnay be arrived at, their practical application 
will necessarily involve an extensive use of iron, and this invaluable metal will 
undoubtedly be an essential element in the further development along the* three lines. 
If we succeed in burning coal by a cold process and thus obtaining electrical energy 
in an efficient and inexpensive manner, we shall require in many practical uses of 
this energy electric motors - that is, iron. If we are successful in deriving energy 
from the ambient medium, we shall wed, both in the obtainment and utilization of 
the energy, machinery - again, iron. If we realize the transmision of electrical energy 
without wires on an industrial scale, we shall be compelled to use extensively electric 
generators - once more, iron. Whatever we may do, iron will probably be the chief 
means of accomplishment in the near future, possibly more so than in the past. How 
long its reign will last is difficult to tell, for even now aluminium is looming up as 
a threatening competitor. But for the time being, next to providing new resources of 
energy, it is of the greatest importance to make improvements in the manufacture and 
utilization of iron. Great advances are possible in these latter directions, which, if brought 
about, would enormously increase the useful performance of mankind. 

GREAT POSSIBILITIES OFFERED BY IRON FOR INCREASING HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE - ENORMOUS WASTE I N  IRON MANUFACTURE 

Ir0h is by far the most important factor in modern progress. It contributes more 
than any other industrial product to the force accelerating human movement. So 
general is the use of this metal, and so intimately is it connected with all that concerns 
our life, that it has become as indispensable to us as the very air we breathe. Its name 
is synonymous with ~ f u l n e s s .  But, however great the influence of iron may be on 
the present human development, it does not add to  the force urging man onward nearly 
as much as it might. First of all, its manufacture as now carried on is connected wi& 



Fig. 10. PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEW OF AN EXPERIMENT TO ILLUSTRATE AN EFFECT 
OF AN ELECTRICAL OSCILLATOR DELIVERING ENERGY AT A RATE OF SEVENTY-FIVE 

THOUSAND HORSE-POWER. 

The discharge, cmting a strong draft owing to the heating of the air, is carried upward through 
the open roof of the building. The greatest width across is nearly seventy feet. The pressure is 

.over twelve million volts, and the current alternates one hundred and thirty thousand times 
per second. 



an appalling waste of fuel - that is, waste of energy. Then, again, only a part of 
all the iron produced is applied for useful purposes. A good part of it goesi td, create 
frictional resistances, while still another large part is the means of developing negative 
forces greatly retarding human movement. Thus the negative force of war is almost 
wholly represented in iron. It is impossible to estimate with any degree o f - w a c y  
the magnitude of this greatest of all retarding forces, but it is certainly very con- 
siderable. If the present positive impelling force due to all useful applications of iron 
be represented by ten, for instance, I should not think it exaggeration to estimate the 
negative force of war, with due consideration of all its retarding influences and 
results; at, say, six. On  the basis of this estimate the effective impelling force of iron 
in the positive direction would be measured by the difference of these two numbers, 
which is four. But if, through the establishment of universal peace, the manufacture 
of war machinery should tea*, and all s t r u ~ l e  for supremacy between nations should 
be turned into healthful, ever active and productive commercial competition, then the 
positive impelling force due to iron would be measured by the sum of those two 
numbers; which is sixteen - that is, this force would have four times its present value. 
This example is, of course, merely intended to give an idea of the immense increase 
in the usieful performance of mankind which would result from a radical reform of 
the iron industries supplying the implements of warfare. 

A similar inestimable advantage in the saving of energy available to man would 
be secured by obviating the great waste of coal which is inseparably connected with 
the present methods of manufacturing iron. In some countries, as in Great Britdn, 
the hurtful effects of this squandering of fuel are beginning to be felt. The price of 
coal is constantly rising, and the poor are made to suffer more and more. Though we 
are still far from the dreaded "exhaustion of the coal-fields", philanthropy commands 
us to invent novel methods of manufacturing ircm, which will not involve such 
barbarous waste of this valuable material from which we derive at present mas$ of our 
energy. I t  is our duty to coming generations to lcavc this store of energy intact for 
them, or at least not to touch it until we shall have perfected processes for burning 
coal more efficiently. Those who are to come after us will need fuel more than we 
do. W e  should be able to manufacture the iron we require by using the sun's energy, 
without wasting any coal at all. As an effort to this end the idea of smelting iron ores 
by electric currents obtained from the energy of falling water has naturally suggested 
itself to many. I have myself spent much time in endeavoring to evolve such a practical 
pr.~ess,  which would enable iron to be manufactured at small cost. After a prolonged 
investigation of the subject, finding that it was unprofitable to use the currents 
generated directly for smelting the ore, I devised a method which is fa t  more 
economical. 

ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION OF IRON BY A NEW PROCESS 

The industrial project, as I worked it out six years ago, contemplated the employment 
of the electric currents derived from the energy of a waterfall, not directly for melting 
the ore, but for decomposing water, as a preliminary step. To lessen the cost of the 
plant, I proposed to generate the currents in exceptionally cheap and simple dynamos, 
which I designed for this sole purpose. The hydrogen liberated in the elecitcol~c 
decomposition was to be burned or recombined with oxygen, not with that from which 
it was separated, but with that of the atmosphere. Thus very nearly the total electrical 
energy used up in the .decompjtion of the water would be recovered in the form 
of heat resulting from the recombination of the hydrogen. This heat was to be applied 
to the smelting of the ore. The oxygen gained as a by-product in the decomposition 
of the water I intended to use for certain other industrial purposes, which would 
probably yield good financial returns, inasmuch as this is the cheapest way of obtaining 



this gas in large quantities. In any event, it could be employed to burn all kinds of 
refuse, cheap hydrocarbon, or coal of the most inferior quality which could not be 
burned in air or be otherwise utilized to advantage, and thus again a considerable 
mount of heat would be made available for the smelting of the ore. TO increase the 
economy of the process I contemplated, furthermore, using an arrangement such that 
the hot metal and the products of combustion, coming out of the furnace, would give 
up their heat u-pon the cold ore going into the furnace, so that comparatively little 
of the heat-energy would be lost in the smelting. I calculated that probably forty 
thousand pounds of iron could be produced per horse-power per a n n m  by this method. 
Liberal allowances were made for those losses which are unavoidable, the above quantity 
being about half of that theoretically obtainable. Relying on this estimate and on 
practical data with referenge to a certain kind of sand ore existing in abundance in 
the region of the Great Lakes, including cost of transportation and labor, I found 
that in some localities iron could be manufactured in this manner cheaper than by 
any of the adopted methods. This result would be attained all the more sprely if the 
oxygen obtained from the water, instead of being used for smelting the ore, as assumed, 
should be more profitably employed. Any new demand for this gas would secure a 
higher revenue from the plant, thus cheapening the iron. This project was advanced 
merely in the interest of industry. Some day, I hope, a beautiful industrial butterfly 
will come out of the dusty and shriveled chrysalis. 

The production of iron from sand om by a process of magnetic separation is 
highly commendable in principle, since it involves no waste of coal; but the usefulness 
of this method is largely reduced by the necessity of melting the iron afterward. As to 
the crushing of iron ore, I would consider it rational only if done by water-power, 
or by energy otherwise obtained without consumption of fuel. An electrolytic cold 
process, which would make it possible to extract iron cheaply, and also to mold it into 
the required forms without any fuel consumption, would, in my opinion, be a very 
great advance in iron manufacture. In common with some other metals, iron has so 
far resisted electrolytic treatment, but there can be no doubt that such a cold process 
will ultimately replace in metallurgy the present crude method of casting, and thus 
obviate the enormous waste of fuel necessitated by the repeated heating of metal in 
the foundries. 

Up to a few decades ago the usefulness of iron was based almost wholly on its 
remarkable mechanical properties, but since the advent of the commercial dynamo and 
electric motor its value to mankind has been greatly increased by its unique magnetic 
qualities. As regards the latter, iron has been greatly improved of .late. The signal 
progress began about thirteen years ago, when I discovered that in using soft Bessemer 
steel instead of wrought iron, as then customary, in an alternating motor, the perfor- 
mance of the machine was doubled. I brought this fact to the attention of Mr. Albert 
Schmid, to whose untiring efforts and ability is largely due the supremacy of Americar. 
electrical machinery, and who was then superintendent of an industrial corporation 
engaged in this field. Following my suggestion, he constructed transformers of steel, 
and they showed the same marked improvement. The investigation was then systemat- 
ically continued under Mr. Schrnid's guidance, the impurities being gradually eliminated 
from the '*steelw (which was only such in name, for in reality it was pure soft iron), 
and soon a product resulted which admitted of little further improvement. 

THE COMING AGE OF ALUMINIUM - DOOM OF THE COPPER 
INDUSTRY - THE GREAT CIVILIZING POTENCY OF THE NEW METAL 

With the advances made in iron of late years we have arrived virtually at the limits . 

of improvement. We cannot hope to increase very materially its tensile strength. 
elasticity, hardness, or malleability, nor can we expect to make it much better as regards 



its magnetic qualities. More recently a ncrtable gain was secured by h e  mixture of a 
small percentage of nickel with the iron, but there is not much room for further :tdvance 
in this direction. hTw discoveries may !x e x p ~ t r d ,  lsut they canno: geetly d d  to the 
valuable projxrtics r,of the metal, though they may considerably redrice the cost of 
rnritzr!factae. The irniccriiate future of iron is ssswed bv its ci~capnej;~ an2 its unrivaled 
mechanical and rnagzetic ~ualiticr. Thc5-se are m.;i chat co &her product. can mrn,Wr 
with it now. 8ut ttierr ran b:. no doubt t!;at, :?i 2 i jxe  zo! very dlshr;.t, ;mal in m&ap 
of it, new unc~nt.rs:c$ do:nains, will ha:.: *to pa3 ihe :.:rpter to .m:lther: t h ~  c:xning 
apz will 'be the age (2: alurrtinium I: i s  c!:ip :;eve:-;?, years since this -xsnderi:d n:& -ia 

iiiscove~rd !y \%;~eit!ct, and the a11imin;um industry, sc?.:ceiy f c ~ r q ~  yc>fg o!d, cammand~ 
alrcsdy th: attartion of the entire wcirld. Such rapid gri.n~th has fiiit been recorded 
in the history of civ~lizatii~n before. Kot !~[ig ago nluininium was sold a: the fanciid 
p:ice of :hi* oi  forty dolls:: per pound; to-day it cdn .be bad in 2-q~ dcsim! amoxat for zi 
mtiny cents. What is more, d ~ e  tinie i s  not far off i*.,hen chis pricc, tm, will be considered 
fanciful, for grcat in;!?tuven?~n:s are possible in the :nethods of its manufacture. Most 
of the metal is now pzoduced in the electric f r ; ina~e  by a process combining fusion 
mid eledroiysis, which offers a number of advafilagcou~ features, Su! involvcs rlaturally 
a great waste of >he electrical energy of the m:reni. My estim~tc-s show that the price 
of aluminiurn cor;!d be considerably reduced by adoptiag irl its msnufacture a method 
similar to that proposed by me for :he production 06 iron. A p u n d  of aluminium 
requires for fusion on!y about seventy per cent. of the heat n d e d  for melting a 
p u n d  of iron, and inasnmd? as its weight is only about one third of that of the 
!aiter, a volume of aiuminium four times that of iron could be obtained from a given 
amount of heat-energy. BE{ a cord eledroiytic process of rnanufadure is the Ideal solution. 
and on this I have pldced in); t:ope. 

.The absolutely unmoidable ccinsequence of fne advance of the aluminium industry 
will be the annihilation of the ciPppcr ifiduse r)... 1 1 e y  carinot exist and prosper together, 
and the latter is dcmmed beyond any h o p  of rti-overy. Even now it is cheaper ts 
cocvq an electric current through aiuminium ~cires than through copper wires; 
aluminium castings cost less, and in many domestic and other uses copper has no chance 
of successfully competing. A further material reduction of the price of aluminium 
cannot but be fatal to copper. But the progress of d ~ e  former will nct go on unchecked, 
for, s it ever happens in such cases, the larger industry will absoh the smaller one: the 
ght copper interests will control the pygmy aluminium interests, and the slow-pacing 
copper will reduce the lively gait of aluminiurn. This will only delay, not avoid, the 
impending catastrophe. 

Aluminium, however, will not stop at downing copper. Before many years have 
passed it wlll be engaged in a fierce struggle with iron, and in the latter it will find an 
adversary not easy to conquer. The issue of the contest will largely depend on whether 
iron shall be indispensable in electric machinery. This the future alone can decide. The 
magnetism as exhibited in Iron is an isolated phenomenon in nature. What it is that 
makes this metal behave so radically different from all other materials in this respect 
has not yet been ascertained, though many theories have been suggested. As regards 
magnetism, the molecules of the various bodies behave like hollow beams partly filled 
with a heaw fluid and balanced in the middle in the manner of a see-saw. Evidentlv 
some disturbing influence exists in nature which causes each molecule, like such a bea& 
to tilt either one or the other way. If the molecules are tilted one way, the body is 
magnetic; if they are tilted the other way, the body is non-magndic; but both positions 
are stable, as they wwld  be in the case of the hollow beam, owing to the rushing of 
the fluid to the lower end. Now, the wonderful thing is that the molecules of all known 
bodies went one way, while those of iron went the other way, This metal, it would 
seem, has an origin entirely different from that of the rest of the globe. I t  is h@dy 



improbable that we shall discover some other and cheaper inaterial which wiil eaual or 
su&ass iron in magnetic qualitie. 

Unless we should make a radical departure in the character of the electric currents 
employed, iron will be indispensable. Yet the advantages it offers are only apparent. 
So long as we use feeble magnetic forces it is by far  superior to any other material; 
but i f  we find ways of producing great magfietic forces, then better results will be 
&&nable without it. In fact, I have already produced electric transformers in which 
no iron is employed, arid which are capable of performing tcn times ai mulch work 
pcr pound of weight as those with iron. This result is sttained by using electric currents 
of a very high rate ribratisn, produced in no:fel ways, illstead of the ordinar) 
oaren% now eaployed in.  the industries: B have alho succeeded ir. operating electric 
rarotcrs withi:ut iron by such ~apidljj vibrating currents, but the results, so fzr, have 
bees inferior to those obt~incd with ordinary- mota~s  constructed of iron, aithough 
theoretically the forrt~er should be capable of performing incomparably more work 
per unit of -wight than the latter. Bat the seemingly insuperable diffimltic5 .which 
are now in the way ma7 be overcome in the end, and then i i ~ n  will be doil. away with, 
and ali electric machincry will be manuractured of al.umir~ium, in all prcjbability, at 
prices eidiculously low. This would be a severe, if not a fatal, blow to iron. Irk =any 
other branches of industry, as ship-building, o i  wherever lightness o i  structure is required, 
ttie P T O ~ ~ ~ S F  of the new merai will be much quicker. Yo: such uses it is crninently 
sui::ible, and. is sure to supersede iron sooner or Ister. Jt is highly probabie that in thl: 
mur.se of him? we shall he ahls t:, give 1: many of those qualities which make irsi: 
rQ ~a!uaE!c. 

'While it is irnpssible to teil when this industriai revolution will be consummated, 
he:: can be no do&t that the future k loags  to aluminium, and that in times to corne 
it will be the chi,-f means of increasing human performance. It has in this respect 
caac i t i a  greilter tsy far than those of any other metal. I shou!d estimate its civiiiziag 
potency ~t fully one hundred times ,that of iron. This estimate, though it may astonish, 
is not at dil! exaggerated. First of all, we must remember that there is thirty times ss 
much aluminium as iron in bulk, available for the uses of man. This in Itself offers great 
gmssihilities. Then, again, the new metal is much mbrc easily workable, which adds 
to its value. In many of its properties it. partakes of the character of a preciow, 'metal, 
which gives it additional worth. Its electric conductivity, which, for a givefi weight, is 
greater &an that of any other metal, wodd be alone sufficient to make it one of the 
mmt important factors in future human progress. 1ts extreme iightness makes it far 
more easy to transport the objects manufactured. By virtue of this property it will 
revdutionize naval 'construction, and in facilitaing trans,nort and travel it will add 
enormously to the useful performance of mankind. But its greatest civilizing potency 
will be, I believe, in aeriai travel, which is sure to be brought about by means of it. 
Telegraphic instruments will slowly enlighten the barbarian. Electric motors and lamps 
will do it more quickly, but quicker ,than anything else the flying-machine wi!l do  it. 
By iendering travc! ideally easy it will be the bes.t means for unifying the heterogeneous 
elements of humanity. As the first step toward this realization we should produce a 
lighter storage-battery or get more enerfiy from coal.. 

EFFORTS TOWARD OBTAINING MORE ENERGY FROM COAL - THE 
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION - THE GAS-ENGINE - 

THE COLD-COAL BA'ITERY 

I remember that at one time I considered the production of electricity by burning 
ad in a battery as the greatest achievement ioward advancing civilization, and I am 
surprised to find how much the continuous study of these subjects has modified my 



views. It now seems to me that to burn coal, however efficiently, in a battery would 
be a mere makeshift, a phace in the evolution toward something much more perfect. 
After all, in generating electricity in this manner, we should be destroying material, 
and this would be a barbarous process. W e  ought to be able to obtain the energy we 
need without consumption of material. But I am far from underrating the value of such 
an efficient method of burning fuel. At the present time most motive p w e r  comes 
from coal, and, either directly or by ~ t s  products, it adds vastly to human energy. 
Unfortunately, in all the processes now adopted, the larger portion of the energy of the 
coal is uselessly dissipated. The best steam-engines utilize only a small part of the total 
e n e ~ g  Even In gas-erig~nes. in which, particularly of late, better results are obtainable, 
there is still a barbarous waste going r,n. In our electric-lighting system we scarcely 
utilize one third of one per cent., and in lighting by gas a much smaller fraction ,rf the 
total energy of the coai. Corlsldering the varislus uses of ccal thn,nghout the world, 
we certainly do not ut~lize more than two per cent, of its energy theoretically available. 
The man who should stop this senseless w s t e  svould be a great benefactor of humanity, 
though the solution he would offer could not be a permanent one, since it would 
ultimately lead to the exhaustion of the stcrre of material. Efforts toward obtaining 
more energy from coal are now being made chiefly in two directions - by generating 
electricity and by producing gas for motive-power purposes. In both of these lines 
notable success has already been achieved. 

The advent of the alternating-current system of electric power-transmission marks 
an epoch in the economy of energy available to nlan from coal. Evidentiy all electrical 
energy obta~ned from a waterfall, saving so much fuel, is a net gain to mankind, which 
is all the more effective as it is secured with little expenditure of human effort, and as 
this most perfect of all known methods of deriving energy from the sun contributes 
in many ways to the advancement of civilization. But electricity enables us also to get from 
coal much more energy than was practicable in the old ways. Instead of transporting the 
coal to distant places of consumption, we burn it near the mine, develop electricity in 
the dynamos, and transmit the current to remote localities, thus effecting a considerable 
saving. Instead of driving the machinery in a factory in the old wasteful way by belts and 
shafting, we generate electricity by steam-power and operate electric motors. In this 
manner it is not uncommon to obtain two or three times as much effective motive power 
from the fuel, besides securing many other important advantages. It ig in this field as 
much as in the transmission of energy to  great distances that the alternating system, 
with its ideally simple machinery, is bringing about an industrial revolution. But in 
many lines this progress has not yet heen felt. For example, steamers and trains are 
still being propelled by the direct application of steam-power to  shafts or axles. A much 
greater percentage of the heat-energy of the fuel could be transformed in motive 
energy by using, in place of the adopted marine engines and locomotives, dynamos 
driven by specially designed high-pressure steam- or gas-engines and by utilizing 
the electricity generated for the propulsion. A gain of fifty to one hundred per 
cent. in the effective energy derived from the coal could be secured in this 
manner. It is difficult to understand why a fact so plain and obvious is not receiving 
more attention from engineers. In ocean steamers such an improvement would be 
particularly desirable, as it would do away with noise and increase materially the speed 
and the carrying capacity of the liners. 

Still more energy is now being obtained from coal by the latest improved gas- 
engine, the economy of which is, on the average, probably twice that of the best 
steam-engine. The introduction of the gas-engine is very much facilitated by the 
importance of the gas industry. 'With the increasing use of the electric light more and 
more of the gas is utilized for heating and motive-power purposes. In m y  instances 
gas is manufactured close to the coal-mine and conveyed to distant places of masumption, 



a considerable saving both in the cost of transportation and in utilization of the energy of 
the fuel being thus effected. In the present state of the mechanical and electrical arts 
the most rational way of deriving energy from coal is evidently to manufacture gas close 
to the coal store, and to utilite it, either on the spot or elsewhere, to generate electricity 
for industrial uses in dynamos driven by gasbengines. The commercial success of such 
a plant is largely dependent upon the production of gas-engines of great nominal 
horse-power, which, judging from the keen activity in this field, will soon be 
forthcoming. Ins,tead of consuming coal directly, as usual, gas should be manufactured 
from it and burned to economize energy. 

But all such .improvements cannot be more than passing phases in the evolution 
toward something far more perfect, for ulfimately we must succeed in obtaining electricity 
from coal in a more direct way, involving no great loss of its heat-energy. Whether coal 
can be oxidized by a cold process is still a question. Its combination with oxygen always 
evolve9 heat, and whether the energy of the combination of the carbon with another 
element can be turned directly into electrical energy has not yet been determined. Under 
certain conditions nitric acid will burn the carbon, generating an electric current, but 
the solution does not remain cold. Other means of oxidizing coal have been proposed, 
but they have offered no promise of leading to an efficient process. My own lack of 
success has been complete, though perhaps not quite so complete as that of some who 
have "perfected" the cold-coal battery. This problem is essentially one for the chemist 
to solve. I t  is not for the physicist, who determines all his results in advance, so 
that, when the experiment is tried, it cannot fail. Chemistry, though a positive science, 
does not yet admit of a solution by such positlve methods as those which are 
available In the treatment of many physical problems. The result, if possible, will be 
arrived at through patient trying rather than through deduction or calculation. The time 
will soon come. however. when the chemist will be able to follow a course clearly 
mapped out beforehand, and when the process of his arriving at a desired result will 
be purely constructive. The cold-coal battery would give a great impetus to electrical 
development; it would lead very shortly to a practical flying-machine, and would 
enormously enhance the introduction of the automobile. But these and many other 
problems will bc better solved, and in a more scientific manner, by a light-storage 
battery. 

ENERGY FROM THE MEDIUM - THE WINDMILL AND THE SOLAR 
ENGINE - MOTIVE POWER FROM TERRESTRIAL HEAT - 

ELECTRICI'IY FROM NATURAL SOURCES 

Besides fuel, there is abundant material from which we might eventually derive 
power. An immense amount of energy is locked up in limestone, for instance, and 
machines can be driven by liberating the carbonic acid through sulphuric acid or 
otherwise. I once constructed such an engine, and it operated satisfactorily. 

But, whatever our resources of primary energy miy be in h e  future, we must, to 
be rational, obtain it without consumption of any material. Long ago I came to this I kfl' 
amclusion, and to arrive at this result only two ways, as before indicated, appeared 

L \  

possible - either to turn to use the energy of the sun stored in the ambient medium, : 
or to  transmit, through the medium, the sun's energy to distant places from some locality ; 
where it was obtainable without consumption of material At that time I at once rejected 
the latter method as entirely impracticable, and turned to examine the ps ib i l i t ies  I 
of the former. ) 
- It is difficult to  believe, but it is, nevertheless, a fact, that since tlme immemorial 
tpan has had at his disposal a fairly g w d  machine which has enabled him to utrlize 
the energy of the ambient medium. This machine is the windmill. Contrary to popular 



bel~ef, the poaqrr obtainable from wind 1s very considerable. Many a dciudei i nven t~ r  
has spent years of his life in endeavor~ng to "harness the t~des," and some have even 
proposed to compress air by tide- or 3 a v e - p w c r  for suppiylng energy, never 
understanding the signs of the old windmill on the hi!, s rt sorr~wfuliy waved its 
arms about and bade them ston. The  fact is that a wave- c r  tide-motor wou!d have. as 

1 

a rule, bui a small chance of competing cosnrnercia!Iy with the a~indmlli,  which is by 
fa:. cbs ljetrer machine, allowing a nuch  preatir amount o i  cner,y n> be obtained in 
a simpler w;y. W i n d - p w e r  has been, in  o!d tirncs, of irmtirnable ~ a l u e  to man, if 
~ O P  no th i i i ~  else but foe enahling him to ::ross :he sezs, and it is et..en ncvi a very 
in lpr tan t  factor in travel and transpoitat;on. 312: ihert: die great :irnita?io!?s in tnis 
idealiy siriiple rne:hcd of utilizing , t h e  sun's energy. The machines are !rar;_:e isr a giver) 
output, and the p s r r  is intermittent, thuh necessiriting the s t s ~ q c  ob ee=rgy anla 
iricreasing the cost of the plarlt. 

A fat better way. I~cjwever, to obtaiil Wwer H.ou!..~ 132 to ;lvaii ourselves of tbc 
san's rays, which heat that earth inct.ssar?tiy and sc;s;>ly c-licrgy at a tilaximum rate oi 
aver four million horse-power per sq;:ar.c :zilc. Although the average energy rec:.~vcd 
pcr square wile in. any locdiity durrng the yc.2: 15 or:iy a small fraction of rhat amount. 
yct ar. inexhaustible source of power t-,nuic! h- c3rvncd i ilp by tile iisr.;\~cr). of 5ome 
eifit:~rnt m a h d  of utilizing tlie cntti .3 of the rays The on:y ;stior?al waf krlswrr 
to me at the time whcli I heglrl the shiv o i  this subjiit  was to cn:l:ioy some kinti 
of heat- o r  thermodynamic eng;n:. driven by a .::?latile t iuid e~zporate? in a bc ,I ' I  er by 
the h e ~ t  of the rays. But closer investiga~ion of this :ncthed, and c.rlculation, shoxvcd 
that, notwithstanding the apprrently vast arilourit oi energy re:ei*:cd from the sun's 
nys, oniy a sinall frac-tion of !hat encrgy could !Y ac-uaily utilized In this manner. 
Furthermore. ;fie energy suppl!ed th:,xph t!ie su:?'s radiations is pi:riodicai, and the 
s m e  lirnltatlo~~s as: in :lie use c;f the windmi!i i fnrx:d to t.xist here niso. After a lor?); 
shdy  of this mode of obta:nlng muti\~c jwwer fr.:,m the .mn, taking into acccunt :he 
necessarily large bulk o f  the ix~iler, t i ~ c  low cff icirnq~ of the hex:-cng~ne; ?hi. additional 
cost of storing the encrky, and other drawbacks, T carrle ti; tiic cocclusion that the 
"solar engiae," a fro.. instarlccs excepted, could not be industriaily exploited with 
success 

Afiother way of get!ing r n c ~ t i v c  !wTs8er from the medium wi::~.cut consuming any 
materiai would be to utilize the heat corrtained in thc earth, the water, or the air for 
driving an engine. It is a well-known fact rhat the interior portions of the globe are 
very hot, the temperature rising. as observations show. with the approach to the centet: at 
the rate of approximately 10 C. for every hundred feet n i  depth. Tlir difficulties of 
sinking shafts and pfacing boile:~ a t  depths of, say, twelve 'thuu.i.inc! feet, corresponding 
to an increase in temperature of about 1200 (I., are not insuperable, ;id we could 
certainly avail ourselves in this way of the internal heat of the gio1.w. In fad,  ir would 
not be necessary to go  to any depth at a!] in order to derive energy from the stored 
t e r r ~ t r i a f i e a t .  The superficial layers of the earth and the zir strata cIme to the 
same are at a temperature sufficiently high t o  evaporate some extremely voiariie 
substances,. which we might use in our boilers instead of water. There is no  doubt that 
a v m e l  might be propelled on the ocean by an engine driven by such a volatile fluid. 
no other energy being used but the heat abstracted from the water. But  the amount 
of power which could be obtained in this manner would be, without further provision, 
v e q  small. 

Electricity producqd by natural causes is another source of cnergy which might 
' be rendered available. Lightning discharges involve great amounts of electrical energy, 

which we could utilize by transforming and storing it. Some years ago I made known 
a method of electrical transformation which renders the first part of this task easy, 
but the storing of the energy of lightning discharges will be difficult to accomplish. 



It is well known, furthermore, that electric currents circulate contantly through the 
earth, and that there exists between the earth and any air stratum a difference of 
electrical pressure, which varies in proportion to h e  height. 

In recent experiments I' have discovered two novel facts of importance in this 
connection: One of these facts is that an electric current is generated in a wire extending 
from the ground to a great height by the axial, and probably also by the translatory, 
movement of the earth. No appreciable current, however, will flow continuously in the 
wire unless the electricity is allowed to leak out into the air. Its escape is greatly 
facilitated by providing at the elevated end of the wire a conducting term~nal of great 
surface, with many sharp edges or points. W e  are thus enabled to get a continuous supply 
of electrical energy by merely supporting a wire at a height, but, unfortunateIy, the 
amount of electricity which can be so obtained is small. 

The second fact which I have ascertained is that the upper air strata are permanently 
charged with electricity opposite to that of the earth. So, ateleast, I have interpreted 
my observations, from which it appears that the earth, with its adjacent insulating 
and outer conducting envelop, constitutes a highly charged electrical condenses 
containing, in all probability, a great amount of electrical energy which might be turned 
to the uses of man, if it were possible to reach with a wlre to great altitudes. 

It is possible, and even probable, that there will be, in time, other resources of 
energy opened up, of which we have no knowledge now. W e  may ev& find ways 
of applying forces such as magnetism or gravity for driving machinery without using 
any other means. Such realizations, though highly improbable, are not impossible. An 
e*ample will best convey an idea of what we can hope to attain and what we can 
never attain. Imagine a disk of some homogeneous material turned perfectly true and 
arranged to turn in frictionless bearings on a horizontal shaft above the 'ground. Xhis 
disk, being under the above conditions perfectly balanced, would rest in any position. 
Now, it is possible that we may learn how to make such a disk rotate continuously and 
perform work by the force of gravity without any further effort on our part; but it 
is perfectly impossible for the disk to turn and to do work without any force from 
the outside. If it could d o  so, it would be what ,is designated scientifically as a 
"perpetuum mobile," a machine creating its own motive power. To make the disk rotate 
by the force of gravity we have only to invent a screen against this force. By such a 
screen we could prevent this force from acting on one half of the disk, and  the rotation 
of the latter would follow. At least, we cannot deny such a possibility until we know 
exactly the nature of the force of gravity. Suppose that this force were due to a movement 
comparable to that of a stream of air passing from above toward the center of the 
earth. The effect of such a stream upon both halves of the disk would be equal, and 
the latter would not rotate ordinarily; but if one half should be guaided by a plate 
arresting the movement, then it would turn. 

A DEPARTURE FROM KNOWN METHODS - POSSIBILITY O F  A "SELF- 
ACTING" ENGINE OR MACHINE, INANIMATE, YET CAPABLE, LIKE 
A LIVING BEING, OF DERIVING ENERGY FROM THE MEDIUM - THE 

IDEAL WAY O F  OBTAINING MOTIVE POWER 

When I began the investigation of the subject under consideration, and when the 
preceding or  similar ideas presented themselves to me for the first time, though I was then 
unacquainted with a number of the facts mentioned, a survey of the various ways of 
utilizing the energy of the medium convinced me, nevertheless, that to arrive at a 
thoroughly satisfactory practical solution a radical departure from the methods then 
known had to be made. The windmill, the solar engine, the engine driven by t ene t r id  
heat, had their limitations in the amount of power obtainable. Some new way had to 



be discovered which 'would enable us to get more energy. There was enough heat- 
energy in the rncdium, but only a small part of it was available for the operation of 
an engine in the ways then known. Besides, the energy was obtainable only at a very 
slow rate. Clearly, then, the problem was to discover some new method which would make 
it possible both to utilize more of the heat-energy of the medium and also to draw it 
away from the same at a more rapid rate. 

I was vainly endeavoring to form an idea of how this 
might be accomplished, when J read some statements from 
Carnot and Lord Kelvin (then Sir William Thornson) 
which meant virtually that it is impossible for an inanimate 
mechanism of self-acting machine to cool a portion of the 
medium below the temperature of the surrounding, and 
operate by the heat abstracted. These statements interested 
me intensely. Evidently a living being could do this very 
thing, and since the experiences of my early life which I have 

B related had convinced me that a living being is only an 
automaton, or, otherwise stated, a "self-acting engihe," I 
came to the conclusion that it was possible to C O ~ S ~ N &  
a machine which would do the same. As the first step 
toward this realization I conceived the following mechanism. 
Imagine a thermopile consisting of a number of bars of 
metal extending from the earth to the outer space beyond 
the atmosphere. The heat from below, conducted upward 
along these metal bars, would cool the earth or the sea or 

Diasram b. OBTAINING the air, according to the location of the lower parts of the 

EE.Epzg,:z bars, and the result, as is well known, would be an electric 
current circulating in these ban. The two terminals of the 

medium with little energy; thermopile could now be joined through an electric motor, 
B, B, ambient medium with 
much enerm; 0, path of the a d ,  theoretically, this motor would run on and on, until 

enagy. the media below would be cooled down to the temperature 
of the outer space. This would be an inanimate engine 

which, to all evidence: would be cooling a portion of the medium below the temperature 
of the surrounding, and operating by the heat abstracted. 

But was it not possible to realize a similar condition without necessarily going to 
a helght? Conceive, for the sake of illustration, an inclosure T, as illustrated in diagram 
b, such that energy could not be transferred across it except through a channel or path 0, 
and that, by some means or other, in this inclosure a medium were maintained which 
would have little energy, and that on the outer side of the same there would be the 
ordinary ambient medium with much energy. Under these assumptions the energy would 
flow through the path 0, as indicated by the arrow, and might then be converted on its 
passage into some other form of energy..The question was, Could such a condition be 
attained? Could we produce artificially such a "sink" for the energy of the ambient 
medium to.flow in? Suppose that an extremely low temperature could be maintained 
by some process in a given space; the surrounding medium would then be compelled to . 
give off heat, which could be converted into mechanical or other form of energy, 
and utilized. By realizing such a plan, we should be enabled to get at any p i n t  of the 
globe a continuous supply of energy,'day and night. More than this, masoning in the 
abstract, it would seem possible to cause a quick circulation of the medium, and thus 
draw the energy at a very rapid rate. 

Here, then, was an idea which, if realizable, afforded .a happy solution of the 
problem of getting energy from the medium. But was it realizable? I convinced myself 
that it was so in a number of ways, of which one is the following. As regards heat, we 



are at a high level, which may be represented by the surface of a mountain' lake 
considerably above the sea, the level of which may mark the absolute zero'of temperature 
existing in the interstellar space. Heat, like water, flows from high to low level, and, 
consequently, just as we can let the water of the lake run down to the sea, so we are 
able to let heat from the earth's surface travel up into the cold region above. Heat, 
like water, can perform work in flowing down, and if we had any doubt as to whether 
we could derive energy from the medium by means of a thermopile, as before described, 
it would be dispelled by this analogue. But can we produce cold in a given portion 
of the space and cause the heat to flow in continually? To create such a "sGnk," or 
"cold hole," as we might say, in the medium, would be equivalent to producing in the 
lake a space either empty or filled with something much lighter than water. This we 
could do by placing in the lake a tank, and pumping all the water out of the latter. 
We know, then, that the water, if allowed to flow back into the tank, would, 
*theoretically, be able to perform exactly the same amount of work which was used in 
pumping it out, but not a bit more. Consequently nothing could be gained in this 
double operation of first raising the water and then letting it fall down. This would 
mean that it is impossible to create such a sink in the medium. But let us reflect a 
moment. Heat, though following certain general laws of mechanics, like a fluid, is not 
such; it is energy which may be converted into other forms of energy as it passes from 
a high to a low level. To make our mechanical analogy complete and true, we must, 
therefore, assume that the water, in its passage into the tank, is converted into something 
else, which may be taken out of it without using any, or by using very little, power. 
For example, if heat be represented in this analogue by the water of the lake, the 
oxygen and hydrogen composing the water may illustrate other forms of energy into 
which the heat is transformed in passing from hot to cold. If the process of heat- 
transformation were absolutely perfect, no heat at all would arrive at the low level, 
since all of it would be converted into other forms of energy. Corresponding to this 
ideal case, all the water flowing into the tank would be decomposed into oxygen and 
hydrogen before reaching the bottom, and the result would be that water would 
continually flow in, and yet the tank would remain entirely empty, the gases formed 
escaping. We would thus produce, by expending initially a certain amount of work 
to create a sink for the heat or, respectively, the water to flow in, a condition enabling 
us to get any amount of energy without further effort. This would be ari ideal way 
of obtaining motive power. We do nut know of any such absolutely perfect process 
of heat-conversion, and consequently some heat will generally reach the low level, which 
means to say, in our mechanical analogue, that some water will arrive at the bottom of 
the tank, and a gradual and slow filling of the latter will take place, necessit+ting 
continuous pumping out. But evidently there will be less to pump out than flows in, 
or, in other words, less energy will be needed to maintain the initial condition than 
is developed by the fall, and this is to say that some energy will be gained from the 
medium. What is not converted in flowing down can just be raised .up with its own 
energy, and what is converted is clear gain. Thus the virtue of the principle I have 
discovered resides wholly in the conversion of the energy on the downward flow. 

FIRST EFFORTS TO PRODUCE THE SELF-ACTING ENGINE - THE 
MECHANICAL OSCILLATOR - WORK OF DEWAR AND LINDE - 

LIQUID .AIR 

Having recognized this truth, I began to devise means for carrying out- my idea, 
and, after long thought, I finally conceived a combination of apparatus which should 
make possible the obtaining of power from the medium by a process of continuous 
cooling of atmospheric air. This apparatus, by continually transforming heat into 



mechanical work, tended to become colder and colder, and if it only were practicable 
to reach a very low temperature in this manner, then a sink for the heat could be 
produced, and energy could be derived from the medium. This seemed to be contrvy 
to the statements of Carnot and Lord Kelvin before referred to, but I concluded from 
the theory of the process- that such a result could be attained. This conclusion X reached, 
I think, in the latter pan of 1883,  h hen I was in Paris, and it was at a time when 
my mind was being more and more' dominated by an invention which.1 had evolved 
during the preceding year, and which has since become known under the nahe of the 
"rotating magnetic field." During the few years which followed I elaborated further 
the p1a.n I had imagined, and studied the working conditions, but made little headway. 
The commercial introduction in this country of the invention before referred to required' 
most of my energies until 1889, when I again took up the idea of the self-acting 
machine. A closer investigation of the principles involved, and calculation, now showed 
that the result I aimed at could not be reached in a practical manner by ordinary 
machinery, as I had in the beginning expected. This led me, as a next step, to the study 
of a type of engine generally designated as "turbine,'which at first seemed to offer 
better chances for a realization of the idea. Soon I found, however, that the turbine, too, 
was unsuitable. But my conclusions showed that if an engine of a peculiar kind could 
be brought .to a high degree of perfection, the plan I had conceived was realizable, 'and 
I resolved to proceed with the development of such an engine, the primary object of 
which was to secure the greatest economy of transformation of heat into mechanical 
energy. A characteristic feature of the engine was that .the-work-performing piston 
was not connected with anything else, but was perfectly free to vibrate at an enormous 
rate. The mechanical difficulties encountered in the construction of this engine werc 
greater than I had anticipated, and I made slow progress. This work was continued 
until early in 1892, when I went to London, whcre I saw Professor Dewar's 
admirable experiments with liquefied gases. Others had liquefied gases' before, and 
notably Ozlewski and Pictet had performed creditable early experiments in this line, 
but there was such a vigor about the work of Dewar that even the old appeared ne\ir. 
His experiments showed, though in a way different from that I had imagined, that 
'it was possible to reach a very low temperahre by tkansforming heat into mechanical 
work, and I returned, deeply impressed with what I had seen, and more than wer  
convinced that my plan was practicable. The work temporarily interrupted was taken up 
anew, and soon I had in a fair state of perfection the engine which I have named "thc 
mechanical oscillator." In this machine I succeeded in doing away with all packings, 
valves, and lubrication, and in producing so rapid a vibration of the piston that shafts 
of tough steel, fastened to the same and vibrated longitudinally, were torn asunder. 
By combining this engine with a dynamo of special design I produced a highly efficient 
electrical generator, invaluable in measurements and determinations of physical quantities 
on account of the unvarying rate of oscillation obtainable by its means. I exhibited 
several-types of this. machine, named "mechanical and electrical oscillator," before the 
Electrical Congress at the World's Fair in Chicago during the summer of 1893, in a 
lecture which, on account of other pressing work, I was unable to prepare for publication. 

- On that occasion I exposed the principles of the mechanical oscillator, but the original 
purpose of this machine is explained here for the first time: 

In the process, as I had primarily conceived it, for the utilization of the energy 
of the ambient medium, there were five essential elements in combination, and each 
of these had to be newly designed. and perfected, as no such machines existed. The 
mechanical oscillator was the first element of this combination, and having perfected 
this, 1 turned to the next, which was an air-compressor of a design in certain respects 
resembling that of the mechanical oscillator. Similar difficulties in the construction 
were again encountered, but the work was pushed vigorously, and at the close of 1894 



I had completed these two elements of the combination, and thu produced sn  
apparatus for compressing air, virtually to any desired pressure, incomparably simpler, 
smaller, and more efficient than the ordinary-. 1 was just beginning work on rRr third 
element, which together with the first two would give a tefrigeraking machine of 
exceptional efficiency and simpiicity, when a rnisLortune beieil me in the burning 
of my laboratory: which crippled my labors and delayed riie. Shortly aiterwards Dr. Carl 
Linde announted tibe liqu~faction of air by a sdf-cooling prscess, demonstrating that 
it was practicable to prcceed with the cording until liqucfactior~ of tklr air twk  place. 
This was the only experinctntai prt;of ~ h i i h  I w r s  still wanting that e3crb.y was 
ab:ainable from thc medium in the manner coritcn~plated by me. 

-. 
the  liquefaction of air by a srif.cu;,ling procb~s wiis net, as pop~lrr ly  believed, 

ars accidental disio~cry, but a scientific resuit which roilld not haye S e n  d c i q e d  much 
longer, and which, ill all pwbabi!ity, could not lmave escaped Dtwar. This fa;,:i:~afing 
advance, I believe, is largely dile to the powerful w x k  of this great Scijrcfin~lliin. 
Nevecthc!ess, Eiade'r is an ~mmc:rtal achiei-cnent. The manufacrurc of 'liquid ai; h ~ s  
been carried on for fuw years in Germany, on a scale much large: than in any other 
co-intry, and this strange product has been applied for n variety of purpozes. Much was 
expected of ic'in the begirining, but so far it inas k e n  an indusrrial ignis fatuws. By 
die use of such rr~achjncry 3s I m perfecti~ig, its ccsc will probably be gieatly Bcssened, 
but even thcn its rommcrcial success will be questionable. When used as a refrigerant 

is ul~economica!, as its temperature is un:recessarily iow. It is ~5 expensive to maintain 
7 Cfi $-. .. I J - ~ ~  at a very low temprahre  as it is to keep it very hot; it takes coal to keep air 
cdd. 111 oxygen E~ar,ufacture it cannot yet compete with the electrolytic method. For 
use as ai; expiosive it is unsuitable, because,its !ow temperature ag;in candemns it to a 
small efftcizncy, and for m~tive-power prpcses its cost is still by ia r  toi> high. It is 
of intercst to note, howek'er, that in driving an engine by liquid aiir a certain mount  
of energy may be gained from tRe engine, or, stated otherwise, from the ambient 
meditml which keeps the engine warm, each two hundred pounds of ironcasting of the 
latter contributing energy at the rate of about one eflectivr horse-power during one 
hour. But t h ~ s  gain of the consumer is offset by an equal Icss of the producer. 

Much oi this task on which I have labored so long renlains to be done. A number 
of mechanical details are still to be perfected and some difiirulties of a different nature 
to be mastered, and I cannot hope to produce a self-actii~g machine deriving energy 
from the ambient medium for a long time yet, even if all my expectations should 
materialize. Many circdmstances have ocmrred which have retarded my wcxk of !ate, 
but for several reasons the delay was beneficial. 

One of these reasons was that I had ample time to consider what the ultimate 
possibilities of this development might be. I worked for a long time fully convinced 
that the practical realization of this method of obtaining energy from the sun would 
be of incliculable industrid value, but .%he continued study of the subject revealed 
the fact t!!3t while it .will be commercially profitable if my expectations are well 
founded, it will not be so to an extrwrdinary degree. 

DISCOVERY OF L'NEXPECTED PROPERTIES OF T'HE ATMOSPHERE - 
STRANGE EXPERIMENTS - TRANSMISSION OF ELEC'IRICAL ENERGY 

THROUGH ONE WIRE WITHOUT RETURN - TRANSMISSION 
THROUGH THE EARTH WITHOUT ANY WIRE 

Another of these reasons was that I was led to recognize the transmission of 
electrical energy to any distance through the media as by far the best solution of the 
great problem of harnessing h e  sun's energy for the uses of man. For a long time I was 
convinced that such a transmission on an industrial scale could never be realized, but 



1 P discomq whlCfi I made changed my view. I observed that under certain anditbas 
the atmosphere, which is normaily a high insulator, assumes conducting properties, md 
so becomes ppable of conveying any amwnt of electrical energy. But the difficulties in the 
way of a practical utilization of this discovery for the purpose of transhitting elactrid 
energjt without wires were seemingly insuperable. Electrical pressures of many millions 
of volts had to be produced and handled; generating apparatus of a novel kind, bpable 
of withstanding the immense electrical stresses, had to be invented and perfected, and 
a complcte safety against the dangers oi the high-tension currents had to be attained 
in the system before its practical introduction could be even thought of. All this could 
not be done in a few weeks or months, or cven years. The work required patience 
and constant application, but the improvements carne, though slowly. Other valuable 
results were. however. arrived at in the course of this long-continued work. of which " 
I shall endeavor to give a brief account, enumerating the chief advances as they were 
successively effected. 

The discovery of the conducting properties of the air, though unexpected, was 
only a natural result of experiments in a special field which I had carried on for some 
years before. It was, I believe, during 1889 that certain possibilities offered by 
extremely rapid electrical oscillations determined me to design a number of special 
machines adapted for their investigation. Owing to the peculiar requirements, the 
construction of these machines was very difficult, and consumed much time and effort; 
but my work bn them was generously rewarded, for I reached by their means several novel 
and im-portaiat results. One of the earliest observations I made with these new machines 
was that electrical oscillations of an extremely high rate act in an extraordinary manner 
upon the human organism. Thus, for instance, I demonstrated that powerful electrical 
discharges of several hundred thousand volts, which at that time were considered 
absolutely deidly, could be passed through the body without inconvenience or  hurtful 
consequences.mThese oscillations produced other specific plrysiological effects, which, upon 
my announcement, were eagerly taken up by skilled physicians and further investigated. 
This new field has proved itself fruitful beyond expectation, in the few years which have 
passed since, it has been developed to such an extent that it now forms a legitimate 
and important department of medical science. Many results, thought impossible at that 
time, are now readily obtainable with these oscillatioqs, and many experiments 
undreamed of then can now be readily performed by their means. I still remember 

) with pleasure how, nine years ago, I passed the discharge of a powerfur inductioncoil 
through my body to demonstrate before a scientific society the comparative harrnlesaness 
of very rapidly vibrating electric currents, and I can still recall the astonishment of 
mv audience. I would now undertake. with much less a~~rehens ion  than I had in that 

L L 

experiment, to transmit through my body with such currents the entire electrical energy 
of the dynamos now workiqg at Niagara - forty or fifty thousand horse-power. 

1 1 1  I have produced electrical osciJlations which were of such intensity that when circulating 
through my arms and chest they have melted wires which joined my hands, and still I felt 
no inconvenience. I h a v e i z e d  with such oscillations a loop of heavy copper wire 

_ s o  powerfully that masses of metal, and even objects of an electrical resistance s p e c i f m y  
greater than that of human tissue, brought dose to or placed within the loop?_ were ----- - 
heated to a high temperature and melted, often with the violence of pn explosion,hd - - 
vet into this very space in which this terribly destructive turmoil was going o n I ' K v e  
repeatedly thrust my head without feeling anything or e*encingg injurious afier- ------- 
effects. 

Another observation was that by means of such oscillations light could be produced 
in a novel and more economical manner, which promised to lead to an ideal system 

\cd of electric illumination by vacuum-tubes, dispensing with the necessity of renewal of 
lamps or incandescent filaments. and possibly also with the use of wires in the interior 

S,$b" 



of buildings. The efficiency of this light increases in proportion to the rate of the 
oscillations, and its commercial success is, therefore, dependent on the economical 
production of electrical vibrations of transcending rates. In this direction I have met 
with gratifying success of late, and the practical intoduction of this new system of 
illumination is not far off. 

The investigations led to many other valuable observations and results, one of the 
more important of which was the demonstration of the practicability of supplying 
electrical energy through one wire without return. At first I was able to transmit in 
this novel mauner only very small amounts of electrical energy, but in this line also 
my efforts have been rewarded with similar success. 
. The photograph shown in Fig. 3 illustrates, as its title explains, an actual 

ttansmission of this kind effected with apparatus used in other experiments here 
described. To what a degree the appliances have been perfected since my first 

.demonstrations early in 1891 before a scientific society, when my apparatus was barely 
capable of lighting one lamp (which result was considered wonderful), will appear 
when I state that I have now no difficulty in lighting in this manner four or five 
hundred lamps, and could light many more. In fact, there is no limit to the amount 
of energy which may in this way be supplied to operate any kind of electrical device. 

After demonstrating the practicability of this method of transmission, the thought 
naturally occurred to me to use the earth as a conductor, thus dbpensing with all 
wires. Whatever electricity may be, it is a fact that it behaves like an incompressible 
fluid, and the earth may be looked upon as an immense reservoir of electricity, which, 
I thought, could be disturbed effectkely by a properly designed electrical machine. 
Accordingly, my next efforts were directed toward perfecting a special apparatus which 
would be highly effective in creating a disturbance of electricity in the earth. The 

I 
progress in this new direction was necessarily vety slow and the work discouraging, until 
I finally succeeded in perfecting a novel kind of transformer or induction-coil, 
particularly suited for this special purpose. That it is practicable, in this manner, not 
only to transmit minute amounts of electrical energy for operating delicate electrical 
devices, as I contemplated at fiat, but also electrical energy in appreciable quantities, 
will appear from an inspection of Fig. 4, which illustrates an actual experiment 
of this kind performed with the same apparatus. The result obtained was 
all the more remarkable as the top end of the coil was not connected to a wire or 
plate for magnifying the effect. 

"WIRELESS" TELEGRAPHY - THE SECRET OF TUNING - ERRORS IN THE 
HER'IZIAN INVESTIGATIONS - A RECEIVER OF WONDERFUL 

SENSITIVENESS 

hs the first valuable result of my experiments in this latter line a system of 
telegraphy without wires resulted, which I described in two scientific lectures in 
February and March, 1893. It is mechanically illustrated in diagram c, the upper patt 
of which shows the electrical arrangement as I described it then, while the lower patt 
illustrates its mechanical analogue. The system is extremely simple in principle. Imagine 
two huzing-forks F, Fly one at the sending and the other at the mivingstation 
respectively, each having attached to its lower prong a minute piston P, fitting in a 
cylinder. Both the cylinders communicate with a large reservoir R, with elastic walk 
which is supposed to be closed and filled with a light and incompressible fluid. By 
striking repeatedly one of the prongs of thc tuning-fork F, the small piston p Mow 
would be vibrated, and its vibrations, transmitted through the fluid, would reach the 
distant fork F,, which is "tuned" to the fork P, or stated otherwise, of exactly the 



same note as the latter. The fark F1 would n o v  be set vibrating, arld i t 5  vibration 
would be intensified by the continued action of the distant fork F until i a  upper prong, 
swinging far out, w o d d  mzke an electrical cannrction with a stationary contact i", 

starting in this manner sorne electric~l nr other appliances wt~lch may tK used for 
recording the 5igr:als. In  this s ~ m p l e  way mcssascs co~!ld bc exchanged between the 
tw-o stations, a sirailar coniarrt c' being provic!ed for this purphe,  rlosc to the apAer  
prong of Lhe fork F, so that thz appamtus at each station ciiu!d be cmplqed in turtl as 
receiver and tr~nsmittcr.  

The e!mricd Fystem il!ustrared in the upper irp2,nl.r of disgrkm i is exactly the %ze in 
prin:ip!e, :he twa wires or  circxits ESP and E I S , P I ,  which C X ~ P I : ~  v ~ r t i c a j ! ~  ie a heigh:, 
;epresenting the two tuning-forks with the @stops attached tc  c!~cm. These circuits 

are corlnccted with th: ground by p!sics E, El! and to b o  elevated :neta! sheets P, PI, 
which store elcctricity and th~is  rnapi fy  considerahip the eflect. Tne  cioscd reservoir R, 
with clas:ic walis, is in this case repl~ced by the e ~ r t h ,  and thc fluid by clei-tricity. Both 
of these cirmits are "tuned" and opsratc j u t  like ihc two tuning-forks. I n s t c d  of 
striking the fork F a t  the scnding-staiia>n, electrica! osc~ilations arc pi ' iuced  in the 
vertkal sending- or irar.sm:rting-v;ire kSP!  as by the aiticn u i  z soutce 1, included in 
this wire. which spread through thz ,gri)und 2nd recich t!ie distant i~ertica! receiving-wire 
E,S1PII exciting correspund!~ig electrical osci!ia!ictr,s in the sxne. In the latter =ire or 
c~rcui! is incluiled a sensrcitc device or receiver 3,. ~ ;h i ch  i s  thus sct in actioa made 
to operate a r ~ l a y  or other appl~ance. Each jt~kion is, '3f c(3crse7 provided both with 
a source of e!ectrica! oscillation~s S and a sensiiive receiver S,, and a sinlple provisicn is 
made for using esch of the two wires altain~tcljr to send arid to reccrve the mnsa.ges. 

?Ile exact attcnerncnt o i  the taro circuirs sacutrs great advantages, and, in fact, 
it is essential in the pmctical use of the sys:em. I n  this rrspect rnsliji popiaIac erron 
exist, and, as a mle, in the technical reports on this subjx t  circuits and a p p l i a n ~ s  
u e  described as affording these advantages when from thcir very nature it is evident 
that this is impossible. In order to attain the best resulis it is essential that the length 
of each wire or circuit, from the ground cunfiection to the top, should be equal to one 
quarter of the wave-length of the electrical vibratiorl in the wire, or else equal t o  that 
length multiplied by an odd number. Without the ohservztion of this mle it is virtually 
impossible to prevent the interference and insure the privacy of messages. Therein lies 
the secret of tuning. To obtain the most satisfactory results it is, however, necessary to 
resort to  electrical vibrations of low pitch. The Hertzian spark apparatus, used generally 
by experimentes, which produces oscillakions of a very high rate, pennits no effective 
tuning, and slight disturbances are sufficient to render an exchange of messages 
impracticable. But scientifically designed, efficient appliances allow nearly perfect 



adjustment. An experiment performed with the improved apparatus repeatedly referred 
to, and intended to convey an idea of this feature, is illustrated in Pig. 5, which is 
sufficiently -explained by its note. 

since I described &ese simple principles of telegraphy without wires 1 have hid  
frequent occasion to note that the identical features,and elehents have been used, in 
the evident belief that the signals are being transmitted to considerable distances by 
"Hertzian" radiations. This is only one of many misapprehensions. to which the investi- 
gations of the lamented physicist have given rise. About thirty-three years ago Maxwell, 
following up a suggestive experiment made by Faradzy in 1849, evolved an ideally 
simple theory which intimately connected light, radiant heat, and electrical phenomena, 
interpreting them as being all due to v~brations of a hypothetical fluid of inconceivable 
tenuitv. called the ether. No ex~erimental verification was arrived at until 'Hertz. at the . I 

sugestion of Helmholtz, undertook a series of experiments to this effect. Hertz proce- 
eded with extraordinary ingenuity and insight, but devoted little energy to the perfection 
of his old-fashioned apparatus. The consequence was that he failed to observe the 
important function which the air played in his experiments, and which 1 subsequently 
discovered. Repeating his experiments and reaching d:fferent results, I ventured to 
p i n t  out this oversight. The strength of the proofs brought forward by Hertz in support 
of Maxwell's theory resided in the correct estimate of the rates of vibration of the 
circuits he used. But I ascertained that he could not have obtained the rates he thought . 

Re was getting. The vibrations with identicd apparatus he employed are, as a rule, 
much slower, this being due to the presence of air, which produces a dampening effect 
upon a rapidly vibrating electric circuit of high pressure, as a fluid does upon a vibrating 
tuning-fork. I have, however, discovered since that time other causes of error, and I have 
long ago ceased to look upon his results as being an experimental verification of the 
poetical conceptions of hlaxwell. The work of the great German physicist has acted as . 

an immense stimulus to contemporary electrical research, but it has likewise, in a measure, 
by its fascination, paralyzed the scientific mind, and thus hampered independent inquiry. 
Every new phenomenon which was' disco*ered was made to fit the theory, and so very 
often ,the truth has been unconsciously distorted. 

When I advanced this system of telegraphy, my mind was dominated by the idea 
of effecting communication to any distance through the earth or environing medium, 
the practical consummation of which I* considered of transcendent importance, chiefly 
on account of the moral effect which it could not fail to produce universally. As  the 
first effort to this end I proposed, at that time, to employ relay-stations with tuned circuits, 
in the hope of making thus practicable signaling over vast distances, wen with apparatus 
of very moderate power then at .my command. I was confident, however, .that with 
properly designed machinery signals could be transmitted to any point of the globe; 
no matter what the distance, without the necessity of using such intermediate stations. 
I gained this conviction through the discovery of a singular electrical phenomenon,' 
which I 'described early in 1892, in lectures delivered before some scientific 
societies abroad, and which I have called a "rotating brush." This is a bundle of light 
which is formed, under certain conditions, in a vacuum-bulb, and which is of a j 
sensitiveness to magnetic and electric influences bordering so to speak, on the 1 9 <,koI %+ 

stiffening of the muscles of the a& and consequent slight electrical change in the body 
of an observer standing at some distance from it, will perceptibly affect it. When in 
this highly sensitive state it is capable of indicating the slightest magnetic a n d  electric 

- - 
supernatural. Thls Ilght-bundle IS rapld!y rotated by the earth's magnet&m as many 
E 2  thousand tlmes per second, the rotat~on in these parts being opposite to w g t  
It  wou - Id be in the southern hemisphere, while in the region of the magnetic equator 
:t should not rotate at all. In its most sensitive state, which is difficult to attain, -. it is responsive to electricor magnetic influences to an incredible degree. The mere 

. feyJ 



changes taking place- in the earth. The observation of this wonderful phenomenon 
impressed me strongly that c m u n i c a t i o n  at any distance could be easily effected by 
its means, provided that apparatus could be perfected capable of producing an electric, 
or magnetic change of state, however small. in the terrestrial globe or environing medium. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW PRINCIPLE - THE: ELECTRICAL OSCILLATOR - 
PRODUCTION OF IMMENSE ELECTRICAL MOVEMENTS - THE EARTH 

RESPONDS T O  MAN - INTERPLANETARY COMMUNICATION 
N O W  PROBABLE 

I resolved to concentrate my efforts upon this venturesome task, though it 
involved great sacrifice, for the difficulties tc be inastered where such h a t  I could hope 
to consummate it only after years of labor. I t  meant delay of other work to which I would 
have preferred to devote myself, but I gained the conviction that my energies could 
not be more usefully employed; for I recognized that an efficient apparatus for the 
production of powerful electrical oscillations, as was needed for that specific purpose, was 
the key to the solution of other most important electrical and, in fact, human problems. 
Not only was communication, to any distance, without wires possible by its means, but, 
likewise, the transmiss~on of energy in great amounts, the burning of the atmospheric 
nitrogen, the production of an efficient illurmnant, and many other results of inestimable 
scientific and industrial value. Finally, however, I had the satisfaction of accomplishing 
the task undertaken by the use of a new principle, the virtue of which is based on the 
marvelous properties of the electrical condenser. One of these is that it can discharge 
or explode its stored energy in an inconceivably short time. Owing to this it is unequaled 
in explosive violence. The explosion of dynamite is only the breath of a consumptive 
compared with its discharge. It is the means of producing the strongest current, the 
highest electrical pressure, the greatest commotion in the mediwn. Another of its 
properties, equally valuable, is that its discharge may vibrate at any rate desired up to 
many millions per second. 

I had arrived at the limit of rates obtainable in other ways when the happy idea 
presented itself to me to  resort to the condenser. I arranged such an instrument so as to 
be charged and discharged alternately in rapid succession through a coil with a few 
turns of stout wire, forming the primary of a transformer of induction-coil. Each time 
the condenser was discharged the current would quiver in the primary wire and induce 
corresponding oscillations in the secondary. Thus a transformer or induction-coil on 
new principles was evolved, which I have called "the electrical oscillator", partaking of 
those unique qualities which characterize the condenser, and enabling results to be 
attained impossible by other means. Electrical effects of any desired character and of 
intensities undreamed of before are now easily producible by perfected apparatus of this 
kind, to which frequent reference has been made, and the essential pam of which are 
shown in Fig. 6. For certain purposes a strong inductive effect is required; for  
others the greateSt possible suddenness; for others again, an exceptionally high rate of 
vibration or extreme pressure; while for certain other objects immense electrical 
movements are necessary. The photographs in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and lo, of experiments 
performed with such an oscillatot, may serve to illustrate some of these features and 
convey an idea of the magnitude of the effects actually produced. The completeness of 
the titles of the figures referred to makes a further description of them unnecessary. 

However extraordinary the results shown may appear, they are but trifling compared 
with those which are attainable by apparatus designed on these same principles. I have 
produced electrical discharges the actual path of which, from end to  end, was probably 
morr than one hundred feet long; but it would not be difficult to reach lengths one 



hundred times as great. I have produced electrical movements occurring at the rate of 
approxin~ately one hundred thousand horse-power, but rates of one, five, or ten million 
horse-power are easily practicable. In these experiments effects were developed incmpa- 
rably greater than any ever produced by human agencies, and yet these results are but an 
embryo of what is to be. 

That communication without wires to any point of the globe is practicable with 
such apparatus would need no demonstration, but through a discovery which I made 
I obtained absolute certitude. Popularly explained, it is exactly this: When we raise the 
voice and hear an echo in reply, we know that the sound of the voice must have reached 
a distant wall, or boundary, and must have been reflected from the same. Exactly as  the 
sound, so an electrical wave is reflected, and the same evidence whlch is afforded by an 
echo is offered by an electrical phenomenon known as a "stationary" wave - that is, a 
wave with fixed nodal and ventral regions. Instead of sending sound-vibrations toward a 
distant wall, I have sent electrical vibrations toward the remote boundaries of the earth, 
and instead of the wall the earth has replied. In place of an echo I have obtained a 
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stationary electrical wave, a wave reflected from afar. 
Stationary waves in the earth mean something more than mere telegraphy without 1 

wires to any distance. They will enable us to attain many important specific results 
((4 

'bd 
impossible otherwise. For instance, by their use we may produce at will, from a sending- 
station, an electrical effect in any particular region of the globe; we may determine 
the relatie position or course of a moving object, such as a vessel at sea, the distance 
traversed by the same, of its speed; or we may send over the earth a wave of electricity 
traveling at any rate we desire, from the pace of a turtle up to ligtning speed. 

With these developments we have every reascrn to anticipate that in a tlme not 
very distant most telegraphic messages across the oceans will be transmitted without 
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cables. For short distances we need a *'wireless" telephone. which requires no expert 
operators. The greater the spaces to be bridged, the more rational becomes communication 
without wires. The cable is not only an easily damaged and costly instrument, but 
it limits us in the speed of transmission by reason of a certain electrical property 
inseparable from its construction. A properly designed plant for effecting communication 
without wires ought to have many times the working capacity of a cable, while it 
will involve incomparably less expense. Not a long time will pass, I believe, before com- 
munication by cable will become obsolete, for not only will signaling by this new 
methodjbe quicker and cheaper, but also much safer. By using some new means for 
isolating the messages which I have contrived, an almost perfect privacy can be 
secured. 

I have observed the above effects so far only up to a limited distance uf about 
six hundred miles, but inasmuch as there is virtually no limit to the power of the 
vibrations producible with such an oscillator, I feel quite confident of the success of 
such a plant for effecting transoceanic communication. Nor is this all. My measurements bb-, 

and calculations have shown that it is perfectly practicable to produce on our globe, \ &  
by the use of these principles, an electrical movement of such magnitude that, without # 1 
the slightest doubt, its effect will be perceptible on some of our nearer planets, as 
Venus and Mars. Thus from mere possibility interplanetary communication has entered 
the stage of probability. In fact, that we can produce a distinct effect on one of these 
planets in this novel manner, namely, by disturbing the electrical condition of the 
earth, is beyond any doubt. This way of effecting such communication is, however, 
essentially different from all others which have so far been proposed by scientific men. 
In all the previous instances only a minute fraction of the total energy reaching the 
planet - as much as it would be possible to concentrate in a reflector - could be 
utilized by the supposed observer in his instrument. But by the means I have developed 
he would be enabled to concentrate the larger portion of the entire energy transmitted to 



the planet in his instrument, and the chances of affecting the latter are thereby increased 
many millionfold. 

Besides machinery for producing vibrations of the required power, we must havc 
delicate means capable of revealing the effects of feeble influences exerted upon the 
earth. For such purposes, too, I have pcrfectcd new methods. By their use we shall 
likewise be able, among otl~er things, to detect at considerable distance the presence of an 
iceberg or other object at sea. By their use, also, I have, discovered some terrestrial 
phenomena still unexplained. That we can send a message to a planet is certain, that 
we can get i n  answer is probable: man is not the only being in the Infinite gifted 
with a mind. - 

TRANSMISSION 01; ELECTRICAL ENERGY TO ANY DISTANCE WITHOUT 
WIRES - N O W  PRACTICABLE - 'THE BEST MEANS 01: INCREASING 

T H E  FOIiCE ACCELERATING THE H U M A N  MASS 

The most valuable observation made in the cwrse of thcse investigations was the 
extraordinary behavior 6f thc atmosphere toward electric impulses of excessive electromo- 
tive force. The experiments shcwed that I he air at the ordinary pressure became distinctly 
conducting, and this opened up the ~ o n d e r f u l  prospect of transmitting large amounts of 
electrical energy for industrial purposes to great distances without wircs, a possibility 
which, up to that timc, was thought of only as a scientiric dream. Further investigation 
revealed the important fact that thc conductivity imparted to the air by these electrical 
impulses of many millions of volts increased-vcry rapidly with the degree of rarefaction, 
so that air strata at very modcrstc altitudes, which are easily accessible, offer, to all 
experimental evidence, a perfect conducting path, better than a copper wire, for currents 
of this character. 

Thus thc discovery of these ncw propertics of the atmosphere not only opened up 
the possibility of transmitting, without wircs, energy in large amounts, but, what was still 
more significant, it afforded the certitude that energy could be transmitted in this manner 

i l  economically. In this new system it matters little - in fact, almost nothing - whether 
the transmission is eftected at a distance of a few miles or of a few ,thousand miles. 

While I have not, as Jet, actually effected a transmission of a considerable amount 
of energy, such as would bc of industrial importance, to a grcat distance by this new 
method, I have operated several model plants under exactly the same conditions which 
will exist in a large plant of this kind, and the practicability of the system is thoroughly 
demonstrated. The experimcnts ha\e . shown conclusively that, with two terminals 
maintained at an elevation of not Inore than thirty thousand to thirty-five thousand 
feet above sea-level, and w ~ t h  an electrical pressure of fifteen to twenty million 
volts, the energy of thousands of horse-power can be transmitted over distances 
which may be hundreds and, if necessary, thousands of miles. I .am hopeful, 
however, that I may be able to rcduce very considerably the elevation of the terminals 
now required, and with this object I am follcwing up an idea which promises such 
a realization. There is, of course, a p.opular prejudice against using an electrical pressure 
of millions of volts, which may cause sparks to fly at distances of hundreds of feet, but, 
paradoxical as it may .seem, the system, as I have described it in a technical publication, 
offers greater personal safety than most of the ordinary distribution circuits now used 
in the cities. This is, in a measure, borne out by the fact that, although I have carried 
on such experiments for a number of years, no injury has been sustained either by me 
or any of my assistants. 

But to-enable a practical introduction of the system, a number of essential 
requirements are still to be fulfilled. It is not enorugh to. develop appliances by means 



of which such a transmission can be effected. The  machinery must be such as to allow 
the transformition and transmission of electrical e n e r n  undcr highly economical and 
practical conditions. Furthermore, an inducement must be offered to those w h o  are 

in the industrial exploitation of natural sourccs of ponlcr, as waterfalls, by 
guaranteeing greater rcturns on the capital investcd than thcy can sccure by local 
development of thc property. 

From that moment when it w p  observed that, contrary to  thc esfablished opinion, 
low and c.~sily accessible strata of tllc atmosphcre arc zap:thlc of conduding electricity, the 
transmiss~on of rlcrtrical cnerm without ~ i r n  has bcconlc a ratio~lnl task of the engineer, 
and onc surpassing all others in inlpsrtancc. Its pr;lctic.~l consummation wck~ld mean 
that energy would he n\.~il:lble for the uses of man at m y  17i)int of the globe, not in 
small amounts such as might be derived from the ambient 1nctiiu111 by suitable machinery. 
but in quantities virtuslly unlimited, from \\~atcrf;~lls. lirport of jid\\,cr would then become 
the chief source of inco~nc for many happily situ.itcd iuuntrics, as the United States, 
Canada, Central and South America, S\vitzcl-l.~ntl, ancl S\\~cdcn. Men cculd settlc down 
everywhere, fertilize and irriyatc thc soil with little el'fart, and convert barren deserts 
intp gardens, and thus the entire glohc could hc t ransi~.rme~i and made a fittet abods 
for mxnkind. It is highly probnl~le that ii therc arc intclligcnt beings on Mars they 
have long ago realized this very i d c ~ ,  which would ex;il.~in tllc c-hanges on its surface 
noted L-y n:tr.~nomtrs.-The at~i!osphcre on that planet, Ixing of considerably smaller 
density thnn th.lt cf thc c.lrth, would m.tke thc task much nitlre casy. 

It  is probable th.1: wc shr~ll siwn Ilavc a self-acting hc.it-engine capable of deriving 
moderatc amounts of cncryy from the ambicnt medium. There is also a possibility - 
thou;:li n small onc - that \vc nlay &:tin clcctriGtl eneryy ciirect from the sun. This 
might bc t!.c if thc hf;~x\\~elli.ln theory is true, nccc~rding tu which electrical 
vihrations of ,111 ratcs sho i~ l~ t  e ~ n l n l t c  from the sun. I am still i~i\.cstijiating this subject. 
Sir Willi.un Cro:>kes lins ~ho\\ ,n  in his bcsutiful invcr~tion known as the "radiometer" 
t!iat 13YS m:ty pruducc by impact a mechanical effect. anil this may lead to  sonc  
important rc\.cl.itic.n as to thc utilization of the sun's r:ys in n;x.el ways. Other sources 
of  enerAy may hc ojlcncd up, and new  neth hods c i f  deriving energy from the sun 
discovered, but nonc of  thesc or similar achievements woul.1 eclual in importance the 
transmission o f  power to any distancc thrculgh the medium. I cln conccive of-no technical 
advance which would tcncl tn m i t e  the various clemcnts of h:!manity more effectively 
than this one. or of one which would more add to and mcarc economize human encrqy. 
It  would be the best means of increasing the force arceleratinp the human mass. The  
mere moral influence of such a r3dical departure would be incalculable. O n  the other 
hand, if at any p i n t  of the globe energy can be obtained in limited quantities from 
the ambient medium by means of a sclf-acting heat-engine or otherwise, thc conditions 
will remain the same as hefore. Human performance will be increased, but men will 
remain strangers as they were. 

I anticipate that many, unprepared for these results, which, through long familiarity, 
appear t& me simple and obvious, will consider them still far from practical application. 
Such reserve, and wen  opposition, of come is as useful a quality and as necessarv an 
element in human progress as the quick receptivity and enthusiasm of others. Thus. 
a mass which resists the force at first, once set in movement, adds to the enerpy. The 
scientific man does not aim at  an immediate result. H e  does not expect that his advanced 
ideas will be readily taken up. His work is like that of the planter - for  the future. 
His duty is t o  lay,foundation for  those who are t o  come, and point the way. H e  live: 
and labors and hopes with the poet who says: 

Srhafj', das TagwerR meiner Hande, 
Hoher GlurB, dass irh's rollende! 
LASS, o lnrs mirh nirht ermatten! 



Nein, es sind nirht leere Trriume: 
Jetzt nur Stangcrr, diese B2ume 
Gaben eins norb Frnrht UJ Srbarran? 

1 Dkly  work - my bands'employmm~, 
To cotnplere i~ bare enjoyment! 
Let, oh, let me never falter! 
No! there is no empty dreaming: 
Lo! these trees, bur bare poler seeming, 
Yet  will yield both fruit and shelter! 

Goethe's "HoPe," 

(Trmslated by William Gibson) 
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THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRIC ENERGY WITHOUT WIRES* 

Towards the close of 1898 a systematic research, carried on for a number of years 
with the object of perfecting a method of transmission of electrical energy through the 
natural medium, led me to recognize three important necessities; First, to develop a 
transmitter of great power; second, to perfect means for individualizing and isolating 
the energy transmitted; and, third, to ascertain the laws of propagation of currents 
through the earth and the atmosphere. Various reasons, not the least of which was 
the help proffered by my friend Leonard E. Curtis and the Colorado Springs Electric 
Company, determined me to select for my experimental investigations the large plateau, 
two thousand meters above sea-level, in the vicinity of that delightful resort, which I 
reached late in Ma 1899. I had not been there but a few days when I congratulated 
myself on & e appy olce and I began the task, for which I had long trained myself, 
with a grateful sense and full of inspiring hope. The perfect purity of the air, the 
unequaled beauty of the sky, the imposing sight of a high mountain range, the quiet and 
restfulness of the place - all around contributed to make the conditions for scientific 
observation ideal. To this was added the exhilarating influence of a glorious climate and 
a singular sharpening of the senses. In those regions the organs undergo perceptible 
physical changes. The eyes assume an extraordinary limpidity, improving vision; the cars , 
dry out,arid becbme more susceptible to sound. Objects can be clearly distinguished there 
at distances such that I prefer to have them told by someone else, and I have heard - 
this I can venture to vouch for - the claps of thunder seven and eight h u n d d  
kilometers away. I might have done better still, had it not been tedious to  wait for 
the sounds to arrive, in definite intervals, as heralded precisely by an electrical 
a p t u s  - nearly an hour before. 

- 
- L-- 
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ln3e middle of June, while preparations for other work were going on, I arranged 
one of my receiving transformers with the view of determining in a novel manner, 
experimentally, the electric potential of the globe and studying its periodic and casual 
fluctuations. This formed part of a plan carefully mapped out in advance. A highly 
sensitive, selfrestorative device, controlling a recording instrument, was included in the 
secondary circuit, while the primary was connected to the ground and an elevated 
terminal of adjustable capacity. The variations of potential gave rise to electric surgings 
in the primary; these generated secondary currents, which in turn affected the sensitive 
device and recorder in proportion to their intensity. The earth was found to be, lkmlly, 
alive with electrical vibrations, and soon I was deeply absorbed in this interesting 1 
investigation. No better opportunities for such observatiok'as I intended to make dd ' 
be found anywhere. ~ o l o & o  is a country famous for the natural displays of electric 
forte. In that dry and rarefied atmosphere the sun's rays beat the obiecti with fierce 
intensity. I raised steam, to a danger& pressure, in barrels filled with concentrated 
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salt solution, and the tin-fuil coatlngs of scmc of rn) c1c.vatc.d tcrniinals shriveled up in 
the fiery blazc. Ari cxpcrimrntal hi~t l- t rnsinn tr;lnsft,rtncr. carclcssly exposed to the 
rays of the sctting sun, h ~ d  nwst of its insdating con~l>uar~d rnclted out and was rendered 
uscless. Aidcd by the dryness and mrcfdctic;n of thc air, the water evaporates as in a 
boiler. and static elcctric~ty is dc~elcped  in nhr~n~lancc.  Lightnin,y discharges are, 
accordingly, vcry freclucnt a n d  sometimes c~ f  i~icontc.i\.sl-le violence. On one occasion 
approximately twelve thousand d~schargcb occurred In two hours, and 1111 in a radius 
gf certair~ly Jess than fifty kiJoriic.tr.r, from the laboratory. Many of them resembled 
gigantic trcrs of f ~ r e  with the tru11l;s up or down. I never saw fire balls, but w a 
compensation for my disal~l,xrintr~~cnt I succeeded later in deter~nining the mode of their 
formation and producing :hc111 nrtifici~lly. 

Experilnental Laboratory, Colorado  spring:^. 

In thc latter part of the same month I ~ i o t ~ c c d  s e~e ra l  times that my instruments 
were affectcd stronger by dlschargcs t ~ l i n g  place at grcat distances than by those near by. 
This puzzled me very much. What  was the cause? A number of observations proved that it 
could not be due to the d~fferences in the intcnsity of the individual discharges, and 
I readily ascertained that the phenomenon was not the rcsult of a varying relation 
between the periods of my receiving circuits and those of the terrestrial disturbances. 
One  night, as I was walk~ng home with an assistant, meditating over these experiences, 
I was suddenly staggered by a thought. Y e ~ r s  ago, when I wrote a chapter of my 
lecture before the Franklin Institute and the National Electric Light Association, it had 
presented itself to  me, but I had dismissed it as absurd and impossible, I banished it 
again. Nevertheless, my instinct was aroused and somehow I felt that I was nearing 
a great revelation. 

It  was on the third of July - the date I shall never forget - when I obtained 
the  first decisive experimental evidence of a truth of  overwhelming importance for  the 
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advancement of humanity. A dense mass of strongly charged clouds gathered in the 
west and towards the evening a violent storm broke loose which, after spending much 
of its fury in the mountains, was driven away with great velocity over the plains. 
Heavy and long persisting arcs formed almost in regular time intervals. My observations 
were now greatly facilitated and rendered more accurate by the experiences already 
gained. I was able to handle my instruments quickly and I was prepared. The recording 
apparatus being properly adjusted, its indications became falnter and fainter with the 
increasing distance of the storm, until they ceased altogether. I was watching in eager 
expectation. Surely enough, in a little while the indications again began, grew stronger 
and stronger and, after passing through a maximum, gradually decreased and ceased 
once more. Many times, in regularly recurring intervals, the same actions were repeated 

4 ent from simple computations, was moving with nearly / until the storm which, as o d 
1 constant speed, had retreated to a distance of about three hundred kilometen. Nor did 

these strange actions stop then, but continued to manifest themselves with undiminished 1 force. Subsequently, similar observations were also made by my assistant, Mr. Fritz 
\ Lowenstein, and shortly afterward several admirable opportunities presented themselves 
I which brought out, still more forcibly, and unmistakably, the true nature of the wonderful 
1 phenomenon. No doubt whatever remained: I was observing stationary waves. 

As the source of disturbances moved away the receiving circuit came successively 
upon their nodes and loops. Impossible as it seemed, this planet, despite its vast 
extent, behaved like a conductor of limited dimensions. The tremendous significance 
of this fact in the transmission of energy by my system had already become quite clear 
to me. Not only was it practicable to send telegraphic messages to any distance 
without wires, as I recognized long ago, but also to impress upon the entire globe 
the faint modulations of the human voice, far more still, to transmit power, in unlimited 
amounts, to any terrestrial distance and almost without any loss. 

With these stupendous possibilities in sight, with the experimental evidence before 
me that their realization was henceforth merely a question of expert knowledge, 
patience and skill, I attacked vigorously the development of my magnifying transmitter, 
now, however, not so much with the original intention of producing one of great 
power, as with the object of learning how to construct the best one. This is, essentially, 
a circuit of very high self-induction and small resistance which in its arrangement, mode 
of excitation and action, may be said to be the diametrical opposite of a transmitting 
circuit typical of telegraphy by Herhian or electromagnetic radiations. It is difficult 
to form an adequate idea of the marvelous power of this unique appliance, by the aid 
of which the globe will be transformed. The electromagnetic radiations being reduced 
to an insignificant quantity, and proper conditions of resonance maintained, the circuit 
acts like an immense pendulum, storing indefinitely the energy of the primary exciting 
impulses and impressions upon the earth and its conducting atmosphere uniform 
harmonic oscillations of intensities which, as actual tests have shown, may be pushed . so far as to surpass those attained in the natural displays of static electricity. 

Simultaneously with these endeav~rs, the means of individualization and isolation 
were gradually improved. Great importance was attached to this, for it was found 
tha! simple tuning was not sufficient to meet the vigorous practical requirements. The 
fundamental idea of employing a number of distinctive elements, mperatively 
associated, for the purpose of isolating energy transmitted, I trace directly to my perusal 
of Spencer's clear and suggestive exposition of the human nerve mechanism. The 
influence of this principle on the .transmission of intelligence, and electrical energy in 
general, cannot as yet be estimated, for the art is still in the embryonic stage; but many 
thousands of simultaneous telegraphic and telephonic messages, through one single 
conducting channel, natural or artificial, and without serious mutual interference, are 
mrtainly practicable, while millions ate possible. On the other hand, any desired degree 
of individualization may be secured by the use of a great number of ao-operatin 
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elements and arbitrary variation of their distinctive features and order of succession. 
For obvious reasons, the principle will also be valuable in the extension of the distance 
of transmission. 

Progress though of necessity slow was steady and sure, for the objecis aimed at  were 
in a direction of my constant study and exercise. I t  is, therefore, not astonishing that 
before the end of 1899 f completed the task undertaken and reached the results which 
I have announced in my article in the Century M~gazirre of June, 1900, every word 
of which was carefully weighed. 

Much has already been bone towards making my system commercially available, in 
the transmission of energy in small amounts for specific purposes, as well as o n  an 
industrial scale. The results attained by me have made my scheme of intelligence 
transmission, for which the name of "World Telegraphy" h s  been suggested, easily 
rcallzable. It consiitutes, I believe, in its principle of operation, means employed and 
capacities of application, a radical and fruitful d e p a r ~ e  from what has been done 
heretofore. I have no doubt that it will prove very effjcient in enlightening the masses, 
particularly in still uncivilized countries and less zccessible regions, and that it will 

'add materially to general safety, comfort and convenience, and maintenance of peaceful 
relations. It involves the employment of a number of plants, al! of which are capable o i  
transmitting individualized signals to the uttermost confines of the eerth. Each of them 
will be preferably located near some important centei of civilization 2nd the news 
it receives through any channel will be fiashed to all points of the globe. A cheap 
and simple device, which might be carried in me's pocket, may then be set up somewhere 
on sea or land, and it will record the xorld's r e w s  or such special messages as may !X 
intended for it. Thus the entire earth will be converted into a huge brain, as it were, 
capable of tesponse in every one of its parts. Since a single plant cf but one hundred 
horse-power can operate hundreds cf millivng of inst-cnts, the sysiena will have a 
virtually infinite working capacity, and it must needs i m e l l x i y  facilitate and c h e a p  
the transmission of intelligence. 

The first of these central plants would have been already compIeted had it not been 
for unforeseen delays which, fortunately, havc ~lotliing to do with it3 purely technical 
features. But this loss cf time, while vexatious, may, after all, prove to be a blessing 
in disguise. The best design of which I knew has k.en adopted, and the transmitter 
will emit a wave complex of a tota! maximum activity of ten miliion horse-power, 
one per cent. of which is amply sufficient to "girdle the globe". This enormous rate of 
energy delivery, approximately .twice that of the combined falls of Niagara, is obtainable 
only by the use of certain artifices, which I shdi make known in due course. 

For a large part of the work which I havc done so far I am indebted to the noble 
generosity of Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, which was all the more welcome and stimulating, 

J/ 
as it was extended at a time when those, who have since promised most, were the 
greatest of doubters. I have also :o thank my friend, Stanford White, for much 
unselfish and valuable assistance. This work is now far advanced, and though the results 

"S\ k may be tardy, they are sure to come. 
\ L 
\ - 

Meanwhile, the transmission of energy on an industrial scale is not being negiected. 
The Canadian Niagara Power Company have offered me a splendid inducement, and 
next to achieving success for the sake of the art, it will give me the greatest satisfaction 
to make their concession financially profitable to them. In this first power plant, which 
I have been designing for a long time, I propose to distribute ten thousand horse-power 
under a tension of one hundred million volts, which I am now able to  produce and 
handle with safety. 

This energy will be collected all over the globe preferably in  small amounts, 
.ranging from a fraction of one td a few horse-power. One of its chief uses will be 
the illumination of isolated homes. It takes very little power to light a dwelling with 
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vacuum tubes operated by high-frequency currents and in each instance a termioal a 
little above the m f  will be sufficient. Another valuable application will be the 
driving of docks and other surh apparatus. These clocks will be exaeedingly simple, 
will q u i r e  absolutely no attention and will indicate rigorously correct time. The idea of 
impressing upon the earth American time is fascinating and very likely to become 
popular. There are innumerable devices of all kinds which are either now employed or 
can be supplied, and by operating them in this manner I may be able to offer a great 
convenience to the whole world with a plant of no more than ten thousand horse-power. 
The introduction of this system will give opportunities for invention and manufacture 
such as have never preknted themselves before. 

Knowing the far-reaching importance of thls first attempt and its effect upon 
future development, I shall proceed slowly and carefully. Experience has taught me not 
to assign a term to enterprises the consummation of which is not wholly dependent on 
my own abilities and exertions. But 1 am hopeful that these great realizations are not far 
off, and I know that when this first work is completed they will follow with 
mathematical certitude. 

When the great truth accidentally revealed and experimentally confirmed is fully 
recognized, that this planet, with all ~ t s  appalling immensity, is to electric currents 
virtually no more than a small metal ball and that by this fact many possibilities, each 
baffling imagination and of incalculable cQnsequence, are rendered absolutely sure of 
accomplishment; when the first plant is inaugurated and it is shown that a telegraphic 
message, almost as secret and non-interferable as a thought, can be transmitted to any 
terrestrial distance, the sound of the human voice, with all its intonations and inflections, 
faithfully and instantly reproduced at any other point of the globe, the energy of a 
waterfall made available for supplying light, heat or motive power, anywhere - on sea, 
or land, or high in the air - humanity will be like an ant heap stirred up with a stick: 
Sge the excitement coming! 

S2, N U  Tab 



SCIENCE AND DISCOVERY ARE THE GREAT FORCES WHICH WILL 
LEAD TO THE CONSUMMATION OF THE WAR' 

Whateve,r iuture -ages play have in store for the human race, the dewlopment SO 

far would indicate as its pr&able..fate perpetual sttife. Civilization alone is evidently 
insufficient for insuring permanent peace on earth. I t  but retards- the clash to  add to 
its intensity and.magnitude, making it all the more dreadful and ruinous. 

The preserlt colwsal stiuggle creates an impr~s ion  apart, a feeling of awe, a 
sense of solemnity, springing from the knowledge that a terrible calamity, greakr 
than any recorded in the annals of hist~ry,  has befallen the,world. Suddenly -udakmed 
from fancied security to the consciousness of insuspected and unhenal danger, the 
nations stand aghast. I t  is as if some vast terrptrial upheaval were taking'place, as if 
gigantic forces were unchained, threatening the entire globe. 

Never before were such immense armies engagid in battle and such frightfully 
destructive implements employed; never was so mwh dependent on a victory of h. 
Already the losses incurred amount to tens of billions of dollars; more t h b  &reti 
million men have been killed and disabled, and for each of these ten, at least, h a v q  
been turned into nervous wrecks, which will impress their miseries on the succeding 
generations and darken their days. All the world over countless sufferers, tom by anxiety, 
ask themselves how long is this appalling slaughter and sacrilegious waste to continue. 

War is essentially a manifestation of ener& involving the acceleration and retardation 
of a mass by a force. In such a case it is a universally established truth that the time neces- 
sary to impart a given velocity and momentum is proportionate to the mass. The same law 
also applies t o  the annihilation of velocity and momentum by a resisting force. Translated 
in popular language this means that the period or duration of an armed conflict is 
theoretically proportionate to the magnitude of the armies or number of combatants. 

It is obviously assumed that the resources are ample and all other conditions equal. 
Furthermore, in making deductions from previous wars a number of facton have to 
be taken into consideration and all quantities estimated at their proper value on the h i s  
of statistical and other data. Supposing that, as it appears, 12,000,000 men are engaged 
in the present struggle, a comparison with some of the past wars gives the following 
rtsults: 

Number of Duration 
combatants Y. M. Remarks 

Civil' war . . . . . . . . . .  4,600.000 4 ... Protracted by distance, poor communication 
and ineffective m n s .  

I'rrxnt war . . . . . . . . . .  12~000.000 10 

Franco-Germpn 
war . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,709.000 13 Equipment not quite modern. 

. . . . . . . . . .  . Presentwar 12,000.000 7 6 
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and nature o( campai@n.- 
Presentwar.. . . . . . . . .  12,000.000 8 ' 

First BalL.n . .  WIU . . . . . . . . . . .  1,200.000 6 kr 111 rapcar up to date. 
Prnmtwar.. . . . . . . .  .12,MH).000 5 

Hypo the t i ca l  
average war . . . . . . . .  2,425.000 1 9 Various muses I f f e c t ; ~  duration. 

Pratnt war . . . . . . . . . .  12,000.000 8 6 

Much more concordant and shorter terms would be obtained in these comparative 
atirrtates if the records available were corrected as indicated and due allowances made 
for the facilities of transport and communication, increased power and destructiveness 
of arms and other factors tending to magnify the rate at which energy is delivered, 
and so to hasten the termination of the clash. The best inference is certainly that drawn . 
from the Balkan war, as the most modern, according to which the term should be five 
yean. Even though this be but a rough approximation, it is sufficient to show that, 
barring some extraordinary development, this war will be along one. 

Indeed, it seems on pinely scientific grounds that a conflict on such a vast scale . 
cnn only be ended by exhaustion. The enormous extent of the battle 'front, owing 
to numbers and attendant impossibility of striking a decisive blow, is in further suppolt 
of this theory. It is also highly significant to observe in this connection how the . 
original battle lines, determined in advance by strategy, have been gradually shifted and 
staightmed, contact between the'fighting masses being finally established on lines fixed 
by natural law and brute force of push in defiance of military design. The likelihood 
of such termination is increased by the fact that the disturbance extends over an immense 
area, making the supply of necessities to some of the affected regions exceptionally 
difficult. 

Accepting, then, this theory as correct, we are justified in expecting that, conditionr 
remaining normal, the struggle will last more or less according to the fonn the 
crhau,stion may take. Lack of food, deterioration and shortage of equipment, want of 
metals. chemicals and ammunition, scarcity of ready capital, failing supply of trained men 
or sheer giving out of human energy are some of the elements to be reckoned with, my 
one of which may compel an early cessation of hostilities. That the war cannot be 
continued much longer with its present intensity can be easily shown. 

The daily cost of operation is more than forty millions of dollan,.anh judging 
from the casualties recorded to date, twenty-five thousand men, gn the average, are 
killed and disabled in battle every day. At that rate only four more months of active 
campaign would result in an expenditure of five billions of dollars and a loss of life 
of three millions of men. This is, manifestly, too great an additional burden to be borne, 
for even though the fighting material might be available, capital is sure to.k lvLcioe 
It d d  be, therefore, coduded with certitude &at peace would h m s b d  before 
next wiota, were it not for one possibility, or rrtber probability, that of a dadlock, 
ahid w d d  be tbe v m  wont alamit~. for. in view of the real cause of tbe trouble 
and tbe kmpd of natio& involved, it & I d  dot fail to protract the war for pcon. 

Propbesyhg is an ungntcful occupltion, but scientific forecasting is a useful form 
of endeavor and would be much morr such if human nahue ame not so prone to 
lave &ice and lessoa unheeded. Having made a careful study of the sib&ion, an 
expect can predict .certain happenings with perfect confidencx. There arc now only 
duct possible issues of this war: fitst, collapse of Austria; second, conquest of England 
by the Germans, and, third, Germany's exhaustion and defeat. 

'Ibr fall d Austria is inevitable and must oo~ur within the next few morrtlu. Shc 
may defy Geman influence and sue iadependently for peace to save henclf, but it IS 



doubtful that she could offer anything acceptable to the Allies. Much mom Likely it 
is that the old Emperor, tired of life and recognizing the injustice of Austria's cause, 
will himself abdicate and tecommend partition. 

. This may not be unwelcome to hard pressed Germany, for it will open up a way 
of making peace on terms which will not be humiliating and compensate her for the 
probable loss of Alsace-Lorraine and East Prussia. 

The dual monarchy has maintained herself through decades as if by a wonder. It 
would have been dissplved long ago had it not been for the stubborn adherence of 
Hungarian magnates to a promise given to Maria Theresa and the extraordinary 
popularity of the reigning dynasty, largely due to compassion of the subjects of all 
nationalities aroused by the many strange misfortunes which have befallen the house of 
Hapsburg. It is well recognized that the unnatural existence of this feudal state has been 
a constant menace to European peace and is the chief cause of the plwent uphervd. 
A division of AustmHungarian territory along racial lines will satisfy all warring nations 
on the Europan continent. This is sure to come. It is a process natural and unavoidable 
as the falling of an overripe ap le from the tree. g Regarding the second possi ility, it is still unsafe to make a prediction and further 
dcveloplnents must be awaited before a condusion can be drawn as to the outanne. 
There are many indications that Germany is preparing for an attack on England with 
all energy and speed, and perhaps her operations in the east and west serve the purpose 
of masking this move. The tension between the two countries is very great, the cause 
of the quarrel peculiar and a peaceful solution of the difficulty is next to impossible. 

The third of the issues mentioned would mean a very long war. Germany cannot 
break through the steel wall in Fmce  and Belgium; her partial victories in Poland an 
make ho impression on the Russian masses. Gradually she must settle on a defensive. 
She has the gnakst load to carry and must give out first, according to financiers and 
statisticians. 

But with a people so intelligent, industrious, resourceful md  solidly united such 
forecasts are hazardous. The Germans are fully capable of "making two blades of grass 
grow where one grew before" and it is precisely because of this and their perfect military 
organization that the danger of a long conflict exists. Such a prospea i$ enough to 
cause the gravest apprehensions and the uppermost thought in the minds.of seers is how 
to prevent such paralysis of progress and horrible carnage and waste. Can it be done? 

There is a grim determination of all directly concerned to fight the issues to the 
bitter end on the ground that a premature peace, leaving the vital questions unsettled, 
would only mean the continuance of the existing pernicious regime and repetition of 
the evil. A new and irresistible argument must be bhught fonvard to stop the conflict. 
The case is desperate, but there is a hope. This hope lies-in science, dixovem and 
invention. 

Modern machinery wrought by science is responsible for this cah i ty ;  science will 
also undo the Frankenstein monster. it has created. Centuries ngo ingenious 
contrivance of Archimedes is said to have decided a battle and terminated a g m t  war. 
Be it a myth or a fact, this story affords an inspiring ksson. What is needed at this 

ychological moment is some'such revelation. A new force, a new ageqt, a demonstration - 
$ any meam, old or novel, but of a kind to surprise and suddenly illrrminate, to 
bring the belligerents to their senses and furnish irrefutable proof of .the folly and 
uselessness of carrying on the brutal fight. 

This idea, to which I have myself devoted years of work, bs now taken hold of 
scientific men and experts all the world over. Thousands of inventors, fired on by this 
unique opportunity, are bent bpon developing some process or apparatus for rccbmpli- 
shing the purpose, and there is feverish activity in Frhe , '  R w i q  and espm'ally 
in Germany, aplong electricians. chemists and engineen. What gcniu, of nations will. 



bring forth now can tell, but it is not too DI& to say that the results will bt of such 
character as mat~rially to affect the outcome.and duration of the struggle. . 

It is on this account that importance attaches to vague repbrts of mysterious 
experiments with Zeppelins, explosive rays and magic bombs, for though such news 
items cannot be accepted as true, they r e v 4  just so many startling possibilities. In 
the production and application of novel means of warfare Ge.rmany should be first, no 
only by reason of superior facilities and excellent training of her experts, but because 
this has become a dire necessity, a question of life and death in her present trying 
position. 

The uncertain and often conflicting despatches of the daily happenings received 
from v&i& sources have made it difficult to form a decided o~inion as .to the actual ~. 

state of things,' but in spite of rigid censorshii the main facts ha;e gradually transpired. 
One of these is that the Germans were the only people ready for war. 

Not even the French, who boasted d p&aredness,, were able to mobilize on 
time. The invasion of East Prussia was but a daring stroke of the Russians to draw the 
enemy and relieve the pressure on France, -successful but very costly to them. As to 
the complacent Britons, they were fast asleep. Whatever may be said against' Great 
Britain, her utter unreadiness and the great danger to which she was exposing herself 
by her ultimatum to Germany would seem to be proof positive that she did not desire 
to enter the conflict. 

Another fact, equally apparent, is that Germany, not content with a partial, even 
if certain, victory, had determined to defeat all the Allies in quick succession. Her plan 
of dictating terms of peace first in Paris, then in Petrograd, and finally in London, 
was not adopted as a military necessity, but as a ,deliberate programme based on the 
absolute confidence in the overwhelming power of her arms. Nor did she- mean to 
stop at that. Her aim was much higher; she wanted nothing less than to rule all nations. 

' Ibis is now frankly admitted by many of her leading men. To most of us such 
an undertaking is dumfounding in its boldness and magnitude, all the more as it is 
intended to be carried through by force. But it would be a mistake to accuse the Germans 
of nmceit and arrogance. They are convinced of their superiority, and it must be 
admitted that there is some justification for their attempt. 

The question has often been raised as to whether our further developmfent will be 
in the direction of the artistic and beautiful or the scientific and useful. The inevitable 
conclusion is that art must be sacrificed to science. This being so, the rational Germans 
represent the neatest approah of the bumanity of the future. The Slavs, who are in 
the ascendency and wilk Iead in their turn, will give a fresh impetus to creative and 
spiritual effort, but they too will hive to concentrate on the necessary and practipl. 
A world of bees will be the ultimate result. 

'Germany has been' foiled in her attempt. Though stid undefeated, her campaign 
is a failure. Many statements have been made in explanation of the sudden halt of her 
victorious armies, as if by a miracle, at the very gates of Paris, but the views expressed 
pie of speculative character and do not deal with the real physical causes. These m y  . 
be briefly elucidated. 

The German w k  rmchine is an attempt to substitute for an assemblage of loasely 
linked temperamental and problematical units a compact and apathetic mass- moving 
at aommand with dock precision, machinelike, impassive, indifferent to danger and 
death, in battle the same as on parade; Its conception rests on a deeply scientific 
foundation. Every human being is swayed by w a g e  and fear, buf the former ijtedomi- 
nates. ,- is'evident,' for life or existence itself is a struggle fraught with perils and 
pains which must be met with determination and fortitude. Fear comes from the 
consciousness of inimical environment and is accentuated by isolation. 



When many men are placed dose together the friendly surrounding and sense of 
connectedness arc productive of a distinct psychological mass effect, calming the nerves 
and subduing the inborn dread and apprehension. On the other hand, frequent and 
severe drilling kept up for years, besides being conducive to precision and synchrony 
of movements, is of decided hypnotic' influence, still further eliminating individual 
initiative and iniirtiiude. Thus results a strong and healthy M y  whi& moves and 
acts as a unit, which is without human failings and shortcomings and capable of 
maximum performance through well directed and simultaneous application of seoamte 
efforts. 

Such is the formidable engine G,rmzny has perfected for the protection of her 
Kultur and conquest of the globe - an unfeeling automaton, a diabolical contrivance for 
scientific, pitiless, wholesale destruction the like of which was not dreamed of before. 
It is believed to express the highest efficiency, but is deceptive in this respect, to none 
more than the Germans themselvs. In reality this modern war machine, considered 
as a tramformer of energy, is barbarously wasteful. 

Not only does it call for enormous expenditure ~f money and effort when idle, 
but involves o fundamental fallacy which military writers ignore, namely, the conditions 
determining ik  performance, and therefore its efficiency, 'are largely, if not wholly, 
controlled by the enemy. Indeed, it is lack of appreciation of this truth that is responsible 
for the Paris failure. 

The first of the two chief causes of German unsuccess is found in the admirable 
defensive tactics of the French, who refused to make a stand for a decisive battle, 
thus preventing the German machine from developing its full power and compelling 
it to work at low efficiency. The second, even more important, was the result of undue 
hurry of the Getmans, who drove their engine too fast, thereby increasing greatly the 
losses without adequate gain in useful performance. Had they taken more time, which, as 
subsequent developments have shown, they could have well afforded, there would have 
been more energy conserved and the task in all probability successfully accomplished. 

The most surprising of the facts which have transpired is that there have been 
made in diplomatic transaction and conduct of the German campaign a number of 
grievous mistakes, so patent now that no representations of the press can disguise them. 
This is a revelation for which the world was least prepared and which shows dearly 
that German erudition and technical proficiency have been obtained at the expense 
of intuition, tact and good judgment. 

What a blunder was the violation of Belgian neutrality, what an krror the 
orpectation that England would tolerate an encroachment so dangerous to her existence, 
that Italy would sacrifice her fleet and commerce to please the alliance! The Germans 
had wonderful guns, rendering fortifications useless, and yet in attacking France, instead 
of the shortest route, they took a circuitous path through Belgium, thus loshg time 
m d  mnjuring gew perils and complications besides. Tens of thousands of men were 
driven into certain death in vain assaults in mass formation when a few shots. from 
these guns would havc.been sufficient to level the forts. 

Troop were withdrawn from France to l a 3  important points at the very monient 
when their presence meant certain victory. The Germans could have marched on 
Warsaw and Petrograd before the enemy was ready to put up an effective resistance, 
yet they delayed the ivvasion until the Russians brought up their millions. They could 
have taken Dunkirk and Calais without great effort and so avoided the terrible losses 
which this task, if at all realizable, mwt now involve. At present they are recklessly 
venturing far into Russian teritory against overwhelmin 'numbers and in  r season 
when snow-storms may cut the communicptiws and put e whole ormy at the mercy 
of the enemy. 

f 



What explanation can be offered for these and other singular',erron of a nation 
to whit& economy 1s religion, which is adm~ttedly the first ip achieving s-es in the 
most scientific manner, along lines of least resistance!' Only one. reason can be given 
and it is one which has caused the downfall of h n y  an empire! It is overconfidence 
and contemptuous disregard of the adversaries. 

Germany began the war wlth a, blind faith in an offensive which knows no 
opposition. She has learned, after a frightful and unpecessary sacrifice of life and. 
property, that France can be strong without Napoleon, that the rights of liberty loving 
nations, as the Belgian and Servian, cannot be trampled upon with impunity, that 
Russia is no longer the clumsy and helpless beast of the north. She has f~nally recognized. 
what she should have known from the first, that England is her most dangerous enemy 
She might maintain herself against the armies of the Continent, but with Great Br~tain 
shutting her off from the sea and strangling her by degrees the task is rendered 
impossible. 

Victory over the Allies in the west, if at all obtainable, would weaken her. to the 
point of danger; in -the East the situation is becoming more hopeless every hour. 
Germany .is losink ten thousand men and spending seventy-five millions of marks 
a day. Her life blood is ebbing fast; in the end she must lose. The only way to win is 
to crush England. In  doing this she' frees herself from the deadly grip at h;r throat 
and triumphs over all her enemies. 

The Fatherland is now aflame with t h ~ s  thought and has started, with energy never 
shown before, a ,new campaign which if undertaken four months 'ago might have 
terminated the war before it was fairly under way. Grmany enters this mortal combat 
not with the cold delibetation of a military power but with the passionate resohe of 
a nation .animated by that one desire. She depends for success not only on her generals 
but on her physicists, engineers, inventors, chemists and artisans and on her volunteers 
who will offer themselves as martyrs for her cause. 

She may make raids and demonstrations to trap the enemy, but she does not have 
the remotest intention to engage the British fleet in open battle. What she proposes 
to do is to destroy it by hellish mehs  and artifices without losing a single ship of her 
own. Unless England wakes'up immediately to this grave danger and prepares, to meet 
rcitnce with science, skill with skill and sacrifice with sacrifice, the next few months 
may k critical for her reign as mistress of the seas. That the rules set down at, The 
Hqgue are ineffective in preventing the use of infernd devices has been already shown. 
International agreements, are of two kinds and may be classified under two captions, 
which are: ."United we stand, divided we fall" and "Circumstances alter cases." The 
provisions of The Hague are of the latter kind. ' 

Those who would biush aside the above suggestion as highly improbable if not 
preposterous should beat in mind that a great nation leading in technical achievement 
is making a fight for its existence and that invention has already provided means by 
which such destruction can be accomplished, while others are foreshadowed iq scientiftc 
i a~ t i ga t i oa s  of recent years. The question that will interest everybody is what methods 
and contrivances. i s  Germany likely to employ in het cunning undertaking and how can 
her efforts be met and frustrated? 

In her attack upon England four ways aceopen to Germany: First, forceful invasion 
ib disregard of the British fleet; second, engagement with the fleet in open battle; 
third, gradual destruction and weakening of the fleet by devices other than guns, and 
fourth, aerial attacks on land and sea, 

History is full of daring conquests. It  may be that we are to witnesi the most 
remarkable of all. The British Isles have been invaded before, but it was in times of 
primitive amas. The means of defence have been brought to great perfection, it is true, 



but this is largely offset by correspondingly i n c h e d  powers of offensive. The feat is 
difficult but not impossible. , 

Strategy, however, can play no important part in its consummation. It is a c ' w  oi 
Hannibal crossing the Alps, a problem of overcoming natural barriers. England has 
a small coast line on which landing can be effected and many places are- likely to be 
well guarded and fortified. If the Germans contemplate invasion it will come like 
a lightning stroke. They will attempt it in broad daylight and in their favored manner 
of hacking through the obstacles' regardless of loss. Their frantic efforts to get control 
of the coast would seem to indicate that such is their intention. 

Many experts are of the opinion that so long as there is a superior British fleet 
in existence an undertaking of this nature is wholly out of the question, but this is a 
mistake. It is certainly possible for the Germans to establish an operating zone in the 
Channel, protected on the sides by impenetrable mine fields and submarines. What 1s 
more, the possession of Calais, while it would be of great advantage to them, is not 
absolutely necessary to their purpose. 

Whatever the plan, it will be a piece of engineering worked out in all details 
with German thoroughness. That is the reason why no credence can be placed 
in the flimsy proposals which have been described in some p a p .  No feasible 
scheme has as yet been disclosed, but I think that I am guessing correctly when I say 
that the Germans contemplate the use of specially designed floating fortresses, which 
will be in sections and transportable by rail. 

They will be made virtually invulnerable to torpedo and gun attack and will be 
equipped with guns of great range and destructive power constructed w ~ t h  this very 
object in view. Under the protection of these fortresses, which will sweep the coast 
clear, landing of troops and artillery is to be effected while bodies of infantry are 
transported through the air, this latter operation being perfomtd under cover of 
darkness. With guns of inferior cal~bre, and more or less unprepared, it will be hard 
for the Britons to frustrate the attempt. 

There is some foundation to the belief that the Germans may venture a naval 
engagement on a large scale. They have a smaller number of vessels, but they are 
mostly of quite modern type and without doub! every unit is in perfect order. All 
reports agree that their guns are superior to those of the British, both in range and 
durability. The Germans are masters in the manufacture and treatment of heat resisting 
materials and many technical branches in other countries are entirely dependent on their 
product. When we add to this advantage the possibilities offered by mines, torpedoes, 
submarines, Zeppelins and other means of destruction, skilful manoeuvre and s u t p t k  
the numerical inequality of the fleet assumes secondary im-portance. 

The marvelous exploit of a small German submarine which sank four British 
cruisen and escaped undamaged is in itself sufficient to justify the conclusion that the 
impending duel between the two muntries will not be decided by guns and atmor 
alone, m i d e r e d  heretofore supreme on the ocean. And yet the f d  capabilities of 
this kind of craft remain to be shown. 

Germany is apt to go  other nations one better. Most inventions originating elsewhere 
are improved by the Germans. Not only this, but they work for effect, knowing that 
to surprise is to strike, to strike is to win. It is highly probable that thqr have developed 
new things in submarines and may have solved the particular problem confronting them 
now, which is to destroy battleships in protected harbors. 

This might be done by miniature vessels.of simplified construction which would 
be vittually nothing but torpedoes and manned with one or two volunteer opetaton. 
The displacement would not need to be more than five tons, so that two or three, if 
not more, could be lowered from a Zep lin in convenient localities at night. Such 
devices mt ro l l rd  by resolute men woulfbe new terror of the m hard to p d  
against. 



In general it will be very difficult for the British to combat effectively the 
submarine peril. An airship or aeroplane can be fought with a similar rmchine, but 
mder water this method is impracticable and special craft will have to be perfected. 
Battleships might discourage submarine attacks by small shells filled with explosives 
of very high velocity so as to produce shocks of great intensity. Minute mines may 
also be employed, so constru&d.as to float at a certain depth and to explode on contact. 
They would do no harm to a large surface vessel but would reveal the presence of and 
injure a submarine, the delicate apparatus of which is easily deranged. 

Next to guns the Zeppelin form of airship is the most valuable war asset of the 
Germans; at least they think so. Many difficulties had to be overcome in its developmeht. 
A process of manufacturing cheaply pure hydrogen was perfected, a new alloy of 
remarkable strength and l~ghtness produced, suitable and highly economical enginel 
constructed and a number of other techn~cal problems successfully solved. While not 
involving great ~riginality it was a notable advance such as could only be achieved in 
Germany. Much has been said, both in exaltation and depreciation, of the Zeppelin, 
making it necessary to separate the wheat from the chaff before expressing an opinion 
as to its merits. 

A daim has been advanced that a new non-inflammable gas was recently discovered, 
by the use of which the carrying capacity of the vessel is increased two and a half 
times. The only foundation of this persistent report is that according to the periodic 
hypothesis of elements evolved by the great Russian Mendelejeff, which has proved 
an unerring guide in chemical research, there should be a gas of an atomic weight 04. 
In a way its existence is demonstrated in the solar corona - hence the name coronium - 
and also in the aurora borealis, in which case it is referred to as terrestrial, or 
geocon>nium. 

In order to estimate what Germany might do with her air fleet a correct guess 
must be made as to its magnitude. Prior to the declaration of war she had thirty-six 
vessels of various sizes and actual facilities for turning out from eight to ten eiuh month. 
But under war pressure this rate could be greatly increased. 

The machine has passed the experimental stage and it is simply a question ot 
reproduction. In view of the situation it would not be eurprising to find that a hufidred 
or more have been manufactured by this time. Produced in such numberr the cost of 
ad! would not be more than $ 125,000, which means that one-hundred could be had 
for the pr iu  of one single dreadnought. 

The carrying capacity has heretofore been given on the basis of passenger weight, 
but for war purposes it could be considerably increased, and in the latest type it might be 
as much as twenty tons. Such a vessel could transport 200 men with full equipment and 
a fleet'of 100 could land 20,000 men in one operatioa. 

But the possibilities of damage by explosives are much more imprmive, apecidly 
u it cpa be inflicted without risk. A Zeppelin fitted out with p rok t  instrumenb may 
roil in p d e c t  safety at great height, find the exact point for attack by reference to two 
wireless plants in absolute darkness, drop many tons of picric compound and do this 

and again. 
Several experts have expressed themselves in a slighting manner in regard to the 

destructive effects, but the fact is that the explosion of three tons of dynamite prod& 
M earthquake perceptible at a distance of thirty miles. If ten tons of clastic explosive 

" dmpr into the heart of a large city thousands would be killed and hundreds of 
millions o property annihilated. Suppose that a fleet of 100 such vessels were to pass 
over England at night dropping 100,000 bombs of twenty pounds. Who can judge of 
the damage and demoralization which would ensue? 

At the outbreak of the war it was reported that the Gennans had devised a shell 
the poisonous fumes of which were of great destructiveness. Shortly after a marvelous 



new, explosive was said to have .been produced in France named turpinite. The first 
intimation .came.from military quarters and some weight was attached to the nears on 
this account and also because the  discovery was .attributed to ,Eugene Turpin, an 
ingenious and prolific inventor of .chemicals. 

The idea of.ekploying poisonous or asph6ating bombs is old. It is authoritatively 
stated that some were actually -thrown during the second siege of Paris against the. army 
of Venailles, .but with the only result of killing the expert who was filling them. 
There is a natural and deeply rooted prejudice against the employment of poisosious 
agents ,in warfare, and many of those who, tolerate the present methods of destroying 
life -w&ld shrink from such we. Yet deaths from m a y  of the toxins known is less 
painful and disfiguring. 

In the absence of. demonstrated facts I .will endeavor to show in a tew svot& 
how the. effectiveness of such means can be enormously increased. Consider fitst r 
large shell which, on striking the grc~und, liberates a poisonous gas of atmospberk 
dens,ity spreadifig in half a sphere, and let the effective radius be 1,000 feet. Now 
imagine that an equivalent charge .is subdivided in one million pam, giving that myly 
little shells which can be scattered over a large area. Then, since the gas wiPl be of 
the same:volume as before, the radius of acrion of each shell will be ten feet a,nd their 
combined destructive effect.wil1 be 100 times gmter  than that of the large shell; in fact, 
much more so, for the distribution of the gas will not be uniform. It will be seen the 
secret lies in the employment -of extremely small charges in great nvmbe~s. 

The. same reasoning .leads to.the conclusion that by using minute projectiles of 
tungsten dipped in curare or similar poison, paralyzing heart or Immotor function, a 
means for. fighting battles would be provided more humane than the  present i u ~ d  
incomparably more effective. A complete revolution in methods of attack may be brought 
on  through the use of toxins or asphyxiants heavier than air. This mav be illustrated 
by an exainple. 

~ e t u s  suppose that ten,to"s of such liquefied gas are dropped on a battlefield from 
an aerial vessel. On evaporating a gas blanket will be formed over the eartWs'surface, 
the effective height of which may be assumed to be ttn feet. If ten cubic feet of the 
gas weigh one pound, then ten tons will give 200,000 cubic feet of gas, which may be 
more or less diluted, according to its toxic. activity. Assume that it is not 
mdre ' pdisonbus than carbon monoxide, which is fatal when its , pemmtagc 
in the atmosphere is one-half of one per cent. That means that .the gas 
blanket will contain 40,000,000 cubic feet, and being tee feet high it will cover 
4,'000,000 squ$re feet, or, roughly,. 100 acres. In a populated city, on account of structures 
and other. objects, the. deadly zone would be very much extended. 

This is danger enough, but if a @,were employed of lethal power equal to'that of 
prussic. acid, aconitine or of the strongest poison known, pseudoaconitine, the destmctive 
area would be a hundred times greater. Evidently-then there is a pr-pectlthat the chemist,. 
who is lacgely responsible for the war, may 'also find - the means of compelling its 
speedy brmination. 

'Telautomatio is a name suggested for the wireless control of the organs a d  
tdnslatby movements of self-prbpelled automata. Fifteen years ago I showed its first 
applications and the results wete.received with an interest such as only few inventions 
have'clicited. My demonstrations were repeated in Germany and other couqtries, but 
on ,dccdunt of the fact thar,Hertz wavzs and imperftxtly tuned circuits were employed 
a general imprhsion was created that such distant .control of apparatus was not absolutely 
reliable. 

A further argument was advanced that if it were unfailing, volunteers a d d  dwap 
be found ready for sacrifice .and more dependable because of intelligenczc .md judgment 
not possessed by an hanirnate machine. This. view is .held by those who,,an now 



advocating the use of manned aerial torpedoes, but nothing could be more erroneous. 
A crewless vessel coatrolled by proper wireless apparatus is in every way superior ar 
a means of attack. 

Luge guns are now being manufactured in Germany so expensive and shortlived 
that a single shot from them costs a small fortune. It would be possible t a  produce 
for less than the price of a shot a telautomatic aerial torpedo of murH longer range 
and greater destruct~veness which would hit its mark every time and dispense with the 
necessity of the gun altogether, 

The new principle can also be applied to a submatine, and, particularly in connection 
with control from great elevation, it will afford the most perfect means for coast 
defence so far devised. But its full possibilities will only be appreciated when the use 
of certain electrical waves to which the earth is resonantly responsive becomes general. 
It will then be practicable to despatch a crewless boat or balloon to distances ?f hundreds 
of miles, guide it along any chart at will and release iti potential energy at any p i n t  
dbired. 

Great many or me present means and methods will then become obsolete. It, rs;vep 
likely.,that if this war is protracted this invention will ,prove 'of 'importance.'. Rqce~t 
reports would indicate that experiments are being made -in Germany with telautomatic 
tprpedoes released f r q  balloons. 

One good effect of this disastrous dis~rbance w~l l  be a tong penou ot puur. 
This is a natural consequence of the law that action andlreactipn ate equal. Bzrt inatbe 
present phase of human development occasional convulsions are in the orde5 of  thing^. 
A still greater struggle will probably come. that between the united races of the Orient 
and Occident. 

So long as thete are d~fferent nationalities there will be patriotism. This feeling 
must be erad~cated from our hearts before lkrmanent peace can be established. tts place 
must be filled by love of nature and scientific ideal. Science and diicovery are the'great 
forces which ail1 lead to that consummation. 

I have just made known an invention which w~l l  show to electr~cians how to produce 
immense electrical ptessures and activities. By their means many wonderful results will 
be achieved. The human voice and l~keness will be flashed around the globe ,withpat 
wrre, energy projected through space, the wastes bf the ocean will be inadk &'to 
navigation, transport facilitated, rain precipitated at will and, perhaps. the inexhaustible 
store of atomic enerpy released. 

Advances of this kind will, in times to come, remove the physrsol LAUCS of war, 
the chief of which is the vast extent of this planet. The gradual ann+ilatiorr, of d$tance 
wijl put human beings in closer contact and harmonize their views and aspifations. 
The hamessjng of the forces of nature will banish misery and want and provide ainplc 
means for safe -and comfortable existence. 

But one mate accomplishment will still be lacking to make the triumph d the 
mind of man bmpiete. A way must bq found to interpret thought and thereby enable 
the acqurate duct ion  of all forms of human effort to a common equivalent. The 
problem is susceptible of solution. 

'Ihe consequences of such an advance are incalculable. A new epoch In human 
histoy would be inaugurated and a colossal revolution in moral, social and other 
respects accomplished, innumerable causes of trouble would be removed, out lives 
profoundly modified for the better, and a new and firm foundation laid to a!l that 
makes for peace. 
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HOW COSMIC FORCES SHAPE OUR DESTINIES* 

Everg living being is an engine geared to the wheelwork of the universe. Though 
seemingly affected only by its immediate surrounding, the sphere of external influence 
extends to infinite distance. There is no constellation or nebula, no sun or planet, in 
all the depths of limitless space, no passing wanderer of the starrg heaveris, that d~ 
not exercise some control over its destiny - not in the $vague and delusive smse of 
astrology, but inrthe rigid and positive meaning of physical science. 

More than this can be said. n e r e  is no thing enduwed with life - from mon, 
who i s  enslaving the ekments, to the numblest creature - in all this world that docs not 
sway it in turn. Whenever action is born from force, dough it be infinitesid, tbe 
caanic balance is upset and univenal motion results. 

Herbert Spencer has interpreted life as a continuous adjustment to the tnvironmcnt, 
a definition of this inconceivably complex manifestation quite in accord with advanced 
scientific @ought, but, perhaps, not broad enough to express our present views. With 
each step forward in the investigation of its laws and mysteries our conceptions of nmture 
md i b  phases have been gaining in depth and breadth. 

In the early stages of intellectual development mul was conscious of but r dl 
pert of the macrocosm, He knew nothing of the wonders of the microwpic mid, of 
the molccula composing it, of the atoms making up the molecules and of the 
dwindlingly d t  world of electrons w~Vlin the atoms. To him life was syn- - 
with voluntq motion and action. A' plant did not su est to him what it does to m 
- that it lives and feels, fights for its existence, that it 3 fers and enjoys. Not only haw 
we found this to be true, but we have ascertained &&.even matter called inorganic, 
b e l i e d  to k dead, responds to irritants and gives unmistakable evidence of the pnsenac 
of r living principle within. 

Thw, c m y h n g  that exists, organic or inorganic, animated or inert, is s w q t h 1 c  
to stimulus f m  the outside. There is no gap between, no break of continuity, no 
special and distinguishing vital agent. The same law governs all matter, all the univcnc 
is alive. m e  momentous question of Spencer, "What is 'it that causes inor@ mrttcr 
to 'm into organic forms!" has been answered. It is the sun's heat and light. Whmvcr 
dy arc tfiac is life. Only in the boundless wastes of intmtellar space, in the ckiml 
dukaess and cold, is animation suspended, and, possibly, at the tanpenhue of +late . 
zero d matter may die. 

MAN AS A MACHINE 

This realistic aspect of the perceptible universe, as a clockwork wound up and 
running down, dispensing with the necessity of a hypennechanid vital principle, need 
not be in discord with our religious and artistic aspirations - those undefinabk 

New Yo& Amcrian, Febr. 7, 1913 ("Did the Wu awe the Itdim Euthqde"), 



d beautiful efforts through which the human mind cndeavom to frst itself from 
materid bonds. On the contrary, the better understanding of nahue, the o o o s c h m ~ ~  
&at our kQow4dge is t r u ~ ,  can only be all the more elevating and inspicin&. 

It was Desates, the great Pmrch philosopher, whq in the smenkenth anhy, laid 
thl fiat foandation to the mechanistic theory of life, not a little assisted by HV'S 
epochal discovery of blood arculation. He held that animals were simply automata 
without msciausness and reoognued that man, though possessed of a higher and 
distinctive quality, is incapable of action other than those characteristic of a . d i n e .  
He also made the first attempt to explain the physical mechanism of mmrorg. But in thu 
time m y  functions of the human body were not as yet undentood, and in this mpX 
ranr of his assumptions were erroneous. 

Gnat strides have since been made in the art of anatomy, physiolo~ and all 
branches of science, and the workings of the man-machine are now perfectly dar. Ye: 
the very fewest among us arc able to trace *eir actions to primarjr metnal aws. 
It is indispensable to the arguments I shall advance to keep in mind the main facts which 
I have myself established in yean of close reasoning and observation and whi& may be 
summed up as foilows: 

1. .Ise human being is a self-papelled a u k t o n  entirely under the aad of 
artcrnal influences. Willful and predetermined though they appear, his actions orc 
governed not from within, but from without. He is like r float tossed about by the 
waves of a turbulent sea. 

2. Tbere is no memotp or retentive faculty based on lasting impmion. Whrt an 
designate as memory is but increased responsiveness to repeated stimuli. 

3. It is not true, as Dexartes taught, that the brain is an accumulator. Tbcre is 
ao permanent record in the.brain, there is no stored knowledge. Knowledge is som&ing 
rkio to an echo that needs a disturbance to be called into being. 

4. All knowledge or form conception is evoked through the medium of th qc, 
either in response to d$turbances directly received on the retina or to their fainter 
secondary effects and reverberations. Other sense organs can only call forth feelings 
which have no reality of existence and of which no conception can be formed. 

5. CQntraty to the most important tenet of Cartesian philosophy that thr 
perceptions of the mind are illusionary, the eye transmits to it the true and nocurate 
likeness of external things. This is because light propagates in straight lanes and the 
image cast on the retina is an exact reproduction of the external form and one whida, 
owing to the mechanism of tbe optic perve, can not be distorted in the transmission to 
the braia. What is more, the process must be reversible, that is to say, a form bm&t  - 
to a m c i o ~ l ~ ~ e s s  can, by' reflex action, "produce the original image on t& tetina, just 
rr an c d ~  can reproduce the original disturbance. If this view is borne out by 
crperima# an immense revolution in all human relations and departments of activity 
will be the consequence. 

NATURAL FORCES INFLUENCE US 

~ c c e s i n ~  all this y true let us consider some of the forces md rnflucom which 
act on such a wonderfully cam l a  automatic engine with organs i~~comxitibly d t i v e  
a ~ d  delicate, as it carried & the spinning termrid  globe in its ti$rtniag flight 
duough spice. For the sake of simplicity we riuy assume that .the cuth's axis is 
perpendicular to the diptic  and that the human'rutomaton is at the equator. Let hic 
weight be one hundred and sixty pounds, then, at the rotational velocity of about 1,520 
feet per second with which he is whirled around, the mechanical energy stored in his 
body will be nearly 5,780,000 foot pounds, which is about the energy of r hundred- 
pound cannon ball. 



THis imominh i~  is'-constant a- well .& 'the'bpivaid centrifugal - push, amhhtihi.rt6 
rlblitlffiftp-five -hundredth. of. H'. pound,. and-. both 'will .probably be 'without inarkd 
influence bn hij'li6e .functions.: Th& sun,! having a' mass 332,400 tinib* &it af 'the 
htthpbut.being23,wo t inis  farCher, .will attt2sct: 'the automaton with -a force of a b u t  
bile-tenth d bne pound. alteknately 'increasiilg and diteinishing his normd. wdight by 
that W~ouht.<. 

Though ,not M o t & .  of theje riodic changes, '-)?c' is surely affected by' them. 
,'The earth in'cits 'rotatton ardund. &: e.sun carries him. with the prudigious :speed' & 

ninefeed h ikd  pe?. second add . the mechanical ehergy,..impkrt&d "ro hh-r is ,:odt 
29;%60,008.~0!'fsot.'psubdi. :The .largbt gun ever made in Germany hurls .a projectile' 
weighing one ton with a muzzle velocity of 3,700 feet p r  second, the energy being 
~ , ~ , 0 0 8 ' f ~ ' p u i 1 d S .  Hence the- momentm.of the automatrjn's. body is n&rlj,sixty 
titiles great&.~:it~wbuld~.h. sufficient ta-.dweldj, 762,400 horse-.pver for. &e mimte,' 
aid. if*thtlthbticm were. suddenly arrestid the body $uld be ifist&ntly!explbded with 
a farcefkffkitwt tej&r@ a projectile weighhi over sixty tons te a diibnce of men$: 
eigM'rnires: 

This enormous energy is, however, not constant, but varies with the psitibb 6f 4hi1 
&&om in'klation 6 thelsun.. The ;citcuderence -of the earth has:a speed of 1,320 
f t t t  ph. %ccond, which: is eithkr: kddeci to or. idbtract'ed'. froni' , h e  t r ~ l a t A r y  velocitj 
d'nin'ktWi:miles~tRrbu&h space: Owlng to tHis the energy will vaiy fron.&tlve'td 
twe!ve hours by an amount approximately equal to 1,533,000,000 foot p r i d s ,  which 
mcaiu'ieat 'energg:Rreams ' in. mine. untinowh way intor'and but"oF the bodv 6f the 
automaton at the .$-ate' 6f ' h u t  sixty-four h o s e - m e .  

%t this';is'$otalf. The yhole'solir bystem a urged tokirds the remote.constellat~on. 
cif Ei'e'rrif~s' wibith. di*d ~bhich. 's~~e ' is t im'at~ i t  tyeniy .mil+ phr &cin&'ad o+ini 
to this ,there ahppld be ,?imilar anh.uil che&s in  the flux Sf edergy, wh i4  may ,rid. 
the+aga!ling 'fi4uri of' over pnt  hiridred billion fobt @unds. All, these' vaqing apd, 
@rely rnechagical 'effds aiii rendered-more .pmpl& ,thrqUgh 'the incfinatibn of' the 
dtbital blanes. 'many oth'er firmanept .or- iaiuai"mass ,&ions. 

. Thh d"t&ib: ir, hb;ey+r. shbjected to other forces i d  idl"enca,.. H i s  b y  is 
d,'* e!e$ric.potential .of two billion "016, which flwtuates violent$ &d, inceyptly. 
Th~'whole earth is dive .with ~clectrical vibiations in which. he takes part. The,atmosphere: 
crushes him .with ' a  p r ~ s u r e  ,df from sixteen ,to twenty tons,. according, .p batom,@i$ 
conditions:' He ,kec&ves the, energy of the &n's rays in iaqing i"tegds,q a ,mean rate 
f pw fprty p d s  per ,Fond, and is:, subjected to period jc bombardment .of, 

e spn:s, pafticl~,'which pass through his body ,as if it were tissue paper. @$,air, 
is, . r ' t  with sounds,,which : k t  on hip eardrums, and he is shaken .by ,the 
tremors of the .e;trth's crusj. He is exposed to g a t  temperature changes,. tp rai,n and win , 

What wondei'then that in such a terrible turmoil, in which wt iron exist-. 
would seem impossible, this delicate human engine should act in an .exceptional 
manner?If all automata were in every respect alike they would react in exactly the same 
way, but this is not the' the. There is concordanct in kSpdn3 to those disturbances 
only which are most frequently repeated, not to all. It is quite easy to provide two 
dectrical .systems tvhich, .when mtbjected to the same .influence, wilt behave id just 
tke opposite way.: 

So also fwo human beingrt, and. what is true of individuals al& holds g d  for 
their1 large . aggregatims. We all sleep' periodically. This is 'not an indispehsable 
phpsiologiral .hecessity any .more thari stoppage at .'intervals is a tequiiement for i-1 
engint. It is merely a condition gradually imposed upon 'us by the'diurnal revbhtiont 
of the globe, and this is :one of the many evidences of the fnith of the mechanistic the*.: 
We.- -a. rhythm; ar ebb iand' tide;'in ' ide& and opiriions, in ' finaricial and hliti&t1 
movements, in every department of our intellectual activity. 



HOW WARS ARE ,STARTED 

h only shows that in all this a physical system of mass inertia ia kvold  which 
affords a further striking proof. If we accept the theory as a fundamend truth ind, 
furthemore, extend the limits of our sense perception$ beyond those within whith we 
become conscious of the external impressions, then all the states in human life: however 
unusual, can be plausibly explained. A few examples may be given in illustration. 

The eye responds only to light vibrations thtough a certain rather narrow range, 
b t  the limits are not sharply defined. It is also affected by vtbrations beyond, only' in 
i lesser degree. A person may thus become aware of the presence mother irr 
darkness, ,or through intervening obstacles, and people laboring under illusions a k i k  
this to telepathy. Such transmission of thought is absurdly impossible. 

The trained observer notes without difficulty that these phenopena are due, tq 
s u p t i o n  or coincidence. The same may be said of oral impressions, to which musical 
and imitative people are especially susceptible. A person possessing these qudities will 
ofhn respond to qechanical shocks or v~brations which are inaudible. 

To mention another instance of momentary interest reference may be rna4e.jp 
dancing, which comprises certain harmonious muscular contractions and contortions of 
the body in respnsc to a rhyehm. How they come to be in vogue just now.cqn be 
sltisfa&zily explained by supposing the existence gf some new peciodic disturbances 
in the environment, which are transmitted through the air or the ground and may be 
sf mechanical, electrical or other character. 

Exactly so it is with wars, revolutions and similar exceptional states of society. 
Though it may seem so, a war can nwer be caused by arbitrary acts of man, 
It  is invariably the more or less direct result of cosmlc disturbance in which the 

sun is chiefly concerned. 
In many international conflicts of historical record which were precipitated by 

1 
famine, pestilence or terrestrial catastrophes the direct dependence of the sun is 
unmistakable, But in most cases the underlying primaw causes are numerous and hard 
to trace. 

In the present war it would be particularly difficult to show that the apparently 
wilful acts of a few individuals were not causative. Be it so. The mechanistic theory. 
being founded on truth demonstrated in everyday experience, absolutely precludes the 
possibility of such a state being anything but the inevitable consequence of cosmic 
disturbance. 

The question naturally presents itself as to whether there is some intimate relation 
between wars and terrestrial upheavals. The latter are of decided influence on 
temperament and disposition, and might at times be instnunental in accelerating the clash, 
but aside from this there seems to be no mutual dependence, though both may be due 
to the same primary cause. 

What &n be asserted with perfect confidence is that the earth may be thrown into 
amvulsions through mechanical effects such as are produced in modern warfare. l%is 
statement may be startling, but it admits of a simple explanation. 

Earthquakes are principally due to two causes - subterranean explosions or 
rtnrctural adjustments. The former are called volcanic, involve immense energy and are 
hard to start. The latter are named tectonic; their energy is comparatively insignificant 
and they can be caused by the slightest shock or tremor. The frequent slides in the 
Culebca are displacements of this kind. 



WAR AND THE EARTHQUAKE 

Theoretically, it may be said that one might think of a tectonic earthquake and 
cause it to m r  as a result of the thought, for just preceding the release the mw 
may be in the most delicate balance. There is a popular error in regard to the energy of 
such displlccments. In a case recently reported as quite extraordinary, extending as ~t 
did over a vast territory, the energy was estimated at 65,000,000,000,000 foot tons. 
Assuming even that the whole work was performed in one minute it would only be 
equivalent to that of 7,500,000 horse-power during one year, which seems much, but is 
little for a terrestrial upheaval. The energy of the sun's rays falling on the same area L 
a t h e a n d  times greater. 

The explosions of mines, torpedoes, mortars and guns develop reactive forces on 
the ground which are measured in hundreds or even thousands of tons and d e  
themselves felt all over the globe. Their effect, however, may be enormously magnified 
by resonance. The earth is a sphere of a rigidity slightly greater than that of steel and 
vibrates once in about one hour and fo~ty-nine minutes. 

If, as might well be possible, the, concussions happen to be properly timed their 
combined action could start tectonic adjustments in any part of the earth, and the I d i a n  
calamity may thus have been the result of explosions in France. That man can produce 
sucfr tmestrial convulsions is beyond any doubt, and the time may be n w  when it 
will be done for purposes good or apt. 
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THE WONDER WORLD T O  BE CREATED BY ELECTRICITY* 

Whoever wishes to get a true appreciation of the greatness of our age should study 
the history of electrical development. There he will flnd a story more wonderful than 
any tale from the Arabian Nights. It begins long before the Christian era, when Thales, 
Theophrastus and Pliny tell of the magic properties of electron - the precious substance 
we call amber - that came from the pure tears of the Heliades, sisters of Phaeton, 
the unfortunate youth who attempted to run the blazing chariot of Phoebus and nearly 
burned up the earth. It was but natural for the vivid imagination of the Greeks to 
ascribe the mysterious manifestations to a hyperphysical cause, to endow the amber with 
life and with a soul. 

Whether this was actual belief or merely poetic interpretation is still a quest~on. 
Even at this very day many of the most enlightened people think that the peul is dive; 
that it grows more lustrous and beautiful in the wum contact of the human body. So, 
too, it is the opinion of men of science that a crystal is a living being, and this view 
is being extended to embrace the entire physical universe since Prof. Jagadis Chunder 
Boae has demonstrated, in a series of remarkable experiments, that inanimate matter 
responds to stimuli in exactly the same manner as plant fiber and animal tissue. 

The superstitious belief of the ancients, if it existed at all, can therefore not be 
taken a s  a reliable proof of their ignorance, but just how much they knew about 
electricity can only be conjechued. 4 curious fact is that the ray or torpedo fish was 
used by them in electrotherapy. Some old coins show twin stars, or sparks, such as 
might be produced by a galvanic battery. The records, though scanty, are of a nature 
to fill us with conviction that a few initiated, at least, had a deeper knowledge of 
amber phenomena. To mention one, Modes was undoubtedly a practical and skillful 
ekckician far in advance of his time. The Bible describes p-ly and minutely 
arrangements constituting a machine.in which electricity was generated by friction oi 
air against silk curtains and stored in a box constructed like a condenser. it is very 
plausible to wume that the sons of A m  were killed by a high-tepsion d i k g e ,  and 
drat the vestal fires of the Romans were electrical. The belt drive must have been known 
to engineers of that epoch, and it is difficult to set how the abundant evolution of 
static electricity could have escaped their notice. Under favorable atmospheric condit io~ 
8 bdt may be transformed into a dynamic generator capable of producing many striking 
actions. 1 have lighted i-descent lamps, operated amtors and performed nuperow 
otbcr qually interesting e x p e h b  with electricity drawn from belts d stored 
in tin cans. 

T I u t m a n y f i c t s i n ~ ~ t o t h e s u b t k f o r r r ~ k n m n b o t & p h i ~ o f  
d d  can be safely concluded. Ihe w& is, why 2000 yeprs elapsed before Gilbert 
in 1600 published his famous work, the first scientific treatise on electricity m d  
q e t h .  To an extent this bog pet id  of unproductiveness an be qlaimd. Learning 



was the privilege of a few and all information was jealously guarded. Commwication 
was difficult and slow, and a mutual understanding between widely-separated 
investigators hard to reach. Then again, men of those times had no thought of 'the 
practical; the); lived and fought for abstract principles, creeds, traditions and ideals. 
Humanity did not change much in Gilbert's time, but his clear teachings had a telling 
effect on the minds of the learned. Friction machines were produced in rapid succession 
and experiments and observations multiplied. Gradually fear and superstition gave way to 

i scientific insight, and in 1745 the world was thril!ed with [he news that Kleist and 
Leyden had succeeded in imprisoning the uncanny agent in a phial, from which it escaped 
with an angry snap and destructive force. This was the birth of the condenser, perhaps 
the most marvelous electrical device ever invented. 

Two tremetldcus leaps were made in the succeeding 40 years. One was when 
Franklin demonstrated the identity between the genhe soul of amber and the awe- 
inspiring bolt of Jupiter; the ather when Galvany and Volta brought out the contact 
and chemical battery, from which the magic fluid ,could be drawn in unlimited quantities. 
The succeeding 40 years bore still greater fruit. Oersted made a significant advance in 
deflecting a magnetic needle by an electric current, Arago produced the electr~mapnet, 
Seebcck the thermopile and In 1831, as the crowning achievement of all, Faraday 
announced that he had obtained electricity from a magnet, thus discovering the principle 
of that wonderful engine, the dynamo, and inaugurating a new era both in scientific 
research and practical application. 

From that time on inventions of inestimable value have followed one another at 
a bewildering rate. The telegraph, telephone, phonograph and incandescent I m p ,  the 
induction motor, oscillatory transformer, Roentgen ray, radium, wireless and numerous 
other revolutionary advances have been made and d l  conditions of existence profoundly 
modified. In the 84 years which have since elapsed the subtle agents dwelling in the 
living amber and 1o;ldstone have been transformed into cyclopean forces, turning the 
wheels of human progress with ever-increasing speed. This, in brief, is the fairy tale of 
electricity from Thales to the present day. The impossible has happened, the ~!!dest 
dreams have been surpassed and the astounded world is asking. W'hat Is caning next? 

ELECTRICAL POSSIBILITIES I N  COAL A N D  IRON 

Many a would-be discoverer, failing in his efforts, has felt the reqret to have 
been born at a time when everything has been already accomplished and nothing is 
left to be done. This ermneous impression that, as we are advancing, the pss ib~l i t iesaf  
invention are being exhausted, is not uncommon. In reality it is just the opwsite. Spenser 
has conveyed the right idea when he likened civilization to the spi ,re sl light which a 
lamp throws out in darkness. The brighter the I m p  and the lager  ihe sphere the greater 
is its dark boundary. I t  is paradoxical, yet true, to say, that the more we know the morc 
ignorant we become in the absolute sense, for it is only through enlightenment that we 
become conscious 6f our limitations. Precisely one of the most gratifying results of 
intellectual evolution is the continuous opening up of new and greater prt~spects. W e  are 
progressing at an amazing pace, but the truth is that, even in the fields most successfully 
exploited, the ground has only been broken. What has been so far done by electricity 
is nothing as com a d  with what the future has in store. Not only this, but there are il now innumerable ings done in old-fashianed ways which are much inferior in economy, 
convenience and many other respects to the new method. So great are the advantages 
of the latter that whenever an opportunity ptesenb itself the engineer advises his client 
to "do it electrically." 



Consider, in illustration, one of the largest industries, that of coal. From mis 
mineral we chiefly draw the sun's stored energy which is required to meet 

oslr industrid and commercial needs. According to statistical records, the wtput in the 
United Wes during the past yex was 480,000,000 tons. In perfect engines this fuel 
would have been sufficient to develop 500,000,000 horse-power steadily for one year, 
but the squandering is so reckless that we do not get more than 5 per cent. of its 
heating value on the average. There is an appalling waste in mining, handling, 
transportation, store and use of coal, which could be very much reduced t h q h  the 
adoption of a comprehensive electrical plan in all these operations. The market valuc 
of the yearly product could be easily doubled and an immense sum added to the 
revenues of the country. What is more, inferior grades, billions of tons of which are 
being thrown away, might be turned to profitable use. 

Similar considerations apply to natural gas and mineral oil, the annual loss of which 
amounts to hundreds of millions of dollars. In the very near future such waste will 
be looked upon as criminal and the introduction of the new methods will be 
forced upon the owners of such properties. Here, then, is an immense field for thc 
use of electricity in many ways, vast industries which are bound to be revolutionized 
through its extensive application. 

To give another example, I may refer to the manufacture of iron a-d steel, which 
is carried on in this country on a scalc truly colossal. During the last ycar, notwith 
standing unfavorable business conditions, 31,000,000 tons of steel ha\?e been produced. 
It would lead too far to dwell on the p~ssibilities of electrical improvements in the 
manufacturing processes themselves, and I will only indicate what is likely to be accm- 
plished in using the waste gases from the coke ovens and blast furnaces to generate 
electricity for industrial purposes. 

Since in the production of pig-iron for cvery ton about one ton of coke is employ- 
ed, the yearly consumption of coke may be put at 31,000,000 tons. The combustion 
in the blast furnaces yields, per minute, 7,000,000 cubic feet of gas of a heating value 
of 110 B. T. units per cubic foot. o f  this total, without making special provision, 
4,000,000 cubic feet may be made available for pwer  purposes. If all the heat energy 
of this gas could be transformed into m ~ a n i c a l  effort, it would develop 10,389,000 
horse-power. This result is impossible, but it is perfectly practicable to obtain 2,500,000 
horse-power electrical energy at the terminals of the dynamos. 

In the manufacture of coke appr~ximately 9400 cubic feet of gas are evolved 
pet boa of cod. This gas is excelient for power purposes, having an average heating 
value of 600 B. T. units, but very little is now used in engines, largely because of 
their great cost and other imperfections. A ton of coke requires about 1.32 tons of 
American coal; hence the total coal consumption per annum on the above basis is nearly 
4~,000,000 t~ which give, per minute, 733,000 cubic feet of gas. Assuming the yield 
of surplus or rich gas to be 333,000 cubic feet, the balance of 400,000 cubic feet 
could be used in gas engines. The heat contents would be, theoretically, sufficient to 
develop 5,660,000 horse-power, of which 1,500,000 horse-power couJ l be obtained 
in the form of electric energy. 

I have devoted much thought to this industrial proposition, and find that witb 
new, efficient, extremely cheap and simple themo-dynamic irunsfornters not less thm 
4,000,000 bor~e-pmut-r could be developed t electric generatom by utilizing the beat 
of tbe~e  gme~, which, if not entirely wasted, me only in parr and h e  f fickntly employed. 

With vtematic improvements and refinements much better results could be secured 
*ad an annual revenue of $ 50,000,000 or more derived. The electrical energy could be 
odvvltage0usly used in the firation of atmospheric nitrogen and production of ferti- 
Litcn, for which there is an unlimited demand and the manufacture of which 1s 



restricted here on account of the high cost of power. I expect confidently the nctical 

electrical development in this direction. 
P realization of this project in the very near future, and look to exceptional y npid. 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT 

Water-power offers great opportunities for novel electrical applications, parti- 
cularly in the depilrtment of electro-chemistry. The lnaenessing of waterfalls is the most 
:conomical method known for drawing energy from the sun. This is due to the fact 
that both water and electricity are incompressible. The net efficiency of the hydro-electm 
process can be as high as 85 per cent. The initial outlay is generally great, but the cost 
of maintenance is small and the convenience offered ideal. My alternating system is 
invariably employed, and so far about 7,000,000 hone-power have been developed. 
As generally used we do not get more than six-hundredths of a horse-power per ton 
of coal per year. This water energy is therefore equivalent to that r*btairtable from arr 
ttnnud rupply of 120,000,000 tons of coal, which ir abort 25 per cent. of the totd 
~utpvt in the Unrted Stares. The estimate is conservative, and in view of the immense 
waste of coal 50 per cent. may be a closer guess. 

We get better appreciation of the tremendous value of this power in our economic 
development when we remember that, unlike fuel, which demands a terrible sacrifice of 
human energy and is consumed, it is supplied without effort and destruction of materid 
and equals the mechanical performance of 150,000,000 men - one and one- half t ime 
the entire population of this country. These figures are imposing; nevertheless, we 
have only begun the exploitation of this vast national resource. 

There are two chief limitations at present - one in the availability of the energy, 
the other in its transmission to distanc. 'lhe theoretical power of the falling water is 
enormous. If we assume for the rain clouds an average height of 15,000 feet and 
annual precipitation of 33 inches, the 24 hone-power per square mile is over 4000. 
and for the whole area of the United States more than 12,000,000,000 horse-power. 
As a matter of fact, the larger portion of the potential energy is used up in air friction. 
This, while disappointing to the economist, is a fortunate circumstance, for otherwise 
the drops would reach the ground with a speed of 800 feet per second - sufficient to 
raise blisters on our bodies, while hail would be positively deadly. Most of the water, which 
is available for power purposes comes from a height of about 200n feet and represents 
over one and one-half billion horse-power, but we are only able tn we an average. fall 
of, say, 100 feet, which means that if all the water- power in this country were harnessed 
under the existing conditions nnly 80,000,000 hone-power could be obtained. 

THE NEXT GREAT ACHIEVEMENT-ELECTRICAL CONTROL 
OP ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 

But the time is very near when we sbdf  have the precipitation of the maritm. of 
rbe rrtmorphere wnder complete control, and then it will be possible to d w  wnlimited 
qnantities of water from the oceans, develop any desired mount of energy, and 
completely transfurm the globe by irrigation rrnd intenriwe farming. A p a t c r  
achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly be imagined. 

The present limitations in the transmission of power to distance will be ovemunc 
in two ways - through the adoption of underground conductors inilated by power, 
and through the introduction of the wireless art. The first plan I have advanced jnan 
ago. The underlying principle is to convey through a tubular conductor hydrogen at 
a very low tcmperatute, freeze the surrounding material and thus secure a '  pnfec? 



insulation by indirect use of electric energy. In this manner the power derived from 
f?lls can be transmitted to distances of hundreds of miles with the highest economy 
and at a small cost. This innovation is sure to greatly extend the fields of electrical 
application. As to the wireless method, we have now the means for economic transmis- 
sion of energy in any desired amount and to distances only limited by the dimensions 
of this planet. In view of assertions of some misinformed experts to the effect that 
in the wireless system I have perfected the power of the transmitter is dissipated in 
all directions, I wish to be emphatic in my statement that such is not the case. The 
energy goes only to the place where it is needed and to no other. 

When these advanced ideas are practically realized we shall get the full benefit 
of water-power, and it will become our chief dependence in the supply of electricity 
for domestic, public and other uses in the arts of peace and war. 

E C O N O W  IN LIGHT AND POWER - ELECTRIC PROPULSION 

In the great departments of electric light and power immense opportunities are 
offered through the introduction of all kinds of novel devices which can be attached 
to the circuits at convenient hours for the purpose of equalizing the loads and increasing 
the revenues from the plants. I have myself knowledge of a number of new appliances 
of this kind. The most important among them is probably an electrical ice machine 
which obviates entirely the use of dangerous an.? otherwise objectionable chemicals. 
The new machine will also require absolutely no attention and will be extremcli. 
economical in operation, so that the refrigeration will be effected very cheaply and 
conveniently in every household. 

An interesing fountain, electrically operated, has been brought out which 1s likely 
to be extensively introduced, and will afford an unusual and pleasing sight in squares, 
parks, hotels and residences. 

Cooking devices for all domestic purposes are being provided, and there is great 
demand for practical designs and s~gpst ions in this field. The same may be stated of 
electric signs and other attractive means of advertising which can be electrically operated. 
Some of the effects which it is possible to produce by electric currents are wonderful 
and lend themselves to exhibitions, and there is no doubt that much can be done in 
that direction. Theatres, public halls and private dwellings are in need of a great 
many devices and instruments for convenience and offer ample opportunities to an 
ingenious and practical inventor. 

A vast and absolutely untouched field is the use of electricity for the propukion 
of ships. The leading electrical company in this country has just equipped a large 
vessel with high-speed turbines and electric moton and has achieved a signal succcss. 
Applications of this kind will multiply at a rapid rate, for the advantages of the 
electrical drive are now paknt to everybody. In this connection gyroscopic apparatus 
will probably play an important part, as its general adoption on vessels is sure to come. 
Very little has yet been done in the introduction of electrical drive in the various 
branches of industry and manufacture, and the prospeas are unlimited. 

Books have already been written on the agricultural uses of electricity, but the 
fact is that hardly anything has been practically done. The beneficial effects of elec- 
tricity of high tension have been unmistakably established, and a revolution will be 
b m g h t  about through the extensive adoption of agricultural electrial apparatus. 



Tkr safeparding if forests against fire,, the destruction of mitrobes, insecfi rurd rodent, 
wdl, in due course, be accomplished by electrical means. 

In the near future we shall see a great many new uses of electricity aiming at 
safety, particularly of vessels at sea. W e  shall have electrical instruments for pmnting 
collisions, md we shall evetz be able to disperse fogs by electric force and powerful and 
penetrative r y s .  I am hopeful that within the next few years wireles~ pltm:s will be 
installed for the pr~rpose of illuminating the ocr'ans. The project is perfectly feasible, 
and if carried out will contribute more than any other provision to the safety of property 
and human lives at sea. The same plant could also produce stationary electrical waves 
and enable vessels to get at any time accurate bearings and other valuable practical data 
without resorting to the present means. It could also be used for time signaling and 
many other purposes of similar nature. 

Electrotherapy is another great field in which there are unlimited possibilities 
for electrical applications. High-frequency currents especially have a great future. The 

T >  
time will come when this form of electrical energy will be available in every private 

I residence. I consider it quite possible that through their surface actions we may do 

I away with the customary bath, as the cleaning of the body can be instantaneously effected 
simply by connecting it to a source of currents or electric encrgy of very high potential, 
which results in the throwing off of dust or any small particles adhering to the skin. 
Such a dry bath, besides being convenient and time-saving, would also be of beneficial 
thcrapeutie influence. New electric devices for use of the deaf and blind are coming 
and will be a blessing to the afflictcd. 

In the of crime electrical instruments will soon become an important 
factor. In court proceedings electric evidence will often be decisive. ltz a t h e  trot distant 
rt will be possible to flash any image formed in thought on a screen and render it 
visible at any place desired. The perfection of this means of reading thought will create 
a revolution for the better in all our social relations. Unfortunately, it is true, that 
cunning lawbreakers will avail themselves of such advantages to further their nefarious 
business. 

TELEGRAPHIC PHOTOGilAPHY AND OTHER ADVANCES 

Great improvements are still possible in telegraphy and telephony. The use of a new 
receiving device which will be shortly described, and the sensitiveness of which can 
bc incrcased almost without limit, will enable telephol~ing through aerial lines or cables 
llowcver long by reducing the necessary working current to an infinitesimal value. This 
invention will dispense with the necessity of resorfing to expensive constructions, which, 
I~owcver, are of circumscribed usefulness. It will also enormously extend the wireless 
transmission of intelligence in all its departments. 

The next art to be inaugurated is that of picture transmission by ordinary telegraphic 
methods and existing apparatus. This idea of telegraphing or telephoning pictures is 
old, but practical difficulties have hampered commercial realizations. A number of 
improvements of great promise have been made, and there is every reason to expect that 
success will soon be ach~eved. 

Another valuable trouelty will be typewriter electrically operated by the human 
volre. This advance will fill a long-felt want, as it will do away with the operator and 
save a great deal of iabor and time in offices. 

A new and extremely simple electric tachometer is being prepared for the market, 
and it is expected that it will prove useful in pow& plants and central stations, on boats, 
locosnotives and automobiles. 



Many municipd improvements based o n  the use of electricitj are' h t  t o  be 
introduced. W e  have soon to bave euerywhere smoke aanihi lut~~s,  d r ~ l t  .absorbers, 
ozoriizers, sterilizers of water, air, food and clotbing, and- accident preveritters on streets, 
elevated roads and in subways. I t  will becorne next to impossible to contrat diseae 
gems or-get hurt in the c i ~ ,  and country folk will  go tetotun to rest and get .well. 

. . 

ELECTRIC INVENTIONS IN WAR ' . 
. - 

The present international conflict is a powerful stimulus to invention of devices 
and implements of warfare. Ao electric gun will soon be brought w t .  The wonder 
is that it was not produced long ago. Dirigibles and aeroplanes will be equipped with ' 

small electric generators of high tension, from which. the deadly currents will be 
conveyed through ti ... ivires to the ground. Battleships and submarines will be rovided ! with electric and magnetic feelers so delicate that the approach of any body un er water 
or in darkness wi!l be detected. Torpedoes and floating mines are alniost in sight which 
will direct themselves automatically and without fail get in fatal, contact with the' 
object to be destroyed. The art of telautomatics, or wireless control of automatic 
machines at a distance, will play a very .important part in future wan and. possibly. 
in the next phases of the present one. Such contrivances which act as if endowed with 
intelligence will be used in innumerable ways ,for attack as well as defense. They may 
take the shape of aeroplanes, balloons, automobiles,. surface or under-water boats, or 
any other form according to the requirement in each special case, and will be. of greater 
range and destructiveness than the implements now 'employed. I believe that tbe 
tekutomatic aerlal torpedo will  make the large s ie~e gua, 012 which so mucb dependence 
is placed ut present, obsolete. 

A volume .might be filled with such suggestions without exhausting the possibilities. 
The advance even under the conditions existing is rapid enough, but when the wireless 
transmission of energy for general use becomes a practical fact 'the human progress will 
assume the character of a hurricane. So all-surpassing is the importance of this marvelous 
art to the future existence and wel.fare of the human race that every enlightened person 
should have a clear idea of the chief factors beaiing on its development. 

THE POWER O F  THE FUTURE.. 

We have at our disposal three maill sources of life-sustaining energy - fuel, water- 
power and the heat of the sun's rays. Engineen often speak of harnessing the tides, but 
the discouraging truth is that the tidewater over one acre of ground will, on 'the average, 
develop only one horse-power. Thousands of mechanics ,and inventors have spent their 
best efforts in trying to perfect wave motors, not realizing that the power so obtained 
could never compete with that derived from other sources. The force of wind offers 
much better chances and is valuable in special instances, but'is by far inadequate. . 
Moreover, the tides, waves and winds furnish only periodic and often uncertain 
powa  and necessitate the employment of large and expensive storage plants. Of course, 
there ate other possibilities, but they are remote, and we must depend on the first of 
three resources. If we use fuel to get our power, we are living on our capital and 
exhausting if rapidly. This method is barbarous and wantonly wasteful, and will have 
to be stopped in the interest of coming generations. The heat of the sun's rays represents 
an immense amount of energy vastly in excess of water-power. The earth receives an 
equivalent of 83 foot-pounds per second for each square foot on which the rays fall 

1 
perpendicularly. From simple geometrical ~ l e s  applying to a spherical body it follows 



that the mean rate per square foot of the earth's surface is one-quarter of that, or 20% 
foot-pounds. This is to say over one million horse-power per square mile, or 250 times the 
water-power for the same area. But that is only true in theory; the practical facts put 
this in a different aspect. For instance, considering the United States, and taking into 
account the mean latitude, the daily variation, the diurnal changes, the seasonal variations 
and casual changes, this power of tfie sun's rays reduces to about one-tenth, or 100,008 
horse-power per square mile, of which we might be able to recover in high-speed low- 
pressure turbines 10,000 hone-power. To do this would mean the instalment of 
apparatus and storage plants so large and expensive that such a project is beyond the 
pale of the practical. The inevitable conclurign ir that wuter-power ir by far our mort 
ualuable rerorrrce. On thir humanity murt build itr hoper for the future. With its full 
development and a perfect system of wireless transmission of the energy to any distance 
man will be able to solve all the problems of material existence, Distance, which is the 
chief impediment to human progress, will be completely annihilated in thought, word and 
action. Humanity will be united, wars will be made impossible and peace will reign 
supreme. 
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ELECTRIC DRIVE FOR BATI'LE SHIPS* 

'Ihe ideal simplicity of the induction motor, its perfect reversibility and other 
unique qualities render it eminently suitable for ship propulsion, and ever since I brought 
my system of power transmission to the attention of the profession t h r o e  the 
'Anmian Institute of Electrical Engineers I have vigorously insisted on its application 
for that )nupose. During many yean the scheme was declared to be impracticable and 
I was assailed in a manner as vicious as incompetent. In 1900, when an article from 
me advocating the electric drive appeared in the Century Magazine, Marine Engineering 
pronounced the plan to be the "climax of asininity." and such was the fury aroused by 
my proposals that the editor of another technical periodical resigned and severed his 
connection rather than to allow the publication of some attacks. 

A similar reception was accorded to my wireless boat repeatedly described in the 
Herald of 1898. 'Ihe patents on these inventions have since expired and thy am 
now common property. Meanwhile insane antagonism and ignorance have been replaced 
by helpful interest and appreciation of their value. Recently the Navy Department has 
let contracts aggregating $ 100,000,000 for the constiudion of seven war vessels with 
the induction motor drive, and an equal sum is appropriated to cover the cost of four 
huge battle cruiwrs which are to be fitted out in the same way. 'Ihis latter project is 
resisted by some shipbuilders, turbine makers, electrical manufacturers and engineers who, 
in fear of a fatal mistake by the government and under the sway of patriotic motives, 
urged upon the authorities the employment of the geared turbine. 

CONTROVERSIAL CORRESPONDENCE 

Numelous letters of protest haw been written to C. A. Swanson, of the Senate 
Naval Committee, but what has so far come out of this cormpondencr is purely 
controversial and of no profit whatever to those who seek i n f o d o n .  It is regrettable 
that the question should have been raised at this critical moment, when speedy preparation 
against threatening national perils is recognized as imperative. and in view of this no 
doubt should be permitted to remain in the public mind as to the superiority of the 
equipment recommended by the naval experts. In the following I shill endeavor to make 
this dePt to the general reader. 

The most efficient mems of propulsion is a jet of water erpelkd stern from 
the body of the vessel. Though the theoretical laws governing its actioa were precisely 
expressed fifty years ago by Rankine, a singular and inexplicable prejudice a8ainst this 
dcvk still prevails among engineen and writers of text bodu on hydraulics. But the far 
sighted ue keenly alive to its possibilities. While our present motive resources do not 
admit of an advantageous use & the jet, it can be confidently predicted that it will soon 
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be instrumental in a more complete conquest of the deep. I firmly believe that at this 
writing it is being applied to the submarines devastating the oceans, for 'their silence 
alone can explain why they escape so easily d e t d o n  by microphonic instruments. The 
sound emitted is the Achilles talon af the undersea boat. Its suppressiah materially 
increase the dcstmctiveness of the new weapon. 

THE HELlCAL PROPELLER 

However, under the existing conditions the best results are obtained In all kin& 
of surface craft with a helical propeller, which is operated in four different ways. F i ~ t ,  
straight from the shaft of the prime mover; second, by means of a gear wheel; third, 
through a hydraulic transformer, and, fourth, by an electric transmitter of power. As 
the screw in order to save energy must be revolved at a moderate rate, the first mentioned, 
or "direct drive," lends itself best to r reciprosating or rotary engine. The former is 
clumsy, the latter impossible, and compet~tion has forced the turbine on the market. 
But, excessive speed being indispensable to its good performance, it had to be adapted 
to the propeller. This was, in a measure, accomplished by "staging" - that is, passing 
the steam through a number of turbines in succession - a plan obviously entailing 
great drawbacks, financial and otherwise. Need of reducing the bulk anc! cost of the 
machinery and .insuring better working then compelled the adoption of the second 
arrangement - "geared turbine drive" - in which a peculiar pinioned wheel, fint 
introduced by De Laval, transmits motion to the screw. Next, efforts to do away with 
certain limitations of this combination lesulted in the third, or "hydraulic drive," the 
turbine actuating the propeller through a centrifugal pump and water motor. Finally, as 
the furthest step toward perfection, the last named disposition - "electric drive" - was 
resorted to. In this case the turbine imparts rotation to a dynamo, which in hun runs a 
motor carrying the screw on its shaft. 

ADVANTAGES OF TYPES 

Each of these forms has its supporters and champions. In principle the first would 
be the preferable were it not handicapped in many respects. The second type is cheap, 
but the gear is a serious objection. Though less economical. the third commends itself 
by a number of practical and valuable features. As to the last, it is not only very efficient 
but obtains results impossible with other forms. The law of survival of the fittest is 
asserting itself, and the struggle for supremacy is now on between the geared turbine 
and the electric drive. 

Through gradual improvement of the cutting tools, scientific design, metaflurgical 
advances and refinement of lubricants, the so-called herringbone gear has been brought 
to great perfection. De Laval attained an efficiency of ninety-seven per cent and 
MacAlpine, Melville' and Westinghouse ninety-eight and-onedhnlf per cent in the 
transmission from the driving to the driven shaft. On the other hand, ninetylthm 
and three-quarters per cent may be considered as the maximum with electrical apparatus. 
This means that with the gear the same turbine would impart five per cent more power 
to the propeller, which should increase the speed of the cruiser from thirty-five ta a 
little more than thirty-five and one-half knots. As it also appears at first sight that the 
electric drive requires additional space, is heavier and more costly, it is only natural 
for those who have not made a thorough study of all its phases d ~ i &  in favor 
of the gear. 



SOME FATAL MISTAKES 

But a careful inquiry into the subject would induce them to reverse their opinion. In 
estimating the relathe merits of these essentially different propelling means they make 
two fatal mistakes. The first is to'take the power transmittted under abncrmd conditions 
as a criterion; the second to draw a parallel between instalments .entirely unlike, one 
primitive, the other elaborate, the former being incapable of fulfilling important 
functions of the latter. When premises are erroneous deductions therefrom must needs 
be faulty. Thus the opponents of the electric drive have been led to the conclusion that 
it is less efficient than the gear, of greater weight, more expensive and uncertain of 
success. How much truth there is in these contentions will be apparent from an 
examination of well established facts. 

The electric drive is of complex influence on results in ship operation. For the 
sake of brevity it will be viewed only in the following principal aspects: - (1) turbine 
performance, (2) power transmitted to the propeller, (3) efficiency of the screw, (4) 
low power cruising, (5)  high power action, (6) fuel consumption by auxiliaries and 
apparatus for ship use, (7) general economy and (8) promptness and precision of 
control of all effects, internal and external. . 

The present turbines are extremely unsuitable for ship 'propulsion. They offer a 
striking example of an antiquated invention of small value elevated to a position of 
extraordinary commercial utility through profound research and astonishing mechanical 
skill. With-hundreds of thousands of thin blades easily destroyed, buckets that through 
corrosion and erosion soon become wasteful and small clearances between surfaces- 
rotating at terrific rates, they are a cause of constant danger and hazard. 

IRREVERSIBLE TURBINES 

But their cardinal defect is that they' are irreversible, which necessitates the 
employment of separate turbines for backing. These, besides involving great expense 
and considerable friction loss, impose narrow limits on the temperature of the working 
medium. Very high superheat, sb desirable in thermo-dynamic conversion, is out of, the 
question in such perishable structures, but from 200 to 300 degrees F. ate permissible. 

To that extent, then, the turbine is at an advantage when driving a dynamo. Two 
hundred degrees superheat will usually effect a saving of about twenty-three per cent of 
steam and ten per cent of fuel. This, however, is not the only gain. The turbine, freed 
from all the'impediments of the gear drive, is capable of being safely run at a higher 
peripheral speed with a correspondingly increased efficiency and output. Thus, by 
moderate superheat and other simple and allowable expedients, it becomes practicable 
to develop twenty-five per cent more power-from the same'fuel, and this alone would 
make the electric drive decidedly superior to its competitor. 

A MECHANICAL TOUR DE FORCE 

As regards the power transmitted from the turbine to the propeller, it will seem 
in the light of the preceding that the gear is better by five per cent. That may be the' 
case in exceptional tests, but it is quite different in actual service. To this is to be 
traced the error of those who are taking results obtained at constant load as standard 
of comparison. The perfection of the modern high speed gear was a veritable tour de 
force of the scientific machinist. I t  is a wonderful.device, but it also has its inseparable 
weaknesses and shortcomings: Since the friction loss in it .is sensibly constant through 



a wide range of performance, a relatively great amount of energy is absorbed at small 
load. The gear is likewise very sensitive to shocks and vibrations, which break down the 
capillary oil film, vital to smooth running. In consequence, there is great waste of 
power when the resisting force is subject to frequent and sudden fluctuations. 
Measurements I made with turbine gears have shown that while the efficienq with steady 
and normal effort was ninety-six per cent, not more than ninety per cent was realized 
with a rapidly varying load. This is what might be expected in practice. Any one who 
has listened to the tortured engines of a steamship in heavy sea could not have failed 
to observe how the turning effort varies as the vessel rolls, pitches and ploughs through 
billows and conflicting undercurrents. A similar state of things is apt to confront a war 
ship in action, as was evidenced in recent naval engagements, when mountains of 
water were raised by the exploding shells. Under such circumstances the gear is at o 
great disadvantage, as the electric drive is susceptible to these drawbdrs in a much'smaller 
degree. The idea that the gear transmits more of the primary power to the propeller than 
the combination of dynamo and motor is, therefore, largely illusionary. There is ample 
evidence, experimental and inferential, that rather the opposite is true. 

SUPERIORITY OF ELECTRIC DRIVE 

Considering the efficiency of the screw as distinct from that attained in the 
transmission of power, it is admittedly better with the electric drive, this conclusion 
being entirely based on the superior adaptability and flexibility of the system. But 
there are deeper causes which should be taken into account. The interposition of 
electromagnetic means &een the turbine and propeller materially d u r n  the loss due 
to shocks, vibrations, racing and other disturbances owing to inherent elastic resilience 
and equalizing tendency. The saving of energy thus effected at high speed and in 8 

heavy sea is considerable. 
Economy in cruising is one of the most desirable qualities of a war vessel. This 

is its ordinary use, for the chance of ever being engagcd in battle is remote. The bitterest 
opponents of the electric drive do not deny that it excels in this feature, upon which 
the manufacturer chiefly relies in guaranteeing a fuel consumption from 10 to 12 per 
cent smaller than with the gear. The latter is hopelessly condemned by inability of 
adjristment to varying speed and wasteful in cruising operations, while the fonnct is 
readily adaptable and economical under all conditions. 

Another quality of the electric drive, which may prove especially valuable in 
action, is its capacity of carrying great overload without danger, owing to the nature 
of the connection between the turbine and propeller, as explained. The gear is rigid md 
unyielding and any increase of effort, particularly if sudden, may cause a breakdown. 

SAVING OF POWER 

Referring to the auxiliaries proper and other apparatus for ship use, to which am 
chargeable approximately 20 per cent of the fuel consumed, a very substantial saving 
of power will be achieved through the introduction of the electrical method. 

Quite apart from this central station supply will be operative in reducing other 
waste, many accessories will be dispensed with and general economy materially increased. 

But from the military point of view the quickness, ease and precision of control 
will perlia s be the most significant of the advantages gained. Everything may be made 
to lapond' instantly to the pressure of a button. By reversing the motors the -1 
mar be brought from full speed to a stop within its length. It will be possible to make 



it go thtwgh all evolutions with extraordinary rapidity and a perfection of manaeuvre, 
undreamed of before, will be attained. 

A curious mistake is made by the advocates of the turbine gear in estimating 
relative weight. It hardly needs be stated that it is unfair, if not absurd, to compare 
arrangements of widely different character and scope. Only such as are capable of 
accomplishing the same results should be considered. Now, a gear drive corresponding 
to the electric would consist of four main turbines with gears, four reversing turbines 
of the same capacity, and eight smaller driving and reversing turbines for cruising. This 
agglomeration of complex and not all too rugged machinery, with its network of water, 
air and oil pipes, valves, pumps and attachments, would by far exceed in weight the 
proposed electric drive, and would also require better structural protection, not to 
speak of other defects and shortcomings. 

QUESTION OF WEIGHT 

It should be observed, however, that the weights must be taken in their & to 
drat of the ship. One equipment may be heavier than another, but if it is more 
efficient and thereby reduces the weight of fuel and other cargo, it is for dl p u ~  
thc lighter of the two. 

The same is true of the cost. Comparative figures mean nothing. The question 
is whether the investment of capital is justified by what is to be accomplished. But 
enough has been said to show that lor results in all respects equivalent, assuming 
them to be possible, the geu type, notwithstanding all claims to the contrary, would be 
more expensive. 

That the electric drive is experimental and uncertain of performance is the 1- 
tenable of adverse assertions. In the first place, it has been successfully employed on a 
number of vessels and a great many more are k ing  built. It also was found to be capable 
of an efficiency higher than that of any other form. But this is quite immaterial. 
The confidence that in the present instance all expectations will be realized is not based 
CHI a few demonstrations, but on years of experience with power plants ever s ine  my 
system was commercially inaugurated. Tens of millions of horse power of induction 
moton are now in use the world over and no failure is recorded. 

NEW CRUISERS REQUIREMENTS 

Ihc new d s e n  will require 180,000 horse power each, which, if necessary can 
be developed by four units d 45,000 hone power. Turbines of that capacity have becn 
coastTucttd and are in operation today. Dynamos of corresponding output have been 
installed at several places and are supplying light and power to large citia and districts. 
Induction mdon of 15,000 horse power are being turned out by the manufachum 
and can be produced in any size that may be desired, for of all kin& of motors this 
is the simplest and most dependable. Long since the whole system has been worked 
out and perfected to the least detail. The project is colossal, but it can be , d i l y  carried 
out by any of the few concerns who are possessed of the proper facilities, Not even 
.a new tod has to be made. There is nothing whatever untried or hazardous about the 
electric drive. 

Much stress is laid on reports, still to be verified, that it was rejCaed by England 
and Germany. But this is of no consequence. It has been rejected here more than once. 
&sides, there was war in the air of Europe and the time for, radical innovations 
unpropitious. Moreover, the Diesel engine was looming up with large possibilities and 



Dr. Fottinger's .hydraulic drive was being tried. The beginning must be. made somewhere 
and it would be deplorable indeed if the United Statks, where'the invention was first 
announced arid introduced on a gigantic scale, were the last to.recognize it. Such mistaka 
have happened only too often. The foreign navies are not in the habit of keeping the 
press informed of their d6ings and it is safe to predict that if progress in this muntry 
is .much retarded there will be a repetition of previous disappointments. 

It is unnecessary to dwell on other objections which are of minor importance and 
of no bearing on the principle. Without going into tedious technical discussion, it may 
bc stated th+t the electric drive, if judiciously designed, will save not less than twenty- 
five per cent of fuel and,, with duk regard to this and certain specific and invaluable 
advantages, will be lighter, cheaper and in every respect more dependable than the gear. 
In fact, I believe that a scheme can be devised permitting the placing of all vital parts 
below the water line. In view of this, it is to be hoped that the Secretary of the Navy 
will not pay attention to the protests of rivals, however patriotic, but will cause the good 
work to bc pushed to completion with all the power at his command. . 

These statements are to be understood as reflecting the present state of the art. 
The advent of a reversible turbine will profoundly affect the situation in favor of the 
gear. Such a machine has been perfected and was described in the Herald of October 
15. 1911. It 'is the lightest pirime mover evcr produced and can be operated without 
trouble at red heat, thereby obtaining a very high economy in the transformation ot 
heat energy. I anticipate its speedy and extensive application to ship propulsion. But 
although sn  idcally simple and very inexpensive drive will be thus provided, there will 
still be weighty reasons for adopting the electric method on war ships. In order to 
dissipate all doubt created in the mind by ,diversified engineering opinion, I will make 
known but one of thcm, which in itself is sufficiently consequential and convlncinR 
to dispense with further arguments. 

DISARMAeMENT IMPOSSIBLE 

It is Idle to dream of disarmament and universal peace in the face of the terrible 
events which -are now unfolding. They prove conclusively that no country will be 
allowed to control all others by any means. Before all peoples can feel secure of their 
national existence and worldwide harmony established certain obstacles will have to 
be removed, the chief of which are German militarism, British domination of the seas, 
the rising tide of Russian millions, the yellow peril and the money power of America. 
These adjustments will be slow and pennible in conformity w ~ t h  natural laws. 
~nternational friction and armed conflict will not be banished from the earth for a long 
period to come. The drag on human progress would not be so great if war energy could 
be maintaided in purely potential form. .This can and will be done through the 
universal introduction of wlreless power. Then all destructive energy will be obtained 
without effort merely by controlling the life sustaining forces of peace. 

The maintenance of war ships and other military implements involves an appalling 
waste. A vessel costing twenty millions of dollars is rendered virtually worthless in the 
short span of ten years, deterlorating at the mean rate of two million dollars a year, 
Interest not considered. Hardly more than one out of fiity serves its real purpose. 
To lessen this ruinous loss and exploit certain inventions I elaborated a scheme some 
years ago. I t  was recognized as rational bur financially and in other ways difficult of 
realization. Now, when national economy and preparedness have become burning 
questions, it assumes special import and significance. 



TO USE W A R  SHIPS I N  PEACE 

The underlying idea is to make war ships available for purposes of peace in a 
. profitable manner, at the. same time improving them in a number of features. I am 

aware of the proposal lately advanced to employ them as carriers of commerce, but 
this is not feasible and would be an impediment to further perfection. My project 
primarily contemplated the instalment of the electric drive and the use of the turbo- 
dynamos for light and power supply and manufacture of various valuable products 
and articles aboard or on land. This would be a step in the direction of present 
development meeting the objects of both military and industrial preparedness. I further 
intended the creation of a type of vessel on radically.different' principles, which would 
be a precious asset in peace and ever so much more destructive in war. The new 
cruisers, if equipped as planned by the Navy Department, will constitute four floating 
central stations of 180,000 horse power each. The turbines and dynamos are designed 
for highest efficiency and operate under most favorable conditions. The power they 
are capable of developing represents a market value of several million dollars a year 
and could be advantageously utilized at places where fuel can be readily obtained and 
transport is convenient. The plants would also prove of great vnlue in cases of emergency. 
They could be quickly sent to any no~nt  along the coast of the United States or 
elsewhere and would enable the government to lend speedy asiistance whenever 
necessary. 

But this is not all. There is another and still more potent reason foe adopting the 
electric method. It is founded on the knowledge that at 3. time not distant the present 
means and methods of warfare will be revolutionized through novel applications of 
electric force. 
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SOME PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS* 

I am glad to be accorded this opportunity for two reasons. In the first place I have 
long since desired to express my great appreciation of the Scientific American 
and to acknowledge my indebtedness for the tlmely and useful information which its 
columns are pouring out in a steady stream. It is a publication remarkable for the high. 
quality of special articles as well as for the accurate review of technical advances. .The 
knowledge it conveys is always reliable and rendered still more valuable through thc 
scrupulous observance of literary courtesy in the quotation of the sources. The services 
it has rendered in helping invention and 'spreading enlightenment' are inestimable. The 
Scientific American is a periodical ably and conscientiously conducted, measured 
and dignified in tone to the point of serving as a model, and in these features, as much 
as in the wealth and excellence of its contributions, it reflects great credit, not olily 
on its staff and publishers, but on the whole country. -This is not an idle compliment, 
but a genuine and well-deserved tribute to which I add my best wishes for continued 
success- on this memorable occasion. 

The second reason is one that concerns me personally. Many erroneous statements 
have appeared in print relative to my discovery of the rotating magnetic field and 
invention of the induction motor which I was compelled to pass in silence. Great 
interests have waged a long' and bitter contest for my patent rights; commercial 
animosities and profnsional jealousies were aroused, and I was made to suffer in more 
than one way. But despite of all pressure and efforts of ingenious lawyers and experts, 
the rulings of the courts were in support of my claims for priority in every instance 
without exception. The battles have been fought and forgotten, the thirty or forty 
patents granted to me on the alternating system have expired, I have been released of 
burdensome obligations and am free to speak. " 

Every experience which 1 have lived through bearing on' that early discovery is 
vividly present in my memory. I see the faces of the persons, the scenes and objects of 
my attention, with a sharpness and distinction and in a fullness of light which IS 

astonishing, and is a measure of the intensity and depth of the original impressions. 
I have always been fortunate in ideas, but no other invention, however great, could 
be as dear to me as that first one. This will be understood if I dwell briefly on the 
circumstances surrounding it and some of the phases and incidents of my young life. 

From my childhood I had been intended for the clergy. This prospect hung like 
a dark cloud on my mind. After passing eleven years at a public school and a higher 
institution, I obtained my certificate of maturity and found myself at the critical point 
of my career. Should I disobey my father, ignore the fondest wishes of my mother, or 
should I resign myself to fate? The thought oppressed me, and I look& to the future 
with dread. 

Just at that time a terrible epidemic of cholera broke out in my native land. People 
knew nothing of the character of the disease and the means of sanitation were of.the 
poorest kind. They burned huge piles of odorous shrubbery to purify the air, but drank. 
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freely of the infected water and died in crowds like sheep. Contrary to peremptory orders 
from my father I rushed home and was stricken down. Nine months in bed with scarcely 
the ability to move seemed to exhaust all my vitality, and I was given up  by thc 
physicians. It was an agonizing experience, not so much bccause of physical suffering 
as on account of my intense desire to live. On the occasion of one of the fainting spells 
my father cheered me by a promise to let me study engineering; but it would have 
remained unfulfilled had it not been for a man~elous cure brought about by an old lady. 
There was no force of suggestion or mysterious influence about it. Such means would 
have had no effect whatever on me. for I was a firm believer in natural laws. The remedv , 
was purely medicinal, heroic if not desperate; but it worked and in one year of mountain 
climbing and forest life I was fit for the most arduous bodily exertion. My father kept 
his word. and in 1877 I entered the Toanneum in Gratz. Stvria. one of the oldest , . ,  
technical institutions of Europe. I proposed to show results which would repay my 
parents for their bitter disappoint~nent due to my change of vocation. It was not a 
passing determination of a I~ght-hearted youth; it was iron resolve. As some young 
reader of the Scientific American might Araw profit from my example I will explain. 

Thrw rotors used with the early induction motor shown bclow 

When I was a boy of seven or eight I read a novel entitled "Abdfi" - The Son 
of Aba - a Servian translation from the Hungarian of Josika, a writer of renown. 
The lessons it teaches are much like those of "Ben-Hur," and in this respect it might 
be viewed as anticipatory of the work of Wallace. The possibilities of will-power and 
self-control appealed tremendously to my vivid imagination, and I began to discipline 
myself. Had I a sweet cake or a .juicy apple which I w ~ s  dying to eat I would give 
it to another boy and go through the tortures of Tantalus, pained but satisfied. Had 
I some difficult task before me which was exhausting I would attack it again and 
again until it was done. So I practised day by day from morning till night. At first 
it called for a vigorous mcntal effort directed against disposition and desire, but as years 
went by the conflict lessencd and finally my will and wish became identical. They ace 
so to-day, and in this lies the secret of whatever success I have achieved. These 
experiences are a s  intimately linked with my discovery of the rotating magnetic field 
as if they formed an essential part of it; but for them I would never have invented 
the induction motor. 

In the first year of my studies at the Joanneum I rose regularly at three o'clock 
in the morning and worked till eleven at night; no Sundays or holidays excepted. My 
success was unusual and excited the interest of the professors. Among these was 
Dr. AIIC, who lectured on differential equations and other branches of higher 
mathematics and whose addresses were unforgetable intellectual treats, and Prof. Poeschl, 
who held the chair of Physics, theoretical and experimental. These men I always 
remember with a sense of gratitude. Prof. Poeschl was peculiar; it was said of him 
that he wore the same coat for twenty years. But what he lacked in .personal 



magnetism he made up in the perfection of his exposition. I never saw him 
miss a word or gesture, and his dcmonstrations and experiments always went off with 
clocklike precision. Some time in the winter of 1878 a new apparatus was installed in 
the lecture room. It was a dynamo with a laminated permanent magnet and a Grarnme 
armature. Prof. Poeschl had wound some wire around the field to show the principle 
of self-excitation, and provided a battery for running the machine as a motor. As he 
was illustrating this latter feature there was lively sparking at the commutator and 

One of the evliert of induction motors. Although it weighed only a little over 20 pounds, it 
developed W horse-power at a speed of 1,800 revolutions, a perforn~ance considered remarkable 

at the time. 

b h e s ,  and I ventured to remark that these devices might be eliminated. He said 
that it was quite impossible and likened my proposal to a perpetual motion scheme, 
which amused my fellow students and embarrassed me greatly. For a time 1 hesitated, 
impressed by his authority, but my conviction grew stronger and I decided to work 
out the solution. At that time my resolve meant more to me than the most solemn vow. 

I undertook the task with all the fire and boundless confidence of youth. To  my 
mind it was simply a test of will-power. I knew nothing of the technical difficulties. 
All my remaining term in Gratz was passed in intense but fruitless effort, and 1 almost 
convinced myself that the problem was unsolvable. Indeed, I thought, was it possible to 
transform the steady pull of gravitation into a whirling force? The answer was an 
emphatic no. And was this not also twp n C  magnetic attraction? The two propositions 
appeared very much the same. 



In 1880 I went to Prague, Bohcmia, carrying out my father's wish to complete my 
school education at a university. The atmosphere of that old and interesting city was 
favorable to invention. Hungry artists were plentiful and intelligent company could be 
found everywhere. Here I made the flrst distinct step in advance, by detaching the 
commutators from the machines and placing them on distant arbors. Every day I imagined 
arrangements on this plan without result, but feeling that 1 was nearing the solution. 
In the following year there was a sudden change in my views of life. I realized that 
my parents were making too great sacrifices for me and resolved to relieve them of the. 
burden. The American telephone wave had reached the European ontincnt, and the system 
was to be installed in Budapest. It appeared an ideal opportunity, and J took the train 
for dlat city. By an irony of fate my first employment was as a draughtsman, 1 hated 
drawing; it was for me the very worst of annoyances. Fortunately it was not long 
before I securcd the position I sought, that of chief electrician to the telephone company. 
My duties brought me in contact with a number of young men in whom I became 
interested. Onc of these was Mr. Szigety, who was a remarkable specimen of humanity. 
A big head with an awful lump on one side and a sallow complexion made him 
distinctly ugly, but from the neck down his body might have served for a statue of 
Apollo. His strength was phenomenal. At that time I had exhausted myself through 
hard work and incnsant dlinking. He impressed me with the necessity of systemat~c 
physical development, and I accepted his offer to train me in athletics. We exercised 
every day and I gained rapidly in strength. My mind also seemed to grow morc 
vigorous and as my thoughts turned to the subject which absorbed me I was 
surprised at my confidence of success. On one occasion, ever present in my tecollcction, 
we were enjoying ourselves in the Varos-liget or City Park. I was reciting poetry, of 
which' I was passionately fond. At that age I knew entire books by heart and could 
read them from memory word by word. One of these was Faust. It was late in the 
afternoon, the sun was setting, and I was, reminded of the passage: 

"Sie rutkt und weicht, der Tcrg ist uberlebr, 
Dort eilt sie him wnd fordert neueJ Leben, 
Oh, dass kein Fligel mich vom Boden bebr 
Zhr n u b  gnd immer ncrcb z u  streben? 

Arb, zu des Gristes Flngeln wird so leicbt 
Kein k6rperlicher Fiiigel sicb gesellen!" 

As I spoke the last words, plunged in thought and marveling at the power of the 
poet, the idea came like a lightning f l~sh.  In an instant I saw it all, and I drew with 
a stick on the sand the diagrams which were illustrated in my fundamental patents of 
May, 1888, and which Szigety understood perfectly. 

It is extremely difficult for me to put this experience before the reader in its 
true light and significance for it is so altogether extraordinary. When an idea presents 
itself it is, as a rule, crude and imperfect. Birth, growth and development are phases 
normal and natural. It was different with my invention. In the very moment I became 
conscious of it. I saw it fully developed and perfected. Then again, a theory, however 
plausible, must usually be confirmed by experiment. Not so the one I had formulated. 
It was being daily demonstrated every dynamo and motor was absolute proof of its 
soundness. The effect on me was indescribable. My imaginings were equivalent to 
realities. I had carried out what I had urrdertaken and pictured myself achieving wealth 

i 
and fame. But more than all this was :o me the revelation that I was an inventor. This 
was the one thing I wanted to be. Archimedes was my ideal. I admired the .works 
of artists, but to my mind, they were only shadows and semblances. The inventor, 
I thought, gives to the world creations which are palpable, which live and work. 

The telephone installation was now completed and in the spring of 1882 an offer 
was made me to go to Paris, which I accepted eagerly, Here I met a n u d e r  of 



Americans whom I befriended and to whom I talked of my invention, and one of 
them, Mr. D:Cunningham, proposed to form a company for exploitation. This might 
have been done had not my duties called me to Struburg, Alsace. It was in  this city 
that I constructed my first motor. I had brought some material from Paris, and a disk 
of iron with bearings was made for me in a mechanical shop close to the railroad 
station in which I was installing the light and power plant. It war, a crude apparatus. 
but afforded me the supreme satisfaction of seeing for the first time, rotation affected 
by alternating currents without commutator. 1 repeated the experiment with my assistant 
twice in the summer of 1883. My intercourse with Americans had directed my attention 
to the practical introduction and I endemored to secure capital, but was unsuccessful in 
this attempt and returned to Paris early in 1884. Here, too, I made several ineffectual 
efforts, and finally resolved to go to America, where I arrived in the summer of 1884. 
By a previous understanding I entered the Edison Machine \Xrorks, where I undertook 
the design of dynamos and motors. For nine months my rcgul~r hours were from 10:30 
A. M. till 5 A. M. the next day. All this tillle I was pctting Inore and more anxious 
about the invention and was making up my lnintl to pl.~cc it b e f ~ r e  Edison. I shill 
remember an odd incident in this connection. One cl.ly in the latter part of 1884 
Mr. Bachelor, the manager of the works, took nle to Coney Island, where we met 
Mison in company with his former wife.. The r11c)nlcnt t h ~ t  I was waiting for was 
propitious, am1 I was just :ihout to slwlk, ~ h c n  n horrible I t d i n g  tramp took hold of . 

Edison and drew him away, pre~cnting mc. from carrying out my intention. Early in 1885 
people approached me with 3 proposrtlon to devclop 3n arc light system and to form 
a company under my nJme. I signed the ctmtr~ct, and a yc:.ir and a half later I was 
free and in a position to devote mysclf to the practical d~velopmcnt of my discovery. 
I found financial suppo:t, and in April, 1887,.a cornpan). w u  organized for the purpose, 
and what his  followed since is well l i nmn .  

A few words should be said in regart1 to thy ~ar ious  claims for anticipation which 
were made upon the issuance of my ptccitr in 1888, and in numerous suits conducted 
subsequently. There were three contcst.~ilts for the honor, L'errar~s, Schallenberger and 

. i 
Cabanellas. All three succumbed to griif. The opponents of lmy patents advanced the 
Ferraris claim very strongly, but any one who will pcrusc his little Italian pamphlet, 
which appeared in the sprlng of Isas. and compare it with the patent record fi'led 
by me seven months before, and with my paper before the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers, will hive no dilficulty in reaching a conclusion. Irrespective of 
being behind mc in time, Prof. Fermris's publication concerned only my split-phase 
motor, and in an application for a patent by him priority was awarded to me. H e  never 
suggested any, of the essential practical features which constitute my system, and in 
regard to the split-phhe motor he was very decided in his opinion that it was of no 
value. Both Ferraris and Schallenberger discovered the rotation accidentally while ~ 

working with a Gaullard and Gibbs transformer, and had difficulty in explaining the 
actions. Neither of them produced a rotating field motor like mine, nor were their 
theories the same as my own. As to Cabanellas, the cmly reason for his claim is an 
abandoned and defecthe technical document. Some over-zealous friends have interpreted . 
a United States patent granted to Bradley as a contemporary record, but there is no 
foundation whatever for such a claim. The original application only described a generatm 
with two circuits which were provided for the sole purpose of increasing- the output. 
There was not much novclty in the idea, sinte a number of such machines existed at 
that time. To say that these machines were anticipations of my rotary transformer is 
wholly unjustified. They might have served as one of the elements in my system of 
transformation, but were nothing more than dynamos with two circuits constructed 
with other ends in view and in utter ignorance of the new and wonderful phenomena 
revealed through my discovery. 
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Steve Fuchs, 15, son of power line opponent Virgil Fuchs, cranks a Daily ~ imes ,  st. cloud, Minn. Fri., 4. 19, 197' 
winch to lower an aluminum ball over the "Tesla coil," an exper~ment 
in the wireless transmission of electricity on a farm south of Elrose in 
western' Stearns County. 

Besla coil almost ready 
on Stearns County farm 

&EAR ELROSA-An interna- 
tianal experiment in transmitting 
el ctricity without wires is expect- 
e d to take place in about a month 
a4workers complete a huge "Tesla 
c ~ l "  on a farm here. 

horkers  for the People's Power 
~ h j e c t  said the coil should be 
ntfarly finished next week. The 
oQy thing left then will be to wait 
foq the completion of the other part 
o f  the project now being put  
t&$her in Timmons, Ont. 

 be go-ahead signal will send 
e&tgy waves bouncing around the 

's interior in the first wireless 
t e p o n  this scale. 

$a it works, energy pumped into 
t& earth in Canada will magnify 

ir$ strength and be received here 
wbere it will run the irrigation 
equipment of farmer Virgil Fuchs. 

But because the irrigating sea- 
son is coming to a close, project 
members do not expect to see 
much practical application of the 
experiment this year. 

Members of the Peoples' Power 
Project have been working since 
spring to build the Tesla coil, 
named for a virtually unrecognized 
turn-of-the-century Yugoslavian 
scientist. 

The group is a loose-knit organi- 
zation of citizens spawned by the 
current power line controversy in 
Central Minnesota. The group is 
not necessarily part of the intense 

1 
rural opposition to the high-vol- 
tage power line, being built across 
North Dakota and west-central 
Minnesota, a spokesman said. 
Rather, some members say the 
group saw the controversy as  an 
incentive to get Tesla's long-ob- 
scure theory tested. 

Nikola Tesla experimented with 
driving electrical energy waves 
into the ground, using the earth as 
a conductor for the waves, and 
"tapping" those waves a t  another 
point to be converted into usable 
electricity. 

The theory has been tested,\but 
never on the scale of the Canada- 
Minnesota experiment. 



Times photo by Mike Knaak 
sent into the air, Tesla waves go 

Tower of power? underground. Unlike radio waves, - 

An aluminum ball is lowered over the "Tesla coil," an experiment in the spokesman said, Tesla waves 

the wireless transmission oi electricity being constructed near Elrosa- will not lose their power because of 

by The People's Power Project which is opposed to the high voltage 
the resonance of the ground. 

-, 

power line across Minnesota - As an example, the spokesman 
likened the resonance to two side- 

According to project spokesmen, 
the energy will be pumped into the 
ground a t  Timmons a very high 
voltage. This, they believe, will 
cause energy waves t o  bounce 
around the earth's core and be 
picked up by the apparatus near 
Elrosa. 

Thege, in one of Fuchs's fields, 
the experimenters hope to send the 
energy waves through the Tesls 
coil, and eventually use the elec- 
tricity to run an irrigation system 
on Fuchs' farm. 

Proiect members have buried 
thousands of feet of cable to pick 
up the energy waves. 

The energy waves are then sup- 
posed to run to the Tesla coil. The 
coil consists of three coils - a 
"tertiary" coil inside primary and 
secondary coils. 

The wav&,s will go first to the 
tertiary coil, an eight-gauge alumi- 

After the energy winds its way 
around the inner tertiary coil, it. 
runs to the outer secondary and 
primary coils. 

Those coils are wound around 
poles which stand in a circle . 
around the first circle of poles. 
Wrapped around these poles is 
heavier 00-gauge aluminum cable 
of the secondary and primary 
coils. 

After running through these 
coils, the energy continues through 
a series of 100 glass gallon jugs 
containing a salt brine. These are 
supposed to collect the electrodes 
needed for practical electrical use. 

Prom there the energy travels to 
a large transformer and a large coil 
which serves as a resister. 

The trick, according to a project 
spokesman, is to  "tune" th i s  
apparatas to pick up the frequency 
of waves transmitted in Timmons. 

num around pegs The spokesman said the whole ' 

atop twelve 25-foot high wooden 
poles placefl in a five-foot diameter process works somewhat like ra- 
circle. dio, only where radio waves are , 

by-side guitar strings tuned to the 
same note. If one string is piucked, 
energy from the string will cause 
the second string to vibrate. This 
vibration is what the experimen- 
ters hope to harness. 

To help "tune" the apparatus to - 

the right frequency, a spokesman 
said, the project members have 
followed Tesla's instructions and 
connected an aluminum ball to the 
tertiary coil. The ball can be raised 
and lowered between 25 and 51 
feet. 
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rT&iemendo~s 
NEW POWER 

soon to be unleashed 

IKOLA TESLA, tall,. lean, with N tha face of an as6etic and 
deep-ret eyes, whose expression de- 
note8 concentration on a canvas of 
work too big f v o s t  people's com- 
prehension, parhal~y described a 
new and inexhaustible source oi 
power he has discovered after years 
d research, revolutionizing modern 
physical science. At the same time 
he touched on his own reservoir of 
energy which makes such monu- 

By CAROL BIRD. 

P ROVING his theory that a man's 
efficiency and accomplishments 

ahom-Jncrease. and no; diminish 
4 t h  m6llow age, Nikola Tesla. tn- 
vento~,  physicist and oqe of the 
worldta leading electrical techni- 
clmnr, en- fiia seventy-eighth year 

-#fly m g e d  on three- or four 
great rciendfic projects. 

8ev~rnI nf theso f n i r r ~ t i n n s  or 
di rcwaies  will be looked upon as 
"miracles" by h a n y  people, for Mr. 
Tesla h m  long been a scientist 
years ahead of his time, one whose 
advanced theories have alternately 
stamped him a "madman" and a 
wizard. 

Just as people ridiculed Coper- 
dcus'  theory of the planetary sys- 
t a n ,  the unenlightened jeered 
Tesla'r pronouncement, years ago, 
regarding cosmic rays. The path- 
finder and the pioneer-and Mr. 
Terla ir both-are always con- 
demned by the masses. 

mental discoveries possible at his 
advanced age. 
How does he tap both these deep 

Web?  What is the secret of fine 
health, keen mind, unusual vitality 
and mental force at 77, the time of 
Il ic  when most men are sitting in 
the run wlth shawls over their knees 
0% alas! lying beneath the sod? 

Mr. Teqa is the father of the al- 
ternating system of power trans- 
d r s i o n  and radio, the induction 
motor and Tesla coil. 

Asked about his startling new 
aientific discoveries, one of which 
concerns the "photographing of 
thought," which will, he maintains. 
bring about a tremendous social 
rwolution, he said: 

"My first and most important dis- 

v 

fundamentally novel machine? -of 
my invention. 
1 am not yet prepared to dwell 

on the details of the project, for 
they- must be checked before my 
findingqcan be formally announced. 
I have worked on the development 
of the underlying principles for 
many years. From the practical 
point of view of the engineer en- 
gaged In power development, the 
first investment will be relatively 
very p e a t ,  but once a machine is 
installed i t  may be depended cn to 
function indefinitely, and the cost 
of Operation will be next to nothing. 

"My power generator will be of ' 

the dmglest kind-just a big mass1 
of steel, copper and aluminum, 
compriging a stationary and rotat-/ Nikola Tesla, Starting His 7 8 th 
ing part, peculiarly assembled. I am 
phnning to develop electricity and 
transmit it to a distance by my 
d t ~ N I t i n g  systeni now universally 
mtablished. The direct current sys- 

could also be employed if the 
Year, Works on 

beretofore insuperable difficulties 
of 1,nsulating the transmission lines 
ean be overcome. I  evolutionary Power Proiect and 

"Such a source of power obtain-/ 
. 

p . ~ ~ w e r ,  and there aie projects\ 
now r o i a  on ail over the world) for Phatographing Thought 
which will eventuallv double that,  

able everywhere will solve many 
F o b l t ! ~  with which the human 
mce  b confronted. My alternating 
WtOIll has been the means of har- 

unlimited quantities, and that the1 
machinery for harnessing it wortid: 

present needs* and everywhere last more than 5,000 years. Mr.!  
venters and engineers are end Tesla would say little more on the /  
orink? to unlock some additi subject. Just when the power \villi 
store of energy." become available for practical Pur- ' 

poses he could not .predict with an? I 
degree of precision. In a few Year., 
perhaps, he ventured to say. ! 

Mr. Tesla then talked of severe! I 

"The public is naturally le other projects on urhich he has been I 
working by way of relief from too 1 
much concentration on the main 1 
piece of work. HP described one nf I 

his other interests, one highly dra- I 
mat,ic. which stirs the irnaitination 1 
and which. doubtless, r i l l  sound;;: 1 
revolutionary to most people. 

Also Is Completing Process 
OeMinp 90,000,000 horsepower of, 



day, which he recently celebrated 

it must not be  forgotten, as Mr. 
Tesla points out. tha t  the ideas of 
television and .  radio and airplane 
were scoffed a t  in their infancy. 

"I expect to photograph thoughts," 
announced Mr. Tesla calmly, in the 
same tone of voice that a person 
occupied with some trivial things in 
t h e  scheme of life might announce 
that it was going to rain. 

Continued Mr. Tesla: "In 1893, 
while engaged in certain investiga- 
tions, I became convinced that a 
definite image formed in thought 
must, by  reflex action, produce a 
corresponding image on the retina, 
which might possibly be  read by 
suitable apparatus. This brought 
m e  to  m y  System of television, 
which I PnnOunCed at that tima . 

idea was to employ an arti- 
ficial retina receiving the  image 
of the object wen. an  'optic nerve' 
and another such retina at  the  place 
of reproduction. These two retinas 
were to be  constructed somewhat 
after the fashion of a checker board, 
with many separate little sec+ions, 
and the so-called optic nerve was 
r.othing more than a part of the  
earth. 

"An invention of mine enables 
me to trarl~mi! simultaneously, and 
without any interference whatpo- 
ever, hrindrec-1s of thousands of dis- 
tinct impulzes through the ground 
just as thoi!gh I had so many sep- 
arate wires. ; did not contemplate 
using any moving part-a scanning 
apparatus c r  a cathotlic ray, ~vh ich  
is a sort of movlng device, the use 
of which I s,iqeestpd ~n one of my 
lectures of that pericd. 

"Now if it be true that a thought 
^reflects all image on the retina, it 

is a mere question of illuminating 
the same pr-: "'i? and taking pho- 
tographs, and then using the ordi- 
nary which  are  

which will insure the strict& pri-lpave the way to an early grave. "Today, at 77, as a result of w S  learned how to COn8erVe it. 
vacr  in wireless communication r e - .  "First of all, ~ 7 e  eat too regulated . life, sleeplessness not cause of my experience and bowl- 
cardless of the number of subscrib-)but this \ve have heard said often withstanding, I have an excellmt edge gained through the  Yaus, my 
ers, and he is developing some im- before. And n.e eat the. certificate of health. I never felt tasks are  much lighter. C 0 n t f W  to 
Portant discoveries in molecular kipds of foods and drink the \ \ronglbetter in my life. I am energetic, general belief, work comes 
physics which \frill rerolutioniie the1 kiild of liquids, ~~~t of the harm.'strong,. in full  possession of all my ior  older people if they are in good 
science of metallurgy alld greatly is done by ove re~ t inq  and u~ lde r -  mental faculties. I n  m y  p,rimr I health, because they have learned 
improve m ~ t a l s .  1 exercising, s h i c h  bring about toxic d i d  n o t  poaseaa the  energy 1 hhnn through y e a n  of practice how to 

After a d i ~ ~ u ~ ~ i o n  of his 
ecientific  finding^. Mr. Tesla turned 

, t o  the  subject of his personal source 
'of energy and what he considers 
the real values of life. 

to project the  in:age on a screen. 
"'If this  can  he done 

then the obje:ts imagined b:; a per- 
son would be clearly reflected on 
the screen as they are  formed, and 
in this way e!.ery thoucht of the 
indi\.idual corlld be read, Our 
would then, indeed, be like open 
books." 

ESIDES his discoveries concern- B ing the harnessing of the  new 
energy. television and thought pho- 
tography, M ~ ,  Tec;lR is working to 

condl:ior?c in the body and lnake today, And what is more, i h  rolving ari ive at  a given place by the  1hort- 
it impo~s ,b le  for the s>-sLrm io i lny  problems I use  but a m a l l  pbrt est path." 
throw off the accumulaied poisons. .of the energy I posaeSS, for.! h f m  c o p ~ r i ~ h t .  1933. -- *-- 

"My r e ~ i m e  for the gocd life and 

total of happinc.s ,,.oul,j be im- !  31 worry me. Sometimes I doze ' 

measurably increased in the world. for a n  hour or Occasiona;ly, 
1 howe\-er, once in a few months, I .  "4lANY are saddened and d e - l  may sleep for  four or five hours. 

A P ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~  by the  of Then I awaken virtualiy charged 
life. 'What is t'he us? of attempting; with energy, like a battery, Noth- 
to accom~l i sh  anytl?ingl' the?' say. ing can stop m e  af ter  such a night. 
'Life is 80 short. w e  may never I feel great strength then. There is 
live to  see the completion of the ,  no doubt abaut it but that  sleep 1s 
task.' Well, people collld prolong a restorer, a vitalizer, tha t  it in- 
their lives considerably if crease. .nun. But  h a  - 

but make the effort. H"- hand I do not thlnk it ir a&mntlaX 
m a n  beings do so many things that1 to. well bein% pmcukly 

produce a type of radio t r a n ~ m i t t e r  1 one ie habitually a pborml-r. 

"One of - the  most fundamental 1 jnV 
diet' for One th ing ,  ' 1  

and  also one of the padded facts in 1 O f '  and ' 
human life is well brought out in a '  "Why overburden the bodies that  
French proverb which, freely trans- 1 Serve us? I eat but tlfro meals a 
lated, means: 'If youth had the 1 day. and I aclci-prOdlicing' 
knowledge and age the power of foods. Almost everybody eats 
doing,"' said Mr. Tesla. "Our con- 
dition of body and mind in old age 

many Peas and beans and Other 
uric acid and Other1 

is merely a certificate of how we L~'"o"s. I partake liberally of f r e sh ,  
h a r e  spent our youth. The s e c r e t v e g e t a b l e ~ l  fish or meat ~ ~ a r i n g l y . 1  
of my own ptrength and vitality to- ,  and Fish is reputed as f i n e :  

'day is that in my youth I led what I brain but has a ''cry strong! 
you might call a virtuous life. ;acid reaction, as it contains a great! 

"I ha\.e never dissipated. When 11 dc31 Of phosphorus. Acidity is b y '  

was a young man I understood well ' far  the enemy to fight Off in '  

the  significance of that old French '  age. I 
I 

proverb, qlthough I doubt that  I had I ' P o t a t o e s  a r e  s p ~ ~ n d i d .  and should 
even heard it then. But I seemed be eaten at  least once a day. They 
to  have a clear understanding whi le1  contain \.811u3ble mineral salts and 

still ycrlng that 1 must control m y ,  are neutralizing. 
passions and i~ I "I believe in plenty of exercise. I 
to  make some of my come \"alk eight or ten miles every day, 1 
true, and npver take a cab or other con- 1 ' ye?-ancez \vhen I have the time t o !  
, "So 1~1th this in \.lev'. q u i t e  U5e iegp0\r7er. 1 also exercise in my 
1 "  life I abollt d lsc l€ l i~ ing m y - ;  bath daily, for I think this is of 

planning Out a program areat importance. I take a warm 
l i n n g  for what I considered t h e ;  bath. followed by a prolonged cold 
s m e  and worthwhile life. shower. 

"Since I love my \r-ark above 311, Slcepl 1 scarcely ever sleep. I j 
things, it is only natui-a! that 1 1  come of a l ~ n g - l i \ ~ e d  family, but it 
should ~v i sh  to continue it 11!itil II is noted for its poor sleepers. 1 ex- / 
die. I want no \.acd!ion----no S I I T -  pect t , ~  match the  records of my an- 
cease f rom my lab?rs. If peop!c , cestors and livp t o  haat least 1M. 

select a life ~ v o r k  compatible 
with their tcrnperaments, the :urn . c c  y SLEEPLESSNESS doer not 
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M r .  Nick Basura 
3414 Alice S t r e e t  
Los Angeles, CA 90065 

Bear M r .  Basurat 

I have j u s t  returned from my t r i p  t o  Europe and found your 
l e t t e r  of August 19, 1977 wi th  a l l  t h e  mate r i a l s  about 
Nikola Tesla. 

I have appl ied f o r  $ l o ,  ooo g r an t  from the  American Film 
I n s t i t u t e  t o  produce TESLA f i lm.  I w i l l  need add i t i ona l  
$lo,ooo from other sources.  My approach is g o i u  t o  Be 
a documentary in s t y l e .  One hour TV spec i a l  would c o s t  
much more t o  produce. A t  least $loo. ooo, I w i l l  use no 
ac to r s  but  a l o t  of photographs, l oca t i on  shootings,  
in terv iews,  e m .  Roger Girnbel d id  not contac t  m e  so fa r .  
Would he be ab l e  t o  l i n e  up add i t i ona l  money f o r  t he  f i l m ?  

Many people are i n t e r e s t e d  i n  producing a f i l a  on Tesla. 
I am conf ident  t h a t ,  because I speak b ~ t h  languages, and 
becouse ef my personal  experience of an immigrant t o  t h i s  
country,  my f i l m  w i l l  be more penet ra t ing ,  more dramatic 
than  others .  I don ' t  know what t o  say about Markovitz? 
Never heard from him s ince .  

I n  January of  1978 my g ran t  f o r  t h i s  f i lm w i l l  be e i t h e r  
approved o r  r e jec ted .  I n  t he  meantime t he r e  i s  a 1st of  
work t o  be done i n  t r y i n g  t o  l i n e  up add i t i ona l  money f o r  t h i s  
p ro jec t .  I hope t o  s t a y  i n  touch wi th  you becouse your he lp  
i n  t h i s  f i lm w i l l  be invaluable.  I :d  l i k e  t o  have you as a 
consu1tan.t during t he  f i lming and give you t h a t  c r e d i t  t i t l e  
i n  t h e  f i lm,  

ILMA magazine pr in ted  a n ice  l i t t l e  ar t ic le  about Nikala. Did 
you have anything t o  do wi th  it? 

I w i l l  keep you informed about any f u r t h e r  progress  on t h e  
f i l a .  



December 7 1977 

Mr. Kick Basura 
3414 Alice Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90065 

Dear Mr. Basura: 

In reply to yDur ccrrespondence of November 30, 1977, 
I was the producer of THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF RADIO and, 
therefore, the person responsible for omitting Nickola 
Tesla as you so aptly put, "the father of radio", from 
that program. 

The basis of the research on the television program, 
THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF RADIO, indicated that Marconi 
deserved the credit he was given; but since the production 
of that program I have received other letters, like 
yours, namely one from Paul Jarrico, the award--trinning 
screenwriter and documentarian, uho has long before your 
letter arrived, suggested that we do a program based on 
the life of Nickola Tesla. That submission is in the 
hands of our National Programming Department now and 
and we are seeking funding from the National Endowment 
of the Sciences to make the program possible. Jarrico 
has already received a commitment of partial funding 
from the Yugoslavian government. 

I appreciate your taking the time to write and for 
being an interested viewer of KCETbs programs. I will 
keep your letter on file with our Nickola Tesla project 
in the event we can cross-reference with Frank Brikic 
or have him collaborate on our project. 

/1 
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R E S E A R C H  
WHY HAVE MIGHTY, P O W E a  FORCES TRIED TO 

SUPPRESS TIE AMAZING STORY OF A GENIUS BORN YEARS 
AHEAD OF HIS TIME? He could draw inventions out of 
the e tha l  -- visualize complete, complicated elec- 
t r i c a l  c i rcui t s  never known t o  man. This genius 
made an invaluable contribution t o  the massive u t i l -  
ization of e l ec t r i ca l  enwgy for  pract ical  purposes 
and thus, i n  fac t ,  revolutionized the world. 

Tday in Minnesota an e x p e r k n t a l  "reciever" 
is  being b u i l t  t o  t e s t  the poss ib i l i t ies  of wireless 

transmission of e lec t r ic i ty .  In Timans, Canada, a "transmitter" is being b u i l t  by 
Canadians interested in the Tesla theories. 

We have scores of inauir ies  fo r  books on, or  by, Nikola Tesla (1856-1943). Yet the 
average school boy and rrost adults h c w  nothing of this mm. Health Research has sold 
many t i t l e s  t o  governmental agencies. 

There w a s  an organized rrovement across the  nation t o  delete a l l  Tesla data from 
l ibrar ies  - started soon a f t e r  h i s  death in 1943. Ralph Bergstresser wrote an a r t i c l e  
which appeared i n  The Reader's Digest in 1946, t i t l ed :  NikoZa TesZa, m e  Forgotten Sup- 
erman Of Our Industrial  Age."' This a r t i c l e ,  which we s e l l  at $1.00, has done more t o  
stimulate in teres t  in Tesla than anything anyone could dream o r  k g i n e .  (::'We reprinted 
this with the f u l l  permission of the author). 

We now have a new booklet of some 45 + i l lus t ra ted  pages about the fabulous Nikola 
Tesla who shunned scciety and preferred working w i t h  h i s  experiments. Several have 
t r i ed  t o  in teres t  movie-land in to  mking a f i lm on Tesla. One of our customers has 
delivered in to  our hands a ser ies  of 8% x 11 papers E ar t i c l e s ,  which he has spent 
many years a c c w l a t i n g  . He wishes them published - and as of August 20, 197 7, we w i l l  
have them in print ,  a t  the mdest  price of $3.50. The t i t l e  of these combined a r t i c l e s  
is: Assorted Tesla Articles.  

The *let includes the following a r t i c l e s  : 
TESLA - A Great Inventor (Fl~oto of Tesla a s  a young man); Proceedings of The Radio 

Club of America, Inc. - Vol. 45, No. 2; Who Was Tesla?; N2cola Tesla, World's Greatest 
Engineer - By Co~rmnder~ E.  J. Quinby, USN (Ret. 1. Tesla foresaw a complete modem type 
of service, and called this World Wide Wireless System (Cheap Electrical Power For the 
People). This would be transmitted t o  loca l  areas without expensive wires E poles 
(without powerful Ut i l i t i e s  taking the i r  ' c u t s .  Ymy power companies did not wish 
Tesla ideas t o  becow known t o  the people ! 

Gne of 'Tesla's giant alternators has been preserved in the Smithsonian Inst i tute ,  
hhere It Stands As  a Monunent t o  Tesla's pioneering.; i e t t e r  t o  1%. Nick Basura (who 
lent us these folios f o r  publication) by Archibald E .  Roberts, L t .  Col., US Army (Ret .) 
Director, CRC; Letter from Dr. Revilo P. Oliver, Ph.D. "Is the probability that the 
USSR is e x p r a t i n g  with low-frequency (Tesla) mdula t ims as a device t o  influence 
brain-waves a t  great distances and thus generate, on c c m d ,  violence or  passivity in 
selected populations; Tesla (Modern Aviation); The Father of RC; Picture Printed i n  the 
March 1904 'Electrical World ' ; and many more a r t i c l e s .  Offset printed. $3 .SO 
(California Residents Add . 2 1  Tax). Handling $1.00 minimum on ALL orders. 
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- THE INDIANA POLIS SI'AR - 

suggesting there is some possibility that 
electricity may be' naturafly stored in 
q r d n  tocks, such as granite: and that 
someday it might be tapped as an alter- 
natiq pwer. Call it "rock electricity." 

Both Gallimore and Brown are among 
vest1 tors of energies traditionally re- 

t g i J  to the heap of .unexplained 
phenomena and seldom subject of any 
stud$ except by those in esoteric fields 
like $owsing which until re&nt years 
may have seemed more like witchcraft, 
magic or pure fakery than a topic of 
serious attention for physicists. 

BUT SLOWLY all that'seems to be 
chapging. More classical scientists are 
becoming interested in things science can 
npt explain. Some of the most exhaustive 
work on dowsing for instance was done 
by Dr, 2. V. Harvalik, a Washington 
(D.C. J based physicist who s i n e  his re- 
tireqent from government work has alko 
kyen doing work in radionics. 
.. 'Ilk esotetlc sciencs of radionics may 
owe, Bs %rigins to that moment in the late 
1800S:when a young American medical 
s t u h t  named Albert Abrams watched 
Ital* tenor Enrico Caruso flick a pure 
tone on the rim of a drinking glass and 
then,-shatter the glass by singing the 
same tone. 
. M. ABRAMS who went on to 

teach many years at Stanford University 
dehut~d much of his life in the attempt to 
prove that such a feat was not a mere 
trick but rather just one illustration of a 

THUMDAq JULY $8, %m 
I BOTH GALLIMORE arkl T. Townsew 

MWEY, JOBS, AND PEOPLE 
Brown, a'physist who over the yem 

I has done extengive government worR Md3 ' now hudquar+rs at the laboratory d thw % 

Townsend Brown Foundation at Sud- 
'nyvate, 'CQlf. are highly interested iq 
gravity rebearch. + 

PoSsibifity S udied / 1 el?"icit~." 
HE HAS SAID that it is his "belief 

,! that the total energy so received at  the 
% $3MN IF. LVST 

If 'such ideas sekm too Gld and re- 
mote to consider seriously, Brown's own 

the use to which atomic power wuld by 

tific martyrdomof such men as Goethe, 
I Karl Von Reichenbach, Wilhelm Reich 
I and Nikola Tesla. 

While such men were acknowledged 
privately as brilliant, they were ridiculed 
or persecuted by a public whose conven- 
tional wisdoms or commercial enter- 
prises were challenged by the scientists' 
new theories of universal energies. 

Gallimore, whose book "The Hand- 
book of Unusual Energies" maps much of 
the basic technical history of such work, 
believes that the work on unusual ener- 
gies is about to gain significant momen- 
tum from the formal scientific com- 
munity. 

: 

\ 
j 

, 

.( 

AN I~~DEPENDENT researcher, Gal- 
limore, who has served as a consultant 
for private corporations, supports his 
work with the manufacture and sale of 
his radionics devices which he now en- 
courages classical scientists to examine. 

Much of Gallimore's work is in what 
he has called "neutricity," named be- 
cause it is an energy with a neutral 
charge. Gallimore contends this energy 
in a sense runs parallel to electricity. 

While he has not yet publicly demon- 
strated it, Gallimore contends that "neut- 
ricity" might be available by merely 
drawing it out of the air or could be 
generated much like electricity. 

Gallimore says this would tie into. 
some of the work done by Reich on 

' "orgone" energy and by Reichenbach on 
what was called the "odic" force. 

* 
SUGGESrn READING 

UNIFIED FIELD ?HEORY - J. G. 
G a l l & =  - (1974) 100 
pages, mimeographed $8.0 0 

THE HANDBOOK OF UNUSUAL ENERGIES 
- J. G. Gal-= (1976) 448 
pages, 8% x 11 - h i a l y  il- 

l l u s t r a t e d ,  formulas, etc. 
Typewritten f m t  E SOE 

facsimile p r i n t i n g  $40 . 00 
COILECTED PROPERTIES AND 

WRITINGS OF J. G. GALLIMORE: , 
- Being Vol. 2 .of Handbook 
o f  Unusuzl be- rg ies .  (1976) 
160 pages, i l l u s t r a t e d ,  
8% x 11, mostly typewri t ten  
format $30 .OO 

'IHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARA- 
PSYCHOLOGY AND GRAVITY - By 
J. G. Gallimre - w have Mr. 
G d l i m r e  I s  m u s c r i p t  in hand 
- loaks  l i k e  it will run 150 
o r  s o  pages - expect t o  have 
+his ready by Sept  . 30, 1977 
Pre-publicat ion p r i c e  $30.00 
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--- - flashes in every colored 

Tbc new Ttsla school, a Chicago monument to the electrical wizard, wiU open 
Wednesday at 6657 S. aimbark. 

I A Monument to Man 
They Called Crazy 

J I Honor Memory 
( Of NikoIa Tesla 

BY RICHARD ATCHESON 

Chicago is about 
to dedicate its first 
monument to Nikola 
Tesla ,  Amer ican  
electrical inventor, physi- 
cist, witty hermit and pi- 
geon faneler. 

Tesla lived in seclusion 
most of his life, but he liked 
to receive the incredulous 
press on each birthday, and 
had the haoit of announcing 
a new invention every Jan. 
8, over coffee and cake. 

* * *  
IN 1937, a s  in every other 

year, the newsmen found 
his latest idea preposterous. 

Angrily, the aging invent- 
or turned on the grinning 
journalists. "They laughed 
in 1896, too. when I told 
them about the cosmic ray." 
said the old man, reproach- 
fully. 

"They jeered 33 yeam ago 
when I discovered the rotat- 
ing field principle of alter- 
nating currents. 

"They called me crazy 
when I predicted the radio. ' And when I sent the first 
impulse around the world- 
they said it couldn't be 
done." 

.J 
ed his yearly announce-' 
m e n t s a n d  his forecasts of 
wonders to come. 

In 1926, to the vast amuse- 
ment of the press, he had 
predicted the coming of tele- 
vision, when "we shall be 
,able to witness the inaugura- 
tion of a President or the 
playing of a World Series 
baseball game, just as 
though we were there." 

People hooted The new* 
papers called Tesla "the slen- 
der wizard." 

They described him as a 
dreamer, who imagined that 
"people will be able to see 
distant events like the sor- 
ceress of the magic crystal 
of fairy tales and legends." 

But the brilliant ecaenClic 
was taUdng fa&, not fairy 
tsdea He ablled them "certi- 
tudes." 

He was aeldorn believed, ' 
, though by the 1930s he had . 

some 700 inventions to his 
e d i t ,  including the electric 
motor, the radio (in which 
he preceded Marconi), and 
the arc light (in which he 
preceded Edison 1. 

. * *  
THE SCOFFERS laughed 

loudly at  each prediction. In  
1935 the Daily News tcok 
them to task for sneering at  
Tesla. 

"The man's genius per 
vades every power line," the 
News rhapsodized. "It shgs  

NIKOLA TESLA in the hum of every genera- ... <<Thy said it couldn't tor and whine8 and clicks in 
TEGLA WAS no braggart, be done." every transformer. 

but he was bored with the 
' 

"It glows in every light, it 
scorn which regularly greet- 

flame of illuminated signs. 
I ,  . . . 

* * *  
CHICAGO could well de- 

fend Tesla, for the Wlndy 
City owed him an eternal 
debt of gratitude. 

It was Tesla who heipd 
make Chicago's great Co- 
lumbian Exposition of 1893 
the wonder of the globe. 

It was the fiist wmld's 
fair where new-fangled e l m  
hide cbuld be used exten- 
sively. 

Tesla's polyphase system 
was utilized to  light up the 
fair, enchanting v i e w e r s 
from a score of countries. 

And Tesla himself had a 
personal exhibit a t  the fair, 
to show the open-mouthed 
public the wonders he had 
invented. 

* * *  
BUT AS the fair faded 

>*-om menor r., niany found 
only humor in the figure of 
the pale, thin old man, a 
fastidious vegetarian who 
kept ailing pigeons nested in 
a drawer of his roll-top desk; 
an  old rqan who emerged 
from his 'solitude once a 
year to .make fantastic fore- 
casts. 

This was the men who fn 
1882 left hb native Austrian 
Croatia to pursue his experi- 
menta in the mare adven- 
turous clim&te of the United 
States. 

This was the man who 
worked with Edison design- 
lng motors and generators 
and who realized a childhood 
dream when he saw his own 
turbines in action at  Niagara 
Falls. 

New forms of dynamos, 
transformers, induction coils, 
condensers, and other elec- 
trical apparatus were con- 
stantly being conceived by 
the "dreamer," who often 
complained that he couldn't 
stem the flow of ideas long 
enough to get sufficient 
sleep. 

* * *  
SOME OF the marvels he 

promised were conspicuous 
failures. Though he rejected 
any possibility of space 
travel as  "unrealizable," he 
persistently maintained that 
societies of varying matur- 
ity existed on the- planets, 
and he intended to communi- 
cate with them. 

As the Daiiy News edito- 
rialized at the time of his 
death, "the boldness of his 
successes only throws into 
htgher relief the magnitude 
of hls failures." 



Equally scorned was his 
assurance that  "the most 
valuable appbcation cf wire. 
less energy will be the  pro. 
pulsion of flyliig mscn~nes 
subject t o  radio c~nt ro l . '~  '3 

That  was considered AS fun- 
ny 8s talking to Mars. 

i3 
P 

a * *  . b 
TESLA, whose first Chi. $f 

a 
cago monument will be the 
new elementary s c h o o 1 . 
Kimbark, died in 1943 a t  the  & 

8 named after him, at 6657 S. y 

age of 84, a happy man. 
"nly life has been so won- $ 

derfu1,t' he had said, "that it -U 

a b o s t  surpasses fiction. - 
"Every great desire I have 

ever had has invariably ma. 
trrrirrlird " 
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Television Pietwr 
Not Very Mysterious 

Sir,-The remarks concerning 
T.V. and ugly masts from your 
naders  are very interesting. In 
my opinion no mast whatever is 
required for radio or T.V. Fur- 
ther, T.V. could be enjoyed now, 
and could have been used-over 
the regular or short waves for the 
past twenty-five years. And not 
only that 'but T.V. real live pictures 
can be sent over the phone or light 
wires. The idea of all the micro- 
auwr-waves is merely another road 
info the tax-payers -purse. Every 
radio station in Canada can s tar t  
sen3ingipictures with and on their 
voice w'aves right now. I t  was done 
in England years ago, nothing new 
or startling about it. The picture 
receiver can be plugged into the 
usual radio receiver. The trick is 
all in the Tesla tube, vd~ich is the 
heart of all T.V. receivers under 
many other names (except that 
of the inventor - Tesla). This 
tube - p r o p e r 1 y connected - 
will indicate color. Perhaps 
this hint will glve s o  m e 
radio engineer a brain wave. 
I t  might help if they looked up the 
old Tesla patents. There is no&ing 
new under the sun. Many of Tesla's 
inventions will not be known to the 
public for the next fifty years or 
s e i n  the meantime how about 
putting on a few picture records, 
CBM, in between that hash you call 
music? Don't say it can't be done. 
Fellow tax-payers go out and buy 
a T.V. set and then build yourself 
a icture sender-hook it  up to the 
tekphone wire and send pictures 
to your friends. 

Arthur E Matthews, E.F,. 
w e  Beauport, P.Q. 

y Ground From 
I 

Wireless energy travels t h o u g h  
the 4 amd not t h o u g h  the air 
aa is the general belief, A. H. Mat- 
thews, local engineer, told the 
Ohonicle Telegraph in commenting,transmit 
on a n  article which appeared some 

"The backwards of modern so- 
called rad'io is most probably due 
to the limits impcsed by the Hertz 

and that fallacy, the 
Heavi~sidae layer, he continued. 
''Going back to the days when 
Hertz war, &1I exper:menting, the 
latter was cu,nvinccd by Nickola 
Tesla that  his theory was a t  faul t ;  
and when shm-n why, he admitted 
as much. 

Send. Power Through Earth 

was able 60 t rammit  sufficient 
powel bo light lamps on the Cove 
Fields, and wed only the earth and 
no aerials. Later he was able to 

power to the Lam1 Hills. 
Mr. Matthems declared that at 

a'YaS' 
Aerial Idea Fallacy 

The fact or  erecting an 
aerial, Mr. Matthews explained, 
does not prove that  energy comes 
though the air. ~h~ lnergy al- 
r e d y  in $he earth, waiting for  
something to move it, he continued, 
,d we,t on date: L ' E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
-high or low frequency, is always 
present, we know tbfit only 
some of us forget :t; we haven': 
.tke e u n ~ ~ t i o n  to see clearlv that  i 

Mr. Matthews has been expe~i -  
menting f o ~  the past thirty years 
with the Tesla wirelcs  theory a , d  
has faded to find anv flaws in it. 

- 

Tfx \jI'iLL OF LI@T - NIKOLA TESLA - And TEF YFWSIAN 
SEIIP TIiX :'-I2 - By M h u r  H. Fqatthews - $6.00. 

1 Mr. Matthews. 

the :art6 a vastly kPe l io r  
c o n d u c t ~ r  to  whatever is  in the air, 
and is the on!y feasible place f o ~  
the wireless to use in a ~rac;ica! 

I n  1906 he built a machine from 
Tesla's 1893 patsenit and wag suc- 
cessful in transporting power f rom 

'#It IIappenec! In Ouebec' - Il lustrated.  w i t h  o r ig ina l  
drawings by A .  W. Ilatthews. Large p r i n t ,  1-rritten s o  you 
can understand it. Copyright 1971. TypeT7.ritten, l i tho-  
grzphed format, 8% x 11, durable l i ~ h t  cardboard cover. - 

Over 100 pages. 

The f i r s t  part of t y i s  fascinating book is Nikola Ted-a's - 
am 14utobiography, h i c h  sheds much l igh t  on the  charac- 
ter of this ,great inventor. 

mlanner, there is practicaliy no re- 
sistance 60 tche earbh, and there is 
no reason to suppose that  wireless 

The second a d  th i rd  sections relate M u r  F. I 'lattheb~s~ 
- 

experiences of v i s i t s  of the Space-Ship v-12 anc' its in- 
habitants fram \Tenus. Plso, ~ i v e s  much of t he  instrmc- 
t i on  given by tbese ad-vanced mdividuals f o r  improving - 

conditions on ear th ,  and the  possible ways of saving 
ear th  fram the t o t a l  c&g destrmction. 

the  celllar of his home on St. Joa- currents pmfer  .the upper regions 
vhim Street to  the Cove Fields. Ile I to the lower." 

THE WALL OF LIGHT - By P ~ t h u r  H. 1.1atthews - lithographed, i l l u s t r a t e d  $6.00 
Fkxn: Health Research, Box 70, Mokelqme H i l l ,  California 95245. 
(California Residents Please Include Current Sales Tax - Thank You). 



Illustrated with 

original drawings 

by A. H. Matthews. 

Large hint Written - so you 
can understand it. 

Copyright - 1971 - by Arthur H. Matthews 
All Rights Reserved. 
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TJIKOLA TESLA 1856-1943 - LECTURES, PATENTS, ARTICLES - Published by Nikola Tesla P . b -  
e m ,  Beograd, Yugoslavia (1956) . Bcuments taken from the Museum and Beograd Univer- - 
s i t y .  Approximately 1065 8-1/2 x 11 i l lu s t r a t ed  pages. Facsimile repr int .  

$35 .oo 
RECENT DIS(3VERIES BY NIKOLA TESLA - 'IFE PROBLEM OF INCREASlNG HUMAN ENERGY. This i s  

-- 

a reprint  from a rare copy of the June, 1900 Issue of The Century Yagazine. (Pages 
175 thru  212). 1 2  I l lus t ra t ions  - Several Being Full 7 x 10. These have been repro- 
duced in to  an 8-1/2 x 11 book with photo of author, plus a photo of the sculptured 
head of Tesla. This photo is ' full  page s ize .  Thousands have asked fo r  more infonnation 

- ,  about this genius. 2.50 

E N I W  F N S T I Q m !  - By William Gordon Allen, B.S. i n  Elec t r ica l  kg ineer ing;  Yh.U. 
Philosophy; Fellow, Br i t i sh  Interplanetary Society. Why have cer ta in  t ru ths  of - 

Science been concealed from the English speaking peoples who consider t h e i r  science 
paramount i n  the world? (1966 copyright) 8-1/2 x 11, typewritten format, ill: $7 -00 

R E T W  OF WE DOVE By Margaret Storm - 294 pages. This book reveals much of the danger,; 
mystery, conspiracy, and intr igue tha t  reached in to  the highest places of government 
and the guarded sancta of b ig  industry. The book has long been out of p r i n t  and many 
copies sold for  $50.00 and more. Now in facsimile, l i g h t  cardboard, sp i r a l s  $15.00 - 

HEALJ'H RESEARCH, BOX 70, MOKELME HILL, CALIFORNIA 95245 
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'STR.4NGE OBJECTS' 
ENIGMA FANTASTIqllE! g ives  us n o t  o n l y  a 
ph i  1 osophi ca l  bas i s  f o r  a s c i e n t i f i c  analy-  
s i s  o f  t he  UFO b u t  p o i n t s  o u t  t he  re ferences 

J J J f rom which ANYONE can b u i l d  h i s  own under- 

................................................................................................ .......................................... 
-- 

City Zip N o .  

s tand ing  o f  t h e  FANTASTIC TRUTH behind t he  --Clocks Stopped phenomena o f  t he  UFO which t he  A i r  Forces 
--- o f  the  w o r l d  have denied and concealed when 

! LISBON (Portugal) --CAP) "Tlic thing was very lunli- 1 even t h e  newspapers o f  t h e  w o r l d  have re -  

1 - Strange objects moving l noss. and bad orange color- ' I 
f l e c t e d  p u b l i c  DEMAND FOR THE TRUTH'! 

Have  you purchased f rom Health Research before? .................................... 

- (Prrz8ent dup/~catrun of  your nrrme in our jiles-rrr your nrrmr wrll be pluced on our filer as a 
new buyer nor haat made a purrbar briore nnlrsr v r  know you are a previous customer.) 

i~ and was nearly red a t  
times," the couple said, "and. 1 
at times green rays shot out; 
froln a side. i '- 7--,,c 

.q-l le  saucer ,.topped at ! U? Lj:dii~'IPL~IDIi'JG OF bJhat C E P ~ , & ~ J ~  El 
ratl:rr !iigh aititude, near the! P& cf mth is reflected h 

- (through space reported 
/ sighted in two widely-se~a- 

HEALTH RESEARCH, 
70 L a f a y e t t e  S t . ,  
MOKELUMIVE HILL, 
CALIFORNIA 95245 

- - 

- ORDER TtlIS AMAZING NEW BOOK NOW 

'rated areas of Portugal yes- 
terday. The Azores weather 
bureau claimed Interference 
froln one stopped its electro- ) coast.. f'or al?out three min- w p m i s o n  of the work of Dr. Rudolf S t e h e ~  
magnetic clocks. 1 utes. Tlien, n i i h  a incredible md *. ~ i ~ ~ l ~  ~~~l~ -Q,J-J-G)~ ~ . M T ~ Q E .  I velocity. it sprd towards the ( 

- I Descriptions of tile objects 1 ., 
I were strinltingly similar to of- Feriandes said hcaby 1 AJY WORLD SPACE PPIOGPAPi must heed ~ e s e  m t h ~  
lficial Argentine and ChiIran' interference interrupted the before it becoms a true space pPF8grm i n  I military rcports of sighlings 
in the Antarctic last week. 

rnusic.on his radio. every sense and meaning of f i e  WOP~S. 
A type DENIAL OF TRUTHS, suppression of knowledge 

ference stopped the electro- 
LUMMOUS' of the NEWLY DZXOi.JSTRATED truths of a COSlZtC magnetic cl:ocks of the Villa 

: The First reported myster- Do Porto weather bureau in SCIENCE3 Ult&JaE of e m l ~  big at^ 
- ,  

ious flying ol>jec.t appeared in the Portuguese Azores Archi- : zcience , is eqosed as file background fop 
Motosinhos, near the northern pelago, a spokesman said. XGI‘.>j FPddTASTIQUE . $7.0 0 , city 01 Uporlo. nlrerc Manuel He added a "cyclindrical .---- 

, Fernandes, a fishermen's -- 

i union employee, and his wife 
at ~ first saw "some sort of 
luminous flattened balloon." 

1 - 

white object" circled around 
in the sky. nTROR OVER UFOs - ivEW THINGS I N  THE SKY TT-- - - 

The spokesman said the ob- I -an Francisco Chronicle FINAL) Monday, 
ject was moving slowly north- k E h  2 8, 1966 - Associated Pmss - 
east at an 01 2470m BiC  UPROAR OVER UFO SIWINGS - Ann &bop, 
to 8,000 feet. Ifidxigan. People go on seeing strange ETCLOS2D FIlG $ for  ;.j!llc% pleas- sal,' flyhg objects and officials keep saying 

me copy/co~ies of EiJ1Gi.A FAT/ISTIQULil. that nothing is there, . ., . . .. 
-- ( A t m C i  i e r  copy, 2 6 t  postage E handling. i 

Insurance 20C extrhf desired).  42C C a l i f .  ta:\i - 
N a m p -  ..................................... ....... 

-~ 

Street ........................................................................................................................................................ 



NATIONAL 
ENQUIRER June 16, 19'74 

By DAVID BURK 
One of the world's fore- 

most space scientists says he 
has proof that UFOs exist. 

"By application of univer- 
sally accepted scientific 
laws, my computerized sta- 
tistics prove beyond all pos- 
sible doubt that UFOs exist 
and that thousands of them 
have landed," claims Dr. 
Claude Poher, who heads the 
exploratory rockets division 
for  the French equivalent of 
America's NASA. 

Working with a vast array of 
35,000 UFO reports from many 
countries, Dr. Poher meticu- 
lously analyzed 1,000 cases, 
using "some of the most so- 
phisticated electronic and com- 
puter equipment in the world." 
He told The ENQUIRER that 
his computer data reveals: 

a UFOs are usually reddish- 
orange at night and during the 
day appear as polished metal 
that reflects sunlight. 

a UFOs are shaped like 
either discs, spheres or ci- 
gars. 

a 70 percent of all UFO 
sightings occur at night. 

r 10 ~e rcen t  - or 3.500 - 
of the UFO reports describe 
landings or attempted land- 
ings. 

a 5 percent of the reports in- 
volve persons seeing space 
aliens. 

"It's highly significant that 
I 've gotten similar descrip- - . -  
tions &i every set of reports no 
matter where in the world 

I Have Proved UFOs Exist, 
Claims Tbp Space Scie~tist 

SPACE EXPERT Prof. Claude Poher. works on rocket a t  
the National Center for S ~ a c e  Studies - the French 

they originated," Dr. Poher re- 
marked. 

Dr. Poher said the reports 
cover "a perfect cross-section 
of the population," including 
such reputable witnesses as 
pilots, radar operators, mili- 
tary men and police officers. 

"I've found evidence of ex- 
tremely powerful magnetic 
forces associated with UFOs. 
Military and civilian pilots 
around the world have report- 
ed that while flying on auto- 
matic pilot, they veered wildly 
off course at the exact time 
they saw a bright, unidentified 
object in the sky. 

"Then there is the automo- 
bile phenomena. 

"When inotorists approach a 
UFO, their car lights go off, 

L, 

cuts out. I baseJ mine on 80. It is hardlv eauivalent of America's NASA. 

ample, our computers know 
the flight paths of aircraft and 
the positions of weather bal- 
loons, planets and comets," 
said Dr. Poher. 

"All known natural and phy- 
sical phenomena like meteors 
and planes are visible from the 
ground for periods ranging 
from a split second to a min- 
ute . . Or, in the case of 
planets, for hours or days. 
T'here are no known phenom- 
ena - other than UFOs - 
which last in between these 
times, from several minutes to 
an hour." 

, Regarding his method of an- 
alysis, Dr. Poher said: "Al- 
though any other scientific 
study would settle for a com- 
puter readout founded on six 

the car s t o ~ s  and the engine lor eight basic factors. I have 

investigations of 11 different 
reported UFO landings in 
France. 

"I've found traces of deep 
grooves cut by what appears 
to be a kind of triple-ski land- 
ing gear. 

"The grooves indicate the 
UFOs weighed 50 to 100 tons 
and were 200 to 300 yards long 
and 30 yards wide. 

"Magnetic readings are 
much higher a t  the landing 
sites than the surrounding 
areas. And absolutely nothing 

"These reports from all over 
the world are identical - even 
in the order of events." 

He said reports have con- 
firmed that UFOs can travel 
up to 15,000 m.p.h. and more 
and weave intricate patterns 
in the sky. 

Dr. Poher, director of the 
Sounding Rockets Division at 
the National Center for Space 
Studies near Toulouse, France, 
said: 

"I've been able to prove the 
reality of UFOs by eliminating 
all other possibilities. For ex- 

will grow on the actual landing 
spots. 

"It's as if the soil had been 
burned up." 

Dr. Poher believes that "it's 
of the greatest importance to 
mankind" to undertake a de- 
tailed international studs of 

possibly to invent a more aci& 
test." 

Dr. Poher discounted the 
idea that UFO sightings are 
the result of an international 
hoax, mass hypnotism or auto- 
suggestion. 

"UFO reports involve people 
who-have no contact with each 
other and who come from vast- 
ly different social, cultural 
and national backgrounds," he 
noted. 

What makes the respected 
scientist even more convinced 
of the elristence of UFOs is his 

UFOs. 
"The most troubling ques- 

tion of all is: exactly what 
are UFOs? 

"For me, there will be no 
rest until the mystery has been 
solved." 

. .  ~ 

m e  Bible is  f u l l  of f lying objects where even the p i lo t s  are seen. These round objects,  cal led f lying saucers, 
are as E A L  a s  Ezekiel 's wheel within awheel ,  and are here f o r  a reasan; but WHY? (Read Zach. 5:l-4);  Psa. 68:  
1 7 .  men Elisha saw the Chariots of Fire and Horses of Fire ,  a d  even the p i lo t s  thereof,  he w a s  r id iculed ( 2  Kings 
2:11-23). Isa .  21:6-10; Isa .  66:15-17; Matt. 7 : 2 2  1 24:24. Were ancient as t rmauts  here before? Tnere is  no 
 JEW THING" under the  sun (Eccl . 1 : 9 ) . Some now enter ta in  angels WAWARES (Heb . 13 : 2 . (News item: National E n q u i ~ r )  . 



PERSONAL HISTORY OF J. G. 
GALLIMORE 

An Indiana native, M r .  Gdl l in~re  was 
b a w n  as a crystallogramy expert even while 
wry young. A theory of crystal growth 
discovered while he was in high school be- 
cam an indus-tPy standard. Nominated Nobel 
Prize, 1963. 

Later - the cantrol of crystal growth 
from m l t  solutians w a s  adopted from Mr. 
Gallimre's research which also becarre an 
indusixy standard. 

Ehtering the Air Force, he was  a part 
of S.A.C. and w a s  a Canine Corps instrmctor. 
Discharged a f t e r  suffering a back injury, 
he be- a part of the wandering youth 
m v e m t ,  visiting many c i t i es  and holding 
part t im  jobs. 

Regardless of Mr. G a l W r e l s  past 
- 

successes, w i t h  mly  a hi& school educat- 
im he could not qualify fa r  research positions. He attended elec-trcnics school and 
kecm a Civil Service Technicizn with ram1 Research. Discouraged, he l e f t  t o  hold a 
nunber of jobs. 

Reading an average of five books daily, he kept m a s t  of what w a s  happening in 
- various researches. However, when he becam interested in "Reich and the Orgone Energy, ' 

and IqReichenbach, and the Odic Force ,I1: he realized that under this type of infarmation 
w a s  a hidden potential holding ndily benefits fo r  man. 

- 
He collected various electnmic e q u i p m t  and started h i s  own labaratmy. He was 

unsupported, but he w a s  i n  resear& again. After seven years, h is  discoveries r e a m  
the ears of the academic c o m i t y  and the military and h i s  researdl was accepted as 

- equalling the best of each. 

A short military contract allowed h i m  t o  buy his own cosnputers, and ncw h i s  re- 
search has no equal. 

Mr. Gallinme has solved the problem of "The Carrier of Parapsychology," Free 
Energy, The Elimination of Disease, and is ncw developing Fourth D h s i o n a l  Conununi- 
cations. Nr. Gallkre says " I ' m  s t i l l  struggling for  m e y  t o  pay expenses, but I 'm 
in research. I have a desire t o  h m  about things; call it a ccargpulsion." 

- - In a recent l e t t e r  t o  Health Research, Mr. G a l l h r e  says : "I 've j u s t  had t h  
t o  finish reading it (Vol. I1 Handbook Unusual Energies). *** Would you believe I 
didn't remmher half the in fomt ion ,  and sat here 'learning. ' My compliments t o  you 

- and your s taff .  
"Another book ready, better  cad i t i on  this t h ~ .  Advise when you would be int- 

erested in p&Lishing. This w i l l  be the final book of -the series. I think the series 
w i l l  sell w e l l  over many years. " ** .- 

- 

**Volwe I11 of the series - THE ELATIONSHIP BFlWEEN PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND GRAVITY 
($30.00) - 215 highly i l lustrated and technical pages, m s t l y  typewritten format, 
8-1/2 x 11, spira l  binding. Also by M r .  Gallimore: UNIFIED F'IELD 'IHEORY - $8.00 ; 
HANDBOOK OF UNUSUAL ENERGIES - Vol. I of the series - $40.00 and COLLECTED PROPERTIES, 
AND WRITINGS - Vol. I1 of the series - $30.00. Add $1.25 per volume for handling - 
any excess w i l l  be refunded via credit m o .  

HEALTH RESEARCH, P .O . Box 70, MOKELUMNE HILL, CALIFORNIA 95245 



?HE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND GRAVITY By J. G. Gallimore. This is the 
f ina l  book of the series. - 

Sore of the contents of th i s  forth-coming book ( V o l m  111) are as follow: An 
Investigation Into the Problem of Parapsychology Transmissim; An Investigation Into 
Ultraviolet ; Properties of "Odic", "Orgme" as Characteris tic. Energies ; An Inves tiga- 
t ion  Into the Relation of Different G e e t r i e s  cn Energy; Collected Writings of J. G. 
G a l l i n n r e ;  The Formation of Psionics as a Science; Gurwitsch, Electm-Optics Handbook, 
Psychical Physics (Solco Trorrg) ; Geomtries; Gravitronics; The Cancer Biopathy by W i l -  
helm Reich (1945 ; Practical Analysis; People Who Are hare ,  mter Into Direct "Central 
and C~llimmication'~ with the Living Field; When a Person Holds a Distinct Thought, the 
A u r a  is Seen t o  TtDisplaytt That Thought as a Color Change; A Machine Which Tunes Thought 
- Such a Machine E x i s t s ;  Russianf s Discovery of PSI : An Orgme A c d a t o r  i s  a Grav- 
i t i c  Pile  - Weak - but With the (a) Pole in the Middle of a box mass E S-hructm Equals 

Gravity A l i g m n t  of Molecules Equals Magpet i sm;  Electron Bonds Disturbance Equ- 
als - Electrostatic; Scotopic Visim Scale; Gurwitsch Rays; Radionics is  Spectrosophy; 
Hironeyms - Tuning of Radiation by P r i s m  Angle; Colors Have a Distinct Feeling - Rus- 
sian Research; Odic - Orgone Rays; TV Aerial Cmected t o  Coil Emi t s  "RayTt; Light 
Frequency Kills Micrabes; Operation of Electric b t o r s  F h m  the Atnospheric Electric 
Field - American JournaZ of Physics; Beyond the Atom - L. Day - G. CeLaWm; mergy - 
has a Frequency a d  a Pattern, the Amount of Energy m y  be Changed or: the Pattern 
m y  be Changed. The Internaction of Energies may be Changed. The Pattern W i l l  Affect 
Matter; A l l  Patterns tend Tcward Realization, Becaning two Energies, two Patterns, 
etc. ; Laws : Cause E Effect; of Knowledge; O f  Names ; O f  Words; O f  Association; Of Sim- - 
i l a r i t y ;  O f  Contagion; Of Identification; Of Synthesis; O f  Polarity; O f  Balance; Of 
Inf in i te  Data; Of Finite Senses; O f  Progration; O f  Inf in i te  Lhiverses; O f  Invocation 
E Evocation; Exterior E Interior;  Radionics Turing; (From: Wetter, Boden, lLEensch - 
Weather, Ground,  an) ; Soi l  Radiation Research i n  Soviet Russia; Energy by N m ;  kt- 
ters on Huna; Cornpmztive List of T e r n  fo r  the Word Mana o r  V i t a l  Force; Science 
Reported Energies - Metaphysics; Goethe - Radiation; Radionics in Tho Parts; Fendulum 
Cevice; Mimcwave Sound Ernits From the Body; Biological Field Manitor; How t o  Under- 
stand Your World; Device For Converting Bio-Energy Kinetic Into Electr ical  Potential; 
Magpetic Grah7th Reactions in Plants; Moray Oscillator; Reich; The Aura of Elements; 
Biological Pickup; Computer Program t o  Input Any Radionic N d e r  and in tens i ty  and -- 

Provide a Diagnosis ; Charles W. L i t t le f ie ld  - Man, Nwnerals, and Masters Master Form- 
ular ; Beyond Parapsychology; e t c  . Over 1 0  0 diagrams, circuits, i l lus t ra t ions  e tc . 

- 
MI?. Gallimore is in c ~ n s  tant  world-cantact w i t h  other private researchers . He 

scans the patent office canstantly and w i t h  his photo-memory misses nothing of import- 
ance which w i l l  further h i s  search in to  the  f i e l d  of free energy. 

-- 

In a recent letter t o  H e a l t h  Research, M r .  Gallimre says, "I 've solved the prob- 
l e m  of 'The Carrier of Parapsychology,' Free Energy, The Elimination of Disease, and 
am n m  developing Fourth k n s i o n a l  Conummications. My last book is now being sent 
t o  you f o r  publication. 

When published THE REWIONSHIP BETWEEN PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND GRAVITY (Handbook of 
Energy #3) w i l l  be $30.00. 8% x 11, offset  and mirreographed. Published s o m t h  in 
1977. You may place your order n m  and a back order label  w i l l  be mde in your n m  - 
but we w i l l  not correspond about the order or  the book under any circumstances. .Ll 

-. 

Send 25C i n  stamps f o r  large group of mterial cm Free Energy and related f ields.  
Self Addressed envelope will speed delivery of lists. 

$1.00 Pfh imum Handling per Order. California Residents Include 6% Sales Tax. 

HEATLEI ESEARCH, P.O. BOX 70, MOKELLMJE HILL, CALIFORNIA 95245 - 



. - HEALTH RESWCH, P. 0. Box 70, MOKELLNNE HILL, CALIFORE'I'IA 95245 - offers t o  our 
customrs this l a t e s t  book by John Bigelow - EARTH ENERGY - $6.00. 

ORDER THIS AMAZING NEW BOOK NOW - The Reverse Side Is One Page From The Forth- 
coming t i t le,  EARTH ENERGY - The Entrancing Force With a Thousand Names .  Simple C i r -  
cu i t s  You Build - Fuelless Propulsion & Power Samples. The manuscript i s  par t ia l ly  
typed, par t ia l ly  in the artist's handwriting, w i t h  drawings and diagrams. "Fhgstein 
Phi Theoly" i s  included, and is  a sununary of recent and ancient descriptions of "the 
Force, " as f i l t e red  through the artist's intui t ion.  Present-day Physics being such 
a vast area of precise, but not widely understandable vocabulary and mathmatics, the 
Frogstein might help i n  the fundamntals of a general view on h m  the power of the 
Universe operates. That T a i L i g ,  the 'apparatus d e s ~ r i p t i c n s ~ d l o w  the experimenter 
t o  work direct ly w i t h  the energy, and lead him t o  the s t a r t l ing  involvement of human 
beings in t h i s  universal system; in a very concrete and practical way. 

- When the  apparatus i s  bu i l t  and functioning, there is  s t i l l  a l o t  of room fo r  
theoretical arguxent on "how come what appears t o  be happening i s  riot rea l ly  happen- 
ing." This situation and the particular universal nature of The force has kept it 
hidden from our civi l izat ion a t  large, except f o r  isolated geniuses and most recent 
technology. 

The author has come across a l o t  of information on flying saucers and f ree  energy, 
and the psychic. This covers a l o t  of books, but he has boiled t h i s  dawn -- turning 

- things in to  non-technical language. He claims i f  you have an average I . Q .  and part 
of a high school education you should be able t o  comprehend t h i s  unusual hook (which 
we think is a masterpiece! I f  you fai led in a r i t b t i c ,  have trouble reading e tc . ,  

- don't order rt! NO REFUNDS - NO CREDIT - NO C.0 .D1s .  Only 300 copies of the f i r s t  -- 
edition w i l l  be printed - available - before October 1 5 7 7 6 .  Send money n m  - 
book w i l = l G m d  our masterpiece - HANDBOOK OF LTNUSUAL ENERGIES By J. G.  
Gallimore - now $40.00). 

John Bigelow is the author of our t i t l e ,  Frogstein's Saucer Technology - $4.00 
(which also contains h i s  beautiful, technical drawings). We are already receiving 
orders for  EARTH ENERGY ( $6 .OO f r o m  our announcement on our f ine pr in t  f lyer  printed 

- only two weeks ago! 
SOME of the  contents: Anti-gravity devices in order of easy understanding; 

Laithwaite (Oct . 19 73 news release. Prof. Eric Laithwaite , Imperial College of Science 
Technology, London, Englad) ; Townsend Brown, several patents ; James F. King, Jr . , 
Magnetohyirodynamic propulsion, 196 7 ; Sezrl 1952 Disc. (These se l f  -pcwering discs have 
wide free energy poss ib i l i t ies  in home and land transport; Moray cold cathode oscil- 

- la tors  ( 19 50 ' s ; Heridershot , electrol-ytic capacitor osci l lator  ( 19 30 ' s ; Tesla Rad- 
i an t  Energy (Tesla Patents E Art icles) ;  Keeley (1890's Concentration of sound vibrat- 
ion, revealing fundmnta l s  of the universal energy) i n  i ts  conversion t o  mechanical 
rotation and hydraulic pressure); J. Schappeller (device converting Earth Energy t o  

-- rotation. 15 horsepower from a ten inch diameter sphere) ; The "Energy XI' i t s e l f ;  
Gallirr.ore ' s Unified Field Theory; Fyramid Guide ; Radionics Newsletter; Activated 
Water - Louis Kervran Biological Transmutations, 1972; Mother Nature the Alchemist; 

-- Octave periodic chart of the elemnts;  Atomic Suicide; Psionics, Biological Monitors, 
Transducers; Standard technology; Electrostatics & Lightning; Wilmhurst & Tcepler 
Holtz; Van de Graaf; Electr ic  Motors; Induction; Faraday Disc; Tesla Spiral;  Induc- 
tance, Resistance; Transformers; Rectifying Diodes; Multivibrators and multiwave osc- 

- 

i l l a to r s ;  Simplified Radionics & TV; Antennas, UHF; A few selections from physics; 
lloray B. King, space energy density; S ta t i s t i ca l  Entmphy; Cohereing of Vacuum fluc- 
tuations; Don Reed; Gravi-t-1; Free Energy; Metaphysics E Spychic Sources. 

The whole manuscript w i l l  run about forty-five pages - highly i l lus t ra ted  with 
unusual drawings - ci rcui t s .  In  addition, there w i l l  be a Pseudo Sophistication 
Lkperhent. 

The author says in addition, the vast majority don't knm what pseudo sophisti- 
cation is, o r  Kitsch, o r  a l o t  of other things. Let ~ n e  say tha t  i n  each specialty of 
the human race which tends t o  get walled off f r o m  other f ie lds ,  and f r o m  the general 
public, there is a whole f i e ld  of humor. ?he chiropractors fo r  example have a whole 
set of "in" jokes the rest of us can ' t  make head nor t a i l  of.  However, i f  you adopt 
the proper at t i tude,  you can s t i l l  laugh i n  the r ight  places. Even t o  laugh i n  the  
wrong place c m i e s  no embarrass~nent i f  you can t r i ck  the  sophisticates i n t o  believ- 
ing you how mre than they do. 
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